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PREFACE

This series of physics problems and solutions, which consists of seven vol-
umes - Mechanics, Electromagnetism, Optics, Atomic, Nuclear and Parti-
cle Physics, Thermodynamics and Statistical Physics, Quantum Mechanics,
Solid State Physics and Relativity, contains a selection of 2550 problems
from the graduate-school entrance and qualifying examination papers of
seven U.S. universities - California University Berkeley Campus, Columbia
University, Chicago University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, New
York State University Buffalo Campus, Princeton University, Wisconsin
University - as well as the CUSPEA and C. C. Tingís papers for selection
of Chinese students for further studies in U.S.A., and their solutions which
represent the effort of more than 70 Chinese physicists plus some 20 more
who checked the solutions.

The series is remarkable for its comprehensive coverage. In each area
the problems span a wide spectrum of topics, while many problems overlap
several areas. The problems themselves are remarkable for their versatil-
ity in applying the physical laws and principles, their uptodate realistic
situations, and their scanty demand on mathematical skills. Many of the
problems involve order-of-magnitude calculations which one often requires
in an experimental situation for estimating a quantity from a simple model.
In short, the exercises blend together the objectives of enhancement of oneís
understanding of the physical principles and ability of practical application.

The solutions as presented generally just provide a guidance to solving
the problems, rather than step-by-step manipulation, and leave much to
the students to work out for themselves, of whom much is demanded of the
basic knowledge in physics. Thus the series would provide an invaluable
complement to the textbooks.

The present volume consists of 380 problems. It covers practically the
whole of the usual undergraduate syllabus in quantum mechanics, just
falling short of quantum field theory, but in substance and sophistication
going much beyond.

In editing, no attempt has been made to unify the physical terms, units
and symbols. Rather, they are left to the settersí and solversí own prefer-
ence so as to reflect the realistic situation of the usage today. Great pains
has been taken to trace the logical steps from the first principles to the
final solution, frequently even to the extent of rewriting the entire solution.
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In addition, a subject index to problems has been included to facilitate the
location of topics. These editorial efforts hopefully will enhance the value of
the volume to the students and teachers alike. The editor is most grateful
to Prof. C. H. Oh of the National University of Singapore for some most
illuminating discussion on the topics.

Yung- Kuo Lim
Editor



INTRODUCTION

Solving problems in school work is exercise of the mind and enhances
understanding of the principles. In general examination questions usually
parallel such problems. Thus working out problems forms an essential and
important part of the study of physics.

Major American University Ph.D. Qualifying Questions and Solutions
is a series of seven volumes. The subjects of each volume and the respective
referees (in parentheses) are as follows:

1. Mechanics (Qiang Yuan-qi, Gu En-pu, Cheng Jia-fu, Li Ze-hua, Yang
De-tian)

2. Electromagnetism (Zhao Shu-ping, You Jun-han, Zhu Jun-jie)
3. Optics (Bai Gui-ru, Guo Guang-can)
4. Atomic, Nuclear and Particle Physics (Jin Huai-cheng, Yang Bao-

zhong,  Fan Yang-mei)
5. Thermodynamics and Statistical Physics (Zheng Jiu-ren)
6. Quantum Mechanics (Zhang Yong-de, Zhu Dong-pei, Fan Hong-yi)
7. Solid State Physics, Relativity and Miscellaneous Topics (Zhang Jia-

lu, Zhou You-yuan, Zhang Shi-ling)

This series covers almost all aspects of University Physics and contains
2550 problems, most of which are solved in detail.

The problems have been carefully chosen from a collection of 3100 prob-
lems, of which some came from the China-U.S.A. Physics Examination
and Application (CUSPEA) Program, some were selected from the Ph.D.
Qualifying Examination on Experimental High Energy Physics sponsored
by Chao Chong Ting. The rest came from the graduate preliminary or
qualifying examination questions of seven world-renowned American uni-
versities: Columbia University, University of California at Berkeley, Mss-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, University of Wisconsin, University of
Chicago, Princeton University and State University of New York, Buffalo.

Generally speaking, examination problems in physics in American uni-
versities do not involve too much mathematics. Rather, they are to a large
extent characterized by the following three aspects. Some problems involv-
ing various frontier subjects and overlapping domains of science are selected
by professors directly from their own research work and thus have an ìup-
to-dateî flavor. Some problems involve broad fields and require a quick

vii
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mind to analyse, while the methods needed for solving the other problems
are simple and practical but requires a full ìtouch of physicsî. Indeed, we
venture to opine that the problems, as a whole, embody to some extent the
characteristics of American science and culture, as well as the philosophy
underlying American education.

Therefore, we considered it worthwhile to collect and solve these prob-
lems and introduce them to students and teachers, even though the effort
involved was formidable. As many as a hundred teachers and graduate
students took part in this time-consuming task.

A total of 380 problems make up this volume of eight parts: basic prin-
ciples and one-dimensional motions (72),  central potentials (27),  spin and
angular momentum (48), motion in electromagnetic field (16), perturbation
theory (83),  scattering theory and quantum transitions (61),  many-particle
systems (37),  and miscellaneous topics (40).

In scope and depth, most of the problems conform to undergraduate
physics syllabi for quantum mechanics in most universities, while many are
rather profound and sophisticated or broad-based. A remarkable fact is
that the problems from American universities often combine fundamental
principles and latest research activities. Thus the problems may help the
reader not only to enhance understanding of basic principles, but also to
cultivate the ability of solving practical problems in a realistic environment.

This volume is the result of the collective effort of 19 physicists who
worked out and checked the solutions, notably Zhang Yong-de, Zhu Dong-
pei, Fan Hong-y&  Ren Yong, Dai Tie-sheng, Ning Bo. The original trans-
lation was carried out by professors Zheng Jiu-ren and Qi Bo-yun.
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1. BASIC PRINCIPLES AND ONE-DIMENSIONAL MOTIONS

1001

Quantum phenomena are often negligible in the LLmacroscopic”  world.
Show this numerically for the following cases:

(a) The amplitude of the zero-point oscillation for a pendulum of length
I = 1 m and mass m = 1 kg.

(b) The tunneling probability for a marble of mass m = 5 g moving at a
speed of 10 cm/set  against a rigid obstacle of height H = 5 cm and width
w = 1 cm.

(c) The diffraction of a tennis ball of mass m = 0.1 kg moving at a
speed w = 0.5 m/set by a window of size 1 x 1.5 m2.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The theory of the harmonic oscillator gives the average kinetic energy
as v = ;E, i.e., a mu2A2 = itiw, where w = m and A is the root-mean-
square amplitude of the zero-point oscillation. Hence

A= ’J-2W
M 0.41 x lo-l7 m.

Thus the zero-point oscillation of a macroscopic pendulum is negligible.
(b) If we regard the width and height of the rigid obstacle as the width

and height of a gravity potential barrier, the tunneling probability is

= exp
(
--~&E-7))

where

Hence

y ~~ M 0.9 x 1030.

T _ e-0.9X1030 M 0

That is, the tunneling probability for the marble is essentially zero.
(c) The de Broglie wavelength of the tennis ball is

X = h/p = h/mu = 1.3 x 10e3’ cm,
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and the diffraction angles in the horizontal and the vertical directions are
respectively

81 M X/D = 1.3 x 1O-32 rad, 132 M X/L = 9 x 1O-33 rad.

Thus there is no diffraction in any direction.

1002

Express each of the following quantities in terms of fi, e, c, m =electron
mass, M =proton mass. Also give a rough estimate of numerical size for
each.

(a) Bohr radius (cm).
(b) Binding energy of hydrogen (eV).
(c) Bohr magneton  (choosing your own unit).
(d) Compton wavelength of an electron (cm).
(e) Classical electron radius (cm).
(f) Electron rest energy (MeV).
(g) Proton rest energy (MeV).
(h) Fine structure constant.
(i) Typical hydrogen fine-structure splitting (eV).

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) a = tiz/me2  = 5.29 x lo-’ cm.
(b) E = me4/2ti2  = 13.6 eV.
(c) pg = eti/2mc  = 9.27 x 10m21 erg . Gs-ë.
(d) X = 2rfL/mc = 2.43 x 10-l’ cm.
(e) T, = e2/mc2 = 2.82 x lo-l3  cm.
(f) E, = mc2 = 0.511 MeV.
(g) E,, = Mc2 = 938 MeV.
(h) Q = e2/tic = 7.30 x 10h3 M l/137.
(i) AE = e8mc2/8ti2c4  = d cx4mc2  = 1.8 x 10m4 eV.

1003

Derive, estimate, guess or remember numerical values for the following,
to within one order of magnitude:
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(a) The electron Compton wavelength.
(b) The electron Thomson cross section.
(c) The Bohr radius of hydrogen.
(d) The ionization potential for atomic hydrogen.
(e) The hyperfine splitting of the ground-state energy level in atomic

hydrogen.
(f) The magnetic dipole moment of 3Li7 (2 = 3) nucleus.
(g) The proton-neutron mass difference.
(h) The lifetime of free neutron.
(i) The binding energy of a helium-4 nucleus.
(j) The radius of the largest stable nucleus.
(k) The lifetime of a 7r” meason.
(1) The lifetime of a ~1~ meason.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) X, = h/m,c = 2.43 x 10e2 A.
(b) (T = F rz = 6.56 x 10e31 m2.

(c) a = $ = 0.53 A.

(d) I = g = 13.6 eV.
(e) The splitting of the ground-state energy level is

AE, = 13.6 x
2

X 10m4 eV.

The hyperfine splitting of the ground-state energy level is

AEhf z AEf/103  M 1O-7  eV,

(f) ~1 = 1.67 x 1O-26  J . T-l.
(g) Am = mp -m, = -2.3 x 1O-3o  kg.
(h) rn = 15 min = 9 x lo2 s.
(i) E=4x7MeV=28MeV.
(j) The radius r corresponds to a region of space in which nuclear force

is effective. Thus

r= 1.4 Ai = 1.4 x (lOO)i = 6.5 fm.

(k) r = 8.28 x lo-l7 s.
(1) The decay of pL- is by weak interaction, and so r = 2.2 x 10m6 s.
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1004

Explain what was learned about quantization of radiation or mechanical
system from two of the following experiments:

(a) Photoelectric effect.
(b) Black body radiation spectrum.
(c) Fíranck-Hertz experiment.
(d) Davisson-Germer experiment.
(e) Compton scattering.

Describe the experiments selected
sured effects were non-classical and

in detail, indicate which of the mea-
why, and explain how they can be

understood as quantum phenomena. Give equations if appropriate.
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) Photoelectric Effect
This refers to the emission of electrons observed when one irradiates a

metal under vacuum with ultraviolet light. It was found that the magnitude
of the electric current thus produced is proportional to the intensity of the
striking radiation provided that the frequency of the light is greater than a
minimum value characteristic of the metal, while the speed of the electrons
does not depend on the light intensity, but on its frequency. These results
could not be explained by classical physics.

Einstein in 1905 explained these results by assuming light, in its inter-
action with matter, consisted of corpuscles of energy hv, called photons.
When a photon encounters an electron of the metal it is entirely absorbed,
and the electon,  after receiving the energy hv, spends an amount of work
W equal to its binding energy in the metal, and leaves with a kinetic energy

1
z

mv2=hv-W.

This quantitative theory of photoelectricity has been completely verified
by experiment, thus establishing the corpuscular nature of light.

(b) Black Body Radiation
A black body is one which absorbs all the radiation falling on it. The

spectral distribution of the radiation emitted by a black body can be derived
from the general laws of interaction between matter and radiation. The
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expressions deduced from the classical theory are known as Wienís law
and Rayleighís law. The former is in good agreement with experiment in
the short wavelength end of the spectrum only, while the latter is in good
agreement with the long wavelength results but leads to divergency in total
energy.

Planck  in 1900 succeeded in removing the difficulties encountered by
classical physics in black body radiation by postulating that energy ex-
changes between matter and radiation do not take place in a continuous
manner but by discrete and indivisible quantities, or quanta, of energy. He
showed that by assuming that the quantum of energy was proportional to
the frequency, E = hu, he was able to obtain an expression for the spectrum
which is in complete agreement with experiment:

&rhu3  1
Ev=-,-

C3 em-1’

where h is a universal constant, now known as Planckís constant.
Planckís hypothesis has been confirmed by a whole array of elementary

processes and it directly reveals the existence of discontinuities of physical
processes on the microscopic scale, namely quantum phenomena.

(c) Fíranck-Hertz Experiment
The experiment of Franck and Hertz consisted of bombarding atoms

with monoenergetic electrons and measuring the kinetic energy of the scat-
tered electrons, from which one deduced by subtraction the quantity of
energy absorbed in the collisions by the atoms. Suppose Eo, El, E2, . . . are
the sequence of quantized energy levels of the atoms and T is the kinetic
energy of the incident electrons. As long as T is below A = El - Eo, the
atoms cannot absorb the energy and all collisions are elastic. As soon as
T > El - Eo,  inelastic collisions occur and some atoms go into their first
excited states. Similarly, atoms can be excited into the second excited state
as soon as T > E2 - Eo, etc. This was exactly what was found experimen-
tally. Thus the Fíranck-Hertz experiment established the quantization of
atomic energy levels.

(d) Davisson-Germer  Experiment
L. de Broglie, seeking to establish the basis of a unified theory of mat-

ter and radiation, postulated that matter, as well as light, exhibited both
wave and corpuscular aspects. The first diffraction experiments with matter
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waves were performed with electrons by Davisson and Germer (1927). The
incident beam was obtained by accelerating electrons through an electrical
potential. Knowing the parameters of the crystal lattice it was possible to
deduce an experimental value for the electron wavelength and the results
were in perfect accord with the de Broglie relation X = h/p, where h is
Planckís constant and p is the momentum of the electrons. Similar exper-
iments were later performed by others with beams of helium atoms and
hydrogen molecules, showing that the wavelike structure was not peculiar
to electrons.

(e) Compton Scattering
Compton observed the scattering of X-rays by free (or weakly bound)

electrons and found the wavelength of the scattered radiation exceeded that
of the incident radiation. The difference Ax varied as a function of the angle
9 between the incident and scattered directions:

I9
Ax = 2 $ sin’ -2,

where h is Planckís constant and m is the rest mass of the electron. Fíurther-
more, Ax is independent of the incident wavelength. The Compton effect
cannot be explained by any classical wave theory of light and is therefore
a confirmation of the photon theory of light.

1005

In the days before Quantum Mechanics, a big theoretical problem was to
ìstopî an atom from emitting light. Explain. After Quantum Mechanics,
a big theoretical problem was to make atoms in excited states emit light.
Explain. What does make excited atoms emit light?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

In the days before Quantum Mechanics, according to the Rutherford
atomic model electrons move around the nucleus in elliptical orbits. Classi-
cal electrodynamics requires radiation to be emitted when a charged particle
accelerates. Thus the atom must emit light. This means that the electrons
would lose energy continuously and ultimately be captured by the nucleus.
Whereas, in actual fact the electrons do not fall towards the nucleus and
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atoms in ground state are stable and do not emit light. The problem then
was to invent a mechanism which could prevent the atom from emitting
light. All such attempts ended in failure.

A basic principle of Quantum Mechanics is that, without external inter-
action, the Hamiltonian of an atom is time-independent. This means that
an atom in an excited state (still a stationary state) would stay on and not
emit light spontaneously. In reality, however, spontaneous transition of an
excited atoms does occur and light is emitted.

According to Quantum Electrodynamics, the interaction of the radia-
tion field and the electrons in an atom, which form two quantum systems,
contains a term of the single-photon creation operator a+, which does not
vanish even if there is no photon initially. It is this term that makes atoms
in excited states emit light, causing spontaneous transition.

1006

Consider an experiment in which a beam of electrons is directed at a
plate containing two slits, labelled  A and B. Beyond the plate is a screen
equipped with an array of detectors which enables one to determine where
the electrons hit the screen. For each of the following cases draw a rough
graph of the relative number of incident electrons as a function of position
along the screen and give a brief explanation.

(a) Slit A open, slit B closed.
(b) Slit B open, slit A closed.
(c) Both slits open.
(d) ìStern-Gerlachî apparatus attached to the slits in such a manner

that only electrons with s, = /i/2 can pass through A and only electrons
with s, = -/i/2 can pass through B.

(e) Only electrons with s, = fL/2 can pass through A and only electrons
with sz = R/2 can pass through B.

What is the effect of making the beam intensity so low that only one
electron is passing through the apparatus at any time?

(Cobmbiu)

Solution:
(a) The probability detected at the screen is that of the electrons passing

through slit A:
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A I
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Fig. 1.1

(b) The probability detected at the screen is that of the electrons passing
through slit B:

12 =IJ3(2).

(c) I, = 112(x)  = Ir + 1s + interference term # 11 + 12.
(d) The eigenstate of the electrons passing through slit A is different

from that of the electrons passing through slit B, and so there is no inter-
ference term. The intensity on the screen is just the sum of the intensities
of the single-slit cases:
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(e) Similar to (c), but the intensity is half that in (c):

I, = 412.

Because of the self-interference of the wave functions of the electrons, the
answers above remain valid even when the incident electron beam intensity
is so low that only one electron passes through at a time.

1007

A particle of mass m is subjected to a force F(r) = -VV(r) such
that the wave function cp(p, t) satisfies the momentum-space Schrodinger
equation

(p2/2m  - ~0;)  CP(P, t) = %(P, t)lat,

where Ii = 1, a is some real constant and

v; = a2/ap;  + a2/ap; + a2/ap;.

Find the force F (r).

Solution:

( Wisconsin)

The coordinate and momentum representations of a wave function are
related by

Ic,(r, t) eeik.=  dr ,

where k = E. Thus (with Ii = 1)

P2 cph t) -+ -V21cI(r, t> ,
V~cp(P,  t) + -T21c,(r,  t>,
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and the Schrodinger equation becomes, in coordinate space,

Hence the potential is
V(r) = ur2,

and the force is

F(r) = -VV(r)  = -F $ V(r) = - 2 a r .

1008

Consider the one-dimensional time-independent Schrodinger equation
for some arbitrary potential V(x).  Prove that if a solution T,!J(z) has the
property that I/J(Z) + 0 as 2 -+ foe, then the solution must be nondegen-
erate and therefore real, apart from a possible overall phase factor.

Hint: Show that the contrary assumption leads to a contradiction.
(BerkeZey)

Solution:

Suppose that there exists another function 4(z) which satisfies the
same Schrodinger equation with the same energy E as $ and is such that
limz+oo 4(z) = 0. Then

?jî/lc,  = -2m(E  - V)p?  )

qbî/f#J  = -2m (E - V)/T?  ,

and hence

or
+!Ií$  - 4í4  = constant.

The boundary conditions at x -+ 00 then give
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Integrating we have In 1c, =ln 4 + constant, or $J = constant x 4. There-
fore, $ and 4 represent the same state according to a statistical interpre-
tation of wave function. That is, the solution is nondegenerate.

When V(x) is a real function, +* and $ satisfy the same equation with
the same energy and the same boundary condition limZ_,oo  +* = 0. Hence
$* = c$, or 1c, = c*$J*, from which we have )c)’ = 1, or c = exp(i6),  where
b is a real number. If we choose 6 = 0, then c = 1 and $ is a real function.

1009

Consider a one-dimensional bound particle.

(a) Show that

2 /_~~*(x,t)~(x,t)dx=O.
m

(II,  need not be a stationary state).
(b) Show that, if the particle is in a stationary state at a given time,

then it will always remain in a stationary state.
(c) If at t = 0 the wave function is constant in the region -a < x < a

and zero elsewhere, express the complete wave function at a subsequent
time in terms of the eigenstates of the system.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) Consider the Schrodinger  equation and its complex conjugate

ili a$J/at = -g v27+b  + vlc,,

-4 a$J*/at = -g v2t+!J*  + v?j* .

Taking $* x (1) - $ x (2) we obtain

(1)

(2)

ih. g (?)*7+b)  = -g v . (~*v~-q!mj*).
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For the one dimension case we have, integrating over all space,

d
Srn $*(x, t)$(x, t ) d x  =  2 11 & (I/J* $j -$ z) d x

z -_oo

If q!~ is a bound state, then $(x -+ zkoo) = 0 and hence

$ /_w  v+!I*(x,  t)$~(x, t)dx=O.
00

(b) Supposing the particle is in a stationary state with energy E at
t = to, we have ^

H$(x,  to) = W(x, to),

where l? does not depend on t explicitly. At any later time t, the SchrG
dinger equation

iq!J(x, t)/at = &qx, t)

applies. As I? does not depend on t explicitly, the Schrodinger  equation
has the formal solution

@(xc,  t) =exp[-iH(t-to)/~]+(X,  to).

Multiplying both sides by fi from the left and noting the commutability
between fi and exp [-i(t - to)fi/h],  we find

H@(x,  t) = exp [ -ia(i- ìë1  fiilcI(X,  to)

= E exp [eifi(i-to'] 7)(X,  to)

=ET+!J(x,  t).

Hence $(x, t) pre resents a stationary state at any later time t.
(c)  The wave function given for t = 0 can be written as

tic& 0) =
c, Ixl<a,
o

7 otherwise,
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where C is a constant. Normalization s_ì,  ~+!~*+dx  =
c = (+J%

1 requires that

Suppose the eigenfunction of the bound state is (x) n) and k 1 n) =
I$, 1 n). Then

and

I +(x7 0))  = c I
n

IIcl(~c, t>) = c I
?I

n)(nl,

n)(nl +,(x7 O)),

n)(nl $(x:, 0))  e x p  4 %t .
( >

Hence

with

$(x, t) = C anti,(x) exp (4 $t) ,
71

an = (n I +(x, 0)) = IO” K (x>ti  (x, 0) dx
-ccl

1010

@(xc,  t) is a solution of the Schrgdinger  equation for a free particle of
mass m in one dimension, and

T,!J(x,  0) = A exp (-x2/u2).

(a) At time t = 0 find the probability amplitude
(b) Find $J(z,  t).

in momentum space.

(Berkeley)
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which agrees with the previous result.

1011

A particle of mass m is confined to a one-dimensional region 0 5 x 5 a
as shown in Fig. 1.2. At t = 0 its normalized wave function is

1c, (X, t = 0) = m [1+ cos (5 )] sin (7rx/a) .

(a) What is the wave function at a later time t = to?
(b) What is the average energy of the system at t = 0 and at t = to?

(c) What is the probability that the particle is found in the left half of
the box (i.e., in the region 0 5 z 5 a/2) at t = to?

(MIT)

Solution:

The time-independent Schrijdinger  equation for 0 < x < a is

It has solution $J (x) = A sin kz, where k is given by k2 = w, satis-
fying q(O)  = 0. The boundary condition $(a) = 0 then requires ka = nr.
Hence the normalized eigenfunctions are
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V(x)

_L
0 a

Fig. 1.2

-x

$k = g sin (y)  ,

and the energy eigenvalues are

n2.rr21i2
En==, n=l,2,3  ,....

Any wave function T+!J(x,  t) can be expanded in tin:

$(x, q = c Az@)%h (X> 0)
n

with

An(t)  = A,(O)exp

AS

T/.J(cc,O)=~  (l+cosy)sinT

=gsin?+&sinF,

we have

AI(O)=-&  A2(0)=--&  A,(O)=0  forn#1,2.
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(a) Thus

Q(x,tct)=g  exp (-2) sin:

-kEexp  (-9) sin?

= E [exp (S)

+ exp  (PiEIF) co,?] sin?.

(b) The average energy of the system is

w = c WnlEI1CIn)

= ;: An(0)2En
71

4=-5 & + $ E2

47GI=L2
=m’

(c) The probability of finding the particle in 0 5 2 5 4 at t = to is

P o<x<;( ) J

aI2= I@(&  to)12dxo

=  $ ia” sin2 (F) il +cos2 7

+2 cos F cos ($)I  dx

= f + g cos
37GFLtcJ

( 12ma2’
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1012

A particle of mass m moves in a one-dimensional box
the potential

v=oQ, x<Q,
v = 0, Q<X<l,

v=cq x>l.

of length 1 with

At a certain instant, say t = 0, the wave function of this particle is
known to have the form

$=-x(1-x),  O<x<l,

4 = 0, otherwise.

Write down an expression for $(x, t > 0) as a series, and expressions
for the coefficients in the series.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The eigenfunctions and the corresponding energy eigenvalues are

$h(x)=fisin(~n),  I&=; (Fn)ë,  n-1,2,3 ,....

Thus

where

(nI1Cl(t=O))= l fi s i n  (7 71) f gx(l-x)dx

= 4J15 - A -
C >

3no (1 - cos 7-m)

= 4&p - (-l)n] (1/7m)3  )

and hence
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1013

A rigid body with moment of inertia of I, rotates freely in the x-y
plane. Let C$ be the angle between the x-axis and the rotator axis.

(a) Find the energy eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions.
(b) At time t = 0 the rotator is described by a wave packet q(O)  =

A sin2 4. Find $(t) for t > 0.
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian of a plane rotator is

H = -(P/21*)  d2/df$2

and so the SchrSdinger  equation is

-(P/21,)  d27+!@&  = E$.

Setting a2 = 21ZE//i2, we write the solution as

.$ = A ei& + B e--i@,

where A, B are arbitrary constants. For the wave function to be single-
valued, i.e. $(d)  = $(c$  + 27r), we require

(YEm=o, fl, f2, . . . .

The eigenvalues of energy are then

Em = m2ti2/21Z, m = 0, fl, . . . .

and the corresponding eigenfunctions are

$, (4) = & eim4, m = 0, fl, . . . ,

after normalization 5,ëî  +k$mdq5  = 1.

(b) At t = 0

$(O)=A  sin24=t (l-~0~24)

= A/2 _ 4 (ei2# + e--i2d),

which corresponds to m = 0 and m = f2. The angular speed is given by
Em = f I,$ì,  or 4 = ?. Hence we have for time t
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1014

An electron  is  confined in the ground state in a one-dimensional box of
width 1O-1o  m. Its energy is 38 eV. Calculate:

(a) The energy of the electron in its first excited state.
(b) The average force on the walls of the box when the electron is in

the ground state.
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) An electron confined to a one-dimensional box can have energy levels
(Problem 1011)

E,, = ii2r2n2/2ma2, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .

Thus for the first excited state (n = 2), the energy is E2 = 4E1 =
152 eV.

(b) The average force on the walls of the box is

F = -(dH/aa)  .

Differentiating the equation of a stationary state (I? - E,, )& = 0, we
have

(p%) $~,+(ii-E,) %=O,

and hence

Integrating the left-hand side of the above, we have

s $;(I$-E,) sdx=/- f$ (I? - E,)*$J;  dx,

which is zero since fi is real. Integrating the right-hand side of the equation
then gives

(afi/aa)  = tlE,/da .
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Hence
F = -dE,J8a.

For the ground state, n = 1 and

F = 2El/a = 7.6 x 10’ eV/cm = 1.22 x lop2  dyne.

1015

Give the energy levels Et) of the one-dimensional potential in
Fig. 1.3(a) as well as the energy levels Eib)  of the potential in Fig. 1.3(b)

( Wisconsin)

Fig. 1.3

Solution:

(a) Use coordinate system as shown in Fig. 1.4. The Schrijdinger  equa-
tion is

Fig. 1.4
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where
v = o for x > a (region I) ,

V=-Vi f o r  --a<s<a (regionII),
v=o for x < -a (region III).

For bound states we require -VO < E < 0. Let

k2=wE+w

h2
,  lil2=_?5

The Schrodinger  equation becomes

d2+d;c2 + k2+ = 0 for region II,

and
d21c,- - kî$  = 0
dx2

for region I and III,

which have solutions

$=A s inkx+B coskx  for-a<x<a,
II, = cc-kíl  + D&z fora:<-uandx>a.

The requirement that $ + 0 as x + foa demands that

1c,  = ce-kíl for x > a (region I) ,
1c, = D&z for 2 < a (region III) .

The boundary conditions that II, and $’ be continuous at x = fu then
give

A sin ka + B cos ka = CeMk ëa ,

-A sin ku + B cos ka = De-” ëa ,

Ak cos ku - Bk sin ka = -Ck’ emkla,

Ak cos ku + Bk sin ka = Dkí e-kís  ;

or
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2A sin ka = (C - D) emkfa,

2B cos ka = (C + D) t~-~ë~,

2Ak cos ka = -(C - D) kí e-ëIì,

2Bk sin ka = (C + D)kí ewkfa.

23

For solutions for which not all A, B, C, D vanish, we must have either
A = 0, C = D giving k tan ka = kí,  or B = 0, C = -D giving k cot ka =
-kí.  Thus two classes of solutions are possible, giving rise to bound states.
Let t = ka, 11 = kía.

Class 1:

i

<tant=q,

(2 + 7f = y2 ,

where y2 = k2a2 + kt2a2  = .w.

Since [ and 77 are restricted to positive values, the energy levels are
found from the intersections in the first quadrant of the circle of radius
7 with the curve of [ tan < plotted against <, as shown in Fig. 1.5. The
number of discrete levels depends on Vo and a, which determine 7. For
small 7 only one solution is possible.

Fig. 1.5
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Class 2:

A similar construction is shown in Fig. 1.6. Here the smallest value of
&a2 gives no solution while the larger two give one solution each.

Fig. 1.6

Note that 6 = 0,~ = 0 is a solution of < tan < = q and so no matter how
small y is, there is always a class 1 solution, whereas y has to be above a
minimum for a class 2 solution to exist, given by < cot < = 0 which has a
minimum solution < = 5, i.e. y = $ or Voa2 = 2.

(b) Use coordinates as shown in Fig. 1.7.

V

0 a

Fig. 1.7
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The SchrGdinger  equation has solutions

$J = A sin kx + B cos kx for 0 < x < a,
11, = &-kís for x > a,

$=O for x < 0,

satisfying the requirement $J + 0 as x + 00. The boundary conditions at
x = 0 and x = a then give B = 0,

A sin ka = Ceekta  ,

Ak cos ka = -Ckíe-kía  ;

and finally
< cot < = -q,
52 + 772 = y2 ,

as for the class 2 solutions above.

1016

Consider the one-dimensional problem of a particle of mass m in a
potential (Fig. 1.8)

v=oo, x<o,

v = 0, O<xIa,

V=Vi, x>a.

(a) Show that the bound state energies (E < Vo) are given by the
equation

tan &Za E-=-
FL cVo_E’

(b) Without solving any further, sketch the ground state wave function.
(Buff&)

Solution:

(a) The SchrGdinger  equations for the two regions are

t+!~” + 2mE$/h2  = 0, Olxla,

I,LJ” - 2m(Vo  - E)+/h2  = 0, x > a,
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with respective boundary conditions 1c, = 0 for x = 0 and II, -+ 0 for
x + +oo. The solutions for E < VO are then

1c, = sin (mx/Ii), O<xla;

$, = Ae-@%=+ x>a,

where A is a constant. The requirement that $ and $’ are continuous at
2 = a gives

tan (ma/h) = -[E/(Vo - E)]ëi2.

(b) The ground-state wave function is as shown in Fig. 1.8.

V(x)

Fig. 1.8

1017

The dynamics of a particle moving one-dimensionally in a potential V(x)
is governed by the Hamiltonian He = p2/2m + V(x), where p = -ih d/dx
is the momentum operator. Let EAí),  n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , be the eigenvalues
of HO. Now consider a new Hamiltonian H = He + Xp/m, where X is a
given parameter. Given A, m and ELí),  find the eigenvalues of H.

(Princeton)

Solution:

The new Hamiltonian is

H = H,-, + Xp/m  = p2/2m + Xp/m + V(x)

= (p + X)2/2m + V(z)  - X2/2m,
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or

H’  = & + v(x),

whereHí=H+&,pí=p+X.

The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues  of H’ are respectively ELí)  and +Aí).
AS the wave number is k’ = 5 = i (p + A), the new eigenfunctions are

1c, = +(s) e-iX+

and the corresponding eigenvalues are

E,, = Efi,ë)  - X2/2m,

1018

Consider the one-dimensional wave function

$4~) = A(4z0)”  e
--2/X0

,

where A, n and x0 are constants.
(a) Using Schrodingerís  equation, find the potential V(z)  and energy E

for which this wave function is an eigenfunction. (Assume that as x + co,
V(z) + 0).

(b) What connection do you see between this potential and the effective
radial potential for a hydrogenic state of orbital angular momentum Z?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) Differentiating the given wave function,
n - l

e--S/z0  + A

( )

n-1
_2AE 2

1 n
z; x0

e--z/x0  + A z
( )
c e--z/xo

=
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and substituting it in the time-independent Schrodinger  equation

(-; d2/dx2  + V(x)) $(x) = E$(x) ,

we have
&V(x)=-~ n(nx;l)  -$+-$ 1 .

As V (x) + 0 when x + 00, we have E = -h2/2mxi  and hence

V(x)= &
i
"@y) -27l/X@1 .

(b) The effective radial potential for a hydrogen atom is e2/r - l(Z + 1)
/i2/2mr2. Comparing this with V(x) we see that the l/r2 term is formally
identical with the 1/x2  term with the angular momentum 1 taking the place
of n. The i term of V(x) depends on n = I, while the ! (Coulomb) term in
the effective potential for the hydrogen atom is independent of the orbital
angular momentum 1. This is the difference between the two potentials.

1019

Consider the following one-dimensional potential wells:

V(x)

Q -____Pb- X

-4

Fig. 1.9

Fig. 1.10
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(a) Can each well support a bound state for an arbitrarily small depth
Vi (i = 1, 2)? Explain qualitatively.

(b) For VI = V2, what is the relationship between the energies of the
bound states of the two wells?

(c) For continuum states of a given energy, how many independent so-
lutions can each well have?

(d) Explain qualitatively how it is possible to have bound states for
which the particle is more likely to be outside the well than inside.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) For bound states, we must have -V < E < 0. Let

k2 = 2m(E+V),  k/2 = 2mE
ti2 FL2  ’

where V = VI, V2 for the two cases, and set [ = ka, 77 = kía, y = dzz,_

The discussion in Problem 1015 shows that for the potential in Fig:  1.9,
the solutions are given by

5 cot < = -7, <2 + 7l2  = 72.

The energy levels are given by the intersection of the curve < cot 6 = -7)
with a circle of radius y with center at the origin (Fig. 1.6) in the first
quadrant. As the figure shows, y must be greater than the value of [ for
which < cot [ = 0, i.e. < > $. Hence for a bound state to exist, we require
aq>II

h _  2,0rVr > $$.
For the potential shown in Fig. 1.10, two classes of solutions are possible.

One class are the same as those for the case of Fig. 1.6 and are not possible
for arbitrarily small V2. The other class of solutions are given by

i

t tan t = 7),

<2 + 172 = y2 .

As the curve of [ tan < = q starts from the origin, y may be arbitrarily
small and yet an intersection with the curve exists. However small V2 is,
there is always a bound state.

(b) For VI = V2, the bound states of the potential of Fig. 1.9 are also
bound states of the potential of Fig. 1.10.
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(c) For continuum states of a given energy, there is only one independent
solution for well 1, which is a stationary-wave solution with 1/, = 0 at x = 0;
there are two independent solutions corresponding to traveling waves in +x
and -z directions for well 2.

(d) Let pl, pa denote respectively the probabilities that the particle is
inside and outside the well. Consider, for example, the odd-parity solution

$=A  s inkx  for  O<x<a,
$ = &-kís

where k = e (i = 1, 2),

pl J: A2 sin2  kx dx
E =  5,” c2e-2kíz  ds

for a < 2,

k’ = q, for which

The continuity of 1c, at x = a gives

A e-kís

z=sinIca

Setting, as before, q = kía, < = ka, we have

Pl_=~(1-~)=1_~~s2((1-~).
P2

The odd-parity solutions are given by

< cot ( = -q,

(2 + q2 = y2 ,

where ys,* (i=1,2).
An analytic solution is possible if y + (n + f) x, or

vu2 + (n+ 92r2h2  ,  (n = 0 1 2E 2m , 7 ,ìí )

for which the solution is e + (n + $)x, 77 -+ 0, and

pí+O.
P2

The particle is then more likely outside the well than inside.
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1020

Obtain the binding energy of a particle of mass m in one dimension due
to the following short-range potential:

V(x) = -vi b(x).

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The Schrodinger equation

d2$/dx2  + $ [E - V(x)] II, = 0, (E < 0) ,

on setting
k = Jm/li, UO = 2mVo/h2,

can be written as

I/~ì(X)  - k2$(x)  + U. 6(x) $(x) = 0.

Integrating both sides of the above equation over x from --E to E, where
t is an arbitrarily small positive number, we get

qí(c)  - V./+(--E)  - k2 1’ II, dx + Uo$(O)  = 0,
--E

which becomes, by letting E + 0,

?/J/(0+) - #(0-)  + Ue?j(O)  = 0. (1)

At x # 0 (6(x)  = 0) the Schrodinger  equation has solutions

$J(z)  N exp (-kx) for x > 0,

tib> N ew @xl for x < 0.

It follows from Eq. (1) that

$’ (0+) - $’ (0-) = -2k$ (0) .

A comparison of the two results gives k = Uo/2. Hence the binding
energy is -E = h2k2/2m  = mVz/2h2.
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1021

Consider a particle of mass m in the one-dimensional 6 function
potential

V(z) = v, 6(z).

Show that if Vo is negative there exists a bound state, and that the
binding energy is mV-f/2h2.

(Columbia)

Solution:

In the Schrodinger  equation

d2$/dx2  + 2m[E  - V(x)] $/ti2  = 0,

we set E < 0 for a bound state as well as

and obtain
d2$/dx2  - k2$ - U,J b(x)@  = 0.

Integrating both sides over x from --E to +E, where E is an arbitrarily
small positive number, we obtain

$ë(E)  - $(--E)  - k2 1, $ dx - &+!J(O)  = 0.

With E + O+, this becomes $ë(O+)  - $ë(O-)  = Ua $(O). For x # 0 the
Schrodinger  equation has the formal solution q(x)  N exp (-k 1 x I) with k
positive, which gives

and hence
$ë(O+)  - $ë(O-)  = -2k$(O)  = Uo$(O) .

Thus k = -Uo/2, which requires VO to be negative. The energy of the
bound state is then E = -g = -mVz /2h2 and the binding energy is
Es = 0 - E = mVz/2/i2. The wave function of the bound state is

$(x) =A e x p  (2 1x1)  = d-  exp(mVi  Ixl/ti2),
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where the arbitrary constant A has been obtained by the normalization
s_ì,  ti2 dx + J; G2 dx = 1 .

1022

A particle of mass m moves non-relativistically in one dimension in a
potential given by V(x) = -a&(x), where b(x) is the usual Dirac delta func-
tion. The particle is bound. Find the value of x0 such that the probability
of finding the particle with ) x 1 < x0 is exactly equal to l/2.

( CoZWnbiu)

Solution:

For bound states, E < 0. The Schrodinger  equation

h2 d2- - - - ah(x)
2m dx2 1 I/J(X)  = E$(x)

has for x # 0 the solutions finite at x = foe as follows,

A ekx
111(x)  =

for x < 0,

A e-ìî for x > 0,

where k = 9 and A is an arbitrary constant. Applying lim,,s+
JT, dx to the Schrodinger equation gives

q!Jí(o+)  - ?jí(0-)  = -F $4))

since

J
E_y+%+Wdx=11,(0)> Fyo 'J_Ed+Wx=O

for finite $ (0). Substitution of 11, (x) in (1) gives

k=z.

Hence

$(x)=Aexp  (-y)  .

(1)
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On account of symmetry, the probabilities are

J
20P((z( < zo)=  2 IAl2 e

0

-2kz dz _  1 ;I2 (1 _  e-2kzo)

P(-oo<z<~o)=2(A(~ J0
O” tc2íìdz=$

As it is given

we have

1023

A particle of mass m moving in one dimension is confined to the region
0 < z < L by an infinite square well potential. In addition, the particle
experiences a delta function potential of strength X located at the center of
the well (Fig. 1.11). The Schrodinger  equation which describes this system
is, within the well,

FL2 a2T$qxC)
- -  -+M(z-L/2)1C,(z)=E$(z),  o < x <  L .

2 m  ax2

V(x)

LLL
0 L/2 L *

Fig. 1.11

Find a transcendental equation for the energy eigenvalues E in terms of
the mass m, the potential strength X, and the size L of the system.

(Col?Mnbia)
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Solution:

Applying lim,,a sLî/zî_ëE’  dx to both sides of the Schrbdinger equation,
we get

since

?+!J’ (L/2 + &) - ?+U (L/2 - E) = (27nX/tL2)  $ (L/2) ) (1)

Subject to the boundary conditions $(O)  = @D(L) = 0, the SchrG
dinger equation has solutions for x # $ :

@1(x) =
A1 sin (Icx), OIxIL/2-&

A2 sin [k(z - L)], L/2 + E 5 x 5 L,

where k = &Gz and E is an arbitrarily small positive number. The
continuity of tke wave function at L/2 requires Al sin (kL/2) = -A2
sin (kL/2),  or Al = -AZ.  Substituting the wave function in (l), we get

A2k cos (ICLIP)  - A1 k cos (kL/2)  = (2mXAl/h2)  sin (kL/2),

whence tan % = -$, or tan
dental equation for the energy eigzvalue E.

which is the transcen-

1024

An infinitely deep one-dimensional square well potential confines a par-
ticle to the region 0 5 x 5 L. Sketch the wave function for its lowest
energy eigenstate. If a repulsive delta function potential, Hí = X6(x  - L/2)
(X > 0), is added at the center of the well, sketch the new wave function
and state whether the energy increases or decreases. If it was originally Eo,
what does it became when X + oo?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

For the square well potential the eigenfunction corresponding to the
lowest energy state and its energy value are respectively

+0(x) = &$C sin(7rz/L),

n2R2
Eo=-.

2mL2
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A sketch of this wave function is shown in Fig. 1.12
With the addition of the delta potential H’ = X6(x - L/2), the Schro-

dinger equation becomes

I/+’ + [I? - @6(X  - L/2)] II, = 0,

where k2 = 2mEfti2,  (Y = 2mXlfi2.  The boundary conditions are

Fig. 1.12

(2)

Note that (2) arises from taking lim,,o Ji_:” dx over both sides of the

Schrijdinger  equation and (3) arises from theícontinuity  of $J(x)  at x = $.
The solutions for x # $ satisfying (1) are

$J=
{

AI sin (kx), 0 <_ 2 I L/2,

A2 sin[k(a:  - L)], L/2 5 x 5 L.

Let k = ko for the ground state. Condition (3) requires that A1 = -
A2 = A, say, and the wave function for the ground state becomes

$0 (x) =
A sin (ko x) , O<x<L/2,

-A sin [ko (x - L)], L/2 5 x _< L.
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Condition (2) then shows that kc is the smallest root of the transcen-
dental equation

cot (kL/2) = -$ .
As cot (F) is negative, 7r/2 5 ko L/2 2 7~, or K/L 5 ko < 21rlL.  The

new ground-state wave function is shown Fig. 1.13. The corresponding
energy is E = h2 kg/2m  2 ECJ  = & , since ko > 4. Thus the energy of
the new ground state increases.

Furthermore, if X -+ +oo, ko + 27r/L and the new ground-state energy
E --+  4Eo.

Fig. 1.13

1025

A nonrelativistic particle of mass m undergoes one-dimensional motion
in the potential

V(z) = -g[6(2-a)+6(a:+a)]

where g > 0 is a constant and 6(x) is the Dirac delta function. Find the
ground-state energy eigenfunction and obtain an equation which relates the
corresponding energy eigenvalue to the constant g.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

Since V(x) = V (-xc), the energy eigenfunctions have definite parity.
The ground state has even parity, $(--5)  = 6(z). It is a bound state and
its energy is negative, E < 0.

For x > 0, the Schrijdinger  equation is

[-(h2/2m) d2/dx2 - gS(x - u)] $(x) = E$(x),
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whose solutions for x # a are II, N exp (fkx), where k = ~/FL.
With the condition that the wave function remains finite as x + CXY and

has even parity, we obtain

Ict(x)  =
Aewkz, x > a,

B cash  (kx), 0 5 x 5 a.

The continuity of II, at x = a requires that A = Beka cash (ka). Thus

$(x) =
{

Beka  cash  (ka) emks, x > a,

B cosh(kx), O<x<a.

Normalization J: ti2 dx + J,” $J~ dx = a gives

(

e2ka
B= -

1+2ka  -If2
-

2k + 2k >

At x = a, there is a discontinuity of the first differential of the wave
function (cf Problem 1024):

$+ (a+) - $’ (a-) = -(2mg/ti2)  $(a).

Substitution of 1c, gives

k [l -t tanh(ka)]  = 2mg/ti2,

which is to be satisfied by k. By symmetry the wave function for the entire
space is

2c,(x) =
Beka  cash  (La)  ewklzl, 1 x ( > a,

B cosh(kz), 1x1 Lo.

1026

An approximate model for the problem of an atom near a wall is to con-
sider a particle moving under the influence of the one-dimensional potential
given by

V(x) = -Vi 6(x), x > -d,
V(x) = 00, x < -d,
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where 6(z) is the so-called ìdelta functionî.
(a) Find the modification of the bound-state energy caused by the wall

when it is far away. Explain also how far is ìfar awayî.
(b) What is the exact condition on Vo and d for the existence of at least

one bound state?
(Buffalo)

V(x)
a

Fig. 1.14

Solution:

(a) The potential is as shown in Fig. 1.14. In the SchrSdinger  equation

(2m/ti2)  [E + l&(z)]  11, = 0, x > -d,

where E < 0. This has the formal solutions

aeks + beekz  for -d < x < 0,
=

e-kz for x > 0,

as $J(x)  is finite for x + 00. The continuity of the wave function and the
discontinuity of its derivative at x = 0 (Eq. (1) of Problem 1020), as well
as the requirement $(z = -d) = 0, give

a + b = l ,

-k - (a - b)k = -2mVo/h2,

aemkd  + bekd  = 0.
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Solving these we find

e2kd 1
ë=-p7  ë=  l_e2kd ’

The wall is ìfar awayî from the particle if kd >> 1, for which k CC
mVo/ti2. A better approximation is k x (mvO/h2)[1  - exp (-2mVc  d/fi2)],
which gives the bound-state energy as

&-Kg Z-g ($)2 [l-exp (-!!!E$Z)]’

Z-2 [l-2 exp (-?)I

ZZ mVo2 mVo2-- - exp (_?!!$?!!).
2P + Ii2

The second term in the last expression is the modification of energy
caused by the wall. Thus for the modification of energy to be small we
require d > l/k = h2/mVo.  This is the meaning of being ìfar  awayî.

k

Fig. 1.15

(b) Figure 1.15 shows line 1 representing y = k and curve 2 representing
y = ve [l-exp(-2kd)],  hw ere ye = mVo/li2. The condition for the equation

k = mVo [l - exp (-2kd)]/h2
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to have a solution is that the slope of curve 2 at the origin is greater than
that of line 1:

dy
z

= 2mVod/h2  > 1.
k = O

Hence if Vod > &, there is one bound state.

1027

The wave function of the ground state of a harmonic oscillator of force
constant k and mass m is

$0 (z) = (o/r> 114  pz=/2
, a = rrw~/fi, ~0”  = k/m.

Obtain an expression for the probability of finding the particle outside the
classical region.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The particle is said to be outside the classical region if E < V(x).
For the ground state, E = two/2  and the nonclassical region is 4 &JO <
a mw~x2,  i.e.,

ti 1x2>----=-
worn  (Y’

or

The probability of finding the particle in this nonclassical region is there-

= 2 JIm & ct2  dt N 16%.
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1028

Consider a linear harmonic oscillator and let, $0 and $1 be its real, nor-
malized ground and first excited state energy eigenfunctions respectively.
Let A& + B$q with A and B real numbers be the wave function of the
oscillator at some instant of time. Show that the average value of x is in
general different from zero. What values of A and B maximize (x) and
what values minimize it?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The orthonormal condition

J (AGo + B$I)~ dx = 1

gives A2 + B2 = 1. Generally A and B are not zero, so the average value
of 2,

(4 = / x(Atio  + B1C11J2  dx = 2AB ($0 I x I $1)

is not equal to zero. Rewriting the above as

(x) = [l - (A2  + B2 + 2AB)] ($0 Ix Ivh)

=P-(A-B)21  ($0 Ixltid

and considering f = AB = A (1 - A2 ) 4, which has extremums at A = f 5,
we see that if A = B = l/d, (x) is maximized; if A = -B = l/h, (x) is
minimized.

1029

Show that the minimum energy of a simple harmonic oscillator is tiw/2
if AxAp = fL/2,  where (AP)~  = ((p - @))2).

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

For a harmonic oscillator, (x) = (p) = 0, and so

(Ax)~  = (02), (AP)~  = (p2).
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Then the Hamiltonian of a harmonic oscillator, H = p2/2m + 7rw2x2/2,
gives the average energy as

(H) = (p2)/2m + m~~(xî)/2  = (Ap)ë/2m  + mw2(Ax)ì/2.

As for a, b real positive we have (A - fi)’ 2 0, or a + b > 20,

wmin = (AP)(Ax)w = L/2.

1030

An electron is confined in the ground state of a one-dimensional har-
monic oscillator such that dm = 1O-1o  m. Find the energy (in
eV) required to excite it to its first excited state.

[Hint: The virial theorem can help.]
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The virial theorem for a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator states that
(2í)  = (V). Thus Es = (H) = (T) + (V) = 2(V) = mew2  (x2),  or, for the
ground state,

Ii&J
- = m,w2 (zí)  ,
2

giving
fi

w = 2m, (x2) ’

As (x) = 0 for a harmonic oscillator, we have

The energy required to excite the electron to its first excited state is
therefore

AE=tw=
FL2 h2c2

2m, (x2) = 2m,c2 (x2)

= (6.58 x 10-ë6)2  x (3 x 108)’ = 3 8 eV
2 x 0.51 x 10-20 * .
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1031

The wave function at time t = 0 for a particle in a harmonic oscillator
potential V = 3 kz2,  is of the form

1c,  (x:, 0) = Ac+ì)~/~ cos p H,, (ax) + z H2 (KC)]  ,

where p and A are real constants, CY~ = &%/FL, and the Hermite  polyno-
mials are normalized so that

Jrn e -m2Z2
-ccl

[H, (cIz)]~  dx = g 2nn! .

(a) Write an expression for @(xc, t).
(b) What are the possible results of a measurement of the energy of the

particle in this state, and what are the relative probabilities of getting these
values?

(c) What is (x) at t = O? How does (x) change with time?
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The SchrGdinger  equation for the system is

where II, (x, t) takes the given value 11, (x, 0) at t = 0. As fi does not depend
on t explicitly,

~+!J~(x,  t) = &(x) e-iEntlfc,

where &(x) is the energy eigenfunction satisfying

&L (x) = &$%I (z) *

Expanding Ijl(x, 0) in terms of & (x):

where
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Thus
$I (2, t) = x an q!h (Z, t) = C % A (x)  ewiEntlh.

7l n

For a harmonic oscillator,

qtn (x) = N, e-a2x2/2 H, (CYX) ,

so that

a, = J N,e -aZz2/2  Hn (ax) . Ae-a2x2/2

x  cospHs(az)+-
[

sin p

243
Hs(crz) d x .1

As the functions exp (- 4 x2) H, ( )x are orthogonal, all a, = 0 except

a,-,  = AN,-,

a2 = AN2

Hence

$1(x, t) =A J5 [NO cos  P$JO (x) e-iEot/tr

+ 2th N2  sin p T+!Q (x) e-iE2tíA]  .

= A  (3)’ [cos /3$0(x)  eeiy  +sin p+s(zr) eeiv] ,

its N, are given by J[&(z)]~  dx = 1 to be NO = ($)i,  N2 = h(g):.
(b) The observable energy values for this state are Eo = L/2 and

E2 = 5 h/2, and the relative probability of getting these values is

PO /P2 = cos2 fl/ sin2 /3 = cot2 /3.

(c) As 1c, (z, 0) is a linear combination of only $0 (z) and & (z) which
have even parity,

Q(--z, 0) = $(x9 0) *
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Hence for t = 0,

(z) = 1 $(z, 0) z:lc,(z,  0) dx = 0.

It follows that the average value of x does not change with time.

1032

(a) For a particle of mass m in a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
potential V = rrw2x2/2,  write down the most general solution to the time-
dependent Schrodinger  equation, $(x, t), in terms of harmonic oscillator
eigenstates 4, (z).

(b) Using (a) show that the expectation value of z, (x), as a function of
time can be written as A cos wt + B sin wt, where A and B are constants.

(c) Using (a) show explicitly that the time average of the potential
energy satisfies (V) = a(E) for a general $(z, t).

Note the equality

~x4~=~~d,+1+&5~-i.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) From the time-dependent Schrodinger  equation

ih g $(x, t> = &!J(x,  t) )

as fi does not depend on time explicitly, we get

7+5(x, t) = emiHtlh $(x, 0).

We can expand $J(x,  0) in terms of & (CC):

Icl(T 0) = c on4n  (2) 7
n

where

% = (471  (x1 I $ (27 0)) 7
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and & (x) are the eigenfunctions of

H&(z) = En&(Z), w i t h  E,, =  n +  5 fw.
( >

Hence
q.$(x:, t) = c an& (x) e-iEntíti.

n

(b) Using the given equality we have

(4 = 1 ti* (2, t> x$(x, t> dx

*= c ana,! e -i(E,t-E,,)t/tL

I
4; (x) ~4,) (x) da:

n,n’

= n,ní+l

= A cos wt + B sin wt ,

where

and we have used E,,+ 1 - E,, = lb.
(c) The time average of the potential energy can be considered as

the time average of the ensemble average of the operator p on $(x, t). It
is sufficient to take time average over one period T = 27r/w. Let (A) and A
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denote the time average and ensemble average of an operator A respectively.
As

vl$)+. Yz211/1)

=f rW~z,&~z$&) e+

=f Tw @~a,($$+l)

+ + 1)) e--iw(n+Wt

we have

+g&4+2anl  J(n+l)(n+2)  cos(2wt+6,),
n=O

where 6, is the phase of a;L+1 a,, . Averaging v over a period, as the second
term becomes zero, we get

(V) = ; jT
0

Vdt= ;rll&,,, (n+;) .
n=O
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On the other hand,

and (E) = I?. Therefore (V) = (E)/2.

1033

Consider a particle of mass m in the onedimensional potential

V(z) = n&x2/2, Ix 1 > b;

V(x) = v,, 1x1 <b,

where Vf > h2/mb2  >> FUJ,  i.e. a harmonic oscillator potential with a high,
thin, nearly impenetrable barrier at z = 0 (see Fig 1.16).

V(x)%
26Ii!- X

Fig. 1.16

(a) What is the low-lying energy spectrum under the approximation
that the barrier is completely impenetrable?

(b) Describe qualitatively the effect on the spectrum of the finite pen+
trability of the barrier.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) For the low-lying energy spectrum, as the barrier is completely im-
penetrable, the potential is equivalent to two separate halves of a harmonic
oscillator potential and the low-lying eigenfunctions must satisfy the con-
dition $J (x) = 0 at x = 0. The low-lying energy spectrum thus corresponds
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to that of a normal harmonic oscillator with odd quantum numbers 2n + 1,
for which G,,(z) = 0, at x = 0 and E,, = (2n+3/2)fw, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . with
a degeneracy of 2. Thus only the odd-parity wave functions are allowed for
the low-lying levels.

(b) There will be a weak penetration of the barrier. Obviously the prob-
ability for the particle to be in 1x1 < b, where the barrier exists, becomes less
than that for the case of no potential barrier, while the probability outside
the barrier becomes relatively larger. A small portion of the even-parity
solutions is mixed into the particle states, while near the origin the prob-
ability distribution of even-parity states is greater than that of odd-parity
states. Correspondingly, a small portion of the energy EA = (2n+ 1/2)tiw is
mixed into the energy for the case (a). Since (+ 1 barrier potential I@)  > 0,
the energy levels will shift upwards. The level shifts for the even-parity
states are greater than for odd-parity states. Furthermore, the energy shift
is smaller for greater energies for states of the same parity.

1034

The Hamiltonian for a harmonic oscillator can be written in dimension-
less units (m = zi = w = 1) as

L&+&+1/2,

where
ti = (2 + ifi)/& ;+ = (? - i$)/Jz.

One unnormalized energy eigenfunction is

$, = (2~’ - 32) elcp (-x2/2).

Find two other (unnormalized) eigenfunctions which are closest in en-
ergy to Ga.

(MIT)

Solution:

In the Fock representation of harmonic oscillation, & and 6+ are the
annihilation and creation operators such that

WI = et&-l, ~++?a = m$h+1, a+$, = (7% + 1) q& )

E,,= n+i tiw,  n=0,1,2 ,....
( >
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AS

G+&,=; (z+&)  (z-%>  (2x3-3x)e-+

1=-
2 ( >

cc + $ (424 - 12x2 + 3) e-+

=4(2x3-3+-$=(3+1)+,,

we have n = 3. Hence the eigenfunctions closest in energy to T,LJ~ have
n = 2, 4, the unnormalized wave functions being

$2 = $ &!Ja  = 5 ( >x + 2 (2x3 - 3x) cz2/2

N (2x2 - 1) P2/2,

ljzp28+~a=i
2x4 ( >z - $ (2x3 - 3x) e-x2/2

w (424 - 12x2 + 3) cz2/2  )

where the unimportant constants have been omitted.

1035

At time t = 0 a particle in the potential V(x) = mw2x2/2  is described
by the wave function

+(x, 0) = A c (@)” &z (x) ,
n

where r,!~~ (x) are eigenstates of the energy with eigenvalues E, = (n +
l/2) fw. You are given that ($+,, gnf) = a,,,/.

(a) Find the normalization constant A.
(b) Write an expression for $J(x,  t) for t > 0.
(c) Show that 1 $(x, t) ( 2 is a periodic function of time and indicate the

longest period T.
(d) Find the expectation value of the energy at t = 0.

(Berkeley)
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Solution:

(a) The normalization condition

($(z, O), ti(x, 0)) = I A I2

= IAl2

C (1/2)(m+n)ë2  (6x7 tim)

=21A12=1

gives A = l/d, taking A as positive real.
(b) The time-dependent wave function is

T/(x:,  t) = e--ifitíQ(x,  0)

n+l
=a >n h e--i++i) & @).

(c) The probability density is

1$(x, t)lî=C  f *+I e-iîìëì-ìë~n(x)~~(x).
mn 0

Note that the time factor exp [-iw(n - m)t]  is a function with period
A, the maximum period being 27r /w .

(d) The expectation value of energy is

Noting
O”  1c X

n=O
n=X-_17
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The energy of the particle can be estimated using the uncertainity  prin-
ciple

px N fi/2b,

where

b= JG.
Thus

E - & (ri/2b)2  + &J (b/u)2î.

For the lowest energy let dE/db  = 0 and obtain

b = (ti2a2n/8CLnVo)1/2(n+l)  .

Hence the lowest energy is

E - [(n + l)V0/a2î]  (h2a2n/8pnV0)n/(ì+1).

For n = 1, V(z)  is the potential of a harmonic oscillator,

V(z) = vsz2/az  = p&2/2.

In this case E equals L/2, consistent with the result of a precise cal-
culation. For n = cm, V(z) is an infinite square-well potential, and

E = h2/8pa2,

to be compared with the accurate result fi2.rr2/2pa2.

1037

Consider a particle in one dimension with Hamiltonian

H = p2/2m + V(z)  )

where V(z)  5 0 for all 2, V(foo)  = 0, and V is not everywhere zero.
Show that there is at least one bound state. (One method is to use the
Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle with a trial wave function

G(z) = (b/?r)li4  exp (-bx2/2).

However, you may use any method you wish.)
(Columbia)



Solution:

Method 1:
Assume a potential V(z) = f(x) as shown in Fig 1.17. We take a

square-well potential Ví(z) in the potential V(z) such that

Ví(z)  = -vo, 1x1  < a,

Ví(x)  = 0, I4 > a,
Ví (cc)  2 f (3~) for allz .

V(x)

-a 0 a

Fig. 1.17

We know there is at least a bound state (p(x)  in the well potential Ví(z)
for which

Of+> IH’  I cpbc>) = (9 I p2/2m + V’  (~1 I d
=Eo<O.

We then have

Gf4Wf4 =bIp2/2m+f(41cp)
5 (9 I p2/2m + V’ (4 I 9)

=Eo<O.

Let ..-&I(z>,  h(z), .a* denote the eigenfunctions of H, and expand

P(Z) = c G&l (x) .
n
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As

n

there is at least an eigenfunction $i (x) satisfying the inequality

Hence there exists at least one bound state in V(x).
Method 2: Let the wave function be

@(CT)  = (b/~)l/~ exp (4x2/2),

where b is an undetermined parameter. We have

(H) = fi  Jm e-bx2/2  (-g -$) e-b-2 dx + (v)
--oo

= h2b/4m  + (V) ,

where

and thus

(V) = (b/r)li2  Jm V(x) exp(-bx2)  dx,
-a3

ìëìë=!c+f  (V)- bL)ìí  J

+CO

db x2V(x)  e-b22 dx
--oo

=g+; (V)-(z2V)=0,

giving

Substitution in the expression for (H) yields

i? = (H) =
2(xW)  - ;I (V)

2 (XW) - ;1 -
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As V(z) 5 0 for all 2, V(fm)  = 0, and V is not everywhere zero, we have
(V) < 0, (x2 V) < 0 and hence I? < 0, b > 0.

In fact, under the condition that the total energy has a certain negative
value (which must be greater than (V) to make (T) positive), whatever the
form of V a particle in it cannot move to infinity and must stay in a bound
state.

1038

The wave function for a particle of mass M in a one-dimensional poten-
tial V (z) is given by the expression

$J(z, t) = a5 exp(-/3X)  exp(iyt/ti), 2  >  0 ,
= 0, x < 0,

where cr, ,B and y are all positive constants.

(a) Is the particle bound? Explain.
(b) What is the probability density p(E) for a measurement of the total

energy E of the particle?
(c) Find the lowest energy eigenvalue of V(x) in terms of the given

quantities.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) The particle is in a bound state because the wave function T,LJ(x,  t)
satisfies

lim
z-+--o0

~+!J(x,  t) = 0,

l i m  $(x, t) = lim c~xc-~~e~~~” = 0.
z-b+00 CC++00

(b), (c) Substituting the wave function for x > 0 in the Schrodinger
equation

gives

ifi $ $(x, t) = [-&- & +V(x)]  $(x, t)

-rx=-&  (p%-2p)+v(x)x,
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whence the potential for x > 0:

V(z)=_-7+&-  (pZ-2p/z).

As the stationary wave function of the particle in V(z) satisfies

or

-& - P2 + W/9 lCíE(2)  = (E + 7) $%(2), (x > 0)

by setting
E’ = E + 7 - p2fi2/2M, e2 = ph2/M,

and $E(z)x*O,  we see that the above equation is the same as that sat-
isfied by the radial wave function of a hydrogen atom with 1 = 0. The
corresponding Bohr radius is a = h2/Me2  = l/p, while the energy levels
are

Hence

EA = -Me4/2h2n2  = -/12ii2/2Mn2, n = 1, 2, . . . ,

E, = -7 + (,B2h2/2M)  (1 - l/n2), n = 1, 2, . . . ,

and consequently the lowest energy eigenvalue is El = -7 with the wave
function

$(Zj t) = CU eXp (-px) exp (i+/h) a @El (x) exp  (-iEltifi) .

The probability density p(E) = T+!I*I,!J  = ë$&?,bEl  is therefore

P(E) =
1  f o r E = - 7 ,

0  forE#-7.

1039

A particle of mass m is released at t = 0 in the one-dimensional double
square well shown in Fig. 1.14 in such a way that its wave function at t = 0
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is just one sinusoidal loop (ìhalf a sine waveî) with nodes just at the edges
of the left half of the potential as shown.

Fig. 1.18

(a) Find the average value of the energy at t = 0 (in terms of symbols
defined above).

(b) Will the average value of the energy be constant for times subsequent
to the release of the particle? Why?

(c) Is this a state of definite energy? (That is, will a measurement of
the energy in this state always give the same value?) Why?

(d) Will the wave function change with time from its value at t = O? If
ìyesî , explain how you would attempt to calculate the change in the wave
function. If ìnoî, explain why not.

(e) Is it possible that the particle could escape from the potential well
(from the whole potential well, from both halves)? Explain.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The normalized wave function at t = 0 is $(z, 0) = fi sin y.
Thus

(&c = - Ve - & i 1’ sin (y) $ sin (%>  dx
0

h27r2= - - vo .
2ma

(b) (k) is a constant for t > 0 since a(k)/& = 0.
(c) It is not a state of definite energy, because the wave function of the

initial state is the eigenfunction of an infinitely deep square well potential
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with width a, and not of the given potential. It is a superposition state of
the different energy eigenstates of the given potential. Therefore different
measurements of the energy in this state will not give the same value, but
a group of energies according to their probabilities.

(d) The shape of the wave function is time dependent since the solution
satisfying the given conditions is a superposition state:

+(~o)=g  sin (7) =xcntin(z),
n

7) (CC,  t) = C c,$, (cc) emiEntih.  .
n

The shape of $I(z,  t) will change with time because En changes with n.
(e) The particle can escape from the whole potential well if the following

condition is satisfied: ti2r2/2ma  > Vo. That is to say, if the width of the
potential well is small enough (i.e., the kinetic energy of the particle is large
enough), the depth is not very large (i.e., the value of VO is not very large),
and the energy of the particle is positive, the particle can escape from the
whole potential well.

1040

A free particle of mass m moves in one dimension. At time t = 0 the
normalized wave function of the particle is

$J(z, 0, ~2) = (2n~z)-ë/~  exp (-x2/4 crz) ,

where crz = (x2  ) .

(a) Compute the momentum spread gP = dw associated with
this wave function.

(b) Show that at time t > 0 the probability density of the particle has
the form

I$J(z, t)12 = l$(z,  0, cz + g;4t2/m2)12.

(c) Interpret the results of parts (a) and (b) above in terms of the
uncertainty principle.

(Columbia)
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Solution:

(a) As

(p) = Jm $’  (-ifi ;) $dx
--m

= -ifL -3 dx=(),

(py=  J'== e* (-li2$)@dx
-ccl

=-- FL2 O”
J-co (2&l/2 {

-$+$2 I I

(b) By Fourier transform,

G(P> 0) = (2*& J
eeipzifi +(x, 0) dx

=  (2& J
e-ipx/Fi

x exp (-x2/40:)  dx

= [(2~~)~/~/Jz~ti]  exp [-gzp2/h2].

Then

where

$(P, t> =  $(P, 0) ewiEtlti,
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for a free particle. By inverse Fourier transformation

$,@, t) = / eiPz/ti II)@,  t) &, = (2Kaz  )1í4  / $P+

Jz(.rrfL)
exp (-i&r)

xexp (-$9) @= (,)l, (Oz+;$,z

X2
x exp - ,

FLt  .
z;;E > I

x2 1
exp -z

[ ICA2
a; + p

m2

= 1$(x, 0, a: + ujt2mv2)  12.

Cc> D’iscussion:
(i) The results indicate the width of the Gaussian wave packet at time

t (which was originally crz at t = 0) is

where c$ = ti2/4~2.
(ii) As uzup  = /i/2, the uncertainty principle is satisfied.

1041

A particle of mass m moves in one dimension under the influence of a
potential V(x). Suppose it is in an energy eigenstate G(x) = (y2/.rr)l14
exp (-+y2x2/2)  with energy E = h2y2/2m.

(a) Find the mean position of the particle.
(b) Find the mean momentum of the particle.
(c) Find V(z).
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(d) Find the probability P(p) dp that the particleís momentum is be-
tween p and p + dp.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The mean position of the particle is

(x) = Jrn q*(x) x$(x) dx = -& lw ~e-+~ dz = 0.
--m m

(b) The mean momentum is

9 m=- JiJ;; __oo
p222/2 d

dx (ë-
r2zí/2)  da: = 0,

(c) The Schriidinger  equation

can be written as

As
ti2 d2--_e -72z2/2 _
2m dx2

:l c-72 +  ?4 x2) e-?z2i2  ,

we have

E--V(z)  = -; (-++@),

or
Ii2 h2y2 h2-f4X2V(x)=2m(~4x2-~2)+y-g=-.

2m

(d) The SchrGdinger  equation in momentum representation is

P2- - - -
2m
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Letting
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$(p) =  NC+

and substituting it into the above equation, we get

P2
2me

--ap2 _ g (_za + dazp2)  emaP2 = E~-QP’  ,

Ol-

4a2p2  - 2a = &2 (&z-l).
As the parameter a is independent of p, the above relation can be sat-

isfied by a = 1/2ti2y2.  Hence

$(p) = N  exp(-p2/2h2y2).

This is the eigenfunction of the state with energy fi2y2/2m in the mo-
mentum representation. Normalization gives N = (l/fi2y27r)l14.  Thus the
probability that the particle momentum is between p and p + dp is

P(~)dp=I$(~)l~dp= (j$~$ë~  ~XP  (-6) dp.

Note that $(p) can be obtained directly by the Fourier transform of
$(x1:

2 l/4

+(P) =  J c2r:Lj2  e--zpízíti $
( >

e--y%=/2

= J (2$/2
(c)l” exp [(~-~)ìI exp (-&)

1( >
l/4

=  P-&r
emp2 /2fi2y2  .

In one dimension, a particle of mass m is in the ground state of a
potential which confines the particle to a small region of space. At time

1042
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t = 0, the potential suddenly disappears, so that the particle is free for time
t > 0. Give a formula for the probability per unit time that the particle
arrives at time t at an observer who is a distance L away.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

Let $0 (x) be the wave function at t = 0. Then

J
+CO

= _-oo  (xle- ~P2~l(27+v  1 xí)  dx’  (x’  1 qo)

+CO
=
I

_-oo  (xle- iP2t/(2î3h)  1 xí)  $,. ($) dx’  ,

where

(xl exp (4 f) Ixí)

SJ+m
= _-oo  (xIpí)& ’ (Pë(exp  (-i f) lp) dp(pIx')

+O”  1 I
= I _ exp

-_m 27Ffi [
i !E -i PEE_ -i

=& /_+&a -pi: [P&

eh] dp

+ ëìësfi12}dp.  exp [i(xí-x)~  $1

= & E e x p  [i(xí-x)2  g] lr eeiq2dq

= 7 & exp [i(xí-x)2  $J .

Thus

$4x, t> = 7 & 1: exp [i(xí-  x)” g] . &(xí)dxí.
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Represent the particle as a Gaussian wave packet of dimension a:

$0 (x) = (ro2>- 1/4 exp (-2î/2a2).

The last integral then gives

ti(x, t) = q & n1,:u1,2
. mx21 [ mx exp
%z l-2&&+&) I)

1
= a1/2,$/4

[

mx2 1
e x p  - -

I
2a2 m+i &J ’

whence the current density

[

x2 1
x exp - - 1a2 1+($)2 .

By putting x = L, we get the probability per unit time that the particle
arrives at the observer a distance L away.

1043

A free particle of mass m moves in one dimension. The initial wave
function of the particle is $J(z,  0).

(a) Show that after a sufficiently long time t the wave function of the
particle spreads to reach a unique limiting form given by

$(x, t) = &QZ exp (-in/4)  exp (imz2/2tit)  p(mz/ht)  ,
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where cp is the Fourier transform of the initial wave function:

cp(k)  = (2~)~~ë~  J $(z, 0) exp (-ikz) dz.

(b) Give a plausible physical interpretation of the limiting value of

I+(& W
Hint: Note that when a! + 00,

exp ( -iav2)  + J& exp (-i?r/4) 6 (r~) .

(Columbia)

Solution:

(a) The Schrodinger  equation is

[iFLi3/at  + (P/2m) &/dx2] $(z, t) = 0.

By Fourier transform, we can write

+(k, t) = & J-1 fhe-ikz  1c1(x,  t) ,

and the equation becames

(ih;-$$ $(k,t)=O.

Integration gives

,

where

$(k, 0) = -& J-1 dxe-ikZ$(x,  0) = p(k).

Hence

$(k, t) = p(k) e x p  -i g ,
( )
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giving

Icl(x, t) =& _I dkeîkîlC,(k  t)
J

=& -m_J dkcp(k)  exp (ikz-ig)

= & exp
. mx2

( >Gz-
dk

x e x p  [-i$ (Ic-~)~]  v(k).

With < = k - mx/ht,  this becomes

d(x,t)=& exp (ig) l: 4

xexp (-igC2) p (<+z).

For a -+ 00.

and so after a long time t (t + OCI),

exP (-izP) -+ =6(F) exp (-iz)  ,

and

$(x, t)=-&  exp  ig
( >

x ~K)cp  (E’ E)

. mx2
= & exp 2 -

( >2FLt
-

/F exp (-i:) cp (F)

=dE exp (-i a) exp (ig) ëp (z)  .
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Because p(k) is the Fourier transform of $(z, 0), we have

J

+oO
+O”Iíp(W2 dk =

s
Iti@> 0) I2 dz._-oo _-oo

On the other hand, we have

J
+CC

Ilc1(x, t> I2 dx =_-oo

I
+oO +m= _-oo  14412dk= J Ilcl(x,  0) I2 dx,_-oo

which shows the conservation of total probability. For the limiting case of
t + 00, we have

which indicates that the wave function of the particle will diffuse infinitely.

1044

The one-dimensional quantum mechanical potential energy of a particle
of mass m is given by

V(x)=V~b(x),  -a<x<co,

V(x) = 00, x< -a ,

as shown in Fig. 1.19. At time t = 0, the wave function of the particle
is completely confined to the region -a < x < 0. [Define the quantities
k = m//i  and (II = 2mVi/h2]

(a) Write down the normalized lowest-energy wave function of the par-
ticle at time t = 0.

(b) Give the boundary conditions which the energy eigenfunctions

ë/ëk  @> =  $ë:  (x) and tile  (X) =  ?$I (x)

must satisfy, where the region I is -a < x < 0 and the region II x > 0.
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V(x)

hI II

X
-a 0

Fig. 1.19

(c) Find the (real) solutions for the energy eigenfunctions in the two
regions (up to an overall constant) which satisfy the boundary conditions.

(d) The t = 0 wave function can be expressed as an integral over energy
eigenfunctions:

+(z)  = Jrn f(k)&(x)  dk.
-ccl

Show how f (k) can be determined from the solutions ?+!Ik (x).
(e) Give an expression for the time development of the wave function in

terms of f(k). What values of k are expected to govern the time behavior
at large times?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The required wave function + (3) must satisfy the boundary condi-
tions I+!J (-a) = I,!J(O)  = 0. A complete orthonormal set of wave functions
defined in -a < x < 0 and satisfying the Schriidinger  equation consists of

47% (xl =
6 sin (y), -a<x<O,

0, outsideI-a, 0] ,

where n = 1, 2, . . . , with

(4, I H I&J = En am,, J% = (h2/2m>  (nnlaj2.

The normalized lowest-energy wave function is given by n = 1 as

+,(x1  =
g sin (F), -a<x<O,

0, outside [-a, 01.
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(b) The Schrodinger  equation for z > -a is

01

7)”  (x) + k21c, (x) = 06 (x) 11,  (x)

with
2mE

ks=F,
2mVo

a=T-.
The boundary conditions and the discontinuity condition to be satisfied

are
$*(-a)  = 0, $~r (0) = $+r (0), $J)” (+co)  = finite,

7/Jîí  (0) - $1’  (0) = cup (0) .

The last equation is obtained by integrating the Schrodinger  equation
over a small interval [--E, E] and letting E + 0 (see Problem 1020).

(c) In both the regions I and II, the wave equation is

$” (z) + k2+ (x) = 0,

whose real solutions are sinusoidal functions. The solutions that satisfy the
boundary conditions are

?,$ (z) = Ck sin k(x + a), -a < x < 0,

Ck sin k(x + a) + Ak sin kx, x 2 0,

2-C  -a.

The discontinuity and normalization conditions then give

&=F sinka,
k

Ck =
+ (asi; ka)'] )’ .

(d) Expand the wave function $J (x) in terms of $Jlk  (x),

+(x) = Jrn r(k)tik(z)  dk,
-aJ
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and obtain

= sO” f(k) S(k - kí) dk = f(kí),
-al

Ol-

f(k) = Jm dO+h(x)  dx.
-a

(e> As

we have

$J(x, 0) =/a f(k)&(x) dk,
-cc

$(x, t) = /+m f(k) & (x) e-iEktíh  dk .
J-XI

At time t = 0, the particle is in the ground state of an infinitely deep
square well potential of width a, it is a wave packet. When t > 0, since the
S (x) potential barrier is penetrable, the wave packet will spread over to the
region x > 0. Quantitatively, we compute first

f(k) = Jo ck sink(x+a)-
--o

=g la ck{ cos [ ( k - i )  x + k a ]

-cos [(k+:)  x + k a ] }  d x

7r’ 2 sin kaJ=- -
a a  k2 - (z)” ck

and then

$(X, t) =I g /- ck ,zîi_” ;q
-CO a

X
sin k(z + a)

sin k(x + a) + f sin ka sin kx >
e -i&t/h  dk,
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where & = fi21c2/2m. In the last expression the upper and lower rows are
for regions I and II respectively.

When t + co, the oscillatory factor exp(-i&t/h)  changes even more
rapidly, while the other functions of the integrand behave quite normally
(k = n/a is not a pole). Thus $(z, t) tend to zero for any given Z. When
t is very large, component waves of small wave number k play the principal
role. At that time the particle has practically escaped from the region

[-a, 01.

1045

The radioactive isotope ssBi212  decays to s1T1208  by emitting an alpha
particle with the energy E = 6.0 MeV.

(a) In an attempt to calculate the lifetime, first consider the finite po-
tential barrier shown in Fig. 1.20. Calculate the transition probability T
for a particle of mass m incident from the left with energy E in the limit
T< 1.

(b) Using the above result, obtain a rough numerical estimate for the
lifetime of the nucleus Bi212.  Choose sensible barrier parameters to approx-
imate the true alpha particle potential.

(CUS)

VIX I

k_ -!I#___)x

0 b

Fig. 1.20

Solution:

(a) If T < 1, the incident wave is reflected at x = 0 as if the potential
barrier were infinitely thick. We thus have

$(x) = eikx + (tl - 1) eeikZ, x < 0,
kíx

$(xc> =  he-  , O<x<b,
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where tl is the amplitude transmission coefficient and

The continuity of $ë(z)  at z = 0 gives

ik(2 - tl) = -kítl,
21c

or tl = - .
k + ik’

Consider the reflection at b. We have

T)(X) = tlcklb  [c~ë@-~)  + (t2 - 1) ekí(z-b)], 0 < z < b,

It,(z)  = t1ta e
- k í b  eik(z-b) , x > b,

and so

-kí(2  - tz) = ikta, or t2 = 2ikí/(k  + ik') .

Hence the transition probability is given by

T = tlt2 e- kíb

to be
16k2kt2

IT I2 =  (k2  +  k/2)2 e
-2kíb  = lf=(Vo - E) e-2kí,,

v,2

(b) To estimate the rate of o-decay of saBi212,  we treat, in first approx-
imation, the Coulomb potential experienced by the o-particle in the srT1
nucleus as a rectangular potential barrier. As shown in Fig. 1.21, the width
of the barrier T-O can be taken to be

2Ze2To=-= 2(83 - 2 )  e2 hc- -
E 6 tic MeV

= 7 x & x 6.58 x 1O-22 x 3 x 10”

= 3.9 x lo-l2 cm.
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V(x)

75

Fig. 1.21

The radius of the nucleus of Tl is

R=1x10-13x208~=6x10-13cm,

corresponding to a Coulomb potential height of

2Ze2  r0
V=-.--_

R
39 MeV  .

r0

An a-particle, moving with speed 21 in the nucleus of Tl, makes &
collisions per second with the walls. Hence the lifetime T of saBi212  is given

by

or
2R

r=2)*

Taking for the rectangular potential barrier a height VO x 3(39-6)+6  =

22.5 MeV,  b = ro-R = 33x10-l3  cm (see Fig. 1.21),  v = e = ,/@c x
O.lc, we find

-
2k,b El 2,/2 9 4 0

x x x
16.5 33

x lo-l3
= 2d2mc2(Vo =

#c
b =

6.58 x 1O-22 x 3 x 1OíO
59,

2 x 6 x lo-l3 22.52
7=

3 x 109
’ x es9

16 x 6 x (22.5 - 6)

=5.4x103s.
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1046

An electron with energy E = 1 eV is incident upon a rectangular barrier
of potential energy Vo = 2 eV (see Fig. 1.22). About how wide must the
barrier be so that the transmission probability is 10e3?

(Wisconsin)

V(x)

vo --------- ,Pdl

E -- - a

, >x

Fig. 1.22

Solution:

The transmission probability is (Problem 1045)

T 2L lf=(Vo - El . exp
vi?

= 4 exp [-y &q  t

whence

d= _ln(T) tic
2 &?mc2 (VO - E)

=-
x 6.58 x lo-l6 x 3 x 10”

2 J2 x 0.51 x 106

1047

= 8.1 x 10m8cm.

Consider a one-dimensional square-well potential (see Fig 1.23)
V(z) = 0, 2 < 0,
V(x) = -v,, 0 < 2 < a,
V(x) = 0, 2 > a,
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where Vo is positive. If a particle with mass m is incident from the left with
nonrelativistic kinetic energy E, what is its probability for transmission
through the potential? For what values of E will this probability be unity?

(Columbia)

V(x)
A

0 a
1 -----mm >X

-%

Fig. 1.23

Solution:

Let the wave function be

+qx) = &kz + &-iks, 2 < 0,

T/(X) = Seikr, x > a,
t/~(x)  = Aeikíî  + BeFikíì, 0 < 2 < a,

where

The constants R, S, A, B are to be determined from the boundary con-
ditions that $J(x) and $ë( x are both continuous at x = 0 and x = a, which)
give

l+R=A+B,

k ( l - R ) = k í ( A - B ) ,
Aeikía +  Be-ikía  = Seika,

kl (Aeikíî  _ Be-ikía  ) = /.SeikaS

Hence

’ = (k + kí)2

#&le-ika

e-ikía  _  k _  kt
( >

2  eikío
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and the probability for transmission is

4k2kt2
= 4(kk’  cos kía)2  + (k2 - kí2)2  sin2 (kía )

Resonance transmission occurs when kía = nr, i.e., when the kinetic
energy E of the incident particle is

E = n2r2ii2/2ma2  - Vo.

The probability for transmission, P, then becomes unity.

1048

Consider a one-dimensional square-well potential (see Fig. 1.24):

V(x)
A

-__-___ S-X
0 a

-v, ’

Fig. 1.24

V(x) = 00, 2 < 0,

V(x) = -vi, 0 < x < a,

V(x) = 0, x > a.

(a) For E < 0, find the wave function of a particle bound in this poten-
tial. Write an equation which determines the allowed values of E.

(b) Suppose a particle with energy E > 0 is incident upon this potential.
Find the phase relation between the incident and the outgoing wave.

(Columbia)
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Solution:

The SchrGdinger  equations for the different regions are

h2 d2-- --Vo-E 1
2m dx2

$J(x)=O, O<x<<,

h2 d2-- - E-
2m dx2 1 $(x) = 0, x > a.

(a) E < 0.
( i) Consider first the case of KJ < -E,  for which the wave function is

0, x < 0,

A s i n h ( k x ) ,  O<x<a,

BCkíZ, 2 > a,

where
k-/T, klpp.

The continuity conditions of the wave function give

A sinh (ka) = Be-kís  ,

Ak cosh(ka) = -Bi~ëe.-~ë~

and hence
k coth(ka)  = -kí.

As coth x > 0 for x > 0, there is no solution for this case.
(ii) For VO > -E, ik + k, k = 2m(Vi + E)/h, and the equation

determining the energy becomes k cot (ka) = -kí. The wave function is

0, x<o,

$(x)=  A  sin(kx),  O<x<a,

( B&Z, x > a.

From the continuity and normalization of the wave function we get

2

I

l/2
A =

& sin2 (ka) + a - & sin (2ka) ’
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1
l/2

B =
2

& sin2 (ka) + a - & sin (2ka)
ekla sin (ka) .

(b) E > 0. The wave function is

0, 2 < 0,

$(x) = A sin (kx), O<x<a,

B sin (kíx + cp), x > a,

where

As d ln$/a In x is continuous at x = a,

(ka) cot (ka) = (kía) cot (kía + cp),

whence

For x > a,

cp = arccot ($cot(ka))  - kía.

where

Hence the phase shift of the outgoing wave in relation to the incident
wave is

b=2q=2 [arccot (bcot(ka))  -k/a]  .

1049

Consider a one-dimensional system with potential energy (see Fig. 1.25)

V(x) = vo, x > 0,

V(x) = 0, x < 0,
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where Vo is a positive constant. If a beam of particles with energy E is
incident from the left (i.e., from z = -co), what fraction of the beam is
transmitted and what fraction reflected? Consider all possible values of E.

(Columbia)

Fig. 1.25

Solution:

For x < 0, the Schrodinger  equation is

whose solution has the form

where

For x > 0, the equation is

q = 0.

(i) If E < Vi, write the above as

?J = 0.

As $J(z)  must be finite for x + co, the solution has the form

$(x)  = te?ë=,
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where
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kí=/T.

The continuity conditions then give

1+r=t,

ik - ikr = -tkí,

whence T = (kí + ik)/(ik  - kí) = (1 - ikí/k)/(l  + ikí/k).
fraction reflected is R = jref/jinc  = (T I2 = 1, the fraction
T=l-R=Q.

(ii) E > Vo. For x > 0, we have

Therefore the
transmitted is

d2
dz2+

2m(E - VO)
FL2 1 ?+b(x)  = 0.

where

Noting that there are only outgoing waves for x + 00, we have 1 +r = t,
ik - ikr = ikít, and thus T = (kí - k)/(k’  + k). Hence the fraction reflected
is R = [(kí - k)/(k’ + k)12, the fraction transmitted is T = 1 - R =
4kkí/(k  + kí)2.

1050

A particle of mass m and momentum p is incident from the left on the
potential step shown in Fig. 1.26.

Calculate the probability that the particle is scattered backward by the
potential if

(a) p2/2m < V,,
(b) p2/2m > Vo.

(Columbia)
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V(x)

lLb ____

X
0 X0

Fig. 1.26

Solution:

The Schkidinger  equations are

d2 2mE
2+7 >

$(z)=O  f o r  z<20,

$ + $ (E-Vi) 1 q(z) = 0 for z > ~0.

(a) If E < VO, we have

@(x) = 1
&z-zo)  + Te-ik(z-zo), x < x0,

te-kí(--zo)
7 x > x0,

where

k =  -,
J

2mE

the condition that Ic,( x is finite for x + 00 having been made use of.)
The continuity conditions give 1 + r = t, ik - ikr = -kít,  whence T =
(kí + ik)/(ik - kí). The probability of reflection is R = j,./ji = 1 r I2 = 1.

(b) If E > VO. We have

@(xl =
t

eik(z-zo) + Te-ik(z-ro), x < x0,
t&(2-50)

f x > x0,
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noting that there is only outgoing wave for x > x0. The continuity condi-
tions give 1 + T = t, ik - ikr = ikít,  and hence r = (k - kí)/(k  + kí). The
probability of reflection is then R = 1 r I2 = [(k - kí)/(k  + kí)12.

1051

Find the reflection and transmission coefficients for the one-dimensional
potential step shown in Fig. 1.27 if the particles are incident from the right.

( Wisconsin)

V(x)

_kì0

X
0

Fig. 1.27

Solution:

As the particles are incident from the right we must have E > V,.
And there are both incident and reflected waves in the region x > 0. The
SchrGdinger  equation for x > 0,

T)ì(X)  + kf $(x)  = 0,

where kl = J2m(E - Vo)/ti,  has solutions of the form

II, = exp (-iklz)  + R exp (&lx).
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There are only transmitted waves in the region x < 0, where the
Schrizidinger  equation is

gí(x)  + k&b(x)  = 0

with kz = -Iti, and has the solution

$(x) = S exp (-ikzx) .

Using the continuity conditions of the wave function at x = 0, we get
1 + R = S. From the continuity of the first derivative of the wave function,
weget  kr(l-R)  = k2S.  HenceR= (kr-k2)/(kr+kZ),givingthereflection
coefficient

IR12=l~12=(~+&)q’
0

and the transmission coefficient

jS12=1-[R/2=1- v,2
(dz+Je=Tp’

1052

Consider, quantum mechanically, a stream of particles of mass m, each
moving in the positive x direction with kinetic energy E toward a potential
jump located at x = 0. The potential is zero for z 5 0 and 3E/4 for 2 > 0.
What fraction of the particles are reflected at x = O?

(Buffalo)

Solution:

The Schriidinger  equations are

$” + k2,J, = 0 f or  x50,

$J” + (k/2)2$  = 0 for x > 0,

where k = m/Ii. As for x < 0 there will also be reflected waves, the
solutions are of the form

$J = exp (ikx) + T exp (-ikx), x < 0,

T+!J  = t exp (ikx/2), x > o .
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From the continuity conditions of the wave function at x = 0, we obtain
1 + r = t, k(1 - r) = k/2, and hence T = l/3. Thus one-ninth of the
particles are reflected at x = 0.

1053

Consider a particle beam approximated by a plane wave directed along
the x-axis from the left and incident upon a potential V(x) = 7 6(x),  7 >
0, b(x) is the Dirac delta function.

(a) Give the form of the wave function for x < 0.
(b) Give the form of the wave function for x > 0.
(c) Give the conditions on the wave function at the boundary between

the regions.
(d) Calculate the probability of transmission.

Solution:

(Berkeley)

(a) For x < 0, there are incident waves of the form exp (ikx) and re-
flected waves of the form R exp (-ikx). Thus

$J(x)  = exp (ikx) + R exp(-ikx), x < 0.

(b) For x > 0, there only exist transmitted waves of the form S exp
(ikx). Thus

I/J(X)  = S exp(ikx), x > 0.

(c) The SchrGdinger  equation is

;; -& G(x) + 76(x) $4x) = W(x)- -

and its solutions satisfy (Problem 1020)

Qí(o+)  - ?+v(0-)  = F 6(O).

As the wave function is continuous at z = 0, $(O+) = T,!J(O-).

(d) From (a), (b) and ( )c we have l+R = S,ikS-ik(l-R)  = 2mrS/li2,
giving S = l/(1 + imy/h2k). Hence  the transmission coefficient is

T+q2=  1+(  q-L (I+g)-l)

where E = h2k2/2m.
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1054

Consider a one-dimensional problem of a particle of mass m incident
upon a potential of a shape shown in Fig. 1.28. Assume that the energy
E at x + -cc is greater than VO, where Vi is the asymptotic value of the
potential as x + co.

Show that the sum of reflected and transmitted intensities divided by
the incident intensity is one.

(Princeton)

Fig. 1.28

Solution:

As E > VO we may assume the asymptotic forms

,,J + eikx  +  Te-ikz f or  x-+ -00,

7/1 -+ i!e+ for x -+ +oo,

where r, t, k, 0 are constants. The incident intensity is defined as the
number of particles incident per unit time: I = hk/m.  Similarly, the
reflected and transmitted intensities are respectively

R = 1 r j2hk/m, T = 1 t 12hp/m.

Multiplying the Schrodinger  equation by $*,

and the conjugate SchrSdinger  equation by $,
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and taking the difference of the two equations, we have

$=02$  - $v2$* = v . (?j*vlc,  - ?p?y) = 0.

This means that

f(x) = $*dG/dx  - $d$*/dx

is a constant. Then equating f (+oo) and f (-co), we find

Ic(l-  I@) =plt[?

Multiplying both sides by $ gives

I=R+T.

1055

A Schrcdinger  equation in one dimension reads

(-d2/ax2  - 2 sech2 x) 1c, = E$

(ti = 1,m = l/2).

(a) Show that exp (ilcx)(tanh  x + const)  is a solution for a particular
value of the constant. Calculate the S-matrix (transmission and reflection
coefficients) for this problem.

(b) The wave function sechx happens to satisfy the Schrijdinger  equa-
tion. Calculate the energy of the corresponding bound state and give a
simple argument thaít  it must be the ground state of the potential.

(c) Outline how you might have proceeded to estimate the ground-state
energy if you did not know the wave function.

(Buffalo)

Solution:

(a) Letting the constant in the given solution +!J  be K and substituting
11, in the SchrGdinger  equation, we obtain

k2 (tanha:  + K) - 2(irC  + K) sech2 x = E (tanh x + K) .
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This equation is satisfied if we set K = -ik and E = k2. Hence

T+!(X)  = eikz (tanh IC - ik)

is a solution of the equation and the corresponding energy is k2. Then as
tanh x -+ 1 for x + 00 and tanh (-x) = - tanh x we have

t,!~  = (1 - ik) eikz as x + co,

1c, = -(l + ik)eikz a s  2 + --oo.

Since V(x) 5 0,~ > 0, the transmission coefficient is T = 1 and the
reflection coefficient is R = 0 as the particle travels through V(x). So the
S-matrix is

-(l - ik;,(l + ik)
-(l - ik)/(l + ik)

0 >.

(b) Letting II, =seth x in the Schrodinger  equation we have --II,  = E$.
Hence E = -1. Because sech x is a non-node bound state in the whole
coordinate space, it must be the ground state.

(c) We might proceed by
a parameter and obtain an
by the variational method.

assuming a non-node bound even function with
approximate value of the ground state energy

1056

A monoenergetic parallel beam of nonrelativistic neutrons of energy E
is incident onto the plane surface of a plate of matter of thickness t. In
the matter, the neutrons move in a uniform attractive potential V. The
incident beam makes an angle 8 with respect to the normal to the plane
surface as shown in Fig. 1.29.

(a) What fraction of the incident beam is reflected if t is infinite?

(b) What fraction of the incident beam is reflected if V is repulsive and
V = E? Consider t finite.

(CUS)
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Fig. 1.29

Solution:

(a) Let Ice  be the wave number of an incident neutron, given by ki =
2mE77-* For x < 0, the wave function is

$1 (xc, Y) = e ikox cos Otikoy  sin 9

+ Re-ikox  co8 B+ikoy  sin 0

With t infinite and the potential negative, for x > 0 the SchrGdinger  equa-
tion is

-; v2+ = (E+V)$.

Assuming a solution

$2 (x7 Y> = Te
ik,z+ik,y

and substituting it the equation, we obtain kz + kz = 2m(E + V)/ti2.
The boundary conditions at x = 0

then give

e ikoy sin 0 + Re ikoy sin e _ Teikyy- 7
iko cos geika  sin e _ R&, ~0s  (jeikoY  sin e = Tik, e&y,
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As the potential does not vary with y, k, = k,-, sin 0 and the above
become

1+R=T,

k. (1 - R) cos 0 = k,T,

whichgive R = (ko cos 6J-k,)/(k CJ cos B+k, ). The probability of reflection
is then P = 1 R I2 = (ko cos 8 - kz)2/(ko cos e + kz)2,  with kp = 2m(E +
V)/h2 - ki sin2 8, kg = 2mE/Ii2.

(b) For 2 < 0 the wave function has the same form as that in (a). For
0 -C x -C t, E - V = 0, and the Schrodinger  equation is

-(ti2/2m)  V2$ = 0.

As the potential is uniform in y we assume $J = exp (ikíy) exp (kx),
where kí = ko sin 8. Substitution gives -kí2  + k2 = 0, or k = fkí. Hence
the wave function for 0 < x < t is

1c12(5, Y) = (oe kíz + be-&)  eikíy.

Writing I,!J(x,  y) = 4(z) eikíY,  we have for the three regions

x<O,  f#q(x)=e ik,z + re-&z,

0 < x < t, 42(x)  = aeîë”  + bemktx,

x  >  t ,  &3(x)  =  c eik,r ,

with

cos 8, k’ = ,/w sin 8.

The boundary conditions

give

l+r=a+b,

ik,(l-r)=kí(a-b),

c exp (ikzt)  = a exp (kít) + b exp (-k/t),

ik,c exp (ikzt)  = kía exp (kít) - kíb exp (-k't)  ,
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whose solution is

Hence
e2kít - 1

’ = 1 _ P2e2kít

with
k’ - ik,p=-
k’ + ik, ’

and the fraction of neutrons reflected is

IR12=Ir12=

e2kít +  ,@kít  _ 2

$kít  + e-2kít  _ 2 cos 49 ’

Alternative Solution:

The solution can also be obtained by superposition of infinite ampli-
tudes, similar to the case of a Fabry-Perot interferometer in optics (see
Fig. 1.30).

Fig. 1.30

We need only consider the x-component of the waves. Let Tr2,  Rr2 de-
note the coefficients of amplitude transmission and reflection as a wave
goes from medium 1 to medium 2, respectively. Let Tzr,  Rzr denote
coefficients of amplitude transmission and reflection from medium 2 to
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medium 1. Take the amplitude of incident wave as 1. Then the amplitude
of the wave that is transmitted to medium 2 is the sum

T = T12e-6 . 7í21  + Tlae -’ . R21e-26R21  . T2l

+ Tlzee6  . (R21e-26Rz1)2  . T21 + . . .

= T12e-bT21  [l + R& ee2’ + (R&e-26)2  + . . .]

= T12T21em6
1

1 - R&e-26 ’

In the above exp(-6) is the attenuation coefficient of a wave in medium 2,
where

S = kít with k’ = J27nE(l  - cos2 O)/ti  = &%? sin O/h.

From (a) we have the coefficients of transmission and reflection

R12 =  h - k2z)/(hr  +  k2z),

T12 = 1+ R12 = 2kJ(kl,  + kzz).

As

kl, = d&ii? cos 0/h,

kz,=ikí=im  sinfJ/fi,

we find

T12 = 2h,/(h, + k2z) = cos",c,o; fin 8 = 2 cos tkeie,

T21 = 2kzz/(h, + k2z) = cos;f;;n 8 = 2i sin 6edie,

R21 = (k2z - klz)/(k12  + kzz)  = : i: i y zz: i = e-2ie,

and hence

T = T12T21e-6
1

1 - R&e-26

4i cos 19 sin 0e-2ie  . eektt= 1 _ e-4i0e-2kít

2i sin 20 e-2i0  e-kít
=

1 _  e-4i0e-2kít  ’
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The transmissivity is therefore

4 sin2 21%~~ìë~
I *I2 = (1 _ e-2kít  Cos4 a)2 + (e-2kít  sin 4,9)2

4 sin2 29e-2kít=
1 + e-4kít  - 2e-2kít  cos 48

4 sin2  29
=  ,2kít  + ,-2kít  _ zCos 4~ ’

and the reflectivity is

1-IT/2=1-
4 sin2 29

e2kít + e-2kít  - 2 cos 48
e2kít + e-2kít  _  2

=  e2kít  + e-2kít  _  2 cos 48 ’

where k’ = m sin O/h.

1057

Find the wave function for a particle moving in one dimension in a
constant imaginary potential -iV where V < E.

Calculate the probability current and show that an imaginary potential
represents absorption of particles. Find an expression for the absorption
coefficient in terms of V.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The Schrodinger  equation is

iha$/at  = 0j2/2m - iv)  +.

Supposing I,!I = exp (-iEt/fi)  exp (iks), we have k2 = (2mE/fL2) (1 t
iv/E).  As V < E,
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and hence

4*(2,t)=exp  (&&) .exp (*i/Fz)  e x p  (-$t)  )

where $I+ and I/J_ refer to the exponentially attenuated right- and left-
traveling waves respectively. The probability current is

j=Re ($I*:$> =Re (I+!J*~$J)  =Re [sexp  (F/Fgz)]

These are the exponentially attenuated currents in the respective direc-
tions. The absorption coefficient is then

P=l -; $/+!z+~~;.

The imaginary potential iV is responsible for the absorption of the
particle, since the exponent in j
be no absorption if V were real.

would be imaginary. Hence there would

1058

Let the solution to the one-dimensional free-particle time-dependent
Schrodinger  equation of definite wavelength X be $(x,  t) as described by
some observer 0 in a frame with coordinates (x, t). Now consider the same
particle as described by wave function $J’ (xí, tí)  according to observer 0’
with coordinates (2, tí)  related to (CC, t) by the Galilean transformation

2’  = x - vt ,

t’  = t.

(a) Do +(x, t), $ë(xí,  tí) describe waves of the same wavelength?
(b) What is the relationship between +(x, t) and I,!Jí(xí,  tí)  if both sat-

isfy the Schrodinger  equation in their respective coordinates?
(Berkeley)
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Solution:

(a) The one-dimensional time-dependent Schrodinger  equation for a free
particle

iI=&+  (z, t> = (42/2m)  a,ì$  (z, t>

has a solution corresponding to a definite wavelength X

T/JA(Z,  t) =exp[i(Ica:--wt)]

with
x = 2x/k = 27rA/p, w = /%2/27X

As the particle momentum p is different in the two reference frames, the
wavelength X is also different.

(b) Applying the Galilean transformation and making use of the Schrij-
dinger equation in the (zí,  tí) frame we find

itia,#(d,  tí)  = iEJt$ë(~  - vt, t)
= ii-i [a;?)’  (2í,  tí)  - vay (cd, tí)]

= -2 a~q!l  (zí,  tí)  - ihva;7f(d,  tí)

= _g @+v(x - v-t, t> - ihv&7jí(z  - vt, t). 0)

Considering

ili & [eQ-4~’  (.$, tí)]

= ~fie+-4  (a,$ _ iw#>

and

_ g a; [ei(kz-wt)+’  (21, tí>l

= _”  &kz--wt)
2m

(-Ir2$’  + 2ik&$’ + @ë)

= $-&&ìì-4  (&,’ - iw$ë),
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making use of Eq. (1) and the definitions of k and w, we see that

97

= itia, [pvzlh e--imW2figj  cx - vt, t )].

This is just the SchrBdinger  equation that $J(x,  t) satisfies. Hence,
accurate to a phase factor, we have the relation

+(x, t) =$(x--t, t) exp
{ [
i

mu2
mvx - -t .

2 I)
1059

A particle of mass m bound in a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
potential of frequency w and in the ground state is subjected to an impulsive
force pb(t).

Find the probability it remains in its ground state.
(Wisconsin)

Solution:

The particle receives an instantaneous momentum p at t = 0 and its
velocity changes to p/m instantaneously. The duration of the impulse is,
however, too short for the wave function to change. Hence, in the view of
a frame Kí moving with the particle, the latter is still in the ground state
of the harmonic oscillator $0 (xí). But in the view of a stationary frame
K, it is in the state $JO (xí) exp (-ipz/h).  We may reasonably treat the
position of the particle as constant during the process, so that at the end
of the impulse the coordinate of the particle is the same for both K and
Kí. Hence the initial wave function in K is

tib = $0 (x) exp (-W/W

Thus, the probability that the particle remains in its ground state after
the impulse is
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po = ($0 I e x p1 (-q)  lA)/2

where a = &&@

1060

An idealized ping pong ball of mass m is bouncing in its ground state on
a recoilless table in a one-dimensional world with only a vertical direction.

(a) Prove that the energy depends on m, g, h according to: E = Kmg

(m2g/h2>” and determine Q.
(b) By a variational calculation estimate the constant K and evaluate

s for m = 1 gram in ergs.
(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) By the method of dimensional analysis, if we have

or
b-4 PI2 [m] [L]1-3a
[T12= PI2 ’

then Q = -i. Thus, provided cx = - 3, the expression gives the energy of
the ball.

(b) Take the z coordinate in the vertical up direction with origin at the
table. The Hamiltonian is

2 2
+mgz=-& $+mgz,
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taking the table surface as the reference point of gravitational potential.
Try a ground state wave function of the form 1c, = x exp (-Xzî/2),  where
X is to be determined. Consider

w =

=

=

saoo xe -Xz2/2

(
_fi2 d22m z + mgx

>
xe-Xxa/2  dx

so” x2eexx2  dx

To minimize (H)  , take $$ =0 and obtain X =
%

.
The ground state energy is then

(H) = 3 (3/47r)li3  mg (m2g/h2)-1/3.

giving
K = 3 (3/4#ë3.

Numerically

3ti2 +
E=3mg ~( )4rm2g

3 x 1.0542 x 10-s*

>

f
= 3 x 980 x

4s x 980

= 1.9 x lo-16erg.

1061

The following theorem concerns the energy eigenvalues E,, (El < E2 <
Es < . . . ) of the Schrodinger  equation in one dimension:

Theorem: If the potential V’ (x) gives the eigenvalues Ei, and the po-
tential V2 (x) gives the eigenvalues E2,, and VI (x) 5 V2 (x) for all x, then
En, I Ezn.

(a) Prove this theorem.
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Hint: Consider a potential V(X, z), where V(0, cc) = VI (x) and V(l, z)
= Vs(2) and W/ax >_ 0 (for all xc>, and calculate a&/ax.

(b) Now consider the potential (Fig. 1.31)

U(x) = lc272, 1 z 1 < a,

U(x) = W/2, 1 z 1 > a.

U(x)

-I&.Lx
-Q cl

Fig. 1.31

We want to determine the number of bound states that this potential
can hold. Assume this number N is >> 1. It may be helpful to draw a
qualitative picture of the wave function for the highest bound state.

Choose a solvable comparison potential and use the theorem above to
determine either a rigorous upper bound to N or a rigorous lower bound
to N. (Both can be done but you are asked for only one.)

(BerkeZe  y)

Solution:

(a) Define V(X, x) = XV2 (z) + (1 - A) VI (ST).  Obviously V(0, CT) =
V I (z), V(l, z) = VZ (ST),  LW/aA = VZ (LIZ) - VI (cc)  2 0. The Hamiltonian is
then

B(A) = $2/2m  + V(X,  x) )

and the eigenequation is

fi(4 In, A) = En (A) I n, A),

where E,, (X) = (n, X I I?(X)  1 n, A). As
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aEn (q/ax = & [(n, x I xi(X)  ) n, A)]

= (7&A 1 av(x)/ax  1 nA)

=s l3V
dX Wn (x, 4 I2 da: 2 0,

we have El, = E, (0) I Em (1) = Ezn, and the theorem is proved. Note
that we have used (nx ] nx) = 1.

(b) Let V(x) = lcx2/2. Then V(z) 2 U(x). If E, is an energy level
for the potential U(x), then En 5 (n + l/2) fw, where w = @. For a
bound state, E, 5 ka2/2.  Solving (N + l/2) Tw 5 ka2/2,  we find

1 77wa2N<$_-= _
2 [ 12ti ’

where [A] indicates the maximum integer that is less than A.
We now choose for V(x) a square well of finite depth,

V(x)  = ka2/2, ] x ] > a,

V(x) = 0, 1x1 I a.

The number of bound states of U(x) is less than that of V(x), which
for the latter is [2mwa2/7rti]  + 1. We can take the upper bound to the
number of bound states of U(x) as [2mwa2/7rti]  as for N >> 1 the term 1
can be neglected. Taken together, we get that the number of bound states
is between [mwa2/2h]  and [2mua2/~li].

1062

For electronic states in a one-dimensional system, a simple model Hamil-
tonian is

where In) are an orthonormal basis, (n ] ní) = 6,,? ; EO and W are pa-
rameters. Assume periodic boundary conditions so that ] N + j) = ] j).
Calculate the energy levels and wave functions.

( Wisconsin)



Solution:

From the fact that ) n) form a complete set of orthonormal functions,
where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N, and

B=~Eo/n)(n/+~WI,n)(n+l,+/n+l)(n,~,
n=l n=l

or

with

and

A 1 n) = 1 n - l), A+ 1 n) = Jn + 1) ,

AA+=A+A=l,  o r  A+=A-ë,

we know that I?, A and A+ have the same eigenvectors. Hence we only
need to find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the operator A+ to solve
the problem. As

Ale,&  = (k’ (A 1 k) = ~5~,,~-~,

We have

A =

010*-o

OOl**O

0001..
. . . . . .

. . . . 0 1

lOO..O) NxN
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and so

A - X I =

-A 1 0. . 0

0 -x 1 . * 0

0 0 --Xl. .
. . . . . .

. . . . -A 1

,l 0 0 . * -A NxN

i.e.,
det (A - XI) = (-X)N + (-l)N+’ = (-l)N  (AN - 1) = 0,

giving
Ai = ei@j, e, = g j, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N - 1 .

If IE) are the same eigenvectors of the operators A and A+, i.e.,

then

fibw= [Eocw (5+;)] lEj)

=(Eo+2w~0~ej)I~j).

Hence the eigenvalues of fi are

Ej=Eo+2Wcosflj,  w i t h  B,=$ j, (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N - 1).

The corresponding eigenfunctions can be obtained from the matrix equa-
tions

Thus

(A-Xj)lEj)  =O.
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N

Ijq) = & z ei(n-ë)ej  In).

1063

Give a brief discussion of why there are energy bands in a crystalline
solid. Use the ideas of quantum mechanics but do not attempt to carry
out any complicated calculations. You should assume that anyone reading
your discussion understands quantum mechanics but does not understand
anything about the theory of solids.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

A crystal may be regarded as an infinite, periodic array of potential
wells, such as the lattice structure given in Problem 1065. Blochís theo-
rem states that the solution to the Schrodinger  equation then has the form
u(z)exp(iKz),  where K is a constant and u(z) is periodic with the pe-
riodicity of the lattice. The continuity conditions of u(z) and &J(Z)/&
at the well boundaries limit the energy of the propagating particle to cer-
tain ranges of values, i.e., energy bands. An example is given in detail in
Problem 1065.

1064

A particle of mass m moves in one dimension in a periodic potential of
infinite extent. The potential is zero at most places, but in narrow regions
of width b separated by spaces of length a (b < CZ)  the potential is Vo, where
Vi is a large positive potential.

[One may think of the potential as a sum of Dirac delta functions:
00

V(z) = c vo b6(a:  - T-m).

Alternatively one can arrive at the same answer in a somewhat more
messy way by treating the intervals as finite and then going to the limit. ]

(a) What are the appropriate boundary conditions to apply to the wave
function, and why?
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(b) Let the lowest energy of a wave that can propagate through this
potential be EO = h2kz/2m (this defines ko). Write down a transcendental
equation (not a differential equation) that can be solved to give k,-,  and thus

Eo.
(c) Write down the wave function at energy EO valid in the region 0 5

x 5 a (For uniformity, let us choose normalization and phase such that
$(z = 0) = 1). What happens to the wave function between x = a and
x=a+b?

(d) Show that there are ranges of values of E, greater than Eo, for which
there is no eigenfunction. Find (exactly) the energy at which the first such
gap begins.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The Schrodinger  equation is

;; -$ + 2 V&b (x - na)-- @(xc) = E+(x).n=--M 1
Integrating it from x = a - E to x = a + E and letting E -+ 0, we get

g(u+) - #(a-) = 2Qqa),

where Cl = mVob/h2. This and the other boundary condition

?+qa+>  - ?+!J(a-)  = 0

apply to the wave function at x = na, where n = -00, . . . , -1, 0, 1, . . . ,
+CO.

(b) For x # na, there are two fundamental solutions to the Schrodinger
equation:

211 (x) = eikz, u2 (x) = e-iks,

the corresponding energy being

E = h2k2/2m.

Let
@(XC) = AeikZ + Bemikz, 0 5 x 5 a.
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According to Blochís Theorem, in the region a I x I 2a

$(x) = eiKa [Ae+-ì)  + Be-ì+ì)]  ,

where K is the Bloch wave number. The boundary conditions give

eiKa (A + B) = Aeika + Be-ika,

&Ka (A _ B) = ik (A@”  _ Be-iîì)

+ 20 (Aeika  + Beeika).

For nonzero  solutions of A and B we require

eiKa  _ eika eiKa -iko

ikeiKa _ (,& + 2a) eika _ikeiKa  + (yke_  2~) e-ika = O1

or
R

cos ka + - sin ka = cos Ku,
k

which determines the Bloch wave number K. Consequently, the allowed
values of k are limited to the range given by

cl
c o s k a + -  sinka 51,

k

or
0

coska+-sinka  51.
k >

2

ko is the minimum of k that satisfy this inequality.
(c) For E = Eo,

T/I(X) = Aeikoz  + Bemikos, 0 5 z 5 a,

where ko =
J
m

A .
Normalization $J(X  = 0) = 1 gives

II,(x)  = 2i A sin koz + emikoz, 0 5 x 2 a.

The boundary conditions at x = a give

e iKa = 2i A sin koa + emikoa,
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2iA = (eiKa - eeikoa)/  sin koa .

so
g,(x)  = ceiKa _ e-ikoa) 2 + e-ikoz, O<xIa.

For z E [a, a + b], the wave function has the form exp (fkl,  x), where

kr = J2m(Ve - Ee)/fi.

(d) For ka = nx + 6, where 6 is a small positive number, we have

f-2
cos ka + - sin ka

k

= cos (nr + 6) + F sin (n7r + 6)

When 6 is quite small, the left side M 1 + 06/k > 1. Therefore in a certain
region of k > m/a,  there is no eigenfunction. On the other hand, ka = nr
corresponds to eigenvalues. So the energy at which the first energy gap
begins satisfies the relation ka = r, or E = r2fL2/2ma2.

1065

We wish to study particle-wave propagation in a one-dimensional peri-
odic potential constructed by iterating a ìsingle-potentialî V(x) at inter-
vals of length 1. V(x) vanishes for 1 x 1 2 Z/2 and is symmetric in z (i.e.,
V(x) = V(-x)). The scattering properties of V(x) can be summarized as
follows:

If a wave is incident from the left, $+(x)  = exp(ikx)  for x < -l/2,
it produces a transmitted wave $+(x)  = exp(ikx)  for x > l/2 and a re-
flected wave TJ- (x) = exp (-ikx) for x < -l/2. Transmitted and reflected
coefficients are given by

ti+(l x I) 1
T(x)  =  $+(-I  z I) =  5 e

2iklzl [,2i6. +  e2i60],

+-(-I X I)
Wz) =  $+(_lxl)  = 5

1 e2ik IzI fe2i6.  _  e2i~,31
,

1
1x12 -72

1
1x12 -12
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and 6, and 60 are the phase shifts due to the potential V(z). Take these
results as given. Do not derive them.

Now consider an infinite periodic potential Vm(x) constructed by iter-
ating the potential V(z) with centers separated by a distance 1 (Fig. 1.32).
Call the points at which V&,(z)  = 0 ìinterpotential pointsî. We shall
attempt to construct waves propagating in the potential Voo(~)  as super-
positions of left- and right-moving waves q5+ and q5-.

t&(x)

Fig. 1.32

(a) Write recursion relations which relate the amplitudes of the right-
and left-moving waves at the nth interpotential point, $2, to the amplitudes
at the (n - 1)th and (n + 1)th interpotential points, I#$-’ and 4î;ì.

(b) Obtain a recursion relation for 4- or q5+ alone by eliminating the
other from part (a).

(c) Obtain an expression for the ratio of amplitudes of 4+ to qL. at
successive interpotential points.

(d) Find the condition on k, 6, and ba such that traveling waves are
allowed.

(e) Use this result to explain why it is ìnormalî for conduction by
electrons in metals to be allowed only for bands of values of energy.

(MIT)

Solution:

For the wave incident from the left, the potential being V(z), let

+t+ =  t++e
ikx

, t = ; (ei26. + ei260);

Go_ = T4_e--ikz, T = f (ei26= _ ei260)e
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For the wave incident from the right, let the transmission and reflection
coefficients be t’  and r’ respectively. It can be shown that t’  = t, T’  =
-r*t/t*. In the periodic potential, the transmission and reflection co-
efficients at adjacent interpotential points have relations t, = t,_l and
T - r,_i exp (i2kZ).  So the transmission coefficient can be denoted by an -
single notation t.

(a) The waves at adjacent interpotential points are as shown in
Fig. 1.33. Obviously, only the reflection term of c$ì_  and the transmission
term of 4y-i contribute to 43:

4; = r;_,qT + tqí. (1)

Similarly,

Thus we have

42 = r,c#l; + tíf#),+l  . (2)

4î+  = e i2kLr;  I$ì-  + q-1  )

4!! = G&n+ + tq$;+ë.

(b) With n replaced by n + 1, Eq. (1) gives

4;ëî  = ?Qî_+i  + tqq .

Equations (3), (4), (5) then give

(3)
(4)

(5)

4; =
t(4:-1  +  ei2k14y+l)

1 +  tZei2kl  _  r,T:,ei2kl  *
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Let re = T. Then r,, = r exp(i2nkl).  Assume rk = -rz t/t*. Then
T$ = T’ exp (42nkE).  Hence

4: =
t(47--’  +  $2kI+1;+1>

1 +  t2 ei2kl _ & ei2kl ’ (6)

Similarly,

42 =
q4î-+1  +  ei2kl+y-1)

1 +  t2 ei2kl _  TTt ei2kl ’

(c) As the period of the potential is I, if @(CC)  is the wave function in the
region [X,-I, x,], then $J(Z - Z) exp (id) is the wave function in the region
[XT%, z,+r]. Thus

(

4+
n+l = ei(6-W+n+,

@+’ = ei(b+kl)41 (7)

Let c, = q!~n+/@.  From (4) and (5) we obtain respectively

1 = T,C, + t gn ’ (8)

n + l!L  =J e+l + tc

@! -n(g)ì_  n. (9)

Using (7),  (9) can be written as

or, using (B),

cne-i2k1  (1 - T,c,) = 7$(1 - T,c,) + t2cn,

i.e.,
r,cz + (t2ei2îí  - r,rLei2k1  - 1) c, + $eiak’  = 0.

Solving for c, we have

c,=
(1 + rríeiakl - t2ei2k1)  f a

2rn
7
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where

A = (pei2kl  _ rn,;,i2kl  _ 1)2 _ 4rnr;ei2kl

2  i2kl= (t e _ &pkl _ 1)2 _ 4,.gei2kl.

(d) The necessary condition for a stable wave to exist in the infinite
periodic field is

f#J;+ë/f$ì,  = ei61,

where 61 is real and independent of n. If this were not so, when n + 00
one of 4; and c$$-ìí would be infinite. From (7), we see that 61 = 6 - kl.
From (6),  we obtain

1 +  t2ei2k1 I  i2kl-rTTe

= t [e i(kl-6) +  ei(kl+b)
1.

Substituting T’ = -r*t/t* in the above equation and using rr* + tt* = 1,
we obtain

teik’ + t*emik’ = 2tt* cos 6,

which means
teikl +  .pe-ikl

2tt* I 1,

or, using the definition oft,

cos (26, + kl)  + cos (2~5,~  + kl) < 1
1+cos[2(6,-6c)]  - ’

i.e.,
~(6, + 60 + kl)

cos (a, - ho)
< 1

.-

In general, only some of the values of k satisfy the above inequality,
i.e., only energy values in certain regions are allowed while the others are
forbidden. Thus we obtain the band structure of energy levels.

(e) In metals, the distribution of positive ions is regular and so the
conduction electrons move in a periodic potential. (d) Shows that the
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electron waves can only have certain k values, corresponding
electron energies.

to bands of

1066

You are given a real operator a satisfying the quadratic equation

This is the lowest-order equation that a obeys.

(a) What are the eigenvalues of a?
(b) What are the eigenstates of a?
(c) Prove that A is an observable.

(Buff&)

Solution:

(a) As a satisfies a quadratic equation it can be represented by a 2x2
matrix. Its eigenvalues are the roots of the quadratic equation X2 -3X+ 2 =
0, x1 = 1, x2 = 2.

(b) A is represented by the matrix

The eigenvalue equation

then gives a = 1, b = 0 for X = 1 and a = 0, b = 1 for X = 2. Hence the
eigenstates of a are (i) and (y ).

(c) Since a = A+, a is Hermitian and hence an observable.

1067

If ) $,) is any eigenstate of the electric charge operator Q corresponding
to eigenvalue q, that is to say,
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the ìcharge conjugationî operator C applied to ( T+!J,)  leads to an eigenstate
1 T,!J-,)  of Q corresponding to eigenvalue -q:

(a) Find the eigenvalues of the operator CQ + QC.
(b) Can a state simultaneously be an eigenstate of C and of Q?

(Chicago)

Solution:

(a) Let

Then

(CQ+QC) IIClq)=qCI&)+QI~-q)=qllCl-q)-qlI-q)=o.

Thus the eigenvalue of the operator CQ + QC is zero.
(b) As C is the charge conjugation transformation, CQC-’  = -Q, or

CQ + QC = 0, i.e., C and Q do not commute (they anticommute) they
cannot have common eigenstates. (Unless q = 0, in which case it is quite
meaningless to introduce charge conjugation.)

1068

A quantum-mechanical system is known to possess only two energy
eigenstates denoted 11)  and 12). The system also includes three other ob-
servables (besides the energy), known as Ií,  Q and R. The states 11)  and
12) are normalized but they are not necessarily eigenstates of P, Q or R.

Determine as many of the eigenvalues of P, Q and R as possible on the
basis of the following sets of ìexperimental dataî. [Warning: one data set
is unphysical.]

( a )  (l]P]1)=1/2,  (1]P2(l)=1/4.
(b) OIQIl)=V, (11Q211)=1/6.
(c) (1 I R 11) = 1, (1 ( R2 11) = 5/4, (1 I R3 11) = 7/4.

(MIT)
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Solution:

We are given three observables P, Q, R, which satisfy the Hermiticity

(nIPlm) = (mIPln)*, and that the mechanical system has a complete
set of energy eigenstates 11)  and 12).

(a) The completeness of the two states and the ìexperimental dataî,
give

P 11)  = f 11)  + CY 12)  )

where (Y is a constant to be determined. The orthogonality of the eigenstates
and the Hermiticity of P give

(1 I P 12) = ; (112) + f32(2 12) = (Y*.

So we have

p 12) = a* I 1) + P 13,

where /3 is to be determined. Then

P2 11)  = P(PI1))

= ; P 11)  + aP 12)  = (l/4 + a*(Y)  11)  + (a/2 + c@) 12).

As P2 11)  = 4 according to experiment, CI*CY  = 0 and hence a = 0.
Therefore,

Pll) = ; II),

i.e., at least one of the eigenvalues of P is l/2.
(b) Let

&II) = f 11) +rP),

where y is to be determined. By a similar procedure, we get y*y = l/6 -
l/4 < 0. So this data set is unphysical and the eigenvalue of Q could not
be determined.

(c) As (1 IRIl)  = 1, we can write

R 11) = II> + JI 14,



where X is to be determined. Then

(1 IR 12)  = (112) + x* (2 12) = x* )

showing that

R (2) = A’ 11) + q 12).

where q is to be determined. Consider

R211)  =RIl)+XR(2)

= 11)  + x 12)  + xx* 11)  + xv 12).

Then as

we have

and so

(1 I R2 11)  = 1+ XX’ = ;,

xx* = a )

and

X = f exp (i6),

RIl) = 11)  + f ei6 12))

R 12)  = ; e-i6 11)  + 77 12)  ,

R2 11) = t 11)  + i (1 + 7) ei6 12).

It follows also

= z 11)  + f ei6 12)  + i (1 + 7)) 11)

+~(1+q)qei612).
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Experimentally (1 1 R3 11)  = a. Thus i + i (1 + 7) = a, giving q = 1.
Hence on the bases 11)  and 12)  the matrix of R is

( 1 f Ci6
; ,i6 >1 *

To find the eigenvalues of R, solve

1 -A i,-ia
8 ei6 1 - x  = 0,

i.e., (1 - X)2 - a = (1 - A - 4) (1 - X + f) = 0, and obtain the eigenvalues
ofR=l 3

2í 2’

1069

For a charged particle in a magnetic field, find the commutation rules
for the operators corresponding to the components of the velocity.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

Suppose the magnetic field arises from a vector potential A. Then the
velocity components of the particle are

Hence

[Si,  Cj] = 5 [i: - ! Ai, Pj - % Aj]

= & {[fij, Ai]  - [$i, Aj]}  = $ (2 - $)
I 3

where Eijk is the Levi-Civita density, use having been made of the corre-
spondence rule $i + + $.
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1070

Using the coordinate-momentum commutation relation prove that

C (E, - &) I(n 1 z 1 0)2 = constant,
7%

where En is the energy corresponding to the eigenstate In). Obtain the
value of the constant. The Hamiltonian has the form H = p2/2M + V(r).

(Berkeley)

Solution:

As

H = p2/2M + V(z),

we have

and so

[H, ST] = & [p2,  x] = -iFqplM,

[[H, xc], x] = -$ [p, x] = -h2/iw

Hence

(4 W, 44 Id =  -; .

On the other hand,

(ml[  [H, z], x] Im) = (ml Hz2 - 2xHx + x2H Im)

=2Em(m~x2~m)-2(m~xHx~m)

=~~m~I~~I~I~~12-~~~~I~~l~I~~12
71 n

=2C(Ern-E~)l(~l~l~)12.
n

In the above we have used
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Equating the two resuits and setting m = 0, we obtain

c (I3, - ISo)  I (n ( z IO) 12 = P/2M.
7L

1071

(a) Given a Hermitian operator A with eigenvalues a, and eigenfunc-
tions 21, (z) [n = 1, 2, . . . , N; 0 < XT 5 L], show that the operator exp(iA)
is unitary.

(b) Conversely, given the matrix V,, of a unitary operator, construct
the matrix of a Hermitian operator in terms of U,,.

(c) Given a second Hermitian operator B with eigenvalues b, and eigen-
functions w,(x), construct a representation of the unitary operator V that
transforms the eigenvectors of B into those of A.

(Chicago)

Solution:

(a) As A+ = A, A being Hermitian,

{exp (iA)}+ = exp (-iA+)  = exp (-iA) = {exp (iA)}-ë.

Hence exp(iA)  is unitary.
(b) Let

c mn = u7n, + K, = un%, + (Uf)nl, 9
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i.e.,
C=U+P.

As U++ = U, Cf = C. Therefore Cm, = U,, + UGrn is the matrix
representation of a Hermitian operator.

(c) The eigenkets of a Hermitian operator form a complete and orthonor-
ma1 set. Thus any 1 urn)  can be expanded in the complete set Iv,):

k k

which defines vk,,

J
L

Vkm = v; (x) um (z) dx.
0

Similarly,

Hence
Iu~) = r x Iuj) %i vkm = C I+) ajrn 7

j k j

or
v+v = 1,

i.e.,
v+ = v-1,
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showing that V is unitary. Thus V is a unitary operator transforming the
eigenvectors of B into those of A

1072

Consider a one-dimensional oscillator with the Hamiltonian

H = p2/2m  + mw2x2/2.

(a) Find the time dependence of the expectation values of the ìinitial
positionî and ìinitial momentumî operators

xc = x cos wt - (p/m.~) sin wt ,

po = p cos wt + roux sin wt.

(b) Do these operators commute with the Hamiltonian?
(c) Do you find your results for (a) and (b) to be compatible? Discuss.
(d) What are the motion equations of the operators in the Heisenberg

picture?
(e) Compute the commutator [no, xc]. What is its significance for mea-

surement theory?
(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) Making use of the relation

df
T-ii - iti- 1 [f, H] + g,

we have

d(xo) 1- = iti [(x) cos wt, H] - w(x)  sin wt
dt

1 - 0 cos wt
m

= .& Lx, HI cos wt - w(x)  sin wt

- & $ b, HI sin&--L (p)coswt=O,
m
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dbo)
- = $ i(P)dt

cos wt, H] - (p)w  sin wt

+ $ [mu(x)  sin wt, H] + mw2(x)  cos wt

= 1 b, HI cos wt - w(p) sin wt

+ z m  sin wt + 7nu2 (x) cos wt = 0.

Thus the expectation values of these operators are independent of time.
(b) Consider

h HI(x0, H] = [x, H] cos wt - - sin wt
mu

ihp
= - cos wt + ifwx  sin wt,

[PO, HI = L: HI cos wt + mu [x, H] sin wt

= -ihmu2x cos wt + ili.wp sin wt.

Thus the operators xo,po  do not commute with H.
(c) The results of (a) and (b) are still compatible. For while the ex-

pressions for x0 and PO contain t explicitly, their non-commutation with H
does not exclude their being conserved. In fact

dxo- = $ [x0,  H] + 2 = 0,
dt

dpo
dt - ih

- L [po,  H] + $f = 0,

showing that they are actually conserved.
(d) In the Heisenberg picture, the motion equation of an operator is

dA/dt= $ [A, H]+g.

Thus the motion equations of x0 and po are respectively

dxo/dt  = 0, dpo/dt  = 0.
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(e) Using the expressions for x0 and ps, we have

[po , xo] = [p COs  wt + 77wx sin wt, xe]

= [p, x0] cos wt + [x, x0] w sin wt

=
[
p, x cos wt - 2- sin w t cos wt

mu 1
+

[
2, X COS wt - -?- sin w t 7nu  sin wt.

ma I

= [p, x] co2 wt - [x, p] sin2 wt

= - [LE, p] = -il=L,

as [x, x] = [p, p] = 0, [x, p] = ih.

In general, if two observables A and B satisfy the equation

[A, B] = iFi,

then their root-mean-square deviations AA, AB, when they are measured
simultaneously, must satisfy the uncertainty principle

AA.AB$

In the present case, the simultaneous measurements of position and
momentum in the same direction must result in

The relation shows

It is a relation between possible upper limits to the precision of the two
quantities when we measure them simultaneously.
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2001

An electron is confined in a three-dimensional infinite potential well.
The sides parallel to the CC-, y-, and z-axes are of length L each.

(a) Write the appropriate Schrodinger  equation.
(b) Write the time-independent wave function corresponding to the state

of the lowest possible energy.
(c) Give an expression for the number of states, N, having energy less

than some given E. Assume N > 1.
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The Schrodinger equation is

iha$(r, t)/ti  = -(A2/2m)  V21c,(r,  t), 0 5 2, y, z 5 L,

1cI = 0, otherwise.

(b) By separation of variables, we can take that the wave function to be
the product of three wave functions each of a one-dimensional infinite well
potential. The wave function of the lowest energy level is

Ihll(G Y, 2) =  til(~>$Jl(Y)$l(Z)  1

where

Thus

+1(z) = gsin (: X) , etc.

dJlll(T Y, z> = (,),, sin (y) sin (y) sin (7)  .

The corresponding energy is El11 = 3h2r2/2mL2.
(c) For a set of quantum numbers n,, ny, n, for the three dimensions,

the energy is

&& (nE+nE+np).

Hence the number N of states whose energy is less than or equal to E is
equal to the number of sets of three positive integers n,, ng, n, satisfying
the inequality

123
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n2,  + n2, + nz I
2mL2
- E .
F&r2

Consider a Cartesian coordinate system of axes n,, ny, n,. The number
N required is numerically equal to the volume in the first quadrant of a
sphere of radius (2mL2E/ti2.rr2)1/2,  provided N 2 1. Thus

N+f [$$fE)3í2  = f ($)3í2,

2002

A ëquarkí (mass = m,/3)  is confined in a cubical box with sides of
length 2 fermis = 2 x lo-l5 m. Find the excitation energy from the ground
state to the first excited state in MeV.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The energy levels in the cubical box are given by

E7(1n2n3 = 2 (nf + nX + ni), ni=l,2,....

Thus the energy of the ground state is El11  = 3h2r2/2ma2,  that of
the first excited state is Esrr = 6ti2r2/2ma2  = 3ii2.rr2/ma2,  Hence the
excitation energy from the ground state to the first excited state is

1 5lr2vc2
AE = 3h2r2/2ma2  = ëmc2a2

= 1.5x2(6.58 x 10-22)2  x (3 x 108)2  = 461 MeV
(Y) x (2 x lo-ë5)2

2003

A NaCl crystal has some negative ion vacancies, each containing one
electron. Treat these electrons as moving freely inside a volume whose di-
mensions are on the order of the lattice constant. The crystal is at room
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temperature. Give a numerical estimate for the longest wavelength of elec-
tromagnetic radiation absorbed strongly by these electrons.

(MIT)

Solution:

The energy levels of an electron in a cubical box of sides a are given by

Enmk = (7rW/2ma2)  (n2 + ?n2 + I?),

where n, m and k are positive integers. Taking a N 1 A, the ground state
energy is El11 = 3h2r2/2ma2 M 112 eV. For a crystal at room temperature,
the electrons are almost all in the ground state. The longest wavelength
corresponds to a transition from the ground state to the nearest excited
state:

AE = Ezll - Elll =
3l?fi2
- = 112 eV,
ma2

for which
x=C=hC=110A

v AE ’

2004

An electron is confined to the interior of a hollow spherical cavity of
radius R with impenetrable walls. Find an expression for the pressure
exerted on the walls of the cavity by the electron in its ground state.

(MIT)

Solution:

For the ground state, 1 = 0, and if we set the radial wave function as
R(r) = x(T)/T, then x(r)  is given by

d2xs+ 2d3-x=0 forr<R,
ti2

x=0 forr>R,

where p is the electron rest mass. R(r) is finite at r = 0, so that x(O)  = 0.
The solutions satisfying this condition are

y, (n=1,2,3  ,...)
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for which
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En =
7Tzfi2 2

@Fn.

The average force F acting radially on the walls by the electron is given
by

As the electron is in the ground state, n = 1 and

F = -dEl/dR = .rr2i2/pR3.

The pressure exerted on the walls is

p = F/&R2  = nh2/4pR5.
’ -..,_,

:

2005

A particle of mass m is constrained to move between two concentric
impermeable spheres of radii T = a and T = b. There is no other potential.
Find the ground state energy and normalized wave function.

(MIT)

Solution:

Let the radial wave function of the particle be R(r) = x(T)/T.  Then
x(r) satisfies the equation

d2x(r)  + 2m
dr2

j-p [E - V(T)] - Q-p} X(T)  = 0.

For the ground state, 1 = 0, so that only the radial wave function is
non-trivial. Since V(r) = 0, letting K2 = 2mE/ii2,  we reduce the equation
to

xî+K2x=0,

with
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x(u) = 0 requires the solution to have the form

X(T) = A sin [K(r - a)].

Then from x(b)  = 0, we get the possible values of K:

K=n?r/(b--a),  (n=1,2,...)

For the particle in the ground state, i.e., n = 1, we obtain the energy

E = h2K2/2m = h2r2/2m(b  - u)~.

From the normalization condition

J

6

J

b
.-. R2(r) r2 dr = xí(r)dr  = 1,

a a

we get A = dm. Hence for the ground state, the normalized radial
wave function is

R(r) =

and the normalized wave function is

I+!+)  = -L -fi b!, ; sin\r 7r(r - a)
b - a

2006

(a) For a simple harmonic oscillator with H = (p2/m + rCz2)/2,  show
that the energy of the ground state has the lowest value compatible with
the uncertainty principle.

(b) The wave function of the state where the uncertainty principle mini-
mum is realized is a Gaussian function exp(-crz2).  Making use of this fact,
but without solving any differential equation, find the value of (Y.

(c) Making use of raising or lowering operators, but without solving any
differential equation, write down the (non-normalized) wave function of the
first excited state of the harmonic oscillator.
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(d) For a three-dimensional oscillator, write down, in polar coordinates,
the wave functions of the degenerate first excited state which is an eigen-
state of I,.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The ground state of the harmonic oscillator has even parity, so that

5 = (0 Ix IO) = 0, p= (OlplO) =o;

and so
Ap2 = Fî, B=S.

The uncertainty principle requires

It follows that

as = w. Thus the energy of the ground state has the lowest value
compzible with the uncertainty principle.

(b) Using the given wave function we calculate

J
a3

s= e-2azaZ2  &

IJ”
e-2az2 dx = 1/4a,

-00 --oo

g= 42 e-,,2 d2se --aXa  dx e-2ax2dx  = fL2a,

and hence
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From g = 0 we see that when CY = &/2fi = mw/2h.  the energy is
minimum. Therefore (Y = mw/2ti.

(c) In the Fock representation of harmonic oscillation we define

6 = i (fi - im&)/&z4J,

C%+ = -i (fi + i7r?U~)/~5zL.

Then [6, &+I = 1,
H= @L+;L+1/2)fw.

Denoting the ground state wave function by ] 0). As H ] 0) = ati ] 0),
the last equation gives &+c?  ] 0) = 0. It also gives

H@+ IO)) = ; h_dii+ IO) + hdiL+ii~+ IO)

= f Tw~+]o)+fw~+(iL+&+l)]o)

= ; f=U.@+ IO)).

Hence

L11)  = iL+ IO) = d&
(
-i/i ~+imwz)  exp (-z x2)

= $ff  xexp (-E x2)

in the coordinate representation.
(d) For a 3-dimensional oscillator, the wave function is

1cInlnans (r) = tin, (x) lClnz  (Y) tin, (z) .

For the ground state, (nr, n2, 7x3) = (0, 0, 0). For the first excited
s t a t e s ,  (nl,  712,  n3)  = (1, 0, 0); (0, 1, 0);  (0, 0, 1).

$~ies (r) = Ni Ni2ax exp

$010 (r) = Ni N12ay exp (-; &2) ,

+ool (r) = N$ Ni2crz exp (-; &) .
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Expanding x, y, z in spherical harmonics and recombining the wave
functions, we get the eigenstates of 1,

$J, (r> = Nm exp (-k a2r2) rYlm(9,  p).

where

Note that here cy = da, which is the usual definition, different
from that given in (b).

2007

The diagram (Fig. 2.1) shows the six lowest energy levels and the asso-
ciated angular momenta for a spinless  particle moving in a certain three
dimensional central potential. There are no ìaccidentalî degeneracies in
this energy spectrum. Give the number of nodes (changes in sign) in the
radial wave function associated with each level.

(MIT)
Solution:

The radial wave function of a particle in a three-dimensional central
potential can be written as R(r) = x(T)/T.  With a given angular quantum
number I, the equation satisfied by x(r) has the form of a one-dimensional
Schrodinger  equation. Hence, if an energy spectrum has no ìaccidental”
degeneracies, the role of the nodes in the radial wave function of the particle
is the same as that in the one-dimensional wave function. For bound states,
Sturmís theorem remains applicable, i.e., x(r) obeys Sturmís theorem: the
radial wave function of the ground state has no node, while that of the nth
excited state has n nodes. Thus, for a bound state of energy E,,, which has
quantum number n = n, + 1 + 1, the radial wave has n, nodes.

For angular quantum number 1 = 0, the numbers of nodes for the three
energy levels (ordered from low to high energy) are 0, 1 and 2.

Similarly, for I = 1, the numbers of nodes are 0 and 1; for 1 = 2, the
number of nodes is 0.

Thus, the numbers of nodes in the energy levels shown in Fig. 2.1 are
0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 2, from low to high energy.
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E I=0

I

1:l

I =2
I :l
I zo

I=0

Fig. 2.1

2 0 0 8

A particle of mass m and charge q is bound to the origin by a spherically
symmetric linear restoring force. The energy levels are equally spaced at
intervals TWO above the ground state energy EO = 3L~e/2.  The states
can be described alternatively in a Cartesian basis (three one-dimensional
harmonic oscillators) or in a spherical basis (central field, separated into
angular and radial motions).

(a) In the Cartesian basis, table the occupation numbers of the vari-
ous states of the oscillators for the ground and first three excited levels.
Determine the total degeneracy of each of these levels.

(b) In the spherical basis, write down (do not solve) the radial equation
of motion.
(Note that in spherical coordinates 0’ = 5 & (r2 6) - $ , where L2 is
the operator of total orbital angular momentum squared in units of h2.)

Identify the effective potential and sketch it. For a given angular mo-
mentum, sketch the ìground stateî radial wave function (for a given 1 value)
and also the radial wave functions for the next two states of the same 1.

(c) For the four levels of part (a), write down the angular momentum
content and the parity of the states in each level. Compare the total de-
generacies with the answers in (a).

(d) Does the second excited state (Ez  = 7fwe/2) have a linear Stark
effect? Why or why not? Compare similarities and differences between this
oscillator level and the second excited level (n = 3) of the nonrelativistic
hydrogen atom.

(Berkeley)
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Solution:

(4

(b) Let

Table 2.1

Occupation Numbers 1 Degeneracy

1
3
6

The radial wave function R(T) satisfies the equation

$$ (T2$~)+[$  (E-TW~T~)-~]  R=O,

so that the effective potential is

veff  = ?7UJ2T2/2  + ti21(l  + 1)/277W2,

which is sketched in Fig. 2.2, where TO = [h21(Z + l)/m2w2]1/4.  The shapes
of the radial wave functions of the three lowest states for a given 1 are shown
in Fig. 2.3.

VI f)

l!di r
0 '0

Fig. 2.2
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Fig. 2.3

Note that the number of nodes of a wave function is equal to n,.

(c)

Table 2.2

m

0
0, fl
0, fl, f2
0
0, fl, f2, f3
0, fl

Note: P = parity, D = degeneracy.

(d) The second excited state does not have a linear Stark effect because
x is an operator of odd parity while all the degenerate states for Es have
even parity, with the result that the matrix elements of H’ in the subspace
of the energy level E2 are all zero.

On the other hand, for the second excited level of the hydrogen atom,
n = 3, its degenerate states have both even and odd parities, so that linear
Stark effect exists.

2009

(a) A nonrelativistic particle of mass m moves in the potential

V(z, y, z) = A(z2  + y2 + 2Xzy) + B(z2  + 2~2))
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where A > 0, B > 0, 1 X 1 < 1, p is arbitrary. Find the energy eigenvalues.
(b) Now consider the following modified problem with a new potential

VXW: for t > -p and any x and y, V,,, = V, where V is the same as in
part (a) above; for z < -p and any x and y, V,,, = +CQ.  Find the ground
state energy.

(CUS)

Solution:

(a) We choose two new variables CL, t defined by

or

P=  $(x+y), t= $x-y),

x = (CL + q/JZ, y = 2- (p - t) ,
Jz

and write the potential as

V(z, Y, z) = A
1
5 (p2 + t2 + 24 + f (p2 + t2 - 2/h)

+ 2x . $ (p2 - t2) 1 + B(z2  + 2~2)

= A[(1  + /!)  p2 + (1 - X)t2]  + B(z2 + 2~2)

and the differentials as
a a1 a 1.-
z=qJz+z  Ji-’

a2 a2 1 a2 1 1-_= -_++-
a22 ( a~2 d5 apat Jz Jz>

(
a2 2
_ë+dl

+ atapfi >
1

at2JZ Jz;
a ai a1- - - -
&3&&  at&’
a2 a2 i a2 1 I-= -_-__w (w d2 wt Jz Jz>

1

(

a2 i a2 1- -  ---__
Jz atap Jz at2 fi > 1
a2 a2 a2v2=-+

ap2 @+s.
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Then Schrodinger  equation becomes

Let &J, t, z) = U(p)T(t)Z(z).  The above equation can be separated
into

~U(e)+~[El-A(l+x)~2]U(~)=0,
& T(t) + $ [E2 - A(1 - X) t2] T(t) = 0,

with

g Z(z)  + (2m/P) [Es - B(z2  + 2/U)] Z(z)  = 0)

El + E2 + E3 = E .

By setting .z’ = z + CL,  Ei = Es + Bp2,  all the above three equations can
be reduced to that for a harmonic oscillator. Thus the energy eigenvalues
are

El =

E2 =

(721, n2, n3 = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .)

(b) With a new potential V,,, such that for z < -p, V,,, = 00 and for

.a > -PL, v,,, is the same as that in (a), the wave function must vanish for
z -+ -/.L. The Z-equation has solution

2 N i?& (<)e-c2/2 ,

where C = (2mB/h2)ë/4(z+p),  H,,g(c)  is the nsth Hermite  polynomial and
has the parity of ns. Hence ns must be an odd integer. The ground state
is the state for n1 = n2 = 0 and ns = 1, with the corresponding energy

E = h(wl  + w2)/2 + %=uAJ~/~  - B/Jí.
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2 0 1 0

A particle of mass m moves in the logarithmic potential

V(r) = C In (f/Tg) .

Show that:

(a) All eigenstates have the same mean squared velocity. Find this mean
squared velocity.

(b) The spacing between any two levels is independent of the mass m.
(CUS)

Solution:

(a) We have

(v2) = (P2/m2)  = -$ (P2) = -$ J d3r$*P2~

and, for a stationary state, the virial law gives

(P) = f (r * VV).

Hence

(vî)  = (P2/m2)  = A . 2(T) = k (r + VV)

1=- J (d3r .
m

I- f c In r/To
)

7+b*+

c
=-

m J d3rl$12=~,

which is true for any eigenstate.
(b) Since

c=--
2m'

aE,/arn  is independent of n. It follows that

vn - En-l)  = c I c
am

o

2m  2m- ’

i.e., E,, - E,,_l is independent of the mass m.
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2011

Assume that the eigenstates of a hydrogen atom isolated in space are
all known and designated as usual by

Suppose the nucleus of a hydrogen atom is located at a distance d from an
infinite potential wall which, of course, tends to distort the hydrogen atom.

(a) Find the explicit form of the ground state wave function of this
hydrogen atom as d approaches zero.

(b) Find all other eigenstates of this hydrogen atom in half-space, i.e.
d + 0, in terms of the l&l and I&,.

(Buffalo)

Solution:

(a) Choose a coordinate system with origin at the center of the nucleus
and z-axis perpendicular to the wall surface as shown in Fig. 2.4. As d + 0,
the solutions of the Schrodinger  equation are still R,,l&,,  in the half-space
z > 0 i.e., 0 < 0 < ~12,  but must satisfy the condition $J = 0 at 8 = 1r/2
where V = co. That is, only solutions satisfying 1+ m =odd integer are
acceptable. As 1 m 1 5 1, the first suitable spherical harmonic is

yIO = J3-lí;i;;  c0se.

Fig. 2.4
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Since n 2 I + 1, the ground state wave function is RzlYlo.
(b) All the other eigenstates have wave functions &Km where I + m =

odd integer. For a given I, we have m = I- 1, 1 - 3, . . . , -1 + 1 and hence
a degeneracy 1.

2012

At the time t = 0 the wave function for hydrogen atom is

$,(r, 0) = &- @Ihoo  + $210  + d&211  + ~?jJ214),

where the subscripts are values of the quantum numbers n, 1, m. Ignore
spin and radiative transitions.

(a) What is the expectation value for the energy of this system?
(b) What is the probability of finding the system with 1 = 1, m = +l

as a function of time?
(c) What is the probability of finding the electron within lo-” cm of

the proton (at time t = O)? (A good approximate result is acceptable here.)
(d) How does this wave function evolve in time; i.e., what is $(r, t)?
(e) Suppose a measurement is made which shows that L = 1 and L, =

+l. Describe the wave function immediately after such a measurement in
terms of the &l,,,  used above.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) Making use of the orthonormality of the wave functions, the expec-
tation value for the energy is

E = (1c, I H I$) = ; @+hoo  + $210  + d7&211+  x421-1  I ~J%&OO

+  E21c1210  +  fiE2$211+  d327/21-1)

= $ (4E1+ E2 + 2E2 + 3E2) = $ (4Er  + 6E2)

0.55
0.51 lo6

1
=-- 2 x x x - =

1372
-7.47 eV,
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as El = -me4/2?i2, Ez = iE1 for the hydrogen atom.
(b) Since

we have

(nil I q(t)) = &x2 (2l.l lexp (-fr 8t) l@(O))

=&zfiexp  (-aEd),

using the given wave function for t = 0. Hence the probability required is

P = ) (nll ) q(t))  I2 = ; 6,2.

Thus if n = 2, P = l/5; otherwise P = 0.
(c) Let CY = lo-” cm. We have

P = JOL $*$rídrdil
0

= Joa $ (4 I RIO 1’  + 6 I R2112> r2 dr,

making use of the given wave function as in (a). Here for the hydrogen
atom

) RIO 1’ = -$ ehzrla, I R2l  I2 = & eVrlza  ,

and a = 5.29 x lo-’ cm. As T 5 01 < a, we can make the approximation

2 Te-2rla z 1 - -

a’
e--r/2a  = 1 _  L

2a .

Then

8 CX~G- -
0

z 3.6 x lo+.
15 a
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(d) The wave function at time t is

$(r, t) =exp -i fit $(r, 0)
[ 1

=/-h [2e-iw1t$loo  + ~-iwzt~210
+ die-iw2t$~11 + die-iwzt$~~-~],

where wr = El/Ii, w2 = Es/h.
(e) Since n 2 L + 1, with L = 1 we have n = 2. Consequently the

required state vector has the form

~)=c+)211)+Cs~210)+C_)21-1).

Using L, = (L+ + L-)/2, with L_Yl,  = J(l - m + 1) (1 + m) I&-l,
L+K, =  (l+m+l)(Z-m)K,+r, we can write L,I) = I) as

f {x&l ) 211) + Jz (C, + c-) ) 210) + &cfJ  ) 21 - 1))

= c+ 1211) + co 1210) + c_ I21 - 1) )

and obtain

Hence
~)=~c,(~~211)+2~2lo)+Jz~21-1)).

Normalization

( I ) = 7 (2 + 4 + 2) = 1

gives Ce = h. Therefore

I) = f (I 211) + JZI 210) + (21- 1)).

2013

The ground state energy and Bohr radius for the hydrogen atom are
Eo = -e2/2ao,  a0 = h2/me2, where m is the reduced mass of the system.
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(m, = 9.11 X 1O-28  g, mP = 1.67 x 1O-24 g, e = 4.80 x lo-lo e.s.u.,  F7. =
1.05 x lo-27 erg sec.]

(a) Compute the ground state energy and Bohr radius of the positron-
ium.

(b) What is the degeneracy of the positronium ground state due to
electron spin? Write down the possible spin wave functions which have
definite values of the total spin together with the corresponding eigenvalues.

(c) The ground state of positronium can decay by annihilation into
photons. Calculate the energy and angular momentum released in this
process and prove that there must be at least two photons in the final
state.

(Buffalo)

Solution:

(a) The reduced mass m of the positronium is given by & = & + $-,
i.e., m = m,/2.  Its use in the formulas gives

Eo+-$ e2 2

( >

-0.51 x 10s
Tic = 4 x 1372

= -6.8 eV,
0

a0 = 1.05 X 10m8 cm.

(b) The degeneracy of the positronium ground state is 4. Denote the
positron by 1 and the electron by 2, and let the spin eigenstates in the z
direction of a single particle be OL and p, corresponding to eigenvalues FL/~
and --FL/~ respectively. Then the ground eigenstates with definite total spin
5’ = si + ss and z-component of the total spin S, = siz + sp, are

o(1) o(2), s =  FL, s, = FL.

5 [o(I)P(2)  + P(1)42)1, s = h s* = 0.

PU)P@L s = FL, s, = -h.

5 b(l)P(2)  - P(l)42)17 s = 0, sz = 0.

(c) The energy released in the annihilation process mostly comes from
the rest masses of the electron and positron, AE = 2mec2 = 1.02 MeV.
The released angular momentum depends on the state of the positronium
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before the annihilation. For the ground state 5’ = 0, no angular momen-
tum is released. For the state S = fi, the angular momentum released is
AJ = Jm/i = &i. There must be at least two photons in the final
state of an annihilation, for if there were only one photon produced in the
annihilation of a positronium, the energy and momentum of the system 1
could not both be conserved. This can be shown by a simple argument.
If the single photon has energy E, it must have a momentum E/c at the
same time. Thus the momentum of the photon cannot be zero in any ref-
erence frame. But in the positroniumís rest frame the momentum is zero
throughout the annihilation. Hence we have to conclude that there must
be at least two photons in the final state of an annihilation whose momenta
cancel out in the rest frame of the positronium.

2 0 1 4

Consider an electron moving in a spherically symmetric potential V =
kr, where k > 0.

(a) Use the uncertainty principle to estimate the ground state energy.
(b) Use the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule to calculate the ground

state energy.
(c) Do the same using the variational principle and a trial wave function

of your own choice.
(d) Solve for the energy eigenvalue and eigenfunction exactly for the

ground state.
(Hint: Use Fourier transforms.)
(e) Write down the effective potential for nonzero  angular momentum

states.
(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The uncertainty principle states that

ApAr>;,

where

Ap = [(p - jj)2]1/2 = [(p2 - 2@ + JT~)]~ë~

= (;;” - jj2)ëP  )
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AT = (7 - r2)l12.

The potential is spherically symmetric, so we can take p = 0, i.e. Ap x

For an estimate of the energy

we shall also take

Then
E (Ap)2=c+kAr>-(AP)~ +  kfi

2m 2ap’

For the ground state energy E, we have

aE Ap kh
aAp=K-5@$=oY

giving

and

(b) The Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule gives

f
P, dr = n,h,

f
P+dq5=n&h.

Choose polar coordinates such that the particle is moving in the plane
fI = n/2. The ground state is given by n, = 0, nb = 1, and the orbit is
circular with radius a. The second integral gives

P*=Iw=ma2w=h.

The central force is

dV
F,=--=_k=__2a.

dr
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Combining we have a = (hí/mk)  li3, and hence

EO = P$/2ma2  + ka = i (k2h2/m)1/3.

(c)  The notion in the ground state does not depend on 8 and 4. Take a
trial wave function II, = exp (-Xr) and evaluate

where

As

ii=-$-Ví+kr.

+ k
J

O” T3e-2X~d,
0

we have

For stable motion, I? is a minimum. Then taking

we find
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and hence

(d) The Schriidinger  equation for the radial motion can be written as

;; -$ x+(kr-E)x=O,--

where x = rR, R being the radial wave function. For the ground state, the
angular wave function is constant. By the transformation

the Schrodinger  equation becomes the Airy equation

d2x(d- - YX(Y)  = 0 7dy2
whose solutions are Ai and Ai( where z = -1~1, for y < 0 and y > 0
respectively. The boundary conditions that R(r) and Rí(r) be continuous
at r = f, i.e. y = 0, are satisfied automatically as Ai = Ai(
Ai’ = Ai’ for z + 0. The condition that R(r) is finite at r + 0
requires that Ai = T-R(T)  + 0 as T + 0. The first zero of Ai
occurs at 2 = 20 M 2.35. Hence the ground state energy is

and the ground state eigenfunction is

R(r) = fAi(-x) with  z= (y>ë($--r)  .
(e) The effective potential for nonzero  angular momentum is

If& = kr + h21(l + 1)/2mr2.

2015

The interactions of heavy quarks are often approximated by a spin-
independent nonrelativistic potential which is a linear function of the radial
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variable r, where T is the separation of the quarks: V(r) = A+&. Thus the
famous ìcharmonium”  particles, the 11, and $ë,  with rest energies 3.1 GeV
and 3.7 GeV (1 GeV= 10’ eV),  are believed to be the n = 0 and n = 1
bound states of zero orbital angular momentum of a ìcharmî quark of mass
m, = 1.5 GeV/c2 (i.e. E = 1.5 GeV)  and an anti-quark of the same mass
in the above linear potential. Similarly, the recently discovered upsilon
particles, the T and Yî,  are believed to be the n = 0 and n = 1 zero orbital
angular momentum bound states of a ìbottomî quark and anti-quark pair
in the same potential. The rest mass of bottom quark is mb = 4.5 GeV/c2.
The rest energy of T is 9.5 GeV.

(a) Using dimensional analysis, derive a relation between the energy
splitting of the 1c, and $’ and that of the T and Tí, and thereby evaluate
the rest energy of the Tí.  (Express all energies in units of GeV)

(b) Call the n = 2, zero orbital angular momentum charmonium  particle
the $” . Use the WKB approximation to estimate the energy splitting of
the $’ and the $” in terms of the energy splitting of the 1c, and the $Jí, and
thereby give a numerical estimate of the rest energy of the $Ií.

(Princeton)

Solution:

In the center-of-mass system of a quark and its antiquark, the equation
of relative motion is

[
-$ V? + V(r) tib-1 = J%+(r),

1
p = q/2,

where ER is the relative motion energy, mp is the mass of the quark. When
the angular momentum is zero, the above equation in spherical coordinates
can be simplified to

[
-g f $ (r2 -$ + v(r)] R(r) = ERR(T).

Let R(r) = xo (r)/r. Then ~0 (T) satisfies

d2xo
p + $ [ER - V(T)]  xo = 0,

i.e.,
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(a) Suppose the energy of a bound state depends on the principal quan-
tum number n, which is a dimensionless quantity, the constant B in V(r),
the quark reduced mass p, and li, namely

E = f (n)B" jP Ii* .

As,

we have

and hence
E = f(n) (B/i)213  (p)-ë/3,

where f (n) is a function of the principal quantum number n. Then

A&,=,?$,-&=f(l)  q-f(O) q
PC PC

(Bh)2/3
= 1/3 [ f 0) - f 691 ?

P C

and similarly

AET = q [f(l)  - f (O)] .
pb

Hence

As

%= ($ì=  (,)1í3*

Ey - ET M 0.42 GeV,

ET)  = ET + 0.42 = 9.5 + 0.42 x 9.9 GeV.
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(b) Applying the WKB approximation to the equation for x0 we obtain
the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule

2
J

a J~/_J(ER  - A - Br) dr = (n + 3/4) ti with
0

a = y,

which gives, writing E,, for ER,

E
n

= A+ [3 (n+ a> Bfi/4]2í3
(24í13  .

Application to the energy splitting gives

I&u - E,/,t = Pfi)2'3 [(Z)"'" _ (g'"] )

@PC)"3

and hence

Thus

E+II  - E+t = (33)2í3  - (21)2/3  ~ 0.81 .
E+ - E+ (21)2/3  - (9)2/s

E+tt  - E+t = 0.81 x (Ep - E+) = 0.81 x (3.7 - 3.1)

x 0.49 GeV  ,

and
E,p = 3.7 + 0.49 M 4.2 GeV.

2016

Two particles, each of mass M, are attracted to each other by a potential

V(r) = -(g2/d>  exp (-r/d),

where d = h/me  with mc2 = 140 million electron volts (MeV),  Mc2 =
940 MeV.
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(a) Show that for 1 = 0 the radial SchrGdinger  equation for this system
can be reduced to Besselís differential equation

d2 Jp (4 + 1 dJ, (x>--
dx2 x dx

by means of the change of variable x = CY exp (-/?r) for a suitable choice
of a! and 0.

Ip (xl

Fig. 2.5
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(b) Suppose that this system is found to have only one bound state
with a binding energy of 2.2 MeV; evaluate g2/fic numerically and state its
units.

[Note: a graph of values Jp (x) in 2 - p plane has been provided with
the information at the beginning of the examination (Fig. 2.5)].

(c) What would the minimum value of g2/tic have to be in order to have
two I= 0 bound states (d and M remaining the same)?.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) When I = 0, the radial wave function R(r) = x(r)/r  satisfies the
equation

d2x(r) M
dr2

+ tiz
(

E + ; e-ëld
>

x(r) = 0,

the reduced mass being p = M/2. By the change of variable

r + x = aemPT, x E [O, al 7

and writing x(r) = J(x), we have

d2 J(x)
-dx2

+ 1 dJ(x)x T+[$$ ($>lldp $+$ $1 J(x)=O.

Letting

and
P2 = 4d2M 1 E 1 = 4d2ME- -

ti2 Ii2 ’

we can reduce the Schrodinger  equation to Besselís differential equation of
order p

pJP(x)d2 J (x)P
dx2 x dx

Thus the (unnormalized) radial wave function is

R(r) = ììì,” --or ) .
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(b) For bound states we require that for T -+ 00, R(r) + 0, or Jp remains
finite. This demands that p 2 0. R(T must also be finite at r = 0, which)
means that x(O) = Jp(cx)  = 0.

This equation has an infinite number of real roots. For E = 2.2 MeV,

Figure 2.5 shows the contours of Jp (z) for different values (indicated by
right and top numbers) of the function in the x - p plane. The lowest zero
of J,,(z) for p = 0.65 is 3.3, the next 6.6. Thus for a! z 3.3, the system has
one 1 = 0 bound state, for which

gí/fic  = ha2/4Mcd = mc2a2/4Mc2  x 0.41,

which is a dimensionless constant.
(c) For cx x 6.6, there is an additional 1 = 0 bound state. Thus the

minimum value of a! for two 1 = 0 bound states is 6.6, for which

(gí/h)min  = mc2c&,/4Mc2 M 1.62.

2017

Prove that in any single-particle bound energy eigenstate the following
relation is satisfied in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics for a central field-
of-force potential V(r),

where q(O) is the wave function at the origin, m the particle mass, and L2
the square of the orbital angular momentum operator (let FL = 1). Give a
classical interpretation of this equation for the case of a state with angular
momentum # 0.

(Columbia)

Solution:

(a) In the field of central force, the Schrodinger  equation is

-& [-$ $ (r2 $)--$I ++V(r)lC,=E$.
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Let

where U(T) = rR(r), and we have for the radial motion

u”  + 1 Z(2 + 1)
2m [E - V(r)] - 7

1
u = 0, (r > 0).

Multiplying the two sides of the above with Uí(T)  and integrating from
r = 0 to T = 00, we get

J u’  (r) uî(r)  dr + J{ 2m [E - V(r)] - w} (;u2(r))ëdr=0.

For the eigenstates we may assume Uí(CQ)  = 0, U(W)  = U(O)  = 0. With
Uí(O)  = [R(r) + rRí(r)lT=o  = R(O), partial integration gives

-i Rí(O)+:  2 m
[ J R2 dV(T) r2dr - J 21(1+  1)-

dr r3
R2rdr = O .1

Hence

l4@) I2 = & R2 (0)

= g J [R(r) x, (8, cp)] F [R(r) Km (6 ~11 r2drdfi

- & J [R(r)  Km (6 p)] $ [R(r) Km (0, cp)lr2drdfi,

or

I NO>  I2 = 2;;m (!Ep)_$ (AT).
(b) For I # 0, 1 T/J(~) I2 = 0, and so

Its corresponding classical expression is
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Here F,. = -v is the centripetal force, and

1 L2 lrxv12 2
- - =m
m r3 7.3

= m k (w sinLr, v)~ = m  :,

=ma,,

where ut is the tangential velocity along the spherical surface of r, is mass
multiplied by the centripetal acceleration a,. = $. The equation thus
expresses Newtonís second law of motion.

2018

A spinless particle of mass m is subject (in 3 dimensions) to a spherically
symmetric attractive square-well potential of radius ~0.

(a) What is the minimum depth of the potential needed to achieve two
bound states of zero angular momentum?

(b) With a potential of this depth, what are the eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian that belong to zero total angular momentum? (If necessary
you may express part of your answer through the solution of a transcen-
dental equation.)

(c) If the particle is in the ground state, sketch the wave function in the
coordinate basis and the corresponding coordinate probability distribution.
Explain carefully the physical significance of the latter.

(d) Predict the result of a (single) measurement of the particle kinetic
energy in terms of this wave function. You may express your prediction
through one-dimensional definite integrals.

(e) On the basis of the uncertainty principle, give a qualitative connec-
tion between parts (c) and (d) above.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The attractive potential may be represented by V = -VO,  where VO
is a positive constant. For bound states 0 > E > -Vi. Thus for 1 = 0 the
radial wave function R(r) = x(r)/r satisfies the equations

Ii2 d2x- - --Vox=Ex,
2m dr2

(0 < r < 7.0)

ti2 d2x- -  -
2m dr2 = Ex, (7-o < r < 00)
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with x(O)  = 0 and x(00)  finite. To suit these conditions the wave function
may be chosen as follows:

x(r) = sin or, 0 < r < TO,

x(T) = B w (-PI, Tg<T<oo,

wherecr=idm, ,Cl=kda.
From the boundary condition that at r = ro, x and x’ should be con-

tinuous we get -_(;y  cot or0 = /3. Defining E = CYYTO,  7) = Pro, we have

<z + 72 = 2mV&A2,

Each set of the positive numbers E, 77 satisfying these equations gives
a bound state. In Fig. 2.6 curve 1 represents q = --I cot < and curve 2,
E2 + n2 = 22, for example. As shown in the figure, for a given value of VO,
to have two intersections in the quadrant we require

or
97r2tiz

vo 2 -8mrg  ’

which is the minimum potential depth needed to achieve two bound states
of zero angular momentum.

Fig. 2.6

(b) With a potential of depth given above, one intersection occurs at
77 = 0, for which /3 = da = 0, i.e., E = 0. The other intersection

occurs at t2 + 7j2 = (F)ì,  i.e., < = 9 dx,and-tcot<=q,i.e.,
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-; (ëií) J1qgcot [$ J1 =p.
Solving for ,O, we get the second eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian,

(c) Setting the normalized ground state wave function as

x(r) = A sin or, 0 5 r I ro ,
x(r) = A sin ore exp[p(re  - r)], T > TO,

we have

R2r2  dr = 4~ u2 dr

J ro
= 47rA2 sin2 or dr + 41r A2 sin2 are2flTo

0

or
1

two  - sin or0 cos ~~7-0)  + - sin2 or0 .
24

The wave function and probability distribution are shown in Figs 2.7(a)
and 2.7(b) respectively.

It can be seen that the probability of finding the particle is very large
for r < TO and it attenuates exponentially for T > TO, and we can regard
the particle as being bound in the square-well potential.

(d) The kinetic energy of the particle, ET = p2/2m, is a function depen-
dent solely on the momentum p; thus the probability of finding a certain
value of the kinetic energy by a single measurement is the same as that of
finding the corresponding value of the momentum p, 1 $(p) j2. Here q(p)
is the Fourier transform of the ground state coordinate wave function,
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A -me_ici0
r

'0

Fig. 2.7(a)

X21r)

A2 ___l!!L r
0 '0

Fig. 2.7(b)

Illr(p) I2 = W(P)  I2 = ( $!+,2  1 & q ewip.+dr I2

The integration can be effected when the expression for X(T) in (c) is
substituted in the integrand. The average kinetic energy & is

J
n3

= El-i-VI A2 sin2 err . -$ - 4m2  dr
0
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= El +2díioA2
sin Par0

r. - 2a .
>

(e) From the above we see that the wave function in space coordinates
in (c) gives the space probability distribution, whereas the wave function in
pspace in (d) gives the momentum probability distribution. The product
of uncertainities  of one simultaneous measurement of the position and the
momentum must satisfy the uncertainty principle

That is to say, the two complement each other.

2019

(a) Given a one-dimensional potential (Fig. 2.8)

v=-vi, Ixl<a,
v = 0, 1x1 > a,

show that there is always at least one bound state for attractive potentials
VO > 0. (You may solve the eigenvalue condition by graphical means.)

(b) Compare the Schrodinger  equation for the above one-dimensional
case with that for the radial part U(T) of the three-dimensional wave func-
tion when L = 0,

ti(r) = r-W) YLM(W  ,

where q(r) is the solution of the Schrijdinger  equation for the potential

V=-VO,  r<a,

v = 0, r > a .

Why is there not always a bound state for VO > 0 in the three-dimen-
sional case?

(MIT)
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V(x)
A

-a a
A-- _-..___  _.

0
=x

Fig. 2.8

Solution:

(a) For the bound state of a particle, E < 0. For ) 2 1 > a, V = 0 and
the Schrkidinger  equation

d21c,  2 m E
dz2+ h2ti=O

has solutions

where

ti(x)  =
Aeekíì,  x > a,
Beklz

7 ~<--a,

k’ =

For 1 x 1 < a, the SchrGdinger  equation

has solutions
?/J(x)  N cos kx, (even parity)
q(x) N sinkx, (odd parity)

where

k=/T,

provided E > -Vo. Here we need only consider states of even parity which
include the ground state.
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The continuity of the wave function and its derivative at x = fa requires
k tan ka = kí.  Set ka = (, kía = v. Then the following equations determine
the energy levels of the bound states:

< tan< = 77,

E2 + rj2 = 2mVoa2/h2.

These equations must in general be solved by graphical means. In
Fig. 2.9(a), curve 1 is a plot of 77 = < tan <, and curve 2 plots c2 + q2 = 1.
The dashed line 3 is the asymtotic  curve for the former with < = 1r/2. Since
curve 1 goes through the origin, there is at least one solution no matter how
small is the value of V(a2. Thus there is always at least one bound state
for a one-dimensional symmetrical square-well potential.

Fig. 2.9(a)

Fig. 2.9(b)
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(b) For T > a, the radial Schrodinger  equation

d2U 2mEUc0
w+-P ’

has solution U(T) = A exp(-Kír),  where

For T < a, the equation is

and the solution that satisfies the boundary condition U(r)ë*0  is U(T)  =
B sin IW,  where

_/T_.

The continuity of the wave function and its derivative at r = a, requires
K cot Ka = --IEí. Setting tea = 6, tcía  = q we get

<cotJ=-q,

E2 + v2 = 2mVoa2/h2.

These are again to be solved by graphical means. Fig. 2.9(b) shows curve 1
which is a plot oft cot < = -7, and the dashed line 2 which is its asymptotic
if [ = X. It can be seen that only when

t2 + rj2 = 2mVoa2/h2  2
0
i 2 ,

or
Vsa2  2 7r2tL2/8m,

can the equations have a solution. Hence, unlike the one-dimensional case,
only when Via2 2 n21i2/8m  can there be a bound state.

2020

(a) Consider a particle of mass m moving in a three-dimensional square-
well potential V( ( r I). Show that for a well of fixed radius R, a bound state
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exists only if the depth of the well has at least a certain minimum value.
Calculate that minimum value.

(b) The analogous problem in one dimension leads to a different answer.
What is that answer?

(c) Can you show that the general nature of the answers to (a) and (b)
above remains the same for a well of arbitrary shape? For example, in the
one-dimensional case (b)

V(x)= Xf(x)<O,  a<xlb,
V(x) = 0, x<a o r  x>b,

consider various values of X while keeping f(x) unchanged.
(CUSPEA)

Solution:

(a) Suppose that there is a bound state $(r)  and that it is the ground
state (I = 0), so that $~(r) = $(r).  The eigenequation is

where E < 0, and

V(T) = 0, T > R,
V(T) = -V,, 0 < T < R,

with VO > 0, as shown in Fig. 2.10. The solution is

R
0cr-_-_ r

-Kl

Fig. 2.10
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A sin(kr)/r,  T < R,

ti(r) =

B e- Icfr/r, r > R,

where A and B are normalization constants. The continuity of T/J and $’ at
r = R, or equivalently

gives
k cot (kR) = -kí,

while the definitions of k, k’ require

2mVo
k2 + kt2 = ti2 .

These equations can be solved graphically as in Problem 2018. In a
similar way, we can show that for there to be at least a bound state we
require

2mV,R2  ,  E 2
0@ - 2 ’

i.e.,
lrsfis

ve>-.
8mR2

(b) If the potential is a one-dimensional rectangular well potential, no
matter how deep the well is, there is always a bound state. The ground
state is always symmetric about the origin which is the center of the well.
The eigenequation is

where, as shown in the Fig. 2.11,

V(z)  = -h (Vo > O), 1x1 < R / 2 ,
V(z) = 0, 1x1 > R/2.
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For bound states,
equation has solution

-4 I
Fig. 2.11

we require 0 > E > -Vo. As V(z)  = V(-z), t h e

where k, k’ have the same definitions as in (a). The continuity of $J and 6’
at 2 = 4 gives

tan(kR/2)  = kí/k.

or
secí(kR/2)  = -$$,

0

I.e.,

cos (kR/2) = f
E + Vov-- .

v,
Since Vo > -E > 0, there is always a bound-state solution for any Vi.

(c) For a one-dimensional potential well of arbitrary shape, we can al-
ways define a rectangular potential well V8(z)  such that

K(x) =-v,, 121 < R / 2 ,

K(x) = 0, IxI> R/2,
and -Vi 2 V(x) always (see Fig. 2.12). From (b) we see that there always
exists a I +o(z)) w rch’ h is a bound eigenstate of VS(z)  for which

( I$0 g&+v.(x) $ë. co.I >
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V(x)

Fig. 2.12

we have

This means that there is always a bound state for a one-dimensional
well of any shape.

2021

Calculate Greenís function for a nonrelativistic electron in the potential

V(x, Y, ~1 = 00, z 5 0, (any y, z>

Vbc, Y, z> =  0, z > 0, (any Y, 2)

and evaluate 1 G(r, rí, t) j2. Describe the evolution in time of the pattern
of probability and interpret physically the reason for this behavior.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

The potential in this problem can be replaced by the boundary condition
G(r, rí, t) = 0 and z = 0. The boundary problem can then be solved by
the method of images. Suppose at r” is the image of the electron at r’
about z = 0. Then

(ifi& - H)G(r, rí, t) = s(t) [b(r - rí) - c5(r - rî)]. 0)
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The Greenís function is zero for x I: 0 and for x 2 0 is equal to the
x > 0 part of the solution of (1). Let

G(r, rí, 4 = & J Jrnd3k _-oo  e ik’ r-id c(k,  rl, w) &.
(2)

We have iMItG = tiwG and H = $f$, and the substitution of (2) in (1)
gives

c(k, rí,  w) = (e-ik.  r’  _ ,-ik. I-ì) (3)

Re-substituting (3) in (2) gives

G(r, rí,  t) = & J Jd3k r eik. r-id (e
-ik. r’  _ ,-ik . r”

f&E.gf
)dld . (4

We first integrate with respect to w. The path r is chosen to satisfy the
causality condition.

Causality requires that when t < O,G(r, rí, t) = 0. First let the polar
point of w shift a little, say by -iE, where E is a small positive number.
Finally letting E -+ 0, we get

(e-ik.  r’ _ e-ik.  rî) d3k

- exp  [im(r2mî)2]}(5)

Hence when both x and t are greater than zero, the Greenís function is
given by (5); otherwise, it is zero. When x > 0 and t > 0,

IQ, rí, t> t2 =$ [$&I3

(’
J$ [rf2 _ rí12 -2r. (rí-rî)] .

If the potential V(z, y, z) were absent, the Greenís function for the free

space, IG(r,  rí,  t) 12, would be proportional to te3. But because of the
presence of the reflection wall the interference term occurs.
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2022

An electron moves above an impenetrable conducting surface. It is
attracted toward this surface by its own image charge so that classically it
bounces along the surface as shown in Fig. 2.13.

(a) Write the Schrodinger  equation for the energy eigenstates and energy
eigenvalues of the electron. (Call y the distance above the surface.) Ignore
inertial effects of the image.

Fig. 2.13

(b) What is the x and z dependence of the eigenstates?
(c) What are the remaining boundary conditions?
(d) Find the ground state and its energy.
[Hint: they are closely related to those for the usual hydrogen atom).
(e) What is the complete set of discrete and/or continuous energy eigen-

values?
( CozUmbia)

Solution:

(a) Figure 2.14 shows the electron and its image. Accordingly the elec-
tric energy for the system is V(T)  = 4 xi qi 6 = 4 [e . 2 + (-e) . 51 =
-e2/4y. The Schrodinger  equation is then

(b) Separating the variables by assuming solutions of the type

9% Y> 2) = &a (Y> 4(x, z> f +* (Y> $z (x) #z (2) >

we can write the above equation as

(1)
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Y

Fig. 2.14

with

J% +

Note that since V(y) = -$
of the motion. Hence

depends on y only, p, and p, are constants

and
$(z, y, z) 3 q&(y)  ei(*=z+*~z)/h.

(c) The remaining boundary condition is $J(x, y, z) = 0 for y 5 0.
(d) Now consider a hydrogen-like atom of nuclear charge 2. The SchrG

dinger equation in the radial direction is

Ii2 1 d- - - -
2m r2 dr

++ ë(’  + ëjfL2  R = ER
2mr2

On setting R = x/r,  the above becomes

h2 d2x Ze2 Z(Z + 1)P- - - - -
2m dr2 r ë+ 2mr2

x=Ex.
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In particular, when 1 = 0 we have

h2 d2x Ze2-----
2m dr2 T x=Ex, (2)

which is identical with (1) with the replacements r -+ y, Z -+ a. Hence the
solutions of (1) are simply y multiplied by the radial wave functions of the
ground state of the atom. Thus

312

$1 (?/I = YRlO  (Y) = 2Y

where a = $. With Z = i, we have

e-wa
,

$9 (Y> =  2Y ($)3í2  exp [-%I  .

Note that the boundary condition in (c) is satisfied by this wave func-
tion. The ground-state energy due to y motion is similarly obtained:

j+_E!$.L&
32fi2

(e) The complete energy eigenvalue for quantum state n is

E
me4

%P,,P* = -m+&(~2+~2),  (n=1,2,3,...)

with wave function

II,n,Pz,Pz  (:I= AY%o(Y)  ev
1

,

where A is the normalization constant.

2023

A nonrelativistic electron moves in the region above a large flat
grounded conductor. The electron is attracted by its image charge but
cannot penetrate the conductorís surface.
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(a) Write down the appropriate Hamiltonian for the three-dimensional
motion of this electron. What boundary conditions must the electronís
wave function satisfy?

(b) Find the energy levels of the electron.
(c) For the state of lowest energy, find the average distance of the elec-

tron above the conductorís surface.
(Columbia)

Solution:

(a) Take Cartesian coordinates with the origin on and the z-axis per-
pendicular to the conductor surface such that the conductor occupies the
half-space z 5 0. As in Problem 2022, the electron is subject to a poten-
tial V(z) = -$. Hence the Hamiltonian is

I-I=& (p:+p;+p&
Ii2 d2 a2 a24 >

e2
=-- - - .

2m a22+ayZ+ar2  42.

The wave function of the electron satisfies the boundary condition
$(5, y, z) = 0 for 2 5 0.

(b) As shown in Problem 2022 the energy eigenvalues are

En=& (p:++f$ -$. (n= 1, 2, 3 . ..)

(c) The ground state has energy

and wave function

AZ
$300 k, Y, z> =  - e

-z/a’
&2 7

where
4ti2a’ = -
me2  ’
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and A is the normalization constant. Hence

lzj = .f Koo 2 @loo  da: dy dz
.I- T&K, $100 da:  dy dz

so” z3e-2z/a’  &
=

So00 &+--21/a’  &

_aQ!c.3
2 me2



3. SPIN AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM

3001

Consider four Hermitian 2 x 2 matrices I, ur , 02, and 03, where I is the
unit matrix, and the others satisfy uiaj + ajgi = 26ij.

You must prove the following without using a specific representation or
form for the matrices.

(a) Prove that Tr(ai)  = 0.
(b) Show that the eigenvalues of ci are fl and that det(ai  ) = -1.
(c) Show that the four matrices are linearly independent and therefore

that any 2 x 2 matrix can be expanded in terms of them.
(d) Prom (c) we know that

M=mlJI+k miai,

i = l

where M is any 2 x 2 matrix. Derive an expression for mi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3).
(Buffalo)

Solution:

(4 As

we have

and thus

UiUj = -UjUi (i # j), UjUj = I,

Ui = UiUjUj = -UjUiUj )

Hence TT (ui ) = 0.
(b) Suppose oi has eigenvector 4 and eigenvalue Xi, i.e.

Then
UiUi$ = UiXi4=  XiUi+= A:$.

On the other hand,
UiUi4= I4=#)*

171
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Hence
x? = 1)

Ol-

&=fl.

AS

the two eigenvalues of CY~ are Xi = +l, Xs = - 1, and so Det(oi  ) =
XiA2 = -1.

(c) If I, cri, i = 1, 2, 3, were linearly dependent, then four constants
me, rni could be found such that

rnoI+k 77liUi  =O.
i=l

Multiplying by uj from the right and from the left we have

mouj + 2 T?liUiUj  = 0 ,
i=l

and
3

77QOj +
c

77QUjUi  = 0.
i=l

Adding the above two equations gives

2moUj+C  mi(UiUj+UjUi)+2mjI=O,
i#j

or
?7QUj+mjI=O.

Thus
TT(moUj+mjI)=moTT(Uj)+2mj=O.

As Tr(uj)  = 0, we would have rnj = 0, and so mo = 0. Therefore the
four matrices I and ui are linearly independent and any 2 x 2 matrix can
be expanded in terms of them.
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or

(d) Given M any 2 x 2 matrix, we can write

M=mol+A mjui.
i=l

To determine the coefficients mo, mi, take the trace of the above:

Tr (M) = 2mo ,

mo = f Tr(M).

Consider
3

uiM=rnouj+ c ?TliUjUi,

i=l

and

Muj = mouj + 5 VLiUiUj.

i=l

Adding the last two equations gives

Thus
Tr(uj M + Muj) = 2Tr(uj M) = 4mj ,

or
mj = f Tr(ujM).

3002

The three matrix operators for spin one satisfy sz sy - sy s, = i sz and
cyclic permutations. Show that

3_s, - sz, (sz &is,)3 = 0.

( Wisconsin)
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Solution:

The matrix forms of the spin angular momentum operator (s = 1) in
the (s2,  s,) representation, in which s2, s, are diagonal, are

Direct calculation gives

1 0
s;= 0 0

0 0

0 4 0
ësv=$  ; i o >

i 10 4

3003

Three matrices M,, Mu, ML, each with 256 rows and columns, are
known to obey the commutation rules [M,, Mar]  = iM, (with cyclic per-
mutations of 2, y and z). The eigenvalues of the matrix M, are f2, each
once; 41312,  each 8 times; fl, each 28 times; *l/2, each 56 times; and 0,
70 times. State the 256 eigenvalues of the matrix M2 = M,” + My2  + M,ì.

Solution:

M2  commutes
IM, Mz). Then

( Wisconsin)

with M,. So we can select the common eigenstate

M21Wí&)=m(m+1)IM,  Mz),

MzIM,K)  =m,IM, Mz).
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For the same m, m, can have the values +m, m - 1, . . . , -m, while
M2 has eigenvalue m(m + 1). Thus

m

2

312

I

l/2
0

mx
f2
+I1 each once
0

each 8 times

each 27 times

&l/2  each 48 times

0, each 42 times

M2 =m(m+l)

6

15
4

2

3
4
0

5xl=5times

4 x 8 = 32 times

3 x 27 = 81 times

2 x 48 = 96 times

1 x 42 = 42 times

Total 256 eigenvalues

3004

A certain state I$) is an eigenstate of i2 and t,:

i2)$)=Z(1+l)h2i2)+),  L,l$)  =mhI$).

For this state calculate (2,) and (I?:).

(MIT)
Solution:

As t, is a Hermitian operator, we have

~zIICI)=mriIICI)~(~II*=mti(llrI.

Then

Considering the symmetry with respect to 2, y, we have
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and so
@E) = ; (II,  ( ii2 - _L; [ $!J)  = ; [Z(Z  + 1) - m2] ti2.

It can also be calculated using the ìraisingî and ìloweringî operators.

3005

The spin functions for a free electron in a basis where i, is diagonal
can be written as (A) and (y) with eigenvalues of i, being +1/2 and -l/2
respectively. Using this basis find a normalized eigenfunction of d, with
eigenvalue - l/2.

(MIT)

Solution:

In the diagonal representation of d2, O,, we can represent d, by

1sy = - 0 -4

( )2 i 0’
(ti = 1).

Let the required eigenfunction of i, be uy = (i). Then as

; (p -;) (;)=-; (;) t

wehavea=ib,andsoa,=b(f).
Normalization

a,+cr,=b2(-i,l)  ; =2b2=I,
0

gives b = -&. Hence

3006

Consider a spinless particle represented by the wave function
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where r = &?TjjGT, and K and CY are real constants.

(a) What is the total angular momentum of the particle?
(b) What is the expectation value of the t-component of angular mo-

mentum?
(c) If the z-component of angular momentum, L,, were measured, what

is the probability that the result would be L, = +li?
(d) What is the probability of finding the particle at 8, 4 and in solid

angle dR? Here 8, 4 are the usual angles of spherical coordinates.

You may find the following expressions for the first few spherical har-
monics useful:

Yoî=  -&,
/-

sin Oefi+ ,

Yp =
3d-- cost), Y2*’  = F

15
G /-

-sinOcosBe *i+ .
8TT

Solution:

The wave function may be rewritten in spherical coordinates as

1c, = Kr(cos+sin8+sin4sin8+2cos8)e-ar,

its angular part being

Q(O,  4) = Kí(cos4sinO  + sin#sinO  + 2cos8),

where K’ is the normalization constant such that
7r

Kt2 de
J J

27r

sinB(cos$sinO+sin4sin8+2cos8)2d4=  1.
e 0

Since

we have

Co.5  c$ = i (ei4 + eei4), sin4 = $ (ei4 - ewi+)  ,

444 4) = K’ f (ei4 + eei+)  sin 0 + i (ei4  - e-ì+)  sin 0 + c0s 2e] ,
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The normalization condition and the orthonormality of q” then give

or

and thus

p

(a) The total angular momentum of the particle is

I/qF)=JqiqIi=&?Jzti.

as the wave function corresponds to 1 = 1.
(b) The z-component of the angular momentum is

(T+!J*)L,)$)=Kí~ ;. $. h(Y;)2+;. ;(--tL)(Y;1)2

+4 * 2 (0) PY]

E(+h)+i. $(-R)] =o.
3

(c) The probability of finding L, = +h is

P=l(Lz=+W(~,4))I”
1 1 87r 1=-. -. -=-

87T  2 3 6.

(d) The probability of finding the particle in the solid angle df2 at 6, cp
is

J $*(e,c~)4((8,  (p)dO = & [sin8(sin4+~0~4)+2cos~]~dR.
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3007

A particle in a central potential has an orbital angular momentum 1 = 2ti
and a spin s = l/i. Find the energy levels and degeneracies associated with
a spin-orbit interaction term of the form Hss = AL . S, where A is a
constant.

(MIT)

Solution:

Choose {H, J2, Jz, L2, S2} as a complete set of mechanical variables.
The wave function associated with angle and spin is 4jrn,ls,  for which

J24jrnjls  = tiîj(.i  + 1) 4jmjIs, L24jmjIa  = h21(l + 1) #jmjls  7
S24jmjls = fi2S(S + 1) 4jmjls, Jr4jmjls = hmj +jmjIs >

with
J&e = AL . S = ; A(J2 - L2 - S2) ,

as J = L + S. Thus the energy levels and degeneracies are respectively

Es0 = ; A[j(j  + 1) - Z(Z  + 1) - s(s + l)]

{

2AIi2, j=3,
ZZ -Ah2, j=2,

-3Ah2, j  = 1,

7 ,  j=3,

d=2j+l= 5 ,  j=2,

3 ,  j=l.

3008

One can show that the ìraisingî and ìloweringî operators for angular
momentum, J* = J, f iJv, commute with J2, and that, if j, m are the
eigenvalues of J, J, , then

Jk]j,m)=fLJj(j+l)-m(mfl)  ]j,mfl),

for appropriately chosen phase conventions of the state vectors. Use these
properties to express those states ] j, m) for which m = 1 - l/2 in terms of
the states ] I, ml; s, m,) with s = l/2.

(MIT)
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Solution:

According to the theory of angular momentum coupling, the possible
values of the total angular momentum are j = 1 + l/2 and j = 2 - l/2 for
s= +.

(a) For j = 2 + l/2, since 11 + l/2, I + l/2) = 12, I; l/2, l/2), we have

J_ 11 + l/2, 1 + l/2) = (L + S_) 11,  1; l/2, l/2).

Using the properties of J-, L- and S-

in the above equation, we get

,+~,z-&/~~z,z-1;~>  ;)
1

+ -d--l21 -t 1
1,1; f ) -f .

>

(b) For j = I - l/2, let

.

The orthonormality of the eigenvectors gives

(1)

(2)
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Using the result of (a), Eq. (1) can be written as

Similarly, Eq. (2) can be written as

a2 + b2 = 1 .

The last two equations show that a, b are both real and can be taken as
a = - ,,/m, b = dm. Hence

3009

Suppose an electron is in a state described by the wave function

+=A- (e@ sin 0 + cos 0) g(r) ,

where

s
O” 1 g(r) 12 r2 dr = 1)

0

and 4, 8 are the azimuth and polar angles respectively.

(a) What are the possible results of a measurement of the z-component
L, of the angular momentum of the electron in this state?

(b) What is the probability of obtaining each of the possible results in
part (a)?

(c) What is the expectation value of L,?
( Wisconsin)
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Solution:

(4 As

cos 0, K, fl =  ëf

the wave function can be written as

Hence the possible values of L, are +h, 0.
(b) Since

J i$12cZr=&
s

O” Ig(r)12T2dr  ìd8
J s

2P(1+cos~sin28)sinOdq5
0 0 0

1 7r=-
J2 0

sined = 1,

the given wave function is normalized. The probability density is then given

by P = I$ 12. Thus the probability of L, = +h is (fi)’ or 2/3 and that

of L, = 0 is (-&)” or l/3.

(c)

JV- 1

*
J

+* L, $r2 sin Bd t9d 4dr = ; (-km, + Ko)

x 19(r) I 2r2drsin8dBdq5

i?
;FL deJ J

27r 2=-
0 0

Yfld4=  3 hi.

3010

If U(p,  3) refers to a rotation through an angle /3 about the y-axis, show
that the matrix elements
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are polynomials of degree 2j with respect to the variables sin (p/2)  and
cos (p/2). Here 1 j, m) refers to an eigenstate of the square and z-component
of the angular momentum:

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

We use the method of mathematical induction. If j = 0, then m =
mí = 0 and the statement is obviously correct. If j = l/2, let

h Ii 0 -i~,=zîvíz  i o .( )
Consider Pauliís  matrices ok, where k = 2, y or z. Since

g =u2 =u2 = 1 0
2 Y = ( >0 1 ’

the unit matrix, we have for cx =constant

Thus

= cos E - i 2 3 sin P
2 FLY 2’
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As the matrix elements of j, in the second term are independent of p,

(I/2, m I u I m 4

is a linear homogeneous form of cos (p/Z) and sin (p/2) and the statement
is Correct also.

If the statement is correct for j, i.e.,

(j, m I u IA mí)  = (5 m I ew [-~P~yl~l  I .A 4

= $ A, (COS ,),j-. (sin f)ì,

where A, depends on j, m, mí,  i.e.,

&=&(j,m,mí),

we shall prove that the statement is also correct for j + l/2. Let .I = j +ji,
where the quantum numbers of j and 31 are j and 1 f 2 respectively. We can
expand

I J, 4 = I j + 1/T 4
in the coupling representation using terms of the uncoupling representation:

1’ -5
1 1I >2í2  >

Ij+~,rix)=C~(j,rn+~)~~

-l-C2 j,m-iI >
where Ci and Cz (independent of 0) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Ap-
plying the expansion to
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we reduce the procedure to calculating the matrix elements

For example,

zz (arcosg  +brsing)  $& (cos~)~~-~  ( s i n : ) ”

2(i+ +>

=
c (

B,
l=O

j +  f, m, 7n’
>

Thus the statement is also valid for j + l/2. That is to say, the matrix
elements

(A m I u(P, 6) I j, mí) = (j, m I exp(-i&/h)  1 j, mí) ,

are polynomials of degree 2j with respect to the variables cos (p/2) and
sin (p/2).

3011

An operator f describing the interaction of two spin-112 particles has
the form

f = a + bar . 02,

where a and b are constants, err and ~72 are Pauli matrices. The total spin
angular momentum is J = jr + j2 = 4 (al + ~2).
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(a) Show that f, 5’ and J, can be simultaneously measured.
(b) Derive the matrix representation for f in the ) J, M, j,, jz) basis.

(Label rows and columns of your matrix).
(c) Derive the matrix representation for f in the 1 ji, js, ml, ms) basis.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) f, J2 and J, can be measured simultaneously if each pair of them
commute. We know that J2 and J, commute, also that either commutes
with a, a constant.

From definition,

J2 = 4 (c: + u; + 20~ . ~7~))

or

Now for each particle

a2=cr;+0;+(T;=31,

I being the unit matrix, so

2J2
61 . a s = - - 3 .

FL2

Hence

[J2, f] = [J2, u] + b[J2, ~1 . 4

Therefore, f, J2 and J, can be measured simultaneously.
(b) In the (J, M, j,, j2) basis,

(J,M,jl,j2IfIJí,Mí,jl,j2)=a6~~1b~~/+b(J,M,j1,j21~1.62

I Jí,  Mí,  h, j2)
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= a6J.p 6~~t  + b
[
&T(J/+1)hZ-3

I

x 6JJt 6MM’

= [a + 2bJ(J  + 1) - 3b] ~JJI 6~~t ,

where .I, A4 are row labels, Jí,  M’ are column labels.
(c) Denote the state of J = 0 and the state of J = 1 and J, = M as

~0 and XrM, respectively. Since jr = j2 = l/2, we can denote the state
I jl, A, ml, w) simply as I ml,  774. Then  =

we have

I
xo=~{~~>-~)-~-~>~)},
x1o=~{l~,-~)+~-~,~)},
x1,*1-l +;),

I
I*;, *;) =Xl,flt

I z> 1 -2 1 =
>

5 (xo+xlo)t

I -- 1 - 1
2í 2 > = +2 (-x0 + x10).

Using the above expressions and the result of (b) we can write the matrix
elements (ml, m2 1 f 1 rni, mh) in the basis I jl , j2, ml, m2) as follows:

4, &
ml, m2

1 1
-72 5
1 1
-> - -2 2
1 1

- -2’ 5
1 1- - - -
2’ 2

1 1 1 1  1 1  1 1- - -  - - - -  - -
2í 5 2í 2 2í 5 2í 2

a + b 0 0 0

0 a - b 2b 0

0 2b a - b 0

0 0 0 a + b
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3012

Consider the following two-particle wave function in position space:

$@I, r2) = j(r?)g(rz)  [o(a.rl) (b.rz)+P(b.rl)  (a.rA+y(a.b)  (rl .r2)1,

where a and b are arbitrary constant vectors, f and g are arbitrary func-
tions, and IX, p and y are constants.

(a) What are the eigenvalues of the squared angular momentum for each
particle (LT  and Lij)?

(b) With an appropriate choice of (Y,  p and y, &(rl, r2) can also be
an eigenfunction of the total angular momentum squared J2 = (L1 + Lz)ë.

What are the possible values of the total angular momentum squared and
what are the appropriate values of cr, ,O and y for each state?

(MT)

Solution:

(a) We first note that

Of(r) = fí(r) ; 7

r x Vf(r) = fí(r) e = 0,

and that

rxV(a. r)=rxa,

(rxV).  (rxa)=-2a.r.

As L = r x p = -ihr  x V, we have

Lf$(rl,rz)  = - fi2(rl x 01) . (n x VI) {f(r?)g(ri)  Ma . n)(b . r2)

+  P(b . rl) (a .  r2) + r(a . b) (rl . r2)1}

=  - h2f(6)g(4) ( rl x  VI) . (n x  VI) [&(a  . rl)(b + r2)

+  P(b . n) (a .  r2) +  r(a . b) (rl . r2)l

=  - h2f(rf)g(rz)  (rl x VI) . [a(n x  a) (b . r2)

+  P(r1 x b) (a . r2) + r(a . b) (rl x r2)l

=2h2f(r~)g(r~)[a(a  . rl)(b  . r2) +  P(b . rl)(a . r2)

+  r(a . b) (rl . r2)]

=  l(1 + 1) h2$(rl,  r2),
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and similarly

Lg$(rl . r2) =  -hi2(r2 x  V2) . (1-2 x V2)4,(n . r2)

= l(1 + l)fL2+(rl, r2).

Hence the eigenvalues of LT and Li are each equal to 2ti2, and so each
particle has the quantum number 1 = 1.

(b) We further note that

(rxV).(a.r)e=(rxa).c,

(a x b) . (c x d) = (a . c)(b . d) - (a. d)(b . c).

Thus we require

LI . L2$(rl, r2) = - A2(rl x VI) . (r2 x V2) {f(49(4)  b(a . rl)

x (b . r2) +P(b . rl) (a . r2) + r(a . b) (n . rdl}

= - h2f(G)9(4)( rl x VI) . (r2 x V2) [a(a. n) (b. r2)

+ P(b . rl) (a . r2) + r(a . b) (n . m)]

= - h2f(rf)g(7$)(rl x VI) . [a(a . rl)(r2 x b)

+ P(b . rl) (r2 x a) + r(a . b) (m x rl)]

= - h2f(Tf)g(r$  [a(rl x a) . (r2 x b)

+ D(rl x b) . ( r2 x a) + r(a . b) (2rl . r2)I

= - h2f(rT)g(rg)  [-p(a . rl) (b . r2) - cr(b . rl)  (a. r2)

+ (a + P + 27) (a . b) (n . m)]

= - h2X$(rl, r2)

for $(rl,  r2) to be an eigenfunction of LI . L2. This demands that

-p=kq -cx=XP, a+/?+2y=Xy,

which give three possible values of A:

X = - l ,  a++

x = + 1 ,  a!=--p,  y=o;

x = 2, cY=p=o.
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Therefore the possible values of the total angular momentum squared,
5’ = L; + L; + 2L1 . L2, and the corresponding values of (Y,  /I and y are

2(2 + l)P,

J2 = 2fi2  + 2ti2 - 2h2i2x  =
1(1+ l)fL2, (IX =  -p, y = 0)

0. (CY  = p = 0)

3013

A quantum-mechanical state of a particle, with Cartesian coordinates
x, y and z, is described by the normalized wave function

+1(x,  Y, z> = $ z exp [-a(~” + y2 + z2)li2]  .

Show that the system is in a state of definite angular momentum and
give the values of L2 and L, associated with the state.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

Transforming to spherical coordinates by

x = r sinecoscp, y=r sinesincp,  Z=T Case,

we have

$(r, 8, ëp)  = $ T  COS e  eear = f(r)  Ylo

Hence the particle is in a state of definite angular momentum. For this
state, I = 1, L2 = Z(2  + 1) Ii2  = 2fL2, L, = 0.

3014

A free atom of carbon has four paired electrons in s-states and two more
electrons with p-wave orbital wave functions.

(a) How many states are permitted by the Pauli  exclusion principle for
the latter pair of electrons in this configuration?
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(b) Under the assumption of L-S coupling what are the ìgoodî quantum
numbers? Give sets of values of these for the configuration of the two pwave
electrons.

(c) Add up the degeneracies of the terms found in (b), and show that it
is the same as the number of terms found in (a).

(Buffalo)

Solution:

(a) Each electron can occupy one of the (2Z+ 1) (2s + 1) = 3 x 2 = 6
states, but it is not permitted that two electrons occupy the same state. So
the number of permitted states is Cg = 15.

(b) The ìgoodî quantum numbers are L2, S2, J2 and J,. Under the
assumption of L-S coupling, the total spin quantum numbers for two elec-
trons, S = si + ss, are S = 0, 1 and the total orbital quantum numbers,
L = 11 + Is, are L = 0, 1, 2. Considering the symmetry of exchange, for
the singlet S = 0, L should be even: L = 0, 2, corresponding to ëSo,  ëDs
respectively; for the triplet S = 1, L odd: L = 1, corresponding 3Pe,  1,s.

(c) The degeneracy equals to 2J + 1. For J = 0, 2 and 0, 1, 2 in (b),
the total number of degeneracies is 1 + 5 + 1 + 3 + 5 = 15.

3015

(a) Determine the energy levels of a particle bound by the isotropic
potential V(T)  = kr2/2, where k is a positive constant.

(b) Derive a formula for the degeneracy of the Nth excited state.
(c) Identify the angular momenta and parities of the Nth excited state.

(Columbia)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian is

fi = -(h2/2m)  V2 + kr2/2.

Choose (fi, 1í2, iz) to have common eigenstates. The energy levels of
bound states are given by

E = (2% + 1+ 3/2) FWI = (N + 3/2) tiws, w. = m.
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(b) The degeneracy of the states is determined by n, and 1. As N =
2n, + 1, the odd-even feature of N is the same as that of 1. For N even
(i.e., 1 even), the degeneracy is

f= 2 (21+1)=4
1=0(2even)

=f (N+l)(N+2).

For N odd (i.e., I odd),

f = 5 (22 +1)=
1=1(1  odd)

E [2(Z -1)+3] = 4 (Nz'2 (1'+ ;)
I=1 (1 odd) Ií=0

=f (N+l)(N+2).

Hence the degeneracy of the Nth excited state is f = (N + 1) (N + 2)/2.
(c) In the common eigenstates of (fi, Z2,  Zz),  the wave function of the

system is

tin& CT, 07 ëPI  = R(r) Km Ce, Cp) 7

and the eigenenergy is

En,l = (2n, + I+ 3/2) fwo .
As N = 2n, + 1, the angular momentum 1 of the Nth excited state has

G + 1 values 0, 2, 4, 6, . . . , N for N even, or ; (N + 1) values 1, 3, 5, . . . ,
N for N odd. Furthermore, the parity is

P = (-l)l = (-1)N.

3016

The ground state of the realistic helium atom is of course nondegenerate.
However, consider a hypothetical helium atom in which the two electrons
are replaced by two identical, spin-one particles of negative charge. Neglect
spin-dependent forces. For this hypothetical atom, what is the degeneracy
of the ground state? Give your reasoning.

(CW
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Solution:

The two new particles are Bosons; thus the wave function must be
symmetrical. In the ground state, the two particles must stay in 1s orbit.
Then the space wave function is symmetrical, and consequently the spin
wave function is symmetrical too. As s1 = 1 and s2 = 1, the total S has
three possible values:

5’ = 2, the spin wave function
2S+1=5.

S = 1, the spin wave function is
2s+1=3.

S = 0, the spin wave function
2s+1= 1.

is symmetric and its degeneracy is

antisymmetric and its degeneracy is

is symmetric and its degeneracy is

If the spin-dependent forces are neglected, the degeneracy of the ground
state is 5 + 3 + 1 = 9.

3017

The z-component of the spin of an electron in free space (no electro-
magnetic fields) is measured and found to be +ti/2.

(a) If a subsequent measurement is made of the s-component of the
spin, what are the possible results?

(b) What is the probability of finding these various results?
(c) If the axis defining the measured spin direction makes an angle 0

with respect to the original z-axis, what is the probability of the various
possible results?

(d) What is the expectation value of the spin measurement in (c)?
(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) In the or representation, the spin wave function is (i), the eigen-
functions of cs are ji (t), -& (_:), corresponding to eigenvalues +l, -1

respectively. Expanding (A) in these two states, we see that the possible
results of a measurement of sZ are fti/2 since 1, = icZ, the mean value
being zero:

(4 = (1, 0) 3, ; = 0.
0
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(b) The probabilities of finding the result to be +$ and -g are P+ and
P- respectively:

P+=l$l,l) (;)ií=;,

1 2
P-+,-q o

( >I
cf.

(c) Suppose the spin axis is n = n(B, cp)  =. (sinecoscp,  sinesincp,
cos8). Then the eigenstates for sn = s . n are

corresponding to eigenvalues +/i/2 and --FL/~ respectively. The probability
of finding the eigenvalues +fi/2 and -FL/~  are cos2  (e/2) and sin2 (e/2)
respectively.

(d) The expectation value of the spin is

; P++ ( ) e
-i P_=~cos2~-~sin2Z=~c0sB.

3018

(a) Consider a system of spin l/2. What are the eigenvalues and nor-
malized eigenvector of the operator A d,+B i,, where iy , iit are the angular
momentum operators, and A and B are real constants.

(b) Assume that the system is in a state corresponding to the upper
eigenvalue. What is the probability that a measurement of 0, will yield the
value FL/~? The Pauli matrices are

u2=(; ;), uv=(; -;)  ) uz=(; _;).

Solution:

(a) Using the definition of angular momentum operators let



Then

as

and
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(f)’  = ; ti2(A2  + B2 + AB{cr,, cz}) = ; h2(A2  + B2),

195

{Ui, Uj} S giOj + ffjUi  = 26ij.

Hence the two eigenvalues of ? are

In the representation of k2 and d,,

Let the eigenvector be (i). Then the eigenequation is

where

or
B~dGXF -iA a

iA -B~fm>ob =
0.

Hence
a : b = i A :  B~dm,

and so the normalized eigenvector is

1 112
A2+(Bdm)2 1 (

(b) In the representation of i2 and d,, the eigenvector of d, is

I$/=$=$ (-:>.
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Hence the probability of finding .sy = Iif2 is

Note that P- is the probability corresponding to the system in the state
of eigenvalue T = fidm/2,  and P+ is that corresponding to the state
of T = +/m/2.

3019

A system of three (non-identical) spin one-half particles, whose spin
operators are ~1, sg and sg, is governed by the Hamiltonian

H=Asl . sg=L2  + B(Sl + s2) . s#L2.

Find the energy levels and their degeneracies.
(Princeton)

Solution:

Using a complete set of dynamical variables of the system (H, sf2,
s2, sg), where ~12 = s1 + ~2, s = 512 + s3 = s1 + s2 + sg, the eigenfunction
is Is12  s3 s m,), and the stationary state equation is

B) s12s3smS)  = E) s12s3smS).

As
3, 10s; = s; = s; = 4 fi ( >0 1 ’

we have

Sl . s2 = f (ST, - s; - SE)  )

(Sl  + s2) . s3 = f (2 - $2 - s;, ,
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Now as the expectation value of s is s(s + l), etc., we have

fi I s12 s3 sm,) =
A

{ [
y s12(s12  + 1) - ;1

+ f
1
s(s + 1) - s1z(sr2 + 1) - aI> I s12 s3 sm,) ,

and hence

1 .
It follows that for siz = 0, s = l/2 : E = -3A/4,  the degeneracy of

the energy level, 2s + 1, is 2; for 512 = 1, s = l/2 : E = A/4 - B, the
degeneracy of the energy level, is 2; for siz = 1, s = 3/2 : E = A/4 + B/2,
the degeneracy of the energy level is 4.

3020

A particle of spin one is subject to the Hamiltonian H = As, + Bsz,
where A and B are constants. Calculate the energy levels of this system.
If at time zero the spin is in an eigenstate of s with s, = +fi, calculate the
expectation value of the spin at time t.

(Princeton)

Solution:

We first find the stationary energy levels of the system. The stationary
Schrodinger  equation is

where
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is a vector in the spin space. As

we have
0 -iA’ 0

l? = As, + Bsz = iA’ B’ 0 7

0 0 B’

where Aí = Ah, B’ = B7i2. The energy levels are given by the eigenvalues
of the above matrix, which are roots of the equation

- E -iA’ 0
Det iA’ Bí-E  0 =O,

0 0 B’ - E

i.e.,
(E -Bí)  (E2--ëE-A/)=0.

Thus the energy levels are

E. = Bí, E* = (Bî f w)h/2,

where w = dBf2  + 4Af2/h,  Bî = Bí/ti  = Bit The corresponding eigen-
functions are

0
E,, = B’ : cpso  = 0 ,

0 1

E+ = ; + dBí2  + 4Aí2

2 : Ps+ =
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E_ = ; _ dBí2  + 4Aí2 :
2

The general wave function of the system is therefore

9.9 (t) = GCPSO  exp
iB’

[ 1-Tt +Czcps+exp  -i%t
[ 1

+Cs(ps_exp  -i+, .[ 1
Initially,

Let

The above requires

I.e.,

fl= ia, y=o.
Thus we can take the initial wave function (normalized) as

Equating (pS (0) with Clcpso  + Czcps+ + Cscps-  gives

c1._o
7
c2= (w+B")"2+(~-B")1'2

2w1/2 7

c, = (w + Bî)li2  - (w - Bî)ëj2
2w1/2
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We can now find the expectation value of the spin:

(4 = cp; (t> SXPS (t) = 0 >

where we have used the orthogonality

(sy) = 0 7

of (pss, cps+  and cps-. Similarly,

2B2 ti2
- 7 sin2 (wt/2)1 ti.

3021

A system of two particles each with spin l/2 is described by an effective
Hamiltonian

H=A(s~,+s~,)+BsI  .s2,

where sr and ss are the two spins, srz and .ssz are their z-components, and
A and B are constants. Find all the energy levels of this Hamiltonian.

(Wisconsin)

Solution:

We choose XsMs as the common eigenstate of S2 = (sr + ~2)~  and
S, = srz + ~2~. For S = 1, Ms = 0, fl, it is a triplet and is symmetric
when the two electrons are exchanged. For S = 0, MS = 0, it is a singlet
and is antisymmetric. For stationary states we use the time-independent
Schrijdinger  equation

HXSM~  = EXSM~.

As

S2X1Ms  =  s(s+ 1) h2X1Ms =  2h2X1Ms, s2XO0 =  0,

s2=(sr+s2)2=s~+s;+2sr~  s2

352 3
= 4 + 4 fL2  + 2Sl . s2 )

we have
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Sl . s2xoo= (0-i i?) xoo=-; Pxoo,

and

SzXlMs  = (Slz + a) XlMs  = MsfLXlMs  >

szxoo  = 0.

Hence for the triplet state, the energy levels are

E=MshA+%  B, w i t h  Ms=O,fl,

comprising three lines

*+4+$ Ez+3,  Es=-hA+$B.

For the singlet state, the energy level consists of only one line

Eo=+i2B.

3022

Suppose an atom is initially in an excited ëSe  state (Fig. 3.1) and subse-
quently decays into a lower, short-lived 'PI state with emission of a photon
yr (Fig. 3.2). Soon after, it decays into the ëSe  ground state by emitting
a second photon 7s (Fig. 3.3). Let 0 be the angle between the two emitted
photons.

Fig. 3.1

Fig. 3.2
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Fig. 3.3

(a) What is the relative probability of 0 in this process?
(b) What is the ratio of finding both photons with the1 same circular

polarization to that of finding the photons with opposite circular polariza-
tions?

It may be of some help to know the rotation matrices d,~,, which
relate one angular momentum representation in one coordinate system to
another angular momentum representation in a rotated coordinate system,
given below:

mí = 1

dmrm = m’ = 0

m’ = -1

m = l m = O m= - 1
( 1+cosa 2 -Jz 1 sincr 1 - 2 coscy

-$ since cos cr --$ since

l-coscr  1 1 + COSCY
2 Z sina 2

where (Y is the angle between the t-axis of one system and the tí-axis  of
the other.

( CoZumbiu)

Solution:

The atom
of the atomic

is initially in the excited state lSe. Thus the projection
angular momentum on an arbitrary z direction is L, = 0.

We can take the direction of the first photon emission as the z direction.
After the emission of the photon and the atom goes into the ëPI  state, if the
angular momentum of that photon is L, = f/i, correspondingly the angular
momentum of the atomic state ëPI  is L, = fh, i.e., m, = ~1. If we let the
direction of emission of the second photon be the zíaxis the projection of
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the eigenstate of the a-component of angular momentum on the z’ direction
is equivalent to multiplying the initial state with the d,), matrix. Only
atoms that are in states rnb = fl can emit photon (as LL = fh must
be satisfied) in z’ direction and make the atom decay into the ëSo  state
(ml, = 0). Then the transitions are from m = fl to mí = fl, and we have

Cl = (md = -11 d,f, 1 m, = +l)

1+cose 1 1 -
sin e

case
- -

2 Jz 2

= (0, 0, 1)

L

$ sin6 COSe - -  s i n e
k

l-case 1
sin 8

1+ case
2 z 2

1 - case=
2 ’

c2 = (m,f = +l 1 d,f, 1 m, = +l)

/ 5 1 +C0se 2 2 sin 8

-_

Jz  C0se i sine

i-Case i
sin e

-- i k - 2 2 case  sine

i + Case

z

= 0, 0, 0)

i + c0se=
2 ’

(a) The relative probability of 8 is

(b) The ratio of the probability of finding both photons with the same
circular polarization to that of finding the photons with opposite circular
polarizations is

(I c2 I2 + pz4 12)/(1cl12  + Ic, 12) = (1 +cos~)~/(I - c0se)2.
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3023

Consider an electron in a uniform magnetic field in the positive z di-
rection. The result of a measurement has shown that the electron spin is
along the positive 5 direction at t = 0. Use Ehrenfestís theorem to compute
the probability for t > 0 that the electron is in the state (a) s, = l/2, (b)
s, = -l/2, (c) sy = l/2, (d) sy = -I/2, (e) s, = l/2, (f) s, = -l/2.

Ehrenfestís theorem states that the expectation values of a quantum
mechanical operator obey the classical equation of motion.

[Hint: Recall the connection between expectation values and probability
considerations].

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

In the classical picture, an electron spinning with angular momentum
s in a magnetic field B will, if the directions of s and B do not coincide,
precess about the direction of B with an angular velocity w given by

ds
z=sxo’

where w = &B, m being the electron mass. Ehrenfestís theorem then
states that in quantum mechanics we have

; (s) = & (s) x B .

This can be derived directly as follows.
An electron with spin angular momentum s has a magnetic moment

p= & s and consequently a Hamiltonian

H=-p.B=-;Bs,,

taking the z axis along the direction of B. Then

d (4
- = ; 1% fi] = -g [&ii + SW9 + s, i, s,]dt

= --$?(-(s&i+ (sz)Y)

= ; (s) x B,
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in agreement with the above. Note that use has been made of the commu-
tation relations [s,, sy] = ilis,, etc.

Initially (s,) = l/2, (sy) = (sz) = 0, and so we can write for t > 0,
(s,) = (coswt)/2,  (sy)  = (sinwt)/2, (sz)  = 0.

Let the probability for t > 0 of the electron being in the state s, = l/2
be P and being in the state s, = -l/2 be 1 - P since these are the only
two states of s,. Then

giving
P = cos2(wt/2), 1 - P = sin2(wt/2).

Similarly, let the probabilities for the electron being in the states sv =
l/2, sv = --l/2 be P and 1 - P respectively. Then

or

P(i)+(1-P) (-f)=isinwt=icos(;-wt),

and hence 1 - P = sin2 (k$ - 2). Lastly for (e) and (f), we have

P - f = 0, giving P = f, 1-p=;.

3024

A particle with magnetic moment p = ~0s and spin s, with magnitude
l/2, is placed in a constant magnetic field pointing along the x-axis.  At
t = 0, the particle is found to have sz = +1/2. Find the probabilities at
any later time of finding the particle with sy = *l/2.

(Columbia)

Solution:

The Hamiltonian (spin part) of the system is

Ei=-~o~.B=-~&zB~O,
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as s = $ krz, being in the x direction. In the uz representation, the
Schrodinger equation that the spin wave function (z:) satisfies is

ih-$ (1;) +$aB (; ;) (z:) =O,

or
ihdal+&Baz=O,

dt

ih-$z2+$,Ba~  =O.

Elimination of al or a2 gives

d2 @
z a1y2 + 4f~2 al,2  =  0,

which have solutions

aI,2  = Al,2  erwt + Bl,z eeawt  ,

where
POB

w=2fi
and Ai,2,  Bi,z are constants. As

1 1 1 1 0
sz=26=5  o -1

( >

and

the initial spin wave function is (i), i.e. al(O)  = 1, az(O)  = 0. T h e
Schrodinger  equation then gives

k(O) = 0 daz(O)  .  POB

x-- ’ --z--=2
- = i w .

2h.

These four initial conditions give

Al+Bl  =l, Az+Bz=O,

w(A1 - Bl) = 0, w(A2  - B2) = w,
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with the solution Al = AZ = B1 = -Bz = l/2. Substitution in the
expressions for ai,2 results in

(:$) = ( iczFJ .

As the eigenstate of sy = +1/2 is

I %A+)) = 5 (:)
and that of sy = -l/2 is

the probability of finding sy = +1/2 is

P(+) = I h/(+)  I Q(t)) I2

= i(l+sin2wt).

Similarly the probability of finding sy = -.1/2 is

P(-) = I (sy(-) I $(i!))  I2 = i (1 - sin2wt).

3025

The Hamiltonian for a spin-3  particle with charge +e in an external
magnetic field is

H=-2s.B.

Calculate the operator ds/dt if B = B&.  What is s=(t)  in matrix form?
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

In the Heisenberg picture,

ds
Z = ih

1 [s, H] = -& [s, s . B ]
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As

[s, s . B] = [s,, s . B]i+ [sy, s . B]? + [sz, s . B]i

and

[sz, s . Bl = [sz, szl Bz + [sz, syl  B, + [s,, sz] B,

= ih(s,  B, - sy B,)

= ifi(B x s),, etc

we have

1s, s . B] = --itis x B ,

and hence
ds ge
%=+%sxB.

If B = B 9, the above gives

da,(t) geB- = -2mc  St(t),dt
dsz (t) geB
- = 2mc sz(t) 7dt

and so

s*(t) = 0,

with the solution

s=(t) = cl cos (gut) + c2 sin (gut) ,

where w = eB/2mc.  At t = 0 we have

h(O) = Cl, s:(o) = c2gw = gws,(O) )

and hence

sz(t) = s,(O) cos
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3026

Two electrons are tightly bound to different neighboring sites in a cer-
tain solid. They are, therefore, distinguishable particles which can be de-
scribed in terms of their respective Pauli  spin matrices o(l) and ac2).  The
Hamiltonian of these electrons takes the form

H = -J(Q (Ti2) + uy UCí),

where J is a constant.

(a) How many energy levels does the system have? What are their
energies? What is the degeneracy of the different levels?

(b) Now add a magnetic field in the .z direction. What are the new
energy levels? Draw an energy level diagram as a function of B,.

(Chicago)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian of the system is

fj = - J[@ ,r) + ,-J;)  ,$ëI

(1) + ,W)2 - Jl)* _ ,w=-

_ (UP  z L
+  #)2 _ ,w _ ,w

2 1
&I + ,(2))2 - 3 - 3

=-
2

_ ($ + a?))2 - 1 - 1
2 1

(1) + ,W)2 - (&) + ,52
=- - 21

25=-_@ (s2 - s; - I?),

where
s = &) + &2 = 1:

2 (a
(1) + &I)
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is the total spin of the system and

s, = sp + s!ìí  = ; ($1 + gp)

is its total t-component. s2, sz and H are commutable. Using the above
and the coupling theory of angular momentum, we have (noting the eigen-
value of s2 is s(s + l)tL2)

01 cl I 2 1 25

(a) As seen from the table, the system has three energy levels -2J, 0,
2J, each with a degeneracy of 2. Note that if the electrons are indistin-
guishable, the second and fourth rows of the table would be different from
the above.

(b) In the presence of a magnetic field ( B 1 = B,,

H = -J[c+c&~)  ++$ë]  -cl. B,

where

-e and m being the electron charge and mass respectively. Thus

H = - J[&) 02) t a;) af) ] + & s, B,

=-2J s(s+l)-2-l  +--$sz.1 eB

s2, sz and H are still commutable, so the new energy levels are: 25,
eB,h/mc,  -eB,fi/mc,  -25.  The energy level diagram is shown in Fig. 3.4
as a function of B, (lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 for the above levels respectively).
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Fig. 3.4

3027

A free atom of carbon has four paired electrons in s-states and two
electrons in pstates. Assume there is the fine structure coupling L . S, i.e.,
L2, S2 and 5’ are ìgoodî quantum numbers.

(a) Give the values of S, L and J of possible states by a table, indicating
the corresponding multiplicities.

(b) Which state has the lowest energy? Give your reasoning.
(Columbia)

Solution:

(a) A carbon atom has two 1s electrons and two 2s electrons, which form
two closed shells. Thus the atomic states are determined by the combination
of the two 2p electrons. In L - S coupling, as II = 12 = 1, s1 = 92 = l/2,
we have L = ) 11 + 12 1 = 0, 1, 2; S = 1 s1 + s2 1 = 0, 1. Taking into account
Pauliís  exclusion principle and the antisymmetry of the total wave function,
we obtain the following table.

(b) According to Hundís rule, the 3Po state has the lowest energy.
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L s j 2SflLj multiplicity

0 0 0 'SO 1

1 1 2 3P2

1 1 1 34 3

1 1 0 3Po

2 0 2 ID2 1

3028

A negatively charged x- meason (a pseudoscalar particle: zero spin,
odd parity) is initially bound in the lowest-energy Coulomb wave function
around a deuteron. It is captured by the deuteron (a proton and a neutron
in a 3Si state), which is converted into a pair of neutrons:

r-+d-+n+n.

(a) What is the orbital angular momentum of the neutron pair?
(b) What is their total spin angular momentum?
(c) What is the probability for finding both neutron spins directed op-

posite to the spin of the deuteron?
(d) If the deuteronís spin is initially 100% polarized in the lk direction,

what is the angular distribution of the neutron emission probability (per
unit solid angle) for a neutron whose spin is opposite to that of the initial
deuteron?

You may find some of the first few (not normalized) spherical harmonics

Y$ = 1, YF1 = qsin8 e*@ ,

Yie = cos 8, Yzl = Fsin 20 e*ib .

(CUS)

Solution:

hav!)’ (b) B
ecause of the conservation of parity in strong interactions, we

p(r-)p(d)  (-I)L’ = p(n)p(n)  (-1)L27

where Li, Lz are the orbital angular momenta of A- + d and n + n re-
spectively. As the A-, being captured, is in the lowest energy state of the
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Coulomb potential before the reaction, Li = 0. Since p(x-) = -1, p(d) =
1, p(n) p(n) = 1, we have

(-l)L’ = -1,

and so

Lz = 2m + 1, m = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

The deutron has J = 1 and TT- has zero spin, so that J = 1 before the
reaction takes place. The conservation of angular momentum requires that
after the reaction, Lz + S = J. The identity of n and n demands that the
total wave function be antisymmetric. Then since the spatial  wave function
is antisymmetric, the spin wave function must be symmetric, i.e. S = 1
and so L2 = 2, 1 or 0. As Lz is odd, we must have Lz = 1, 5’ = 1.

n

Y

I

ie
I

; nspin

Fig. 3.5

The total orbital angular momentum and the total spin angular mo-
mentum are both dm fL = fi FL.

(c) Assume that the deuteron spin is in the direction J, = lti before the
reaction. If both neutrons had spins in the reversed direction, we would
have S, = -lfi,  L, = 2ti, which is impossible since L2 = 1. Hence the
probability is zero.

(d) Take the z-axis along the fi direction. Then the initial state is
1, J, Jz) = 11, 1). In the noncoupling representation, the state is IL, L,,
S, S,),  with L = 1, S = 1. Thus

Jz Jz
(1, 1) = 2 11, 0, 1, 1) - 2 11, 1, 1, 0).
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The state

~1,1,1,0)=Y,ë(~,~#1)~1,0)=-~sin&~~)1,0)

has S, = 0 and so there must be one neutron with s, = -h/2. Hence the
probability distribution required is

dP(B,  4)/dR  = f . $ sin2 f3 = & sin2 6.

3029

An R- hyperon  (spin 312, mass 1672 MeV/c2,  intrinsic parity +) can de-
cay via the weak interaction into a A hyperon  (spin l/2, mass 1116 MeV/c2,
intrinsic parity +) and a K- meson (spin 0, mass 494 MeV/c2, intrinsic
parity -), i.e., R- -+ A + I-C-.

(a) What is the most general form of the angular distribution of the
K- mesons relative to the spin direction of the R- for the case when the
R- has a maximum possible component of angular momentum along the
a-axis, i.e., the initial state 1 fljî)  = 1 C$fL2).  (Assume that the R- is at
rest).

(b) What restrictions, if any, would be imposed on the form of the
angular distribution if parity were conserved in the decay process?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The initial state of the system is /3/2, 3/2), where the values are
the orbital and spin momenta of the fi2-.  The spin part of the final state
is I l/2, 4 IO, 0) = I l/2, 4, and the orbital part is I$, (0, cp)  = I I, m).
Thus the total final state of this system is

By conservation of angular momentum 1 = 1, 2; m = 3/2 - sz. Thus
the final state is a p wave if I = 1, the state being 11, 1) I l/2, l/2); a
d wave if 1 = 2, the state being a combination of 12, 2) 1 l/2, -l/2) and

12, 1) I l/2, l/2).
Hence the wave functions are
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+d= [~,2,2)/~,-~)-~,2,1)1~,-~)]

215

and

Therefore

i.e., the intensity of the emitted particles is

I O( sin2 e(l + CYCOS~),

where
(Y = -2Re aEad/(l  ap I2 + I ad Iî).

This is the most general form of the angular distribution of the K- mesons.
(b) If parity were conserved in the decay process, the final state would

have positive parity, i.e.

(-l)ëPJcP*  = +1.

Since
P,P* = (-1) (+1) = -1,

we get 2 = 1. It would follow that
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and

Hence parity conservation would impose an angular distribution of the
form

I o( (1 - cos2 f3) .

3030

Given two angular momenta Ji and J2 (for example, L and S) and the
corresponding wave functions, where ji = 1 and js = l/2. Compute the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the states with J = Ji + J2, m = ml +mz,
where:

(a) j = 312, m = 312,
(b) j = 3/2, m = l/2.
Consider the reactions

K-p + C-T+,

-+ c+7r- >

+ cî7ro,

K-n + C-Tí,

+ cî7r-.

Assume they proceed through a resonance and hence a pure I-spin state.
Find the relative rates based on I-spin conservation:

(c) for an I = 1 resonalnce  state,
(d) for an I = 0 resonance state.
Use the Clebsch-Gordan cofficients  supplied. The I-spins for K, n, C,

and ?r are l/2, l/2, 1, and 1 respectively.
(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) As ji = 1, jz = b, we have

I3/2,3/2)  = Il,u I v2, w .
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(b) Defining the operator J- = Jl- + Jz_, we have

J-l 3/2,3/2) = (JI- + Jz-) 11, 1) I l/2, l/2),

or, using the properties of J_ (Problem 3008),

rid I3/2, l/2) = I%&( 1,O) 1 l/2, l/2) + FL/ 1, 1) I l/2, -l/2),

and hence

i 3/2,1/2) = &W 1,O) i i/2, w + dFI 1, 1) 1 i/2, -w .
To calculate the relative reaction cross sections, we use the coupling

representation to describe the initial and final I-spin states:

I K-P) = I l/2, -l/2) I l/2, l/2) = ml 170) - Jr72 l&O),
p-T+)  = II, -l)(l, 1) = @12, 0) - ml&o) + flI0, O),

Ic+7r-) = ( 1, 1) 11, -1) = Jim  2, 0) + ml 1, 0) + ml 0, 0) )

pî7roj  = I 1, 0) I 1, 0) = m 12, 0) - @IO, 0) ,

pm) = I l/2, -l/2) I l/2, -l/2) = 11, -1))

Ix-79)  = ( 1, -1) ( 1, 0) = J17zI 2, -1) - @I 1, -1))

p%-) = I 1, 0) 11, -1) = ml 2, -1) + ml 1, -1).

To K-p reactions going through the resonance state I = 1, the fi-

nal states I C-n+)  contributes - 4-
+ I 1, 0), ) X+x-) contributes $3 11, O),

while I Core)  does not contribute. Hence

@-7rf)  : a(C+7r-)  : a(C07r0)  = 1 : 1 : 0.

Similarly for K-n reactions we have

a(C?rO)  : a(C%-) = 1 : 1.

Only the K-p reactions go through the I = 0 resonance state. A similar
consideration gives the following reaction cross section ratios:

cT(c-.rr+) : a(C+7r-)  : a(C07T0)  = 1 : 1 : 1 .
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3031

(a) Compute the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the states with J =
J1 + Js, M = ml + m2, where jr = 1 and js = l/2, and j = 3/2,  M = I/2

for the various possible ml and ms values.
(b) Consider the reactions:

7r+p 3 n+p 0)

n-p -+ ì-p (ii)

r-p + Ton (iii)

These reactions, which conserve isospin, can occur in the isospin I = 312
state (A resonance ) or the I = l/2 state (N* resonance). Calculate the
ratios of these cross-sections, gi : gii : Oiii , for an energy corresponding to
a A resonance and an N* resonance respectively. At a resonance energy
you can neglect the effect due to the other isospin states. Note that the
pion  is an isospin I = 1 state and the nucleon an isospin I = l/2 state.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) As M = ml +mz = l/2, (ml, ms) can only be (1, -l/2)  or (0, l/2).
Consider

I3/2,3/2)  = l1,1> I m l/q.

As

and

M- I3/2, 3/2) = 6 I3/2,  l/2) ,

M- [3/2,3/2)  = (Ml_ + M2-) 11, 1) 1 l/2, l/2)

= Jz 1130)  I l/2, l/2) + 11,  1) I l/2, -1/q,

we have

(b) As

(1, 1, l/2, -l/2 13/Z, l/2) = l/a,

(1, 0, l/2, l/2 ) 3/2,  l/2) = ,@?.

?r+ = 11, l), 7r” = 11, O), x- = 11, -l>,

P = I 1/2,1/2), n = I l/2, -l/2),
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we have

1 n+d = 11, 1) I l/2, l/2) = 13/T 3/2),
I n-y) = 11, -1) I l/2, l/2) = a I3/2, -l/2) + b I l/2, -l/2),

1 ran) = 11, 0) 1 l/2, -l/2) = c I3/2, -l/2) + d I l/2, -l/2).

From a table of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we find a = m, b =
-m, c = m, d = m. For the A resonance state, I = 312 and the
ratios of the cross sections are

oi : C7ii : (Tiii = 1

For the N’ resonance state,

: lal4 : Iacl2=1  : f : ;.

I = l/2, and the ratios are

ci : CTii : CTiii  = 0 : lb14 : Ibd12=O:  ; :  ;.

3032

Consider an electron in a uniform magnetic field along the z direction.
Let the result of a measurement be that the electron spin is along the
positive y direction at t = 0. Find the Schrijdinger  state vector for the
spin, and the average polarization (expectation value of s,) along the z
direction for t > 0.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

As we are only interested in the spin state and the magnetic field is
uniform in space, we can leave out the space part of the wave function.
Then the Hamiltonian can be taken to be

where p = -p,cr, w = pu,B/h. = eB/2mc,  pe being the Bohr magneton
&. As the electron is initially along the y direction, the initial spin wave
function is
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Let the spin wave function at a later time t be (z). The Schrodinger
equation

i/i d+/dt = H$

then gives

or

with the solution

Hence

ih=- e4( 2iwt _ e-2iwt )

= - 5 sin (2wt) .

3033

Consider an electron in a uniform magnetic field pointing along the t
direction. The electron spin is measured (at time to) to be pointing along
the positive y-axis. What is the polarization along the x and z directions
(i.e. the expectation values of 2s, and 2s,) for t > to?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The SchrSdinger  equation for the spin state vector is
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where pL,  = 1 e 1 ti/2m,c  is the magnitude of the magnetic moment of an
electron. As B is along the z direction, the above becomes

or
ina, a(t) = p,Ba(t)  ,

iria, b(t) = -&?b(t)  .

The solutions are

o(t) = a&) e-A ~eB(t-to)  ,

b(t) = b(to)  eft kB(t--to)  .

At time to, the electron spin is in the positive y direction. Thus

or

(

-i b(t0)  = a(to) ,

i a(&))  = b(to)  .

The normalization condition

I a(to) I2 + I b(to) I2 = 1,
then gives

1
I a(to)  I2 = 1 b(to)  12 = - .

2

As $$ = i, we can take

a(to)  = l/Jz, b(to)  = i/A

Hence for time t > to, the polarizations along z and z directions are
respectively

(24 = /=&(a*,  V) (Y :) (1)

= fi(a*b  + b*a)  = -tisin
[
we
h,W - to)

I
;

(24 = qa*, b*) (: -;) (;1)

= qa*a - b*b) = 0.
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3034

Two spin-5  particles form a composite system. Spin A is in the eigen-
state S, = +1/2 and spin B in the eigenstate S, = +1/2. What is the
probability that a measurement of the total spin will give the value zero?

(CUS)

Solution:

In the uncoupling representation, the state in which the total spin is
zero can be written as

where SíA=  and SíB~ denote the z-components of the spins of A and B
respectively. As these two spin-i particles are now in the state

IQ) = 1 SAz = +1/2)  1 SBZ  = +1/2),

the probability of finding the total spin to be zero is

P = IlO IQ) 12.

In the representation of 3’ and SZ, the spin angular momentum operator
SZ is defined as

^ ti FL 01S, ZX - oZ = -
2 2 ( >1 0 .

Solving the eigenequation of &, we find that its eigenfunction I S, =
+1/2) can be expressed in the representation of S2 and S, as

I SZ = +1/2)  = 5 ( (S, = l/2) + ( s, = -l/2)).

Thus
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and hence

(OIQ)=$ ((
-(sAz=-+z=+;) (sBz=+z=+;))

Therefore

3035

(a) An electron has been observed to have its spin in the direction of
the t-axis of a rectangular coordinate system. What is the probability that
a second observation will show the spin to be directed in x - z plane at an
angle 8 with respect to the z-axis?

(b) The total spin of the neutron and proton in a deuteron is a triplet
state. The resultant spin has been observed to be parallel to the t-axis
of a rectangular coordinate system. What is the probability that a second
observation will show the proton spin to be parallel to the z-axis?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The initial spin state of the electron is

The state whose spin is directed in x-z plane at an angle 9 with respect
to the z-axis is 8

cos -

Iti)= ( 18” .
sin -

2
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Thus the probability that a second observation will show the spin to be
directed in x - z plane at an angle 9 with respect to the z-axis is

P(f-3 = I ($ I $0) I2 = / (~0s :, sin i) (i) 1’
= cos2 805 *

(b) The initial spin state of the neutron-proton system is

($0) = 11, 1) = I l/2, wn I l/2, wp.
Suppose a second observation shows the proton spin to be parallel to the

z-axis. Since the neutron spin is parallel to the proton spin in the deuteron,
the final state remains, as before,

I +f) = I 1/27 1/2>n  I 1/27 1/2>p  *
Hence the probability that a second observation will show the proton

spin to be parallel to the z-axis is 1.

3036

The deuteron is a bound state of a proton and a neutron of total angular
momentum J = 1. It is known to be principally an S (L = 0) state with a
small admixture of a D (L = 2) state.

(a) Explain why a P state cannot contribute.
(b) Explain why a G state cannot contribute.
(c) Calculate the magnetic moment of the pure D state n - p system

with J = 1. Assume that the n and p spins are to be coupled to make
the total spin S which is then coupled to the orbital angular momentum
L to give the total angular momentum J. Express your result in nuclear
magnetons. The proton and neutron magnetic moments are 2.79 and -1.91
nuclear magnetons respectively.

(GUS)

Solution:

(a) The parities of the S and D states are positive, while the parity
of the P state is negative. Because of the conservation of parity in strong
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interaction, a quantum state that is initially an S state cannot have a P
state component at any later moment.

(b) The possible spin values for a system composed of a proton and a
neutron are 1 and 0. We are given J = L + S and J = 1. If S = 0, L = 1,
the system would be in a P state, which must be excluded as we have seen
in (a). The allowed values are then S = 1, L = 2, 1, 0. Therefore a G state
(L = 4) cannot contribute.

(c) The total spin is S = sP + s,. For a pure D state with J = 1, the
orbital angular momentum (relative to the center of mass of the n and p)
is L = 2 and the total spin must be S = 1. The total magnetic moment
arises from the coupling of the magnetic moment of the total spin, CL, with
that of the orbital angular momentum, PL, where ~1 = pP + pL,, pP, p,,
being the spin magnetic moments of p and n respectively.

The average value of the component of p in the direction of the total
spin S is

cls= (%ll++;;p@n)  .s S+gp+g,)PNS,

where
eti

PN = 2m,c ’
- gp = 5.58, gn = -3.82,

as sp = s, = f s.
The motion of the proton relative to the center of mass gives rise to

a magnetic moment, while the motion of the neutron does not as it is
uncharged. Thus

këL  = PNLp ,

where L, is the angular momentum of the proton relative to the center of
mass. As L, +L, = L and we may assume L, = L, , we have L, = L/2 (the
center of mass is at the mid-point of the connecting line, taking mP M m,).
Consequently, PL = pNL/2.

The total coupled magnetic moment along the direction of J is then

[
&~L-J+~(~,+~J~)PN~~J  J

PT =
1 .

J(J + 1)

Since J = L + S, S . L = f (J2 - L2 - S2).  With J = 1, L = 2, S = 1
and so J2 = 2, L2 = 6, S2 = 2, we have S . L = -3 and thus L . J = 3,
S . J = -1. Hence
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PT = ;PN . 3+ ;(gp+gn)m(-l) 1 J/2

= 1.5 - f (gp + gn) 1 f /.L,~J = 0.31pNJ.

Taking the direction of J as the z-axis and letting J, take the maximum
dUe  J, = 1, we have ,,LT  = 0.31pN.

3037

A preparatory Stern-Gerlach experiment has established that the z-
component of the spin of an electron is -FL/~.  A uniform magnetic field in
the x-direction of magnitude B (use cgs units) is then switched on at time
t = 0.

(a) Predict the result of a single measurement of the z-component of
the spin after elapse of time T.

(b) If, instead of measuring the x-component of the spin, the x-compo-
nent is measured, predict the result of such a single measurement after
elapse of time T.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

Method 1
The spin wave function (z) satisfies

where w = eB/2mc,  or
ia = wb,

{*ib=wa.

Thus

the solution being

6 = -iwb = -_w2a,

a = A eiWt + G e-iWt ,

b= i,& -(Aeiìët - c e-iwt),
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where A and C are arbitrary constants. From the initial condition a(0) = 0
and b(0) = 1 as the initial spin is in the --z direction, we get A = -l/2, C =
l/2. Hence

a = f (emiwt  _ eiwt)  = _i sin&  ,

b = f (eiwt + ewiwt)  = coswt  ,

and the wave function at time t is

(a) At t = T,

q(T)= (-~~iJí)  =-isinwT  (t) +coswT (i) .

As ( i ) and (y ) are the eigenvectors for cr with eigenvalues +l and - 1
respectively the probability that the measured z-component of the spin is
positive is sin2 wT;  the probability that it is negative is cos2 WT.

(b) In the diagonal representation of gz, the eigenvectors of uz are

@(CT%  = 1) = $ ; , $(o,  = -1) = $
0

- 1
( >

1 .

As we can write

~(T)=(-~~~TT)=~e-iwT.~(:)+~eiwT.~(-:)

= 5 eeiwT +(uz = 1) + $ eiwT $(a;E  = -1) ,

the probabilities that the measured x-component of the spin is positive and
is negative are equal, being

Method 2
The Hamiltonian for spin energy is
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H = -p ’ I3 = eBiia,/hnc.

The eigenstates of gz are

5 (i)) 5 (-:).
We can write the initial wave function as

w=o,=(;)=5 [$:)-$(_:)I.
The Hamiltonian then gives

f)(t)  = 5 (i) ewiwt  - i (_:>  eiwt, w = 2.E.
2mc

the probabilities at t = T are

Pz7 = sin2 wT, P,, = cos2  WT.

(b) As in method 1 above,

1 I I
2

p,,  = r,+ = ;,

Jz

P,, = f .
3038

An alkali atom in its ground state passes through a Stern-Gerlach ap-
paratus adjusted so as to transmit atoms that have their spins in the +z
direction. The atom then spends time I- in a magnetic field H in the
x direction. At the end of this time what is the probability that the atom
would pass through a Stern-Gerlach selector for spins in the -z direction?
Can this probability be made equal to unity? if so, how?

(Berkeley)
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Solution:

The Hamiltonian

gives the equation of motion

and hence
?j;r+w2$r =o .

The solution is 1c, = (s: ), with

$1(t) = aeiWt  + bemiwt  ,

qj2(t)  = t I+& = -a+ + beeiwt  .

The initial condition

r/!J(t  = 0) =

then gives a = b = l/2. Thus

= c o s w t  (i) -isinwt (y) .

In the above ( y ) is the eigenvector uz for eigenvalue -1. Hence the
probability that the spins are in the --z direction at time r after the atom
passes through the Stern-Gerlach selector is

I(0 1 )  (zr:r) (2=sin2wi=  1-c~2w7.
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The probability equals 1, if

or
cos2wr = -1,

i.e. at time
r= (2n+l)7r  42n+1) mc7T

2w m’

Hence the probability will become unity at times T = (2n + 1) mcr/

IelH.

3039

A beam of particles of spin l/2 is sent through a Stern-Gerlach appa-
ratus, which divides the incident beam into two spatially separated com-
ponents depending on the quantum number m of the particles. One of the
resulting beams is removed and the other beam is sent through another
similar apparatus, the magnetic field of which has an inclination CY with
respect to that of the firstíapparatus (see Fig. 3.6). What are the rela-
tive numbers of particles that appear in the two beams leaving the second
apparatus?

Derive the result using the Pauli  spin formalism.

Solution:

(Berkeley)

For an arbitrary direction in space n = (sin 8 cos cp,  sin 8 sin cp,  cos 0) the
spin operator is

2

__b-_ Ia ”

I@3I- _ --_

A B

Fig. 3.6
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u . n =crz sinf3coscp  +aVsin8sincp + cr,cos0

( cos 8 sin e emi9
=

sin 8 eiq >-case  ’

where

are Pauliís  spin matrices. Let its eigenfunction and eigenvalue be (t) and
X respectively. Then

u.n (;)=A(;),

OI

a (COST - X) + beei9 sin8 = 0,

aei~sinO--b(X+cosO)  =O.

For a, b not to vanish identically,

c0se  - x e-Q sin e
eiv sin e -(x+c0se)

= X2 - cos2  e - sin2 8 = 0,

or X2 = 1, i.e., X = fl, corresponding to spin angular momenta 3~; ti. Also,
normalization requires

(a*b*) (;) =la12+lbj2=1.

For X = +l, we have

b i - cOse- - sin f

a - e-+ sin 8
= - $9

cost  ’

and, with normalization, the eigenvector
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/t=0)=  ; .0
The Hamiltonian of the system in the region of length L is

and so

It)=exp  -iHt (t=O)
( >

= e x p  (--Toy)  (i)

=
(

yBotcos - - iUU  sin F)
2

(i)

=cosF (i) +sinT (y) .

Hence at the exit of the region, the intensities of beams with m, = g
and m, = -3 are respectively

I_ = 10 sin2 rBot

( )
-

2 ’

where 10 is the intensity of the beam that enters the region.
When the beam leaves the region L, t = L/V. So the ratio of intensities

is
cot2(yBoL/2V).

The splitting of the beam is seen when it exists from the second Stern-
Gerlach apparatus.

3041

Two oppositely charged spin-4  particles (spins sr and ~2) are coupled
in a system with a spin-spin interaction energy AE.

The system is placed in a uniform magnetic field H = HP. The Hamil-
tonian for the spin interaction is

.
H = (AE/4)(ar .  ~2) - (PI+ 112) . H
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where pi = gi/.Lssi  is the magnetic moment of the ith particle.
The spin wave functions for the 4 states of the system, in terms of the

eigenstates of the z-component of the operators ui = 2si, are

$1 = mffz, $2 = SPlff2 + CfflP2, 43 = &~2 - SfflP2, $4 = PlP2,

where

(Ur)i(Yi  = (Yi, (Ul)ipi = -pi, S = (l/Jz)  ’ (1 - Z/JiTS)1í2,

c = (l/Jz)  (1 + +/iGqr/s,

2 = poH(gz  - gl)/AE.

(a) Find the energy eigenvalues associated with each state $i. Discuss
the limiting cases poH/AE >> 1 and poH/AE < 1.

(b) Assume that an initial state @(Cl)  is prepared in which particle 1 is
polarized along the field direction z, but particle 2 is unpolarized. Find the
time dependence of the polarization of particle 1:

Again discuss the limiting cases poH/AE < 1 and poH/AE >> 1.
(Cozumbiu)

Solution:

(a) u, (Y,  p may be represented by matrices

&=(; ;), ug=(p -;), c%=(; _;)

for which the following relations hold:
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Then as

1

H = (AE/4) (aI . 02) - (/a+ ~2) . H

= @E/4) (msc72z+  a1,~2~  + rm722)

- f POH  (Sl~lz  + szflzz)  ,

where we have used ,u = gpos = 4 gp,p, we have

fi+l = fiwa2 = W/J) (PlP2 - P1P2 + WCYZ)  - i poH(gl + g2) ala2

POH)  ~1a2= (.AE/4-T  eaoH) +I,

and hence

Similarly,

El = AE/4 - ; (91 + 92) poH.

tiljp = y wd32 + CM32  - P1a2) + C(Plff2  + PlcY2  - cYlp2))

+ ; (91 - 92) dW31~2 - c&2)

= [(AE/4)  (2c - s) - (AE/2)zs] ,01cz2

+ [(AE/4)  (2s - c) + (AE/2)xc]  (r&t

= (AE/4) (2c/s - 23~ - 1) sP1a2 + (AE/4)  (2s/c + 2x - 1)cc~~fl~.

Then as

ZZ 2( I/l7 - x) + 2x = 2s/c + 2x )

we have
fit,92 = (AE/4) (2&7 - 1) $2,

or
E2 = (AE/4) (2di-3  - 1).
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By the same procedure we obtain

E3 = (-AE/4)  (2ds + 1) ,

Ed = (AE/4) + v p,,H.

(b) As particle 2 is unpolarized and can be considered as in a mixed
state, its state & can be expanded in terms of CQ and 02:

J2 = acr2 + bP2,

where 1 a I2 = 1 b I2 = l/2. Then the initial total wave function is

+(O) = al<2 = al(a(~2 + bh)

=a+l+b &+2-b&T@3

= a$1 + bc$2 - bs$3  ,

as

c2+s2=;
(
1+ &

> (
+; 1-& =l.

>

Hence

ti(t) =a$1 exp (-i 2 t) + bc&exp (-i 2 t)

Then using the relations

mr$J1 = mz~1~2  = a1a2,

%$2 = mz (SPl(Y2  + cwP2) = -SPl(r2 + C(YlP2,

mrlC13  = ~12 (#Aa - sw32)  = 4CPlQ2 + S(rlP2))
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we obtain

Plz (G = (@(t) I Cl.2 I Icl(t))
= 1 aI2 + lb12 (exp (-iE2t/h)c(sPla2 + c(Y&)

- exp (-iEst/h) s(cPlf~2 - salP2)  1 (exp (--iE$/h)

x c(--sP1~2+~~1P2)  +exp(-iE3/h.)s(cPlac2+salP2))

=; + ; [(s2 - c2)2 + 4s2c2cos(E2  - E3)t/fi]

1=-2 + 2(1 iz2)  [x2 +cos(  d=AEt/tl)J

C l - &  sin2  (ds AEt/2ti)  .

(c) In the limit poH/AE >> 1, i.e., 2 > 1, we have

El = ì4” 91 + 92---
2

E2=?  (2&=l)=(AE/4)x2+  (g2-g1)poH,

E3=-31+2~i7+-~ (92 - 91) POH,

E~=~+~/A~I-I+ (g1+g2)pO~r

When poH/AE < 1, i.e., x < 1, we have

El M E4 x AE/4,

E3
3AE

=-4'

Plz (t) x 1 - sin2 (AEt/2h).
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3042

A hydrogen atom is in a 2Pr,2 state with total angular momentum up
along the t-axis. In all parts of this problem show your computations and
reasoning carefully.

(a) With what probability will the electron be found with spin down?
(b) Compute the probability per unit solid angle P(f?, ëp)  that the elec-

tron will be found at spherical angles 8, cp (independent of radial distance
and spin).

(c) An experimenter applies a weak magnetic field along the positive
z-axis. What is the effective magnetic moment of the atom in this field?

(d) Starting from the original state, the experimenter slowly raises the
magnetic field until it overpowers the fine structure. What are the orbital
and spin quantum numbers of the final state?

[Assume the Hamiltonian is linear in the magnetic field.]
(e) What is the effective magnetic moment of this final state?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) For the state 2Pi,2,  1 = 1, s = l/2, J = l/2, J, = l/2. Trans-
forming the coupling representation into the uncoupling representation, we
have

I4 J*) = I l/2, l/2) = ml 1, 1) I l/2, -l/2)

-mIL0,11/2,1/2).

Therefore PJ = 213.

(b) As

we have

P(O, ëP)  dS2 = 5 (2Y;lY11  + Y;,YIo)  dR.

Hence the probability per unit solid angle is

P(& p) = f
(

2 x $ sin2 8 + $ ~05~ e
)

= & .
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(c) In the weak magnetic field, J and J, are ìgoodî quantum numbers
and the state remains unchanged. The effective magnetic moment is

where m is the electron mass and

9 = I + J(J + 1) - Z(1+  1) + s(s + 1) = 2
2J(J  + 1) 3’

Hence p = eli/6mc.
(d) In a strong magnetic field, the interaction of the magnetic moment

with the field is much stronger than the coupling interaction of spin and
orbit, so that the latter can be neglected. Here 1 and s are good quantum
numbers. The Hamiltonian related to the magnetic field is

W=-jL1-B-p, . B = eBi,/2mc + eBi,/mc.

When the magnetic field is increased slowly from zero, the state remains
at the lowest energy. From the expression of W, we see that when the
magnetic field becomes strong, only if 1, = -ti, s, = -A/2 can the state
remain at the lowest energy. Thus the quantum numbers of the final state
are 2 = 1, I, = -1, s = l/2, s, = -l/2.

(e) the effective magnetic moment of the final state is

P = Tilz + Fs, = -eh/2mc  - eiii/2mc = -eii/mc.

3043

Consider a neutral particle with intrinsic angular momentum dm,
where s = ti/2, i.e., a spin-l/2 particle.

Assume the particle has a magnetic moment M = ys, where y is a con-
stant. The quantum-mechanical state of the particle can be described in a
spin space spanned by the eigenvectors I+) and I-) representing alignments
parallel and antiparallel to the z-axis:

i, I+) = 5 I+), iz I-) = -5 I-).
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At time t = 0 the state of the system is I$(t = 0)) = I+). The particle
moves along the y-axis through a uniform magnetic field B = B9 oriented
along the y-axis.

(a) As expressed in the I+), I-) basis, what is 1 +(t))?
(b) What would be the expectation values for measurements of the

observables s,, sy, s, as functions of time?

(CUS)

Solution:
(a) The Hamiltonian of the particle is

Ei=-M.B=-+,B.

In the representation of .G2, d,,

fi 0 -i
0, = - ( >2 i 0’

and so the two eigenstates of .$, are

Is.=R/2)=$  (3 ) Isv=-R/2)=5 (3.

As

any state of the particle can be expressed as

I G(t)> = cils,=ih)exp(+iiyBt)

+ez/s,=-ih)exp(-i:yBt).

Then the initial condition

1 $!J(t  = 0)) = Is, = F&/2)
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gives

Is,=~h)=clls,=~h)+ezJs,=-~h),

and so

cl=(+,(s,=~h)=~ (-t>’ (;)

=&(il) (;)+

c2 = ( -+,Is,=;h)=~  (;)+ (;)

=+ (4 1) (;) = -5 i.

Therefore

I Icl(t)) = 2 i 5 (-;> exp (i;yBt)

= cos s,=ih)-sin  (~yBt)lsz=-~h).

(b)

(s,) = (cos (5 ,Bt) - s i n  (i -yBt)) f h(: _y)

X = f fi (cos (i yBt) sin (i yBt))
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(sv) = 0, because (sy) = 0 at t = 0 and sy is conserved.

(~~)=(cos(i,Bt)  - s i n  (i~Bt)) ih(y i)

X =  (-sin(i ,Bt) cos  (i yBt)>

=  -i tisin(yBt).

3044

A particle of spin l/2 and magnetic moment /.J is placed in a magnetic
field

B=Bei+Brcoswti-Brsinwt?,

which is often employed in magnetic resonance experiments.
Assume that the particle has spin up along the +z-axis at t = 0

(m, = +1/2).  Derive the probability to find the particle with spin down
(m, = -l/2) at time t > 0.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

The Hamiltonian of the system is

H=-pa.B.

Letting
wo = ~Bo/h, WI = ~Bllh,

we have

H = - p(Boa,  + Bla,  cos wt - Bla, sinwt)
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where

Let the wave function of the system be

The Schrodinger  equation iE$ ( t) = H 1 t), or

i (a> =-wo (; _;) (;)-Wl (,_L ìY) (;),
gives

k = iwaa + iwleiWtb,

b = -iwob + iwlemiwta.

Try a solution of the type

1

a = a exp (iwet)  ,

b = /3 exp (-iwat)  .

Substitution in the above equations gives

(

Ly = iwr exp [i(-2~0 + w)t] p,

jl= iwl exp (-i(-2~0  + w)t] cr.

Assume that a and 0 have the forms

1

a = Al exp [i(-2we + w + fi)t] ,
iCltP=&e ,

where Al, As, and R are constants. Substitution gives

{

(-2wo+w+R)Ar-wlA2=0,

-wlAl + RA2 = 0.

For this set of equations to have nontrivial solutions the determinant o
the coefficients of Al, As must be zero, i.e.,

(-2wo+w+R)R-w;=o,
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giving

fl*=-(-w,+;)*&w,+w,2)2+w:.

Therefore the general form of /3 is

P = AZ+ exp (iR+t) + AZ_ exp (iCt) ,
and that of a is

(y = Bexp  K-2~0  + w> tl
iWl

= k exp (i(-2w0 + w) t] [R+A2+ exp (iQ+t)

+ R__A2_ exp (in-t)].

Initially the spin is up along the z-axis, so

giving

; (R+A2+  + fLA2-) = 1,

A2+ + Az- = 0.

The solution is

A2+ = - AZ_ = WI/@+ - CL)

Wl
=

2J(wo  -w/2)2  + w:: .
Hence

b(t) = exp (-iwot) p(t)

= exp (-iwot)Az+

x [exp (iR+t) - exp (iC_t)]

= exp (-iwt/2)2iAz+

x sin (7(wg - w/2) + w1 t)

= iwl exp [-i(w/2)t]

(wg - w/2)2  + Wf

xsin(7(~-w/2)  +w,t).
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The probability that the particle has spin down along the t-axis at time
t is

P =

=

Ik-1 IW

I b(t) I2 = wfsiní(  w~--w/~)~+w~~)
(wo - w/2)2  + w;”

3045

A spin- a system with magnetic moment p = pea is located in a uniform
time-independent magnetic field Bo in the positive z direction. For the
time interval 0 < t < T an additional uniform time-independent field B1
is applied in the positive x direction. During this interval, the system is
again in a uniform constant magnetic field, but of different magnitude and
direction t’ from the initial one. At and before t = 0, the system is in the
m = l/2 state with respect to the z-axis .

(a) At t = O+, what are the amplitudes for finding the system with spin
projections m’ = &l/2 with respect to the z’ direction?

(b) What is the time development of the energy eigenstates with respect
to the z’ direction, during the time interval 0 < t < T?

(c) What is the probability amplitude at t = T of observing the system
in the spin state m = -l/2 along the original z-axis?

[Express your answers in terms of the angle 8 between the z and z’ axes
and the frequency wo = ~0 Bo/ A.]

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) In the representation of sz, the eigenvectors of szf are

corresponding to the eigenvalues szt = l/2 and -l/2 respectively. Then
the probability amplitudes for m’ = f1/2 are respectively
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( cos 5
1

sin i >o =
8

C+ =
0

cos - )
2

c- =
(

I9 f3
- sin

8 1 .
- -

cos 102 2 0 = -s1n 2’

(b) The Hamiltonian in the interval 0 < t < T is

H = - /A . B = -po  (Boa, + BIG)

The initial eigenfunctions are

where
8=tan-’ $ .

( >

Substitution in the Schrcdinger  equation Hx*(O) = fEx*(O)  gives

E = -poBo/cose  = -poB ,

where
B=dm.

At a later time t in 0 < t < T, the eigenstates are

x*(t) = exp (rfiEt/fd  x*(O) = exp (+oBtl~) x&(O).

(c) The probability amplitude at t = T is

C_(T) = (0 1) exp (-iHT/fL)
0

i

= (iB~/dm)  sin (poT dm/fL)

= i sin 8 sin (p. BT/h) .
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An alternative way is to make use of

$w = ;0 =cos :X+(O)-sin  5 x-(O),

and so

@(it) =x+(O) cos f exp (ipoBt/fL)

- x_(O) sin f exp (-ijq&/h)  ,

to get

C-(T) = p+$(T)  = cos i sin E

X {exp (iPoBT/ti)  - exp (-i&3T/fL)},

ZZ isin8sin  y , where/3= (i)  .

3046

A spin-3  system of magnetic moment p is placed in a dc magnetic field
Hoe, in which the energy of the spin state I+ l/2) is tiwo, that of 1 - l/2)
being taken as 0. The system is in the state 1 - l/2) when at t = 0, a
magnetic field H(e, cos wet  + ey sin wet) is suddenly turned on. Ignoring
relaxation find the energy of the spin system as a function of wg, H, c and
t, where

c = (+1/2 ) p2 + ip, I- l/2).

Why is the energy of the spin system not conserved?
(Columbia)

Solution:

The Hamiltonian is

ii=-p.(H+Ho)=-pa.(H+Ho)

= - p(Hoz coswot  + Hcv sinwot  + HoaL)

Ho H exp (-hot)
=-

’ H exp (Got) >-HO ’
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In the Schr6dinger  equation

setting

we get
[Hoa  + H exp (-iqt) b] ,

[H exp (iwot)  a - H&l .

Try a solution of the type

a=Aexp[-i(n+iu0)t],

b=Bexp[-i(R-iwo)t],

where A, B and C? are constants. Substitution gives

R+;w,,+w  A+wíB=O,
)

O-;wo-w B+wíA=O,
)

where

For nontrivial solutions we require
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n=*/~=*Q,
where Q = 1 ,/d2 + (f wo + u)~ I. Hence

Ic,(t> = (Ale -iQt + A2eiQt) exp

+ (BlemiQt  + B2eiQt Iexp  (i !J t) P,

where

B1,2 =  -42

%,2+ (w+; wo)
W’

>

the subscripts 1, 2 corresponding to the values of R with +, - signs respec-
tively, and

ff=($ s=(i).
At t = 0 the system is in the 1 - f) state and V/J = (y). Thus B1 +

B:! = 1, Al + A2 = 0. Then as

)
AI +wíBl  =0 ,

)
Az+wíBz  =O,

we have

Q(A1 -Aa)+wí=o,
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giving

251

Al=-& A2=$

B =Q+(w++o)
1

2Q ’

Bz =
Q-(w++o)

2Q ’
Therefore the wave function of the system is

q(t)=%  isin(Qt)exp(  -i y t>,

Q
sinQt1 exp 2 y t p,

(. w. )

and the energy of the system is

E=(11,IHI$)  =--/A -Hocos2Qt
[

+w910-  (w+~wo)2,-2w~H(w+~)  sin2Qtl

Q2

Note that as
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As the energy of the system changes with time t, it is not conserved.
This is because with regard to spin it is not an isolated system.

3047

A beam of neutrons of velocity 21 passes from a region (I) (where the
magnetic field is B = Bre,)  to a region (II) (where the field is B = Bne,).
In region (I) the beam is completely polarized in the +z direction.

(a) Assuming that a given particle passes from (I) to (II) at time t = 0,
what is the spin wave function of that particle for t > O?

(b) As a function of time, what fraction of the particles would be
observed to have spins in the +a: direction; the +y direction; the +Z
direction?

(c) As a practical matter, how abrupt must the transition between (I)
and (II) be to have the above description valid?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) Considering only the spin wave function, the Schrodinger  equation
is

where
H = -p ’ B = --pL,Bp2,

with p,, = -1.9103 PN being the anomalous magnetic moment of the neu-
tron, PN = efi/2mp  c the nuclear magneton, mP the mass of a proton. Thus

; lx)=~~nBzarlx)--iwzcr,lx),

where ~2 = w. Let 1 x) = (i ). The above gives

ci = -iw2b,

i, = -iw2a.

The initial condition is a(0) = 1, b(0) = 0 as the beam is initially
polarized in the +Z direction. Solving for a and b and using the initial
condition we obtain for t > 0
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(b) The mean value of the spin in the state 1 x), i.e., the polarized vector
for neutron, is

P =(xlalx)  = (xlmh +g,e, +grer  Ix)
= (0, -sin 2 WZ~,  cos 2 ti2t)

Thus in the region (II), the neutron spin is in the yz plane and precesses
about the x direction with angular velocity 2~2.

(c) For the descriptions in (a) and (b) to be valid, the time of the
transition between (I) and (II) must satisfy

t<<K h

w2 LIZ.

For example if B2 - lo3 Gs, then t < 0.7~s.
If the kinetic energy of the incident neutrons is given, we can calculate

the upper limit of the width of the transition region.

3048

The Hamiltonian for a (p+ e-) atom in the n = 1, 2 = 0 state in an
external magnetic field B is

H = as, .S,+lels,.B-&/s,B.
m,c m,c

(a) What is the physical significance of each term? Which term domi-
nates in the interaction with the external field?

(b) Choosing the z-axis along B and using the notation (F, M), where
F = sp +s,,  show that (1, +l) is an eigenstate of H and give its eigenvalue.

(c) An rf field can be applied to cause transitions to the state (0, 0).
Describe qualitatively how an observation of the decay p+ -+ e+v,v,, could
be used to detect the occurrence of this transition.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The first term in fi is due to the magnetic interaction between ~1
and e, the second and third terms respectively account for the magnetic
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interactions of p and e with the external field B.
Ielse . B/m,c is dominant as m, M m,/200.

(b) As

F = .scc  + s,

Mechanics

Of the latter, the term

eB

Consider the state

(1,+1)= (;>. (;), .
As the eigenvalues of F2, SE, sa, sclz, s,, are l(1 + 1) Ii2, : (f + l)ti2,

$( i + 1) h2, $fL, i/i respectively, we have

(

1 efi= -
4

ati + - B -
2m,c

&  B (1, +I).
P >

Thus (1, -t-l)  is an eigenstate of I?, with the eigenvalue

afi2/4  + ehB/2m,c  - ehB/2m,c.

(c) The decay p+ + e+v,v, can be detected through the observation
of the annihilation of the positronium e+e- + 27. For the state (1, +l),
the total angular momentum of the e+e- system is 1, and so efe- cannot
decay into 27 whose total angular momentum is 0. For the state (0, 0), the
total angular momentum of the e+e- system is 0 and so it can decay into
27. Hence, detection of e+e- + 27 implies the decay p+ -+ e+u,u,  of the
(p+e-)  system in the state (0, 0), as well as the transition (1, +l) + (0, 0).
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4001

We may generalize the semi-classical Bohr-Sommerfeld relation

f
P . dr = (n + l/2) h,

(where the integral is along a closed orbit) to apply to the case where
electromagnetic field is present by replacing P with p - eA/c,  where e is
the charge of the particle. Use this and the equation of motion for the linear
momentum p to derive a quantization condition on the magnetic flux of a
semi-classical electron which is in a magnetic field B in an arbitrary orbit.
For electrons in solids this condition can be restated in terms of the size S
of the orbit in k-space. Obtain the quantization condition on S in terms of
B (Ignore spin effects).

(Chicago)

Solution:

In the presence of an electromagnetic field, the mechanical momentum
P is

P=p-eA/c,

where p is the canonical momentum, e is the charge of particle. The gen-
eralized Bohr-Sommerfeld relation becomes

or

!P-dr=/ (p-fA)  .dr=(n+1/2)h,

p . drí-  eqS= (n+ 1/2)h,
c

where
Q=LB.ds=k(VxA).ds=jA-dr,

using Stokes theorem. The classical equation of the motion of an electron
in a constant magnetic field B,

dp e dr
dt= -c z xB,

gives p = -er x B/c and

f
p.dr=- j+B).dr=~;Vx(Bxr)-ds

255
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Hence

e
YZ- sc s

2B ds = 2eq5/c.

4 = (n + I/2) 40 >

where ~$0 = he/e.
Defining k by p = iik = -er x B/c, we have, assuming I- is perpendicular

to B,
hhk = -Be AT/C,

Ar = --fLc  Ak/Be .
Therefore, if the orbit occupies an area S, in k-space and an area A,

in r-space, we have the relation

A, = (hc/Be)ëS,.

As

we have
S, = 2rBe(n  + 1/2)/h.

4002

A particle of charge q and mass m is subject to a uniform electrostatic
field E.

(a) Write down the time-dependent Schrodinger  equation for this
system.

(b) Show that the expectation value of the position operator obeys New-
tonís second law of motion when the particle is in an arbitrary state +(r,  t).

(c) It can be shown that this result is valid if there is also a uniform mag-
netostatic field present. Do these results have any practical application to
the design of instruments such as mass spectrometers, particle accelerators,
etc.? Explain.

(Buflulo)
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Solution:

(a) The Schrodinger  equation for the particle is

(b) The Hamiltonian of the particle is

Then

&z- = + [pz, H] = $ [p,, -E,z] = -% [p,, x] = qE,,dt
and hence

d(r) (P)-=-
dt m’

Thus

OI

d(p)-=qE.
dt

d2
mz W=qE,

which is just Newtonís second law of motion.
(c) These results show that we could use classical mechanics directly

when we are computing the trajectory of a charged particle in instruments
such as mass spectrometers, particle accelerators, etc.

4003

The Hamiltonian for a spinless charged particle in a magnetic field
B = V x A i s

H=& (~-zA(r))~,

where e is the charge of particle, p = (pz p,, pz) is the momentum conjugate
to the particleís position r. Let A.= -&ye,,  corresponding to a constant
magnetic field B = Bee,.
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(a) Prove that p, and p, are constants of motion.
(b) Find the (quantum) energy levels of this system.

Solution:

(MIT)

The Hamiltonian for the particle can be written as

(a) As H does not depend on x and z explicitly, the basic commutation
relations in quantum mechanics

[Gr Pjl = iaij7 [Pi, Pj] = Cl 7

require
[pz, HI = 0, [P,, HI = 0,

which show that p,, p, are constants of the motion.
(b) In view of (a) we can choose {H, p,, pz} as a complete set of

mechanical variables. The corresponding eigenfunction is

$J(x,  y, z) = ei(zp~+rp~)ëh  4(y) )

where p,, p, are no longer operators but are now constants. The SchrG-
dinger equation

then gives
H$(x,  Y, z) = -W(x, Y, z)

or

& [(Pz+$oY)’  ]- fi2 -$ + Pq 4(Y) = W(Y)  7

Setting
w - 14 Be

mc ’
yLy+=&,  ELE-$

we can write the equation as

which is the energy eigenequation for a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator.
The energy eigenvalues are therefore

Eí = E - pz/2m = (n + l/2) L, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
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Hence the energy levels for the system are

E,, = pp/2m + (n + l/2) fw, n = 0, 1, 2, . .

4004

An electron of mass m and charge -e moves in a region where a uniform
magnetic field B = V x A exists in z direction.

(a) Set up the SchrGdinger  equation in rectangular coordinates.
(b) Solve the equation for all energy levels.
(c) Discuss the motion of the electron.

(Buffalo)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian is

As

ii=&-  (@+;A)'.

aA aA?J - 0--__

ay az ’
aA, aA,
----_

az ax
o

’
aA, aA,  B
---=

ax ay ’
we can take A, = A, = 0, A, = Bx, i.e. A = Bx?, and write the
SchrGdinger  equation as

(b) As [pY, I?] = [pzj,,  I?] = 0, Py and P, are conserved. Choose
H, Py, P, as a complete set of mechanical variables and write the SchrGd-
inger equation as

Let < = x + cP,/eB, p< = pz. Then [<, Fe] = iti and
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The above shows that fi - 2 is the Hamiltonian of a one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator of angular frequency w = g. Hence the energy levels
of the system are

E=(n+1/2)hu+P~/2m, n=O, 1,2, . . .

Because the expression of E does not contain Pv explicitly, the degen-
eracies of the energy levels are infinite.

(c) In the coordinate frame chosen, the energy eigenstates correspond to
free motion in the z direction and circular motion in the x - y plane, i.e. a
helical motion. In the z direction, the mechanical momentum mw, = P, is
conserved, describing a uniform linear motion. In the x direction there is a
simple harmonic oscillation round the equilibrium point x = -cPv/eB.  In
the y direction, the mechanical momentum is mvv = Py + eBz/c = eB</
c = mw[ and so there is a simple harmonic oscillation with the same am-
plitude and frequency.

Write down the Hamiltonian for a spinless  charged particle in a mag-
netic  field. Show that the gauge transformation A(r) -+ A(r) + of(r)  is

4005

equivalent to multiplying the wave function by the factor exp (ief(r)/tLc].
What is the significance of this result? Consider the case of a uniform field
B directed along the z-axis. Show that the energy levels can be written as

E=(n+1/2)  mB+z.
mc

Discuss the qualitative features of the wave functions.
Hint: use the gauge where A, = -By, A, = A, = 0.

Solution:

( Wisconsin)

The Hamiltonian for the particle is

where A is related to the magnetic field by
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B=VxA.

The Schrodinger  equation is then

-& i, - E A ëG(r) = E+(r).
( )

Suppose we make the transformation

A(r) + Aí(r) = A(r) + of(r),

$(r) + Gí(r)  = +l(r) exp {E f(r)} ,

and consider

(p-EAí)+ë(r)=+Jí(r)-  [EA+EVf(r)]  exp[z.f(r)] Ict(r)

=exp [Ef(r)] (ti-fA)ti(r),

(f~-zAí)2~ë(r)=exp[if(r)]  (fi-fA)2ti(~),

where we have used

,+(r)=~V{exp[$f(r)]$(r)}=exp[~f(r)]  [iV/(r)+B]lii(r).

Substitution in Schrodingerís  equation gives

& (jí-  tAí)ë$ë(r)  =E$(r).

This shows that under the gauge transformation Aí = A + Of, the
Schrodinger equation remains the same and that there is only a phase dif-
ference between the original and the new wave functions. Thus the system
has gauge invariance.

Now consider the case of a uniform field B = V x A = BeZr for which
we have

A, = -By, A,=A,=O.

The Hamiltonian can be written as

fi= & [(B,+$y)2+P-;+6:].
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Since [lj,, i2] = [IjL, &_I = 0 as H does not depend on x, z explicitly,
we may choose the complete set of mechanical variables (&, fi,, fi). The
corresponding eigenstate is

$J(x, y, Z) = ei(p=z+p~L)ëA  x(y).

Substituting it into the Schrodinger  equation, we have

& [(Pz+TY)2  ]- FL2 $ + P2 X(Y) = EX(Y).

Let cp,/eB = -yo. Then the above equation becomes

FL2
---xf~+~  g

( >

2

(Y - Yoj2  x = (E - P2/274 x,

which is the equation of motion of a harmonic oscillator. Hence the energy
levels are

E=gk;+(n+;)hw,
mc

n=0,1,2  ,... ,

where k, = pz/h, and the wave functions are

1c,p,p.n(x, Y, z) = ei(pzz+pzz)ëh  Xn(Y - yo) ,

where

xn(Y - Yo) N exp - !$f (Y - ~0)~

H, being Hermite  polynomials. As the expressions for energy does not
depend on p, and p, explicitly, there are infinite degeneracies with respect
to p, and p,.

4006

A point particle of mass m and charge q moves in spatially constant
crossed magnetic and electric fields B = Boi, E = &,i.

(a) Solve for the complete energy spectrum.
(b) Evaluate the expectation value of the velocity v in a state of zero

momentum.
(Princeton)
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Solution:

(a) Choose a gauge A = Box?, cp = -Eox so that V x A = Boi,
-V . ëp  = Eo.  T h e n

2

+,,=~[,:+(,,-~,x)~+,:]-,,x.

As H does not depend on y and z explicitly, p, and p, each commutes
with H, so that p, and p, are conserved. Thus they can be replaced by
their eigenvalues directly. Hence

H=&p:+-  qîBo” 2
CPU c2mEo

2mc2 x-z - qB;

1 mc2  Ei
+  Gp:- 2B,2

CPPO--_=_Lp;
Bo

CP, Eo- - -Bo 3

where
C&J mc2 Eo

P<=Pz,  e=x--&- qB;

are a new pair of conjugate variables. Let w = 1 q 1 Bo/mc.  By comparing
the expression of H with that for a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator,
we get the eigenvalues of H:

E,, = (n + l/2) tiw + ~92 m - mc2Ei/2B$  - cp,Eo/Bo, n = 0, 1,2, . . . .

The fact that only p, and p,, but not y and z, appear in the expression
for energy indicates an infinite degeneracy exists with respect to p, and to
PZ.

(b) A state of zero momentum signifies one in which the eigenvalues of
p, and p, as well as the expectation value of p, are all zero. As velocity is
defined as

1
v = - pmec  = -

m
its expectation value is

Then as

(x) = (5) + 2 + s = E$?,
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since (<) = 0 for a harmonic oscillator and p, = 0, we have

(v)=-$9.

4007

Determine the energy levels, their degeneracy and the corresponding
eigenfunctions of an electron contained in a cube of essentially infinite vol-
ume L3. The electron is in an electromagnetic field characterized by the
vector potential

A=H,,J:&,  (]ky]=l).

(Chicago)

Solution:

As A = H~xi%,,  we have the Schrodinger  equation

fill,= & [fi2  + IjE + (I% - Hczelc)ë]  111= WJ,

where e is the electron charge (e < 0).
As [I$, &] = [fi, fitI = 0, [&, &] = 0, we can choose I?, ljv, ?jZ as a

complete set of mechanical variables, the corresponding eigenfunction being
1c, = ei(P,Y+P.41fi $o(x)

where p,, p, are arbitrary real numbers. Substitution of II, in the Schro-
dinger equation gives

& [fiz  + (e&/c)2  (z - cpy/e&)21  $0 = Eo+o ,
where EO = E - p2/2m,  or

-g d2&/dx2  + F (Hoe/cm)2 (x - 20)~ $0 = E&JO,

where x0 = cp,/eHo.
The last equation is the energy eigenequation of a one-dimensional oscil-

lator of natural frequency wg = -Hoe/me and equilibrium position x = 20,
the energy eigenvalues being

E. .= (n + l/2) ho, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

or
E = pí4/2m  - (n + l/2) Hoeh/mc, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
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The corresponding eigenfunctions are

lLon - exp [$ (x - Q] Hn ( - 2 (x - x0))  I

where H, are Hermite  polynomials.
As no p, terms occur in the expression for energy levels and p, can be

any arbitrary real number, the degeneracies of energy levels are infinite.
The eigenfunctions for the original system are therefore

I
where C, is the normalization constant.

4008

Consider a loop of thin wire in the shape of a circle of radius R (Fig. 4.1).
A constant magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the loop produces a
magnetic flux passing through the loop. Imagine that the wire contains only
one electron which is free to move. This electron has a wave function q!~(e)
which depends only upon the angular coordinate 0. Neglect all interactions
between the electron spin and the magnetic field as well as all magnetic
fields produced by the electron itself.

Fig. 4.1

(a) How does the ground state energy of the electron depend upon the
value of the applied magnetic field in the approximation we have described?
Derive a formula and give a rough picture of the result.
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(b) Imagine that we start with the wire in its ground state in the pres-
ence of a magnetic flux 4. Next the magnetic field is turned off. Calculate
the current in the loop.

(c) Calculate the current in amps assuming R = 2 cm and 4 = 0.6
gauss cm 2.

(Chicago)

Solution:

(a) In cylindrical coordinates T, 8, z, as V x A = B tSz where B is a
constant, we can take A, = A, = 0, A0 = F, i.e., A = 9 be, and
consider the Schrgdinger  equation for the electron,

where e is the electron charge (e < 0). Let

Then as

(fi-EA)$=exp(s  J=A.dx) (P-:A+~A)+'
=exp($ Jx A. dx) g,~,

(fi-zA)ë+=exp(-$  JzA. dx) c2qí,
the SchrGdinger  equation becomes

Since the electron is confined to a loop of radius R, we have

1c, = ?+!(I?))  = $J’  exp -(ch LcRA .dx) =$ëexp(z  SeARdo)

0; +’  exp
(’ )

ZARB .
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Note that $’ = $ë(e)  and fi = -$ 6. Thus we have

ti2 &ë(8)- -- = E$p) ,
2mR2 de2

with solution
q!~ë(e)  N eicle,

where cl is a constant given by E = a. Thus

$(e) N exp [i(q + eAR/cA)  01.

For single-valuedness, $J(@ = $(0 + 27r),  i.e.,

27r (ci + eAR/cR) = 2nr,

where n is zero or an integer (0, fl, f2,. . . ). Solving for cl we have

ci = n - eAR/ch  = n - eR2B/2ch,

and hence

E,, = & (n - eR2B/2ch)2  = & (n + $/c#o)~,

where r$ = rR2B, 40 = -ch/e.  It is seen that the dependence of E,, on the
external magnetic field B or the flux C#J  is parabolic, as shown in Fig. 4.2.

E,,(B)

Fig. 4.2

As n is an integer, the ground state (lowest energy level) energy Eg is
given by

Eg = & [n* - eR2B/2cti12,
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where n* is the integer nearest to eR2B/2ch (or e4/ch), which is negative
as e is negative for an electron.

(b) Suppose we start with a state E, which is the ground state, n will
remain the same when B is turned off. Thus the wave function will be
1c, = Cexp (in@ and the electric current density is

where C is the normalization constant. Let S denote the cross section of
the thin wire. We have from the normalization condition

J $QbdldS=2~R~C~2S=1

that

Hence

I = J j-dS=$IC12S=s.

Note that j has been considered to be uniform in any
the wire is thin.

cross section as

Because the electron is initially in the ground state, for which E, is the
minimum energy, we have

n=[g] o r  [$1--l,

where [A] denotes the greatest integer which is not greater than A.
For the case of macroscopic magnetudes as in part (c), the quantum

number is numerically large and we can simply use n M e4/ch, in which
case

I FZ e24/4r2R2mc.

(c) For R = 2 cm, 4 = 0.6 gausscmî,  we have in SI units

I = e24/4n2R2m  = (1.6 x 1O-ëg)2  x 0.6 x 10e4  x 10e4/[47r2

x (2 x 10-2)2  x 0.9 x 1O-3o]  = 1.1 x lo-l4  A.
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4009

(a) Assuming that nonrelativistic quantum mechanics is invariant un-
der time reversal, derive the time reversed form of the Schrodinger wave
function.

(b) What is the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for a free electron
with magnetic moment p in the external constant magnetic field H, in the
z-direction, in the reference frame of the electron?

(c) Suppose that an extra constant magnetic field Hy is imposed in the
y-direction. Determine the form of the quantum mechanical operator for
the time rate of change of j.~ in this case.

(Buffulo)

Solution:

(a) Consider the Schrodinger equation

ihg T)(t)  = i&)(t).

Making the time reversal transformation t + -t, we obtain

4; T/(-t)  = Ei(-t)+(-t),

or

ih$*(-t)  = Ei*(-t)$*(-t).

If I?*(-t)  = h(t), then the Schrodinger equation is covariant under
time reversal and the time reversed form of the wave function is $*(-t).

(b) Let -e be the charge of the electron. Then /J = -& u and in the
reference frame of the electron,

(c) The magnetic field is now Hvf + H,i, and so
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azH, + gyHY]  = ;
2

[(Q% - a,Hy) 2 - azHzi7

2
CYXH

where use has been made of the relations u,oY = icrz, ~~~~  = iv,,
uzuz = ia,.

4010

A particle has mass m, charge q, intrinsic angular momentum s (s is
not necessarily equal to h/2) and a magnetic dipole moment ~1 = gqs/2mc.
The particle moves in a uniform magnetic field B with a velocity small
compared with c.

(a) Write down the Hamiltonian for this system. (The vector potential
for the uniform magnetic field may be written as A = B x r/2)

(b) Derive the quantum mechanical (Heisenberg) equations of motion
from this Hamiltonian, for the linear momentum P and for the angular
momentum s. The A2 term may be neglected in this nonrelativistic ap-
proximation.

(Note that the results look exactly like the classical equations of motion.)
(c) Without solving these equations, identify the value of the constant

g for which the helicity  will remain constant. (Helicity  is defined here as
the cosine of the angle between the vectors P and s)

(d) What is the actual value of the constant g for any one of the following
particles: e, p, 72, T?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian for the system is



H=&- (P-:q2 _,..=&p-A,..
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+$&42-$&S.B.
(b) Neglecting terms A2 and higher in H we have

dPi
dt - ih

-ë[Pi,H]=i[P.,-2A.P

SQ_ps.B =
2mc I .

2 [Pi, AjPjl

= 2 (PiAjPj  - AjPjPi)

= $& [(PiAj) Pj + AjPiPj  - AjPjPi)

= 2 (PiAj) Pj = & (&Aj)  Pj.

dsi
dt -iti

-ë[S+,,H]=$JS~,-~$S.B]

= $& [Sir SjBj]

= 2 (BjSk - Bksj)

a.5 [Si, sj]  = ifisk. Note that we have used the convention that repetition
of a subscript implies summation over that subscript.

(c) As P and s commute we can consider the problem in the common
eigenstates of P, s2 and sz .

The helicity  h is defined as

and as
Ai = f (B X  r)i = f &ijkBjxk,
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we have

= mc;sq;;P,  Pi, Ajpjl

itiQ Si Pj
= G Ejkl m I~I Bkdil

iric Si Pj
= - Eijk m I~I Bk 72mc

h, -Es.
2 m c B =2rnc,,9;1,.,I

[sipi, SjBi]

i figs=- -
2mc

Eijk 2 $, Bk ,
If the helicity  is a constant of the motion. then

[h, H] = h, -2 A . P I [+ h, -2 s . B1 = 0,

which requires g = 1.
(d) The values of g for the various particles are

Particle e P n 7T

9 -2 .0 5.6 -3 .8 0

4011

In a recent classic table-top experiment, a monochromatic neutron beam
(A = 1.445A) was split by Bragg reflection at point A of an interferometer
into two beams which were recombined (after another reflection) at point
D (see Fig. 4.3). One beam passes through a region of transverse magnetic
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field of strength B for a distance 1. Assume that the two paths from A to
D are identical except for the region of the field.

Fig. 4.3

Find the explicit expressions for the dependence of the intensity at point
D on B, 1 and the neutron wavelength, with the neutron polarized either
parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic field.

(Chicago)

Solution:

This is a problem on spinor interference. Consider a neutron in the
beam. There is a magnetic field B in the region where the Schrodinger
equation for the (uncharged) neutron is

-;V2-/m-B  $=E$.>
Supposing B to be constant and uniform, we have

$~(tl)  = exp [-ia(tl - to)lhl  $(to),

where to, tl are respectively the instants when the neutron enters and leaves
the magnetic field.

Write $(t) = +(r,  t)$(s,  t), where $(r, t) and +(s, t) are respectively
the space and spin parts of $. Then

$(r, tl) = exp - 1[ i (-~v2)(t1-to)]i(r,to&

which is the same as the wave function of a free particle, and
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The interference arises from the action of B on the spin wave function.
As $(r,  t) is the wave function of a free particle, we have tr - to = l/u =
ml/tik and

$(s, tr) = exp (i2rpmZXa  . B/h21 $J(s, to),

where k = F = y is the wave number of the neutron. The intensity of
the interference of the two beams at D is then proportional to

I &’  (r, t)&) (s, t) + &’  (I-, t)&) (s, t) I2

fx I T&l’  (s, t> + +bîí  (s, q I2 = 1 $JC2)  (s, to) + 7/P) (s, tl) I2 .

As

B =cos  2Tpm1XB
h2

x sin
2rpmlXB

h2 ’

and cr . B = *cB depending on whether u is parallel or anti-parallel to
B, we have

1 ë7kc2í(S,  to) -b qc2)(s,  tl) I2 = i T 0 .
2

B I ti,(s, to) I2

= 1 + cos 2npmlXB  f iasin 2npmlXB  2h2
h2

+ sin2
2npmlXB

h2 = 4cos
2 npmlXB

h2 .

Therefore, the interference intensity at D cc cos2  (TpmlXB/h2),  where
p is the intrinsic magnetic moment of the neutron (p < 0).
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A neutron interferometer beam splitter plus mirrors as shown in
Fig. 4.4 has been built out of a single crystal.

t

inc

Fig. 4.4

(a) By varying the thickness of a thin plastic sheet placed in the beam
in one arm of the interferometer one can vary the relative phase and hence
shift the fringes. Give a brief qualitative explanation of the origin of the
phase shift.

(b) By inserting in one arm a magnetic field which is normal to the
beam, time independent and very nearly uniform so that the force on, the
neutrons can be neglected, and by choosing the field so each neutron spin
vector precesses through just one rotation, one finds the relative phase of
the two beams is shifted by x radians, or one-half cycle. Explain, with
appropriate equations, why this is so.

(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) When a neutron passes through the thin plastic sheet, it is under the
action of an additional potential, and so its momentum changes together
with its de Broglie wavelength. The phase change of the neutron when
it passes through the plastic sheet is different from that when it passes
through a vacuum of the same thickness. If the thickness of the plastic
sheet is varied, the relative phase of the two beams (originating from the
same beam) also changes, causing a shift in the fringes.

(b) The neutron possesses an anomalous magnetic moment CL, = -pn c
and its Schrodinger  equation is
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(p2/2mn  + pn d .B)$=E$.

We may neglect the reflection that occurs when a neutron wave is inci-
dent on the ìsurfaceî of the sheet-like magnetic field as the action of the
field on the neutron is rather weak. Under such an approximation we may
show (by solving the above two-spin-component Schrodinger  equation for
a one-dimensional square well): The wave function +inc for a neutron inci-
dent normally on the sheet-like magnetic field is related to the transmitted
wave function $,,t out of the field by a unitary transformation

1Ct,,t  = exp (-iu . p/2) @in=,

where p = WLTeg,  with WL = 2pu,B/ti  being the Larmor frequency, r =
Lm,/hk the time taken for the neutron to pass through the magnetic field
of thickness L, eB the unit vector in the direction of B, k the wave number
of the incident neutron.

If a neutron is polarized in the (0, cp) direction before entering the field,
i.e., its polarized vector is

($inc  1 U 1 +inc)  = {sin 0 COS cp, sin B sin cp,  COS e} ,

then we can take
8

e --iQP (-OS_

Ginc  =

( );

2 eik.x

e
eiQJ2  S i n -

2
where 0 is the angle the polarized vector makes with the direction of the
magnetic field. Taking the latter as the z direction, we have p . u = pa,.
Then as

exp(-i$4r) = cos p - ia, sin f = cos e
2 2 2 (i Yf)

we have

- isin ! (A _y ) =  (  e-zí2  eiR)  ,

e--i(9+P)12  ’cos-
2 ik.x

e ’e~z(víP+P)/~  sin-
2
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By adjusting B (or L) so that p = 27r, we make the polarized vector
of a neutron precess  through one rotation as it traverses the region of the
magnetic field. Then

ez(k xfn)
I

i.e., the phase of the transmitted wave increases by X. Hence, compared
with the wave traversing the other arm (without magnetic field), the relative
phase of the beam changes by a half-cycle.

4013

(a) A hydrogen atom is in its 2P state, in a state of L, = +h. At time
t = 0 a strong magnetic field of strength 1 B 1 pointing in the z direction is
switched on. Assuming that the effects of electron spin can be neglected,
calculate the time dependence of the expectation value of L,.

(b) How strong must the magnetic field in part (a) be so that the effects
of electron spin can actually be neglected? The answer should be expressed
in standard macroscopic units.

(c) Suppose that, instead, the magnetic field is very weak. Suppose,
further, that at t = 0 the atom has L, = +h and s, = i fi, and the
magnetic field is still oriented in the t direction. Sketch how you would
calculate the time dependence of the expectation value of L, in this case.
You need not do the full calculation, but explain clearly what the main
steps would be.

Note: All effects of nuclear spin are to be ignored in this problem.
(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) The initial wave function of the atom is

+(r, t =  0) =  R21(7-)  0 (6, cp) ,

where

We, 9) = ; (KI + Yl -1 + JzYl,) )
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is the eigenstate of L, = FL.
At t = 0 a strong magnetic field Be, is switched on. Then for t 2 0 the

Hamiltonian of the system is

f&p2 -eB1, + e2B2(x2 + y2) e2

2m, +
- -

2m,c 8m,c2 r

For a not too strong magnetic field B - lo5 Gs, we can neglect the B2
term and take as the Hamiltonian

The Schrsdinger  equation

then gives the eigenstate solutions

&(I-, t) = Rnl(r)Km(e,  ëp)  eeiEnrmt”  9

where

E,,,=Enl+$&rnR.
e

Thus the general solution is

+(r, t) = C un&lm(r) exp ( - i + t) .
n, 4 m

For t = 0, we then have

or

a2+2ll(r)  = iR21(r)Yl1, etc.

Hence

$(r, t) =R21(T) -Klw[; (-i?t)

+iYl__rexp(  -i+t)

+-$Yreexp(  -i%t)].
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The expectation value of L, is given by ($(r, t) / L, 1 $(I-, t)). As L, =
(L+ + L-)/2,

we have

LYll =  $ YlO, LYl-1 =  $ YlO,

LYlO =  $ p-11 + K - l ) ,

and hence

L5(t)  = ($(r, t) I L I +(r, t)) = f=~cos  g.

(b) The effects of electron spin can be neglected if thee  additional energy
due to the strong magnetic field is much greater than the coupling energy
for spin-orbit interaction, i.e.,

g B A&pin-orbit  z lop3 eV,
e

or

Thus when the magnetic field B is greater than lo6 Gs, the effects of
electron spin can be neglected.

(c) If the magnetic field is very weak, the effects of electron spin must
be taken into consideration. To calculate the time dependence of the ex-
pectation value of L,, follow the steps outlined below.

(i) The Hamiltonian is now

&p2_ e2 e2

2m, -F+ 2m2c2r3e

(6 . T;) + & L + g 8,)
e e

which is the Hamiltonian for anomalous Zeeman effect and we can use
the coupling representation. When calculating the additional energy due
to the 8, term, we can regard 8, as approximately diagonal in this repre-
sentation.
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(ii) Write down the time-dependent wave function which satisfies the
initial condition L, = +h and s, = i fi. At time t = 0 the wave function is

@ok, G) =  R21(r) @ (0, 9) h ,

where 0 and tiS are the eigenfunctions of L, = h and s, = ti/2 in the
representations (L2, I,), (s2, s,) respectively. Explicitly,

@o(rr 3,)  =R21(7-)  ; [Kl +  Yl-1 + xmo] -& ( a  +  P)
L t/z

= s (Yllcy  + Y,,,B + Yl_lcu + y,_,p

+ JZY1oa + JzYlOP)~

$0 can be written in the coupling representation as

+ A#$4 + $;-;),

where $ijm, is the eigenfunction of (jî,  jz) for the energy level En/3m,.
Therefore, the time-dependent wave function for the system is

$(r, s, t> = ---&Rsr(r)  .  [m;; exp( -iv,)

+&qS;;  exp
(

E
-iqt

>

+dZc$_;  exp
(

E21 z-1
-ih,t

)

(

E
f4g-4 exp

213-3-idth I .
(iii) Calculate the expectation value of L, in the usual manner:

(Ic,(r,  s, t) I JL I $(r, s, t>).
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4014

Consider the one-dimensional motion of an uncharged particle of spin
l/2 and magnetic moment ~1 = -2pcs/fi.  The particle is confined in an
infinite square well extending from z = -L to z = L. In region I (zr < 0)
there is a uniform magnetic field in the z direction B = L&e,;  in region
II (zr > 0) there is a uniform field of the same magnitude but pointing in
the x direction B = Bee,.  Here e, and e, are unit vectors in the x and z
directions.

(a) Use perturbation theory to find the ground state energy and ground
state wave function (both space and spin parts) in the weak field limit
Bo < (h/L)2/2mpo.

(b) Now consider fields with Bo of arbitrary strength. Find the general
form of the energy eigenfunction $1 (both space and spin parts) in region I
which satisfies the left-hand boundary condition. Find also the form $11
that the eigenfunction has in region II which satisfies the right-hand bound-
ary condition (Fig. 4.5).

(c) Obtain an explicit determinantal equation whose solutions would
give the energy eigenvalues E.

V(x)

ILB,=f3,e,

-L 0
-

II

(MIT)

BX
I
L

Fig. 4.5

Solution:

(a) In the absence of magnetic field, H = Ho and the energy eigenfunc-
tions (space part) and eigenvalues are respectively

$J, = m sin nK(IL+ L, ,



Hí=-p.B=
2~~s . B

ti =poa.B=

{

POBOOZ  , -L<x<O,

PoBoaz  7 Olx<L,

0 elsewhere.

weak, let u1 = $1(x) (A), IQ = &(Ic) (y) be the baseIf the field is
vectors. Then

H;, = (ul 1 H’ I  Ul) =  PoBo(l  0)
(A -Y> (A)

P
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E, =
lr2iA12

8mL2’
n = 1, 2, 3, . .

As for the spin part, we know that each energy level has a degeneracy
of 2. When a magnetic field is present, H = Ho + Hí, where

=  - i~oBo(O 1) (; _J (Y) ~Lw~4~x=-~’

and from det (Hí - E(ë)I)  = 0 we get

(

POBO POBO- -
2

ECí)

>(
_--E(l)  -&+,

2 )

or

ECí)  = *’ poBO.
Jz

The ground state energy level is therefore

From

7r2t22 1
Eo=---

8mL2 Jz
POBO

(Hí - E(ë)I)
(1) =  (fi) ’
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we get the ground state wave function

(unnormalized)

(b) The space part of the wave function in region I is

ë$ëIk,  =
AsinIcr(x+L)+BcosIci(x+L), -L<z<o,

0, XC-L.

The continuity condition of the wave function gives B = 0. In region I,
the spin is aligned to the z direction, the eigenvectors being ( y ) for z _1 and
(t) for z 1ë.  Hence

$1 klrt = sin Icr(x  + L)

In a similar way we obtain the eigenfunctions for region II (0 5 x 5 L)

$41  kzzJ = sin k2(5 - L) , E = fi21c,2  _ poBo  ;

$11 kzzt  = sin &2(x - L) 1
0 1 ’

E = g+ poBo.

(c) Considering the whole space the energy eigenfunction is

A+I h ZJ.  + B$JI  k; zt , -LIxI:O,

+E = c+II kzs& + Dí$,II  kLzt, OlxlL,

o, elsewhere.

Thus
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~-uoB,)Ah,,,l+(~+~oB~)BdIi~=~,  -L<XI:O,

Ol_x<L,

elsewhere.

From H$E  = E$JE  for each region we have

E =
h2kf
- - poB0 =

Ii2 ICI2 h2k2
2m y$ + POBO  = y-$ - POBO

h2 kh2
= 2m + POBO  ,

and so ICI = k2 = k, k{ = k; = kí.

Then the continuity of the wave function at x = 0 gives

B sin kíL  = -C sin kL - D sin k'L ,

A sin kL = C sin kL - D sin k'L ,

and the continuity of the derivative of the wave function at x = 0 gives

Bkí cos kíL  = Ck cos kL + Dk’ cos kíL,

Ak cos kL = -Ck cos kL + Dkí cos kíL.

To solve for A, B, C, D, for nonzero  solutions we require

0 sin kíL sin kL sin kíL

sin kL 0 -sin kL sin kíL

0 k’ cos k' L - k c o s k L  -kícoskíL  =
0,

kcoskL 0 k cos kL -k’ cos kíL

i.e.,
k sin kL cos kíL  - kísin kíL  cos kL = 0

This and
E = fi2k2 h2  k12
- - poBo = -
2m 2m +~oBo

determine the eigenvalues E.
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4015

Consider an infinitely long solenoid which carries a current I so that
there is a constant magnetic field inside the solenoid. Suppose in the region
outside the solenoid the motion of a particle with charge e and mass m is
described by the Schrodinger equation. Assume that for I = 0, the solution
of the equation is given by

$0(x, t) =  e iEot  11/O(X). (h = 1 )

(a) Write down and solve the Schrodinger equation in the region outside
the solenoid for the case I # 0.

(b) Consider a two-slit diffraction experiment for the particles described
above (see Fig. 4.6). Assume that the distance d between the two splits
is large compared to the diameter of the solenoid. Compute the shift AS

screen

1 solenoid

Fig. 4.6

of the diffraction pattern on the screen due to the presence of the solenoid
with I # 0. Assume 1 >> AS.

Hint: Let

where

ti(x, t) = +0(x,  t)+A (x) >

(
v - i p A(x)

)
@A(x)  = 0. (h = 1).

(Chicago)

Solut ion:

(a) In the presence of a vector potential A, p + p - eA/c.  In the
absence of electromagnetic field the Schrodinger equation is

i g $0(x, t) = [
& p2 + V(x) +o(~,  t) ,

1
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where, as below, we shall use units such that /i = 1. The Schrodinger
equation in the presence of an electromagnetic field can thus be obtained
(using the minimum electromagnetic coupling theory) as

where A is given by V x A = B. Let

$(x, t) = +1(x,  t) e x p (i/ëEA.dx).

Then the above becomes

i ; til(X,  q =
[
& P2 + V(x)  $1(x, t) >1

which is the Schrodinger  equation for zero magnetic field.

+1(x,  t) =  +0(x,  t) =  e iEot  $0 (4 ,

Hence

and so

$(x, t) = eiEot $0(x) e x p  (1 Jx E A ..dx)

(b) This is a problem on the Aharonov-Bohm effect. When I = 0,
for any point on the screen the probability amplitude f is f = f+ + f-,
where f+ and f_ represent the contributions of the upper and lower slits
respectively. When the current is on, i.e., I # 0, we have the probability
amplitude fí = f: + f’ with

fi =exp(i  lr :A. dx)  f+,

f[=exp(iLy zA.dx)  f_,

where c+ and c_ denote integral paths above and below the solenoid re-
spectively. Thus

fí=fi+fI_  = e x p (il:fA.dx) f++exp(ilxA,dx)f_

wexp(i/  :A.,,>  f - + f + ,
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on dividing the two contributions by a common phase factor exp(i  SC: :A
dx), which does not affect the interference pattern. The closed line integral,
to be taken counterclockwise along an arbitrary closed path around the
solenoid, gives

f
:A.dx=:

J
VxA.ds=e J B.&z-9

C C c c ’

where 4 is the magnetic flux through the solenoid.
Thus the introduction of the solenoid gives a phase factor e4/c to the

probability amplitude at points on the screen contributed by the lower slit.
Using a method analogous to the treatment of Youngís interference in

optics, we see that the interference pattern is shifted by AS. Assuming
1 >> d and 1 >> AS, we have

k being the wave number of the particles, and so

A+& e&
cd,/?+& ’

Note the treatment is only valid nonrelativistically.

4 0 1 6

(a) What are the energies and energy eigenfunctions for a nonrelativistic
particle of mass m moving on a ring of radius R as shown in the Fig. 4.7.?

Fig. 4.7

(b) What are the energies and energy eigenfunctions if the ring is dou-
bled (each loop still has radius R) as shown in Fig. 4.8?
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Fig. 4.8

(c) If the particle has charge q, what are the energies and energy eigen-
functions if a very long solenoid containing a magnetic flux passes the rings
in (a) as shown in the Fig. 4.9.? and in (b)? Assume the system does not
radiate electromagnetically.

(Columbia)

Fig. 4.9

Solution:

(a) As
fi=L=___fi2 d2

2mR2 2mR2  dtP ’
we have the SchrGdinger  equation

where
I = mR2,

or
d29(8)

do2
+ 7L2qq = 0 ,

with

Thus the solutions are

21En2 = -
P

*,(e) = A eine .

For single-valuedness we require

Q(e + 27r) = Q(6),
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i.e.,
72 = 0, +1, l z, . . .

Normalization requires

A*A=l,  o r  A=L.
Jz;;

Hence the eigenfunctions are

!Pn(B)  =& ey n = 0, *1, *2, . . )

and the energy eigenvalues are

n2h2
J%(Q) = 7'

(b) The same Hamiltonian applies, and so we still have the same
Schrodinger equation

-g 2 Q(e) = la(e).

However, the single valuedness of the solutions now requires

qe+4r) = *l(e).

Hence the normalized eigenfunctions and the energy eigenvalues are now

s,(e) = & 2 3 e, 72 = 0, 51, *2, . . . )

and
n2h2

-we) = 81.

(c) The Hamiltonian in the presence of a magnetic field is

iI = & (p - ~A(x))~  = -g (V - ; A(x))~.
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In the region where the particle moves, B = V x A = 0 and we can
choose A = Vv. From the symmetry, we have A = Ages, A0 = constant.
Then

jA.dl=12n A0 Rd8 = 21rRAe = 4, say.

Thus

A = g = V(@/27r)  )

and we can take cp = 1#&/27r,  neglecting possibly a constant phase factor in
the wave functions. The Schrodinger  equation is

=-gexp(is8)V2[exp(  -%8)*] =E9.

On writing

$ë(8)=exp(-i$B)*(H),

it becomes

with solutions

Hence

+(e) = cexp (he) +1(e)

=  cexp[i(a:*p)e],

where

c = a constant

For the ring of (a), the single-valuedness condition

qe + 27r) = 9(e),
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requires
CY*p=72, 72 = 0, +1, *2, . .

i.e.,

Hence

and

where
n = 0, fl, f2, . .

Similarly for the ring of (b), we have

and

$b(e) = -& exp (i 5 8) ,
where

n = 0, 4~1, f2, . . . .
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5001

(a) Show that in the usual stationary state perturbation theory, if the
Hamiltonian can be written H = Ho + H’ with Ho& = Eoq50, then the
correction AEc is

AEo  = (40Wíl40).

(b) For a spherical nucleus, the nucleons may be assumed to be in a

spherical potential well of radius R given by V,, =
0, r -c R,

00, r > R.
For a slightly deformed nucleus, it may be correspondingly assumed that

the nucleons are in an elliptical well, again with infinite wall height, that
is:

22 + y2
inside the ellipsoid ~

22
0

Kl = b2
+>=1,

otherwise,

where a 2 R(1 + 2p/3), b 2 R(l - p/3), and p << 1.
Calculate the approximate change in the ground state energy Eo due

to the ellipticity of the non-spherical nucleus by finding an appropriate H’
and using the result obtained in (a). HINT: Try to find a transformation
of variables that will make the well look spherical.

(Buffalo)

Solution:

(a) Assuming that Hí is very small compared with Ho so that the wave
function \k can be expanded as

Q=l40) +Xll~l)+.'.+X,l~,)+...,

where Xi . . . A, . . . are small parameters. The Schrodinger  equation is then

(H’ + Ho) (140)  +X1141)  + ... + &I&) + . ..>

= (Eo + AEo) (140) + &MI) + . . + hlh) + . . . ) .
Considering only the first order correction, we have

HíI~o)+Ho(~,I~~)+~..+~,~~,)+...)
= AEol40)+  Eo(X11~1)+...+X,l~,)+...).

Multiplying both sides of the equation by (&I and noting the orthonormal-
ity of the eigenfunctions we get

292
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AEo = (4olHíl40).
(b) For the stationary state,

where
x2 + y2

inside the ellipsoid ~
.z2

v =
0

b2 +2=1,

co otherwise.

Replacing the variables 5, y, z by $ <, $ n, g < respectively, we can write
the equation of the ellipsoid as E2 + v2 + C2 = R2  and

h2p a2 I a2- - ( a2
3m ap sq -2,1, >
g 0í2  _ 2 ( a2 a2 a2=-- @+w-2,62.>

The second term in H can be considered a perturbation as p < 1. Thus

AEo = (40lHíWo)  = (401 - ti2p3m

where 40 is the ground state wave function for the spherical potential well,

do=gF, r2 = f2 + q2 + C2.

As ~$0 is spherically symmetric,

and so AEe = 0
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5002

Employing first order perturbation theory, calculate the energy of the
first three states for an infinite square well of width a, whose portion AB
has been sliced off. (Note: The line OA is a straight line).

a

Fig. 5.1

(Buflulo)

Solution:

The modification to the Hamiltonian, H’ = 2 5 (0 5 x < a), can
be considered as a perturbation. The unperturbed eigenfunctions and the
corresponding eigenvalues of the first three states are

@ = J2 sin 12,
7r2FL2

a a
+---

2pa2  ’

Q; = E; =
27Pti2
-;

Pa2

s; =
2 . 37r

J

97r2P
- sin - 5,
a a

E;=-.
2pa2

The first order energy corrections are then
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and the energies of the first three states are

7r2FL2 27r2ti2
-+:, -

97GP
2pa2 Pa2

+J$ __
2pa2

+J$

5003

A particle of mass m moves one-dimensionally in the oscillator potential
V(x) = 3 m2x2.  In the nonrelativistic limit, where the kinetic energy T
and momentum p are related by T = p2/2m, the ground state energy is
well known to be i tiw.

Allow for relativistic corrections in the relation between T and p and
compute the ground state level shift AE to order & (c =speed  of light).

(Buffalo)

Solution:

In relativistic motion, the kinetic energy T is

T = E - mc2 = dm2c4  + p2c2 - mc2

- mc2

P2 P4=--
2m 8m3c2

to order &. The & term may be considered as a perturbation. Then
the energy shift of the ground state is

= S_ml (z)1í4  exp [-z x2]

X -& &) (5)” exp [-Txí]  dx

15 64”= ---.
3 2  mc2
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5004

An electron moves in a Coulomb field centered at the origin of coor-
dinates. With neglect of spin and relativistic corrections the first excited
level (n = 2) is well known to be 4-fold degenerate: 1 = 0, ml = 0; I =
1, ml = 1, 0, -1. Consider what happens to this level in the presence of
an additional non-central potential Vpert : Vpert = f(r)xy,  where f(r) is
some central function, well-behaved but not otherwise specified (it falls off
rapidly enough as r -+ oo). This perturbation is to be treated to first or-
der. To this order the originally degenerate n = 2 level splits into several
levels of different energies, each characterized by an energy shift AE and
by a degeneracy (perhaps singly degenerate, i.e., nondegenerate; perhaps
multiply degenerate).

(a) How many distinct energy levels are there?
(b) What is the degeneracy of each?
(c) Given the energy shift, call it A (A > 0), for one of the levels, what

are the values of the shifts for all the others?
(Princeton)

Solution:

With V = f(r)zy  = f( r r2 sin2 8 sin cp cos ëp  treated as perturbation, the)
unperturbed wave functions for energy level n = 2 are

1 = 0, ml = 0, RZO(~)YOO,

l = 1, ml = 1, R2l(f)Yll,

1 = 1, ml = 0, R21(7.)Ko,

1 = 1, ml = -1, R21(7.)Yl,-l.

As they all correspond to the same energy, i.e., degeneracy
first to calculate

occurs, we have

=
1

Rzl~  (r)R21  (r)r2 f(r) Y,?,, sin2 19 sin cp cos cpYl,,, dV .

The required spherical harmonics are
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sin 6P ,

~0~6, sin Be-arp  .

Considering the factor involving cp in the matrix elements Hl/nflm we note
that all such elements have one of the following factors:

s

2?r

s

2?r

sin cp cos cpdp  = 0, efi2rp  sin cp cos cpdv  = 0,
0 0

except Hi,_,,,,,  and Hi,,,,,_,, which have nonzero  values

Hi,-,,,,,  = ; / [R21(r)]2r4f(r)  dr 1” sin5  Bd6
0

s 2rr
X sin cp cos pe-2iíPdv  = iA,

0

Hi, , , , ,_ ,  = - iA, with A = i
J

[R(r)12 r4 f(r)  dr

We then calculate the secular equation

0 0 00 AE 0 0 0

0 AE 0 iA
-AEI  =

0 0 00 0 0 AE 0 = 0,

0 -iA 0 0 0 -iA 0 AE

whose solutions are AE = 0, AE = 0, AE = A, AE = -A.
Thus with the perturbation there are three distinct energy levels with

n = 2. The energy shifts and degeneracies are as follow.

A, one-fold degeneracy,

A E = -A, one-fold degeneracy,

0, two-fold degeneracy.

Thus there are three distinct energy levels with n = 2.

5005

A particle moves in a one-dimensional box with a small potential dip
(Fig. 5.2):
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V

0L.4me-_

I

-b X
0 f 1

Fig. 5.2

V=co forx<Oandx>l,

V = -b for 0 < 2 < (l/2)1,

V = 0 for (l/2)1 < x < 1.

Treat the potential dip as a perturbation to a ìregularî rigid box (V =
0~) for x < 0 and x > I, V = 0 for 0 < x < 1). Find the first order energy
of the ground state.

(Wisconsin)

Solution:

For the regular rigid box, the energy and wave function of the ground
state are respectively

7T2PE(O)  = -
2m12  ’

+(O)(x)  z v’2 sin T!Yf
1 1

The perturbation is H (l) = -b, 0 < x 2 f. Hence the energy correction of-
first order perturbation is

E(l) = s ’ q$O)'(x)(-b)cp(o)(x)dx
0

= 1’ ;sin2 (y) (-b)dx

b f
= -- /(1 0
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Thus the energy of the ground state with first order perturbation correction
is

5006

An infinitely deep one-dimensional square well has walls at x = 0 and
x = L. Two small perturbing potentials of width a and height V are located
at x = L/4, x = (3/4)L, where a is small (o < L/100,  say) as shown in
Fig. 5.3. Using perturbation methods, estimate the difference in the energy
shifts between the n = 2 and n = 4 energy levels due to this perturbation.

( Wisconsin)

Fig. 5.3

Solution:

The energy levels and wave functions for a one-dimensional infinite po-
tential well are respectively

$&(X)  = n =  1,2,...  .

The shift of the energy level n, E$,ë)  = HA,, according to first order per-
turbation is given by
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sL/&a/2
HA, =

L/4--a/2

+

As a < L/100,  we can apply the mean value theorem to the integrals and
obtain

HAn=T [siní(y.$)+sinz  (?.?)I
2Va=-

L
sin2 T + sin2 T

>
.

Therefore, the change of energy difference between energy levels n = 2 and
n=4is

E(l) _ Ejl)  _ 2va
2 L (

sin2 % + sin2 2 - sin2 x - sin2 37r
)

4Va
=-.

L

5007

A particle of mass m moves in a one-dimensional potential box

1
oo for jz[ > 31~1,

0
V(x) =

fora<x<3a,

0 for -3a<x<-a,

\ KJ f o r  -a<x<a,

as shown in Fig. 5.4.
Consider the Vo part as a perturbation on a flat box (V = 0 for -3a <

x < 3a,  V = 00 for JzJ > 31~1) of length 6a. Use the first order perturbation
method to calculate the energy of the ground state.

( Wisconsin)
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V

.Ln-b
-3a -a a 3a

Fig. 5.4

Solution:

The energies and wave functions of a particle in a flat box of length 6a
are respectively

E(o) = 7r2h2n2
72ma2  ’

n =  1,2,...  ,

n = odd integer,

$J(ë)(x)  = /& sin z , n = even integer.

Particularly for the ground state, we have

7$ë(x)  = /& cos z
E(O)  _ .rr2h2

1 _-
72ma2 .

The energy correction of first order perturbation is given by

E(l) = (@ë(x),
where P = VO for -a < 5 5 a. Thus

,J$ë)  =

heroí) ,

dx = V,

Hence the energy of ground state given by first order perturbation is

E = E(O)  + E(l)  =
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5008

A one-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator is subjected to a small
perturbing potential W(x), producing a ìdimpleî at the center of the mo-
tion. Thus

Calculate the correction to the ground state energy of the oscillator to first
order in X in the event that

(a)  a c dV+G
(b) a >> d-.

Hints: the normalized ground state wave function of a simple harmonic
oscillator is

$0(z) = (~)1í4exp(--x2/Zft),

and

Jz‘

dx T-=_
_-oo  x2fcL2  a ’

(Columbia)

Solution:

The energy correction for the ground state given by first order pertur-
bation is

AE =  (OlSVlO)  = X (z) 1í2  I+==  ë,;;;;”
-cm

dx

~ i (z) ëI2  /_+_,  e-mwa2Y21hdy  = X/a2 .



A perfectly elastic
(a) Using classical

ball is bouncing between two parallel walls.
mechanics, calculate the change in energy per unit

time of the ball as the walls are slowly and uniformly moved closer together.
(b) Show that this change in energy is the same as the quantum me-

chanical result if the ballís quantum number does not change.
(c) If the ball is in the quantum state with n = 1, under what conditions

of wall motion will it remain in that state?
(Chicago)

Perturbation Theory

5009

303

Fig. 5.5

Solution:

(a) In classical mechanics, the energy of the ball is

dE JLL!PSo x = m dt ’
At a certain instant t, the walls are separated by L and the ball moves

to the right with speed vh. Because the collision is perfectly elastic, the
speed of the ball relative to the right wall before and after bouncing from
it remains the same:

v; + 211 = Vz + (-Vi)  ,

where 212 is the speed of the ball after bouncing. Thus,

?I; - v2 = -2vi ,

Ap = m(v; - v2) = -2mvi,

dE/dt = ; 2 PAP PM---_--
m At m

2mvl.$_py,
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where At = % is the time interval between two successive collisions. As
the right wall moves very slowly,

P P dLdE/dt-~vl=-i;.m.z

2 p2 dL 2E dL=--.--
L 2m dt =-ydt’

which is the rate of change of the energy of the ball according to classical
mechanics.

(b) As the motion of the right wall is very slow, the problem can be
treated as one of perturbation. If the wall motion can be neglected, we
have

n7r2h2
E,=-.

2mL2

If n does not change,

dE,/dt =T (-2) 3 g = _F dL/dt,

same as the classical result.
(c) If the energy change during one collision is much smaller than E2 -

El, the ball can remain in the state n = 1 (analogous to adiabatic processes
in thermodynamics). More precisely, as

we have

The condition
E2 - El >> lAE/

then gives

$ (22 - 12)  > 2

or
37TFL

I%/ ëz  -.4mL
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This means that the speed of the right wall should be much smaller than
H
4mL.

5010

Consider an electron in a ìone-dimensional boxî of length 1 A.
(a) Find the first 4 wave functions (normalize the wave functions) and

sketch them).
(b) Compute the corresponding 4 energy levels and sketch an energy

level diagram.
(c) At t = 0, the particle is known to be in the state for which n = 1.

At t = 0, a rectangular potential well Vi = --lo4 eV, centered at a/2 and
of width lo-l2 cm, is suddenly introduced into the well and kept there for
5~1O-l~  set, at which time it is removed. After removal of the perturbation,
what is the probability that the system will be found in each of the states
n = 2,, n = 3, and n = 4? (The height and width of the potential well is
characteristic of a neutron interacting with an electron).

Note: you can use your sketch to help you estimate the relevant matrix
elements.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The potential box can be represented by

V(x) =
0, O<x<a,

CQ, otherwise,

where a = 1 8, is the length of the box. The schrodinger  equation for the
electron is

7/Yí(x)  + y $(Z) = 0, z E LO, al ,
subject to the condition

T/J(X) = 0, xC[O, a].

As E = T + V is positive, the solutions must be sinusoidal with nodes at
x = 0 and x = a. Hence the normalized solutions are

ti?l =
2 . n7rx

/-
- sin - , xE [O,a], n=1,2 ,... .
a a
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The first 4 wave functions in [0, u] are as shown in Fig. 5.6:

0 a

Fig. 5.6

$1(X) =

2J TX
- sin - ,
a a

$I~(%)  = $Jsin  F ,

&(x) =
2

J-

3nx
a sin a,

2J 47rx
$4(x) =  ;sina.

(b) Substitution of +, in the SchrGdinger  equation gives

n7r 2( > 2mE-
a

=-jL-$->

or
E

n
= h27r2n2

2ma2’ n =  1, 2,...
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The first four energy levels are

El = Ii2~2/2ma2  = 0.602 x lo-ìerg  = 37.4 eV.

E2 = 4Er = 2.408 x lO_líerg  = 149.6 eV

E3 = 9E1 = 5.418 x lo-ìerg  = 336.6 eV

Ed = 16Er  = 9.632 x lO_líerg  = 598.4 eV.

These are shown in Fig. 5.7.

0 Q

Fig. 5.7

(c) The probability for finding the system in state n after the perturba-
tion is

P, = HA, 1 -r,,,
Tll

f= [ZL!&~~~(!!!.$!?)]ë,

where

s q+b
HA, = $;Vo$ldx  = ? /

2+-b
sin !?? sin T . dx .

5-b 2 - b a a

As b << a, the mean value theorem can be applied to the above integral
with x 2 4, dx = 2b and we have

4bVo
H;, z=s - sin y .

a 2

Thus H2r = 0, HaI = 0, Hz1 = 2x1o-ë28x1o4  = 2lo-

P2 = P4 = 0 )

eV. Therefore,
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with

fiwgl = 336.6 - 37.4 = 299.2 eV,

to = 5 x lo-l8  s.

5011

A charged particle is bound in a harmonic oscillator potential V =
$, kx2. The system is placed in an external electric field E that is constant
in space and time. Calculate the shift of the energy of the ground state to
order E2.

(Columbia)

Solut ion:

Take the direction of electric field as the x-direction. The Hamiltonian
of the system is

where fi’ = -qEx is to be treated as a perturbation.
The wave function of the ground state of a harmonic oscillator is

7)(x) = (x10) = /$exp (--ia2x2)  ,
where

As $0 is an even function, the first order correction (OjHílO)  = 0 and WC
have to go to the second order. For the harmonic oscillator we have
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and hence

H’0,n.  = -qE(Olzln) = -(qE/dh)  S,J .

Thus the energy correction for the ground state to order E2 is

q2E2 q2E2--=
=  2l%Kr2

_ -
2mw2  ’

where the partial sum CL excludes n = 0.

5 0 1 2

For a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, introduction of the dimen-
sionless coordinate and energy variables y = x(m~~/h)ë/~  and E,, =
2E,/tiwo  gives a SchrGdinger equation with kinetic energy operator T =
-& and potential energy V = y2.

(a) Using the fact that the only non-vanishing dipole matrix element is

(n + llyln) = ,/$ (and its Hermitean conjugate), find values for all the

non-vanishing matrix elements of y3 that connect to the ground state IO).
(b) The oscillator is perturbed by an harmonic potential Ví = cxy3.

Find the correction to the ground state energy in the lowest non-vanishing
order. (If you did not get complete answers in part(a), leave your result in
terms of clearly defined matrix elements, etc.)

(Berkeley)

Solut ion:

(4 As

the non-vanishing matrix elements connected to IO),

(ml~~l0)  = c b4vlk) (klvl0 (4vlO) 7
W
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are those with m = 3, k = 2, 1 = 1, and with m = 1, and k = 0, 1 = 1, or
k = 2, 1 = 1, namely

(b) Because $0 is an even function, (O]y3]O)  = 0, or the first order
energy correction (0)ay3]0)  is zero, and we have to calculate the second
order energy correction:

As

2~9,&n= - =2n+l,
LO

5013

Consider a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of frequency wa. Denote
the energy eigenstates by n, starting with n = 0 for the lowest. To the
original harmonic oscillator potential a time-independent perturbation % =
V(x) is added. Instead of giving the form of the perturbation V(x), we shall
give explicitly its matrix elements, calculated in the representation of the
unperturbed eigenstates. The matrix elements X are zero unless m and
n are even. A portion of the matrix is given below, where E is a small
dimensionless constant. [Note that the indices on this matrix run from
n = 0 to 4.1

1 0 7/ip 0 &ip

EtiWo L -&2 : 1;2

0 0

0 -m

0 0 0 0 0

m 0 -@ 0 318 )
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(a) Find the new energies for the first five energy levels to first order in
perturbation theory.

(b) Find the new energies for n = 0 and 1 to second order in perturbation
theory.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The energy levels to first order in perturbation theory are

E:, = E,, + HA,, .

where E,, = (n + i)tW,, HL, = (nIXIn).  Thus the energy for the first five
energy levels are

(b) The energies for n = 0 and 1 to the second order in perturbation
theory are

E; =  Eo+H;,+c  IHko12
kZO Eo - Ek

= ;two+EFuo+~  -’ I%o12

k#O -Icfiwo

=Tw0 [;+d (;+;+...)I,
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5014

A mass m is attached by a massless  rod of length 1 to a pivot P and
swings in a vertical plane under the influence of gravity (see Fig. 5.8).

Fig. 5.8

(a) In the small angle approximation find the energy levels of the system.
(b) Find the lowest order correction to the ground state energy resulting

from inaccuracy of the small angle approximation.
(Columbia)

Solution:

(a) Take the equilibrium position of the point mass as the zero point
of potential energy. For small angle approximation, the potential energy of
the system is

V = mgZ(1  - cost)) z t mg102  ,

and the Hamiltonian is
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H = i m12d2 + i mgM2.

By comparing it with the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, we obtain
the energy levels of the system

where w = m.
(b) The perturbation Hamiltonian is

H’ = mgZ(1  - cos8) - k mg1d2

1 m9 4z--&mglB4=-~~x,

with x = le. The ground state wave function for a harmonic oscillator is

$0 = J$exp (-io2x2)

with cr = m. The lowest order correction to the ground state energy
resulting from inaccuracy of the small angle approximation is

Eí = (OlH'lO)  = -A y (01x410).

As

w410) = 5 s_m
Ccl

x4 exp(-(r2x2)dx = -& ,
FL2El=_--

32m12 .

5015

A quantum mechanical rigid rotor constrained to rotate in one plane has
moment of inertia I about its axis of rotation and electric dipole moment
~1 (in the plane).
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This rotor is placed in a weak uniform electric field E, which is in the
plane of rotation. Treating the electric field as a perturbation, find the first
non-vanishing corrections to the energy levels of the rotor.

Y

1 lJ
0

+

X

I

( Wisconsin)

E--,

Fig. 5.9

Solution:

Take the plane of rotation of the rotor as the sy plane with the z-axis
parallel to E as shown in Fig. 5.9. In the absence of external electric field
the Hamiltonian of rotor is

H =_h?z0 21 de2 1

and the eigenequation is

ti2 a2+- -  -
21 882 =W,

which has solutions

11, = &eimo, m=O,fl,f2 ,... ,

corresponding to energy levels

h2m2
Egoí=  -.

21

When the external electric field acts on the system and may be treated as
perturbation, the Hamiltonian of perturbation is

Hí=  -/.L.E = -pECOSe.
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The first order energy correction is

The second order energy correction is

As

(míIHíI7-n)  = -2

CL&=--
4n

P&

J
27r

ki(m-m'+l)e
+ ,i(m-m'-I)+91 de

0

= -- (dmJ,m+l  + 6m,,m-11,n
L

J
2.x

&m--m')@ Cose&

0

we have

E(z) = $z . $

_ /L2E21

5016

The polarization of a diatomic  molecule in weak electric fields may be
treated by considering a rigid rotator with moment of inertia I and electric
dipole moment d in a weak electric field E.

(a) Ignoring the motion of the center of mass write down the Hamilto-
nian H of the rigid rotator in the form of HO + Hí.

(b) Solve the unperturbed problem exactly. How are the levels degen-
erate?

(c) Calculate the lowest order correction to all the energy levels by non-
degenerate perturbation method.

(d) Explain why is nondegenerate perturbation method applicable here
and how are the levels degenerate.
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The following relation may be useful:

Solution:

(a) Take the z-axis in the direction of the field. The Hamiltonian of the
rotator is

H=~-d.E=$lEcos8.

Considering -dE cos 8 as a perturbation, we have

I&=$, H’ = -dEcosI3.

(b) The eigenfunctions of the unperturbed system are

$j)jm = yjrn(e7  9) 9

where m = -j, (-j + l), . . . , (j - l), j, and the energy eigenvalues are
E(O)  _ j(j+l)fi’ Th 11 .
dr&znd oní&  at all.

e eve s are (2j + 1)-fold degenerate since I$$ does not

(c) The first order energy correction is

(jml - dE cos OIjm)  = -dE(jml  cos Oljm)
lr

= - d E
ss

zi?
cosesinededq  = 0 .

0 0

For the second order correction we calculate

’ lWW12
E(o)n _ E(O) ’t

where n, i denote pairs of j, m and the prime signifies exclusion of i = n in
the summation. As the non-vanishing matrix elements are only

(j + 1, ml - dEcosf?ljm) = -dE
J

(j+l-m)(j+l+m)
(2j + 1)(2j + 3) ’

(j - 1, ml - dEcos8ljm) = -dE (j + m)(j  - m>
(2j + l)(Zj - 1) ’
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the lowest order energy correction is

317

21d2E2E(2)  = ~
h2

(j+1-m)(j+l++,)
(2j+1)(2?+3)[j(j+l)-(j+1)(j+2)]

(j+m)(j-m)
+ (2j + 1)(2j - l)[j(j  + 1) - j(j - l)] 1

Id2E2[j(j  + 1) - 3~4
= ft2j(j + 1)(2j  - 1)(2j  + 3) .

(d) Because H’ is already diagonal in the j subspace, the nondegenerate
perturbation theory is still applicable. However even with the perturbation,
degeneracy does not completely disappear. In fact states with same j but
opposite m are still degenerate.

5017

A rigid rotator with electric dipole moment P is confined to rotate in
a plane. The rotator has moment of inertia I about the (fixed) rotation
axis. A weak uniform electric field E lies in the rotation plane. What are
the energies of the three lowest quantum states to order E2?

(MIT)

Solution:

The Hamiltonian for the free rotator is

Fig. 5.10
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H =1,2=_Fi2dz0 21 4J 21 dq52‘
A Schrodinger  equation then gives the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions

(m = 0, fl, f2,. . .)

When a weak uniform electric field E is applied, the perturbation Hamil-
tonian is

Hí=-E.P=Xcosc$,

where X = -EP. The matrix elements of the perturbation Hamiltonian is

(4Híb)  = $ /2n ei@-")@cos4d4 = i(sn,m+l +6,,,_1).
0

Define Ego) and E by

Helm) = E,$'+rQ, (Ho +H')I) = El) >

and expand I) in jm) E $J$,?(c$):

I)= 2 Cmlm).
m=-CC

Then

or

Multiplying both sides by (nl we have, on account of the orthonormality of
Im) and the property of (nlH'[m)  given above,

or

c Cm(E - @,?)6mn  - ; c Cm(bm,n-1  + bm,,+l) = o,
m m

(E-E"')& - bn_, - bn+, = 0.n 2 2
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Expanding E and C,, as power series in A:

E=-f+ë)P,  Cn_~@ëpíxp,
p=o p=o

and substituting in the above, we obtain perturbation equations of different
orders:

),o . (E(o)  _ Eiî))  Ciî)  = 0,

~1 : (E(o)  _ E;O)) ,$$ + E(ë)Ciî)  - f @, - ; crjl = 0,

x2 : (E(o)  _ EF)) CF) + @C;) + E(2)cAo)

; cy, - f cf21 = 0,--

. . .

To find the energy level EE, we first see that the zeroth order equation
(Er) - ELí))  C$,” = 0 requires CA” = 0 if k # n. Hence we write

CA” = a&,$ + a-,&,-k. (1)

Substitution in the first order equation gives

(Ep) - E~ì))C~)  + ECí)  (&k&k + a-k&%,-k)

- f (ak&-1,k + a-k&-I.-k $ akbn+l,k + adn+l,_k)  =  0.

When n = fk, we have
Etí)  = 0.

When n # fk, we have

cp=_l
2 E(O) t E(O) cakbn-i,k + a-kbn-L-k  + ak&+l,k  + a-k&+1,-k)

n k

1 1=--
2 ,@I _ @)
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Substituting CL” in the second order equation gives for n = k

i.e.,

EQ)C(O)  = 1 (cp, + $2,)k 2

(cp, + C/yí)

-

=-

+

1
2 E(o) y E(o) (CP’  + CL%}

k+l k

1 1
4 1

ErAI
_

Er)
(cp2 + cp,

1
E(O) _ ,$) (2)

k + l

For the ground state k = 0, Eq. (1) gives Cr) # 0, Clp,)  = Cp) = 0, and
so Eq. (2) becomes

E(2)@) = -a Ecoj t EcoJ + Ecoj '
{ - 1 0 1

_  ,$)
} Cp) .

Hence
Ec2)  = _A 1 I

0 2 Eiî)  _@ =  -3’

For the first exited state k = fl, Eq. (1) gives Cfi # 0, and Eq. (2)
becomes

,?3(2)C(ì)  = _ 1 1
1

{4  ,$) _ $1
(Clp,’  + C,ëo))

1
+ $1 _ Eiî) (CiO’ + cpí)

>

1 1 1=--
4 N

- -
E$@ _ E(O)1 EY)
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and

1

Elí,’  - El_q)

1
Ep) _ Ep)

as E(O) = 0, C$ = 0, or0

C,(O)  + 1 1 Cp,’ = 0
4 Ey)

and

These are homogeneous equations in Cf and Co,. Solving the secular
equation, we obtain for the first excited state two energies

Et21  = 1 ’ 1

(

1 1
1+ - - - - -

4 E,(O) 4  I$ë_  Eiî) Eiî)
)

51
= 6fi2  ’

E(2)=_iL_f

(

1 1

)

I
l- 4 Ey) 4  $1 _  E;ë) -p =--6fi2 .

For the second exited state k = f2, Eq. (1) gives Cífi  # 0 and Eq. (2)
becomes

1 1
Eiî)  _ @) + Ep) _ Ep) ’

Thus

Ec2) = -1 1 1 I
2 4 Ejî)  _ Ep) + Ep) _ Ep) =15ft2.

Therefore, the energy correction to the second order perturbation for the
ground state is

E. = X2,9c2)  = _-IcEpI
0 Ii2 '
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for the first exited state is

E
1+

= Fi” + 5 I(W2
21 6 Ii2

) El_ = fL”  _ 1 Wd2
21 6 Ii2 ’

and for the second exited state is

& _  2fi2 ; A WPj2
I 15 -S--’

5018

A rod of length d and uniform mass distribution is pivoted at its center
and constrained to rotate in a plane. The rod has mass M and charge +Q
and -Q fixed at either end.

(a) Describe this system quantum mechanically, finding its Hamiltonian,
eigenfunctions and their eigenvalues.

(b) If a constant weak electric field E lying in the plane of rotation is
applied to this system, what are the new eigenfunctions and energies to
first order in E?

(c) If the applied electric field is very strong, find an approximate wave
function and energy for the ground state.

(CUS)

Y

1
l Qke

X

Fig. 5.11

Solution:

(a) Take the plane of rotation as the zy plane as shown in Fig. 5.11.
The Hamiltonian of the system is

Ej=_!!z
21 de2 ’
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where I = h Md2,  and the eigenequation is

The solutions of the eigenequation are

T+!J~(~)  = ceikme,

where lc2 = w. For single-valuedness, i.e. r+&(0  + 2n) = ?Jm(8),  wem
require

Ic, = 0, fl, f2,. . . .

The normalization of the eigenfunctions requires

c2. 21r = 1, or c = -
AV

Thus the eigenfunctions are

$,(0)  = & eikme,  k, = 0,&l, f2,. . . ,

and the corresponding eigenvalues are

(b) Take the direction of the constant field E as the x direction. Then
E = Eez, and the Hamiltonian of the system is

iI=-~  &+v(e),

where
V(e) = -P. E = -QdEcosO.

Let
fi =_!Cd’0 21 a82 ’

and consider V(O) as perturbation, i.e., I?’ = -QdE cos 8.
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The unperturbed eigenfunctions and eigenvalues have been given in (a)
and are respectively

I+!J,(~)  = & eime,  Em = F = z,
m = 0, fl,  f2,. . . .

As E, is determined by mí,  q!~~(f?) and q!~_~(8)  are degenerate. However
as

(-mlv(e)  I4 =
s

gZn  (-QdE) cos e . & e2imede  = 0,

we can still use the results of nondegenerate perturbation theory:

EG) = (mIfil(m) = & /02n (-QdE) cosede = 0,

As

(nlfi, Im)  = & 12= (-QdE) case . &m-n)’ de

=&  (-QdE) i .2~(6rn-n+l,o  + 6m-n-1,0)

=- & QdE (bn-n+l,o  + &n-n-1,0),

$2’  = Md3QE 1 1

12/i?
- _ ei(m+lYJ
2m+1  J21;

+ Md3QE 1 1.-.-e i(m-1)O

12V I-2m &G

1 $m+l)8  + ,i(m-1)O

l - 2 m

Hence in first order perturbation, the energies and wave functions as are as
follows:
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1_ ei(n+l)e + 1
x 2m+l[

ei(m-  lp.9

l-2m I.(c) If the electric field is very strong, the probability that 8 is in the
small-angle region is very large. Thus COSB  GZ 1 - i e2 and the Hamiltonian
is

if=-;-&+(-QdE)

P a2=- zs+;QdE82-QdE.

This has the form of the Hamiltonian of a harmonic oscillator (Prob-

lem 5008) with wg = $_y and a perturbation H’ = -QdE. Then
for the ground state we have

EC,  = ; two + (OlHílO)  = f hE-QdE= fi/!j$f-QdE,

where (Y =

5019

(a) State all the energy levels of a symmetric top with principal moments
of inertia 11 = 12 = I # 13.

(b) A slightly asymmetric top has no two Iís exactly equal, but II- 12 =
A # 0, 11 + 12 = 21, (A/21) < 1. Compute the J = 0 and J = 1 energies
through O(A).

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) Let (z, y,z) denote the rotating coordinates fixed in the top. The
Hamiltonian of the system is
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= 5 (J,”  + J,ì)  + & J,”
3

Hence a state with quantum numbers J, m has energy

which gives the energy levels of the symmetric top.
(b) For the slightly asymmetric top the Hamiltonian is

= Ho + H’ ,

where H’ = $z (J, - J,ì,,  to be considered as a perturbation.
Defining J* = J, f i Jv we have

Noting that

J+bm) = d(j+m+l)(j-m)lj,m+l),

J-bm)=J(j-m+l)(j+m)lj,m-l),

Jiljm) = J*(J*Ijm)),

we have

J;lOO) = JT (00) = 0,

J$O) = J:jlO)  = 0,

J$, 1) = 0, J;ll, -1) = 2h2111),

Jzll, -1) = 0, Jzlll)  = 2fi2(1,  - 1 ) .
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Hence for the perturbed states:
(i) J = 0, m = 0, (nondegenerate):

E; =E~'+(OO)H'100)=Ef)  =O.

(ii) J = 1, m = 0, (nondegenerate):

E; = Ep) + (10IHíllO)  = .@) = ëi”
I'

(iii) J = 1, m = fl, (two-fold degenerate):
As degeneracy occurs, we first calculate

(1, -lIHíll,  -1) = (1,11Híjll)  = 0,

(1, -1IHíIll)  = (llIHI1, -1) = $.

We then form the secular equation

Xl -

i.e.,

x
AFL2- -
412 = o

AfL2 x ’--
412

This equation has two solutions

which means that
into two levels:

(a) Using a simple hydrogenic wave function for each electron, calculate

by perturbation theory the energy in the ground state of the He atom as-
sociated with the electron-electron Coulomb interaction (neglect exchange
effects). Use this result to estimate the ionization energy of helium.

327

A*=*$,
the energy of the states J = 1, m = fl, El,fl, splits

ri2 h2 Ah2
J%,H = z7 + 21 zt 412.

3

5020
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(b) Calculate the ionization energy by using the variational method,
with the effective charge Z in the hydrogenic wave function as the varia-
tional parameter. Compare the results of (a) and (b) with the experimental
ionization energy of 1.807Es,  where Eo = a2mc2/2.

Note:

J J
d3rld3r2e-a(r1+ra)/lrl  - f.21 = 207r2/a5.

(Columbia)

Solution:

(a) The unperturbed Hamiltonian of the system is

The wave functions have the form

Q = $(n, r2) XO(~lr,  S2r)

For the ground state,

d+1,  r2) = 7+h00(7-1>$100(7-2))

where

$JIOO(~)  =
23$3 exp{-Z~laol
=a0

with as = ti2/me2.  Treating the electron-electron interaction .&f as
perturbation, the energy correction to first order in perturbation theory i

AE = (IIí)  =e2
J J

;ì:yt;  l~100~~1~121~loo(~2)12

=e2 (s)2 JJ ;ë::f~em[-~(n+n)]
23 2 203 5Ze2

= e2 - .-=( >7rai

( >
2z

5 T&-’
a0
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The energy levels of a hydrogen-like atom are given by

and so the energy of the ground state of the system excluding the electron-
electron Coulomb interaction is

e2Z2Eo=-2!?&_.
0 a0

Hence the corrected energy of the ground state of helium is

e2Z2 5Ze2 lie’E=-- -=--
a0 + 8a0 4ao ’

with 2 = 2 for helium nucleus.
The ionization energy is the energy required to remove the two electrons

of helium atom to infinity. Thus for the ground state

with 2 = 2 for helium nucleus, i.e.,

I = 1.5E0,

with
1

rnc’ = - cr2mc2,
2

a being the fine structure constant.
(b) The Hamiltonian of He with electron-electron interaction is

H = -%(VT  +Vg)-  Ze2/rl - Ze2/r2 +e2/r12

with 2 = 2, 7-12  = (rr - rsl. For the ground state use a trial wave function

x3
qi(rl, x-2, A) = ; e-X(P1+ë2)  .
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Let U(T) = eeXí.  Then

(+ ;) U(T) = -&),

i.e.,

Setting

(-g v2 - g
>

X2h2
u(r)  = --

.-Jm u(r).

Zeí-$=g,
we have, using the above results,

HZ SJ d3rld3rzG* _$+$7;_~_~+,$  cp
>

=
JJ

d3rld3rz@*
X21i2 d (T_-----

m r1 7.2

X2h2 2clx3
=-- - - -

m lr J

e-2Xr, e2X6
- d3rl  + 7

JJ
d3qd3r2

e-2w=l+rz)

Tl T12

As

J
e-2xrl
-d3rl =

s

00 e-2xr,
- 4vrrTdrl  = r/X2,

7ë1 0 Tl

HZ-
X2h2 x6 207r2
--2aX+-  -

m 79 (2X)5

X2h2=- -
m ( >

22-z e2X.

Letting g = 0, we get

Therefore, the energy of the ground state is

2
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as Z = 2 a0 = &, and the ground state ionization energy is

I = _Z2e2r+(z-;)2$  [(32-2] $I.695Eo
0

Thus the result from the variational method is in better agreement
experiment.

5021

331

with

A particle of mass m moves in one dimension in the periodic potential

2lrx
V ( x )  =  vscos - .

( >cr

We know that the energy eigenstates can be divided into classes character-
ized by an angle 13 with wave functions 4(x) that obey C#J(X  + u) = eie4(x)
for all x. For the class 0 = 7r, this becomes 4(x + a) = --4(x)  (antiperiodic
over length a).

(a) Even when VO = 0, we can still classify eigenstates by 8. For which
values of Ic does the plane wave 4(x) = eikz satisfy the antiperiodic con-
dition over length a? What is the energy spectrum of the class 0 = 7r for
ve = O?

(b) When Vi is small (i.e. VO < h2/mu2), calculate the lowest two
energy eigenvalues by first order perturbation theory.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) For the plane wave $(x)  = eikz,  we have

$J(X + a) = eik(z+a) = eika$(x).

If k satisfies
ku = (27~  + 1)x, (n = 0, fl, f2,. . .)

the plane wave satisfies the antiperiodic condition

$(x + u) = --q(x).
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The corresponding energy spectrum is

E,= z(2n+I)2. (n=O,fl,f2  ,...)

(b) If Vo cc &, one can treat

as a perturbation imposed on the free motion of a particle. For the ground
state, the eigenvalue and eigenfunction of the free particle are respectively
(n = 0, -1; i.e., ka = 7r, -4)

E(O)  _ h2.rr2
( -ì,  1
_-

2ma2  ’

Let F = p and consider (mlHíln). We have

(-lIHí/  - 1) = (OlHílO)  = 9 /acos  (T) dx=O,
0

(-1)HíIO)  = (OlHíI  - 1) = $ Ja e*iPz(eiflz  + ,-iPy dz
0

v,=-_
2

Hence for ground state,

and the secular equation for first order perturbation is
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giving
E(l)  = *$

Thus the ground state energy level splits into two levels

These are the lowest energy eigenvalues of the system.

5022

An electron is moving in one dimension (z) subject to the periodic
boundary condition that the wave function reproduces itself after a length
L (L is large).

(a) What is the Hamiltonian for the free particle, and what are the
stationary states of the system ? What is the degeneracy of these states?

(b) Now add a perturbation

V(x) = & cos  qx ,

where qL = 27rN  (N is a large integer), recalculate the energy levels and
stationary states to first order in E for an electron momentum of q/2.

(c) Calculate the correction to the energy of order s2 to your answer in
part (b).

(d) Repeat part (b) for electron momentum near, but not equal to, q/2.
(Omit the calculation for stationary states.)

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian of a free particle of mass m is

H=_12dZ
2m  dx2  ’

The wave functions of its stationary states are

@k(x) = -& eiîî  ,
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where

k =  Fn. (n=fl,f2,...)

All the energy states E = s n2 have two-fold degeneracy.
(b) Because iV is a large integer, we can treat f = y as the middle

point of the Brillouin zone and take

2
7&(X) = -cos-$L

ëT,  7+b2(x)  = 2 s i n  y
$

as the state vectors. On introducing the perturbation H’ = E cos qx, where
q = y, we first calculate (m(Hí(n):

(llHí12)  = (21Híll)

2E L=-
sL 0

sin y cos Y cos qxdx = 0,

(1JHíIl)  = - (2lHí12)

Hence the perturbation matrix is

As it is already diagonalized the energy corrections to first order perturba-
tion are z!z~. Thus the energy levels and wave functions of the system are,
respectively,

E; = g (f)2 + f , G;(x) =

Ei=g (i)2-i, I+!J;(x)=
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(c) The energy corrections accuracte  to order &2 are given by non-
degenerate perturbation theory as

I 1
2

x
c, El - EL

sin klx cos qx cos y dx

cos kl x cos qx cos $f dx

7Tl&2=--4Pq2 ’ (h > 0)

2

z sin klx cos qx sin y dx

2E L
+  Lo(J cos’ klx cos qx sin y dx

= &2/4

; (;)2_ g (Z)”

mE2=-- 4h2q2.
Hence the corrected energy levels are

+ti2
2m 0 2

g2

E2=!.!& 0 ; 2_E_k.  24FPq2
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(d) Let the momentum be ; + A, where A is a small number of either
sign, and take for the wave functions

ëh(X)=  zCOS(i + A) x M g (COST - Axsin y) ,

&(x)=~sin(~+A)x=fi(sin~+Axcos~).

Following the procedure in (b), we find that the elements of the first-
order perturbation matrix are the same as in (b) if small quantities of order
&A are neglected. Thus the first order energy corrections are equal to those
given in (b).

5023

Consider the one-dimensional motion of an electron confined to a po-
tential well V(x) = i kx2 and subjected also to a perturbing electric field
F = FP.

(a) Determine the shift in the energy levels of this system due to the
electric field.

(b) The dipole moment of this system in state n is defined as P, =
-e(x),, where (x), is the expectation value of x in the state n. Find the
dipole moment of the system in the presence of the electric field.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian of the system is

H=-; V2+; kx2-qFx

q2F2=- ; VI2 -I- ; kxf2 - 21c ,

where xí = x - k .!l!z
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Hence the energy shift due to the perturbing electric field Fii is

(b) The expectation value of z in state n is

Therefore the dipole moment of the system is

p =-eqF=e2Fn k x7 (4 = -e).

5024

If a very small uniform-density sphere of charge is in an electrostatic
potential V(r), its potential energy is U(r) = V(r) + f r~VîV(r)  + . . . ,
where r is the position of the center of the charge and TO is its very small
radius. The ìLamb shiftî can be thought of as the small correction to the
energy levels of the hydrogen atom because the physical electron does have
this property. If the ri term of U is treated as a very small perturbation
compared to the Coulomb interaction V(r) = -eí/r.,  what are the Lamb
shifts for the Is and 2p levels of the hydrogen atom? Express your result
in terms of rg and fundamental constants.

The unperturbed wave functions are

$b(r) =  2~;
3/z . e- r/aîy~  ; $2pm  (r) = & a,g5/ëre-ë12aB  ylm  ,

where oB = ti2/m,e2.

Solution:

(CUS)

The state 1s is nondegenerate, so the energy correction is

AE = (lsJHí(ls).
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= 2 (4)

Yo"= &( > 3

(-4r)b(r)  = $7$e26(r),

we have

A E =
J

F rie26(r)l+iS(x)12  dx

2 r2e2
= $ rie217j1,(0))2  = i $-- .

B

The perturbation Hí, being a b-function, has an effect only if $(O) # 0. As
+2pm(0)  =  0, H’ has no effect on the energy, i.e., AEz,,  = 0.

5025

Positronium is a hydrogen atom but with a positron as ìnucleusî, in-
stead of a proton. In the nonrelativistic limit, the energy levels and wave
functions are the same as for hydrogen, except for scale.

(a) Prom your knowledge of the hydrogen atom, write down the normal-
ized wave function for the 1s ground state of positronium. Use spherical
coordinates and the hydrogenic Bohr radius a0 as a scale parameter.

(b) Evaluate the root-mean-square radius for the 1s state in units of as.
Is this an estimate of the physical diameter or the radius of positronium?

(c) In the s states of positronium there is a contact hyperfine interaction

where p, and pp are the electron and positron magnetic moments

( e
lJ=gij&y .>
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For electrons and positrons, 191 = 2. Using first order perturbation theory
compute the energy difference between the singlet and triplet ground states.
Determine which state lies lowest. Express the energy splitting in GHz (i.e.,
energy divided by Planckís constant). Get a number!

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) By analogy with the hydrogen atom the normalized wave function
for the 1s ground state of positronium is

$rao(r)  = i ( +--)3í2  e-r/2ao

with ac = 5, m being the electron rest mass. Note that the factor 2 in
front of as is to account for the fact that the reduced mass is p = irn.

(b) The mean-square radius for the 1s state is

(r2) = ---& j,-= e-ë-la0  r2 . r2dr

a;=-
J

m 3a2
8n o e

-xz4dz=  0,
n-

and the root-mean-square radius is

m= cat.

This can be considered a physical estimate of the radius of positronium.
(c) Taking the spin into account a state of the system is to be described

by In,4m,S,SZ), where S and S, are respectively the total spin and the
z-component of the spin. Thus

= J ~(rMoo(r)  xl$(sL)cle  . CL~X~(S~)

87r=-3 (&)2  I~100(o)12X;t;(S~)Se  .spXs(Sr)

=f (f.J2.$ [;s(s+l)-;]  6ss&,s;,
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where we have used

and so

s = s, + sp

se . sp = f [S2 - (SZ + s;,]
1=-2

[
S(S+l)-2 yj

(ë>  (i+l)] .

For the singlet state, S = 0, S, = 0,

For the triplet state, S = 1, S, = 0, fl,

AEr  =A $
( )

2

g>o
a0 .

Thus the singlet ground state has the lowest energy and the energy splitting
of the ground state is

AEr-AEe=  (A+;) (;)2g=; (;)ëmc2

1 l4
=3 1 3 7( )

- -0.51 x lo6 = 4.83 x 10v4  eV,

corresponding to

v = AE/h = 1.17 x 10îHz  = 117 GHz.

5626

Consider the proton to be a spherical shell of charge of radius R. Using
first order perturbation theory calculate the change in the binding energy
of hydrogen due to the non-point-like nature of the proton. Does the sign
of your answer make sense physically? Explain,

Note: You may use the approximation R < a0 throughout this problem,
where as is the Bohr radius.

(MIT)
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Solution:

If we consider the proton to be a spherical shell of radius R and charge
e, the potential energy of the electron, of charge -e, is

e2- -

R
,  OSrlR,

V(r) =
e2- -
r ’

RITLW

Take the difference between the above V(T)  and the potential energy -$
due to a point-charge proton as perturbation:

The energy correction given by first order perturbation is

As AE > 0, the ground state energy level of the hydrogen atom would
increase due to the non-point-like nature of the proton, i.e., the binding
energy of the hydrogen atom would decrease. Physically, comparing the
point-like and shell-shape models of the proton nucleus, we see that in the
latter model there is an additional repulsive action. As the hydrogen atom
is held together by attractive force, any non-point-like nature of the proton
would weaken the attractive interaction in the system, thus reducing the
binding energy.

5027

Assume that the proton has a nonzero radius rp ìN  lo-i3 cm and that its
charge is distributed uniformly over this size. Find the shift in the energy
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of the 1s and 2p states of hydrogen due to the difference between a point
charge distribution and this extended charge.

(Columbia)

Solution:

The Coulomb force an electron inside the sphere of the proton experi-
ences is

3 1rZe, = -cre,.
G

The electrical potential energy of the electron is

Vz=-c  f o r  r>_rP,
r

Continuity at rP requires that V~(T,)  = Vz(rp),  giving C = -4 $ . Thus

I e2- -
r ’ T > rp,

The Hamiltonian of the system is

where
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Hence

E;, = (nZmlHíln2m)  = (nZlHílnZ)

where
2 -r/a , R21=

1 T
RIO =  - e

2&-J3/2  x a  e
-r/2a

a312

with a = s .
As rp << a we can take e-ëla  M 1. Integrating the above gives the

energy shifts of 1s and 2p states:

Eio  = (101Hí(lO)  z $$,

E;, = (21lH721)  M 3.

5028

An atom has a nucleus of charge Z and one electron. The nucleus has
a radius R, inside which the charge (protons) is uniformly distributed. We
want to study the effect of the finite size of the nucleus on the electron
energy levels:

(a) Calculate the potential taking into account the finite size of the
nucleus.

(b) Calculate the level shift due to the finite size of the nucleus for the
1s state of Pb208 using perturbation theory.

(Assume that R is much smaller than the Bohr radius and approximate
the wave function accordingly)

(c) Give a numerical answer to (b) in cm-í assuming R = ToA~/~,  where
TO = 1.2 fermi,

(Columbia)
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Solution:

(a) The electric field E of a uniform sphere of radius R and charge Q is
given by Gaussí theorem

4rQ, TZR,
hr2E =

47r ($r3p)  =4n. (;I3  Q, T < R.

to be

T 2 R,
E=

T < R.

Then the electrical potential energy of an electron in the Coulomb field of
the finite-sized nucleus of charge Ze is

v=- eEdr

2

- -
T ’

-ìI

T 2 4

=

Ze2

2R
l- iz

(11 T 2
=g [3-(;)2],  r<R.

(b) Rewrite the potential energy as

v = vi + Ví,

where
r>R,

[3-(;)2],  r<R,

and treat Ví as a perturbation. The energy correction for the 1s state to
first order is

AEI, = (lslVí[ls) =
J
f= l?,b1s12Ví4mí2dT

R
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where a = mfii,Z, ase

for r 2 R < a.
(c) Pb208  has 2 = 82, A = 208, thus

AEl,  =; (;)’ (uKí)~  (;)’ Z4

x (0.51 x 106)s x

= 8.83 eV .

1.2 x lo--l3 x 2083
2

6.58 x lo-l6 x 3 x 1OíO
x 824

The corresponding wavenumber is

1 v AE 8.83-=_=---_
X c hc 4.135 x 10-1s x 3 x 1010

=7.12 x lo4 cm-í _

5029

Consider the hydrogen-like atom resulting when an aluminum atom
(2 = 13, A = 27) has been stripped of all but one of its electrons. Com-
pute the effect of the finite size of the nucleus (assumed to be a uniformly
charged sphere) on the electronic ground state, i.e., compute the difference
between the ground state energy when the nucleus has a physically realistic
size and the ground state energy for a point-nucleus. Express the result: a)
in electron volts, b) as a fraction of the ionization energy of this atom.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

If we treat the nucleus as a uniformly charged sphere, the electrical
potential energy of the electron is

VI = -Ze2/r for r > p,
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p being the radius of the nucleus. Inside the nuclues the electron suffers a

3Coulomb force F = -Ze2 i
0

f = -Ze2r/P3, the corresponding poten-

tial energy being V = $-$ ~~ + C, where C is a constant. The continuity
of the potential at the surface of the nucleus, VI(P) = Vs(P),  requires that
C=_?ti  Thus

2 P’

Ze2

I-’ TLP,

V(T) = zezr 2
T

2P i10 1- 3  , Tsp.

The Hamiltonian of the electron can be written as

P2
H = - + V O ( T ) + H í ,

2 m

where

and

o),

T>P,

is to be treated as a perturbation.
The first order energy correction is then

(lOO~Hí/lOO)  =
J

Om  R;o(~)R10(~)Hí(~)~2d~

= J0
'R:,(T)$ [(~)2+~-3]  T2dr

=
J

p Z4e2 2

Qre
-2Zr/o 1_  _ 3 + L 4T2dT,

0 T 2P 2P3 >

where a = ti2/m,e2 = 5.3 x lo-’ cm (Bohr radius).
As

P = T~&/~, To =  1 . 2  X  10-13Cm,  zp =
TOAí~~Z

= 0.88 x 1o-3 < 1,
a a
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we can take e-2zîla  E 1 and

AE = (1001HíjlOO)

3r2 T4
r-2p+2p3 dr

4Z4e2 ( P2 p”  I P5
=a3 ?Y-2p lop3 >

2Z4e2p2 2 e2 2=
5a3

=5a --. z4 0 p
.a

(a) As e2/2a = 13.6eV,

AE = ;. 13.6. Z4 ( :)2 = ; x 13.6 x 132 x (0.88 x 10-3)2  = 1.4 x 10m3eV.

(b) In terms of the ionization energy of the atom El = F,

2 Z2e2
AE=5n (T)2=; (?>’ Er=3.1x10-7E1.

5030

A proposal has been made to study the properties of an atom composed
of a n+(m,+ = 237.2m,)  and a p-(m,-  = 206.77m,)  in order to measure
the charge radius of the pion.  Assume that all of the pion charge is spread
uniformly on a spherical shell at & = lo-l3 cm and that the /.L is a point
charge. Express the potential as a Coulomb potential for a point charge
plus a perturbation and use perturbation theory to calculate a numerical
value for the percentage shift in the 1s -2p energy difference A. Neglect spin
orbit effects and Lamb shift. Given

FL2 1
ao=y,

m e
&o(r) =  -( >

z
2e-ë/ao,  &1(T) = $

4 T e--rlao

a0 (>0 Z-JT'

(Wisconsin)

Solution:

The Coulomb potential energy of the muon is

v =
-f forr>R,

-% forr<R.
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It can be written in the form

v=vo+ví=-$+Ví,
where

0 for r 2 R,

v í = 1 1

( )
- - -
r R

e í  forr<R,

is to be treated as a perturbation.
The energy levels and wave functions of the unperturbed system are

En=-&,
0 2

I+!Q’  = R.d(T)Gt(e~ 9)

As spin orbit and Lamb effects are to be neglected, we need only consider
R,l in perturbation calculations. Thus

AEi, = e2
s0

mR~oVír2&=  $lR e-g (b-k)  rídr,

where ae = 2, m being the reduced mass of the system:

m = m,m, pm,=-
m,+m, P+l

with

Hence

p= z = 1.15.

x 0.53 x lOWa = 4.8 x 10-l’ cm.

Thus a0 >> R and the factor exp(-2r/ae) in the integrand above may be
neglected. Hence

A,J&z$~~ (i-i)  rídr=i  ($) (E)ë,

AEzr,-&lR  (i-k) r4dr=&, (g) (5)ë.
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Therefore

A& - A-%, z5
E2p - El,

5031

Muonic atoms consist of mu mesons (mass m, = 206m,) bound to
atomic nuclei in hydrogenic orbits. The energies of the mu mesic levels
are shifted relative to their values for a point nucleus because the nuclear
charge is distributed over a region with radius R. The effective Coulomb
potential can be approximated as

-Ze2
r>R,

V(T) =
(;-;;),  TSR.

(a) State qualitatively how the energies of the ls,2s,2p,3~,3~,3d
muonic levels will be shifted absolutely and relative to each other, and
explain physically any differences in the shifts. Sketch the unperturbed
and perturbed energy level diagrams for these states.

(b) Give an expression for the first order change in energy of the Is state
associated with the fact that the nucleus is not point-like.

(c) Estimate the 2s-2p  energy shift under the assumption that R/a,  <
1, where a, is the ìBohr radiusî for the muon and show that this shift
gives a measure of R.

(d) When is the method of part (b) likely to fail? Does this method
underestimate or overestimate the energy shift? Explain your answer in
physical terms. Useful information:

$ls = 2N0e-T'aM  yOo(B,+),

e-r/2ap  Yoo(6,  4) ,

NO z e--r/2ap  YI, (0, 4) ,
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where

( >

3/2

fvlJ=L .
a,

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) If the nucleus were a point particle of charge Ze, the Coulomb
potential energy of the muon would be Ve = -q. Let H’ = V - VO
and consider it as perturbation. Then the perturbation Hamiltonian of the
system is

f 0, r 2 R,

When r < R, H’ > 0 and the energy levels shift up on account of the
perturbation. The shifts of energy levels of s states are larger than those of
p and d states becuase a muon in s state has a greater probability of staying
in the r w 0 region than a muon in p and d states. Besides, the larger
the quantum number 1, the greater is the corresponding orbital angular
momentum and the farther is the spread of p cloud from the center, leading
to less energy correction. In Fig. 5.12, the solid lines represent unperturbed
energy levels, while the dotted lines represent perturbed energy levels. It
is seen that the unperturbed energy level of d state almost overlaps the
perturbed energy level.

(b) The energy shift

E

of 1s state to first order perturbation is given by

AEi, = (1slHíjls).

-----3s  - - - - -  3P-_____ 3d
_____
P 2s z=zzZ  2p

-_ ___

-1s

Fig. 5.12
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As R << a,, we can take e+/+ M 1. Thus

A&,

(c) By the same procedure,

.-

351

1 T2--
2 R2 l

4m2d?-

and so

AEzs - AEZp M AEzs = f g
2

,
P

where ae is the Bohr radius. Thus by measuring the energy shift, we can
deduce the value of R. Or, if we assume R = 10-13cm,  Z = 5, we get
A&s - A&, z 2 x 10d2eV.

(d) In the calculation in (b) the approximation R < a, is used. If R
is not much smaller than apL, the calculation is not correct. In such a case,
the actual energy shifts of p and d states are larger than what we obtain in
(b) while the actual energy shifts of s states are smaller than those given
in (b). In fact the calculation in (b) overestimates the probability that the
muon is located inside the nucleus (probability density K l&(0)j2).

5032

(a) Using an energy-level diagram give the complete set of electronic
quantum numbers (total angular momentum, spin, parity) for the ground
state and the first two excited states of a helium atom.

(b) Explain qualitatively the role of the Pauli principle in determining
the level order of these states.
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(c) Assuming Coulomb forces only and a knowledge of 2 = 2 hydrogenic
wave functions, denoted by Ils), 12s),  12p),  etc., together with associated
Z = 2 hydrogenic energy eigenvalues Els, Ezs, Ezp,  . . . , give perturbation
formulas for the energies of these helium states. Do not evaluate integrals,
but carefully explain the notation in which you express your result.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) Figure 5.13 shows the ground and first two excited states of a helium
atom in para (left) and ortho states with the quantum numbers (J, S, P).

(b) Pauliís  exclusion principle requires that a system of electrons must
be described by an antisymmetric total wave function. For the two electrons
of a helium atom, as the triplet states have symmetric spin wave functions
the space wave functions must be antisymmetry. Likewise, the singlet states
must have symmetric space wave functions. In the latter case, the overlap
of the electron clouds is large and as the repulsive energy between the
electrons is greater (because jri - rzl is smaller). So the corresponding
energy levels are higher.

E
1s 2s ës  1 O,O,+l

%(l,l,+l1s 2s

I IS2 ëS(O,O,+)

Fig. 5.13

(c) The Hamiltonian of a helium atom is

Treating the last term as perturbation, the energy correction of 11~1s) state
is

e2
AEr, =  (1~1s  Irl _  r21  1~1s).

I I
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The perturbation energy correction of spin triplet states is

AEC3)  = 1 ((lsnll  - (nllsj) e2TX1
[

Irl _  r2(  (Il4 - Inlls))
I

=; (1S7L1(,~l~r2,jlsnl)-~(nllsl,~~~~2,~lsnr)

-f (Isnl/,~~~~2/~nlls)+~(nlls~(~~~~2,/nlls)

=(lsnll,~~~~2,/isni)-  (Isnl~,rI~r2,/nlls).

The perturbation energy correction of spin singlet states is

A~~)=(lsnll,r~eZr~,IIsnl)

+ (lsn~(,rr:&+

The first term of the above result is called direct integral and the second
term, exchange integral.

5033

A particle of mass m is confined to a circle of radius a, but is otherwise
free. A perturbing potential H = Asin8cosO  is applied, where 8 is the
angular position on the circle. Find the correct zero-order wave functions for
the two lowest states of this system and calculate their perturbed energies
to second order.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

The unperturbed wave functions and energy levels of the system are
respectively

9&(e)  = -J& eine ,
En=g$, n = fl, 412,.  . . .
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The two lowest states are given by n = fl, which correspond to the same
energy. To first order perturbation, we calculate for the two degenerate
states n = fl

(kl[HI  * 1) = c /2X sin8cosOW  = 0,
0

(+lIHI - 1) = 2 /2r e-2iesin6c0s8de
0

A
s2K .=- 2ede

47r
(c0s  28 - 2 sin 2e) sin

0
-iA

=41

(-lIH(  f 1) = ;.

The perturbation matrix is thus

Diagonalizing, we obtain AI?(ë)  = *$. Hence the two non-vanishing wave
functions and the corresponding energy corrections are

$ë,  = (I - 1) + ill))/fi, A_&ë)  = :

$h = (11)  + il - l))/fi, A,?$ë)  = -c.

To second order perturbation, the energy correction is given by

A,9 = c’  l(&l~ëb)12  .
nfk Ek -En

As
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Híln)  = 4 sin 2t91n)

A 1= - - (e i20

4i &ii
_ ,429  &p

A 1=-_[e i(n+2)8

4 &G

_  &n-2)0
I

we have

A@) = C’ A 2
n#fl 04

1

+ FL2
5

2ma2  (1 - 32) + p

x  A2
04

ma2A2
X-X’

and similarly A,!??) FZ -ì,$$’  .
Therefore

h2
El = -

A  ma2A2
2ma2  + 4 - -64h2  ’

Ii2 A ma2A2E2=____-
2ma2  4 64ti2 .

5034

An electron at a distance x from a liquid helium surface feels a potential

V(x) = - 5, x > 0, K = constant,

V(x)=oo,  XIO.
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(a) Find the ground state energy level. Neglect spin.
(b) Compute the Stark shift in the ground state using first order per-

turbation theory.
(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) At 2 5 0, the wave function is ti(z)  = 0. At x > 0, the SchrGdinger
equation is

FL= d2 K- - - - -
2m dx2 x >

G(x) = E+(x).

In the case of the hydrogen atom, the radial wave function R(r) satisfies
the equation

- - - - + Z(Z + l)h2

2mr2
+V(T) 1 R= ER.

Let R(r) = x(T)/T. For I = 0, the equation becomes

Ii2 d2 e2- - - - -
2m dr2 r >

x(r) = Ex(r).

This is mathematically identical with the Schrizidinger  equation above and
both satisfy the same boundary condition, so the solutions must also be
the same (with T t) x, e2 e, K).

As the wave function and energy of the ground state of the hydrogen
atom are respectively

me4
El0 = - -,

2fi2

w i t h  a0 = ti2/me2,

the required wave function and energy are

mK2
El=--

2h2 ’
2 -z/a$1(x) =-xe  ,a3/2 a = fi2/mK.
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(b) Suppose an electric field E= is applied in the 3: direction. Then the
perturbation potential is Ví = e&,x  and the energy correction to the ground
state to first order in perturbation theory is

AEl = (~Wíl~d

s* 2 --5/o 2= -z/a dJ:
0

a3/2  xe .  eEex. a3/2  xe

3 31i2eE,=
- eEea = 2mK.2

5035

Discuss and compute the Stark effect for the ground state of the hydro-
gen atom.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

Suppose the external electric field is along the z-axis, and consider its
potential as a perturbation. The perturbation Hamiltonian of the system
is

Hí = e& . r = em.

As the ground state of the hydrogen atom is nondegenerate, we can employ
the stationary perturbation theory. To first order perturbation, the energy
correction is

E(l)  = (n = 1,l = 0, m = Olesz(n  = 1, I = 0, m = 0)

For the hydrogen atom the parity is (-l)ë,  so the ground state (1 = 0) has
even parity. Then as z is an odd parity operator, ECí)  = 0.

To second order perturbation, the energy correction is given by

As E,, = El/n2,  where El = -&, a = $$ we have El - E, < 0, (n #
1). Thus the energy correction EC21 is negative and has a magnitude
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proportional to s2. Hence increasing the electric field strength would lower
the energy level of the ground state. We can easily perform the above
summation, noting that only matrix elements with I = fl, m = 0 are
non-vanishing.

5036

Describe and calculate the Zeeman effect of the hydrogen 2p state.
(Berkeley)

Solution:

The change in the energy levels of an atom caused by an external uni-
form magnetic field is called the Zeeman effect. We shall consider such
change for a hydrogen atom to first order in the field strength H. W e
shall first neglect any interaction between the magnetic moment associated
with the electron spin and the magnetic field. The effect of electron spin
will be discussed later. A charge e in an external magnetic field H has
Harmiltonian

I?=& (P-EA)2+e~,

which gives the Schrijdinger  equation

i/id4
e2-=

at (
-$mV2+gAV+ 2V.A-c -A2+e$ T+!J.

2mc )

As H is uniform it can be represented by the vector potential

A=;Hxr

since H = V x A. Then V. A = 4 (r . V x H - H. V x r) = 0 and so the
only terms involving A that appear in the Hamiltonian for an electron of
charge -e and reduced mass ~1 are

-zefiA.V+ e2

I-lc
-Aí=$(Hxr).P+
2/X2

& (H x r) . (H x r)

e2
=&H.L+-

8/.X2
H2r2 sin2 0,

where L = r x P and 13 is the angle between r and H.
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To first order in H, we can take the perturbation Hamiltonian as

8í=  2H.L.

Taking the direction of the magnetic field as the z direction we can choose
for the energy eigenfunctions of the unperturbed hydrogen atom the eigen-
states of L, with eigenvalues mh, where m is the magnetic quantum num-
ber. Then the energy correction from first order perturbation is

W( = (mlhílm)  = & Hmh.

Thus the degeneracy of the 21 + 1 states of given n and 1 is removed in
the first order. In particular, for the 2p state, where 1 = 1, the three-fold
degeneracy is removed.

We shall now consider the effect of electron spin. The electron has
an intrinsic magnetic moment in the direction of its spin, giving rise to a
magnetic moment operator -(e/mc)S.

For a weak field, we shall consider only the first order effects of H. The
Hamiltonian is

fi=-g V2 + V(T) + <(r)L . S + ~(1~ + 2s,) with
eH

E = - ,
2mc

where the field is taken to be along the z-axis.
We choose the following eigenfunctions of J2 and J, as the wave func-

tions:

I

3m=-
2 (+)Y1,1,

1
z 3-i [2+ (+)&,o  + (-)K,i],

2PZa 1- -
2 3-i (21 (-)Yi,o + (+)Y,,-11,

3- -
2 (-)Y,,-1,

1
m=- 3-+(+)&J  + 2+)Yi,i],2PL { 2

7. 1-_ 3-i2 K-)%0 + 24 (+)K,-4,
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{
1m=-
2 (+)Yo,ot3;
1

- -2 (-)Yo,o,

where Yo,o, Y~,o, Yl,, and Yl,_,  are spherical harmonic functions, (+) and
(-) are spin wave functions. It can be shown that the magnetic energy
&(I, + 2s,) = &(Jz + s,) has non-vanishing matrix elements between states
of different j, but not between states of the same j and different m. We can
neglect the former because of the relatively large energy separation between
states of different j. Thus the magnetic energy is diagonal with respect to
m for each j and shifts the energy of each state above by its expectation
value for the state. In each case, J, is diagonal, and so its expectation value
is mti.  The expectation value of s, for the Psi2 state with m = l/2, for
example, is

JJ 3-$[2?(+)+Y<,  + (-)+YiJ  i Tw,3-~[2~(+)Y~,o  + (-)Y~,~]sinM&Q

fi=-
6 JJ [2?(+)+Y<,  + (-)+Y<J  [24(+)Y1,0  - (-)Y~,~]sin8d&&

=$(24.

Hence the magnetic energy of this state is &ti (f + Q) = $~fi.
This and similar results for the other states can be expressed in terms

of the Land6 g-factor as Emtig, with

g = t for 2P3,2, g = 5 for 2P1,2, g=2 f o r  2S1,2.

5037

Explain why excited states of atomic hydrogen can show a linear Stark
effect in an electric field, but the excited states of atomic sodium show only
a quadratic one.

(MIT)

Solution:

The potential energy of the electron of the atom in an external electric
field E is

Hí=eE.r.
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If we make the replacement r + -r in (ZíIHíIZ),  as the value of the integral
does not change we have

(ZíIHílZ)(r)  = (ZíIHílZ)(-r)

= (-l)ì+ë+l(ZílHíIZ)(r).

This means that if the I’ and 1 states have the same parity (i.e. Z and 1’ are
both even or both odd) we must have (ZíIHíIZ)  = 0.

If the electric field is not too small, we need not consider the fine struc-
ture of the energy spectrum caused by electron spin. In such cases, an ex-
ited state of the hydrogen atom is a superposition of different parity states,
i.e. there is degeneracy with respect to Z and the perturbation theory for
degenerate states is to be used. Because of the existence of non-vanishing
perturbation Hamiltonian matrix elements, exited states of the hydrogen
atom can show a linear Stark effect.

For exited states of atomic sodium, each energy level corresponds to a
definite parity, i.e., there is no degeneracy in 1. When we treat it by non-
degenerate perturbation theory, the first order energy correction (ZíIHíjZ)
vanishes. We then have to go to second order energy correction. Thus the
exited states of atomic sodium show only quadratic Stark effect.

5038

The Stark effect. The energy levels of the n = 2 states of atomic hydro-
gen are illustrated in Fig. 5.14.

Fig. 5.14

The Si,z and PI/z  levels are degenerate at an energy EO and the P~JZ
level is degenerate at an energy EO + A.

A uniform static electric field E applied to the atom shifts the states to
energies ~1, ~2 and es. Assuming that all states other than these three are
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far enough away to be neglected, determine the energies ~1, ~2 and ~3 to
second order in the electric field E.

(Princeton)

Solution:

Suppose the matrix elements of the perturbation Hamiltonian H’ =
-eE  . r are

P3/2 pl/2 ë%/2

p3/2 0 0 b

PI/Z 0 0 a’

S1/:! b’ a* 0

since (ZíIHíIZ)  = 0 for Ií,  I states of the same parity (Problem 5037). Then
for energy level P3/2,  we have

k/2 = @$,, +
~(P3/2~HílS1/2)~2

E(O)
P3/2 - E&2

zEo+A++
A ’

For energy levels PI,2 and Sl/z,  we diagonalize the Hamiltonian in the
corresponding subspace, i.e, solve

-X a

I I
= 0.

a* -X

The roots are X = f]al, which give the new wave functions

11)  = & (; IP,,,) + ISl,2)) = alPl12) + laW2)
JZbl

-; b/2) + l&/2)
>

-4P1/2) + l4lS1/2)
=

Jzbl

with energies
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=Eo - Ial - lb12
2A ’

5039

The Stark effect in atoms (shift of energy levels by a uniform electric
field) is usually observed to be quadratic in the field strength. Explain
why. But for some states of the hydrogen atom the Start effect is observed
to be linear in the field strength. Explain why. Illustrate by making a
perturbation calculation of the Stark effect to lowest non-vanishing order
for the ground and first excited states of the hydrogen atom.

To within an uninteresting overall constant, the wave functions are

&oe = 4~aee-+~  )

&olJ  = (2ae - r) e--rí2ao  ,

ti21f1 =  f Te -r/2a0  sin ee*+/JZ,

$210  = Te-ë/2ao  cos 8.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The electric dipole moment of an atomic system with several electrons
is

d = - c eiri
i

In general, the energy levels do not have degeneracy other than with respect
to 1,. The energy depends on the quantum numbers n and 1. As the
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perturbation Hamiltonian Hí = -d . E is an odd parity operator, only
matrix elements between opposite parity states do not vanish. Thus its
expectation value for any one given state is zero, i.e.,

(nlml - d . ElnZmí)  = 0.

This means that first order energy corrections are always zero and one
needs to consider energy corrections of second order perturbation. Hence
the energy corrections are proportional to E2.

As regards the hydrogen atom, degeneracy occurs for the same n but
different 1. And so not all the matrix elements (nZílHí[nl)  between such
states are zero. So shifts of energy levels under first order (degenerate)
perturbation may be nonzero,  and the Stark effect is a linear function of
the electric field E. Write the perturbation Hamiltonian in spherical coor-
dinates, taking the z-axis in the direction of E. As H’ = eEz = eEr cos 0,
the ground state, which is not degenerate, has wave function

and so (Problem 5037)

Ií(ë)  = (100~Hí~lOO)  = 0.

The second order energy correction is

IHLo12v(2) = c’ E(o) _ Eio)
n#l 1

9
=2aE2,  s a2 = 9 a3~2

4 .

Note that for HA, # 0 we require AZ = fl.
The first exited state n = 2 is four-fold degenerate, the wave functions

being
dJ200,  +210r $J21,*1  .
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AS

eE(n,  1+ 1, m[zJn,  I, m) = - eE
(I - m + l)(Z  + m + 1)

(2Z+  1)(2Z  + 3)

= - 3eEao

are the only non-vanishing elements of H’ for n = 2, we have the secular
equation

_,I#) -3eEao 0 0

IH’ _ E(ë)Ij  = -3eEao
-ECí)  0 0

=0 0 -E(l) 0 0,

0 0 0 -E(l)

which gives the energy corrections

ECí)  = &3eE,,,  0,O.

Therefore, the energy level for n = 2 splits into

e2--. ?._ + SeEa ,
2ac 22

n

e”- -  -
8ao

3eEao ,

where a0 is the Bohr radius s. The splitting of the first excited state n =
2 is shown in Fig. 5.15. Note that the two other states are still degenerate.

Fig. 5.15

5040

Consider an ionized atom (2, A) with only a single electron remaining.
Calculate the Zeeman splitting in the n = 2 state in a ë<weak”  magnetic
field

(a) for an electron
(b) for a hypothetical spin= 0 particle with electron mass.
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(c) Calculate the first-order Stark effect (energy levels and wave func-
tions) for an electron in the n = 2 state.

(After you define the radial integrals you can express the term by a pa-
rameter; you need not evaluate them. The same holds for nonzero angular
integrals.)

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) Take the direction of the external magnetic field as the t direction.
For an electron and a weak external magnetic field, in comparison with
its effect the spin-orbit coupling cannot be neglected, which gives rise to
anomalous Zeeman effect. The Hamiltonian of the system

fi&-
2

z"+
e r

g (i, + 23,) + t(r).+. i
e

can be written as

fi=H,,+

with
&)_PZ_Ze2

2m, r
+ t(r)6 . i, jz = i, + s^,  .

Before applying the magnetic field, we have

HolCtnljmj  = JLjtinljm, . (j=1*$)

If we neglect the term & iz, (i2, j2, j2) are still conserved quantities.

Then (jmj I32 (jmj)  = mj ?% and the energy of the system is

Enlj + mjb~,

where
eB

WL=2m,c.
When the weak magnetic field is applied, the contribution of the term

&$ g, is (Problem 5057)

ZZ

i

SiLdL,?i
j=l+;,

mj---L,  j=l-1

2j + 2 2.
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Hence

For n = 2, we have

I

EZO+mj =E20; +2mjfwr,, mj=*+,

E21smj =E21; + imjb~, mj=*Sj,ff,

E21+  mj = E21+  + i mjfwL, mj=+a.

(b) When spin=O,  there is no spin-related effect so that

xl = g + V(r) +
e

+&L.
The eigenfunction is

1Cl,lm(r,  0, ëp)  = K%lVz(r)Gn(~~  9) 7

and the energy eigenvalue is

Enlm=En~+&mR.
e

For n = 2,

Ezoo  = E20 ,

E210 = E21,

eB
E21,+1  = E21f -2m,c

FL.

(c) See the solution of Problem 5042.

5041

Stark showed experimentally that, by applying an external weak uni-
form electric field, the a-fold  degeneracy in the n = 2 level of atomic hy-
drogen could be removed. Investigate this effect by applying perturbation
theory, neglecting spin and relativistic effects.
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Specifically:
(a) What are the expressions for the first order corrections to the energy

level? (Do not attempt to evaluate the radial integrals).
(b) Are there any remaining degeneracies?
(c) Draw an energy level diagram for n = 2 which shows the levels before

and after application of the electric field. Describe the spectral lines that
originate from these levels which can be observed.

(Chicago)

Solution:

Write the Hamiltonian of the system as H = He + Hí, where

L2Ho=-;+-
2mr2 ’

Hí=eEz,

taking the direction of the electric field E as the t direction. For a weak
field, H’ < Ho and we can treat H’ as perturbation.

Let (O,O),  (LO), (Ll) and 0,-l) reP resent the four degenerate eigenfunc-
tions (Z,m)  of the state n = 2 of the hydrogen atom.

The matrix representation of Hí in the subspace  is

(O,OIHí/l,O)  0  0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

where

(l,OIHíIO,O)  = (O,OIHíIl,O)*

= e E
J

u;lo(r)r  CoseU2&-)d3r

= - 3eEa0,
FL2

a0 = -
me2

being the Bohr radius. Note that (ZíIHíIZ)  = 0 unless the Zí,Z states have
opposite parties.
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Solving the secular equation

-W (O,O(Hí(l,O) 0 0
0, OWO, 0) -w1 0 0

=0 0 -w1 0 0,

0 0 0 -Wl

we get four roots

~(1~)  =SeEao ,

Wl (2) =p = 0 ,

~14)  = - 3eEao.

(a) The first order energy corrections are thus

(
SeEao,

AE=wl=
0,

0,

I -3eEao.

(b) As Wl
(2) = up = 0, there is still a two-fold degeneracy.

(c) Figure 5.16 shows the n = 2 energy levels. The selection rules for
electric dipole transitions are Al = fl, Am = 0, fl, which give rise to two
spectral lines:

hzq = SeaoE, VI = 3eaoElh;

hu2 = 2 x SeaoE, v2 = GeaoE/h.

n=2
i+ ("2oo+"21o  )

/
/

n=2
: - I -
/

3eaoE

H --_ "211 1 u21,-1

without E

with applied E

Fig. 5.16
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5042

Consider the n = 2 levels of a hydrogen-like atom. Suppose the spins of
the orbiting particle and nucleus to be zero. Neglect all relativistic effects.

(a) Calculate to lowest order the energy splittings in the
uniform magnetic field.

presence of a

(b) Do the same for the case of a uniform electric field.
(c) Do the same for both fields present simultaneously

angles to each other.
and at right

(Any integral over radial wave functions need not be evaluated; it can
be replaced by a parameter for the rest of the calculation. The same may be
done for any integral over angular wave function, once you have ascertained
that it does not vanish.)

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) Take the direction of the magnetic field as the z direction. Then the
Hamiltonian of the system is

H=&
e

p2 + V(r) f & i,  )

e

where V(r) = -$. Considering Hí = & f, as perturbation, the eigen-
functions for the unperturbed states are

lClnlm(r,  0, 9) = %l(r)Gl(e,  cp) ,

withn= 1,2,3  ,... , z=o,1,2  ,... ,n-1.

m=-1,-lfl)ë..  l-1,1.

As (H,12,Z,) are still conserved quantities, (nZm~~,~nlm) = mh and the
energy splittings to first order for n = 2 are given by

eB
E21m =E21+  -

2m,c
mfi

E20, l=O;

E21 +

eB
--,2m,c

0, I=1

- e B
- fL,2mec

m= 1 ,

m=O,

m = -1.
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(b) The energy level for n = 2 without considering spin is four-fold
degenerate. The corresponding energy and states are respectively

E2-gf& ~200,7b210,~211,~21-1~
0

Suppose a uniform electric field is applied along the z-axis. Take as
perturbation H’ = e&z = EoVí,  where Ec = e&or,, Ví = z/a0 = rcosd/ao,
a0 = $ . Since

cos8Y1, = J (Z+  1)2  - m2
(21+ 1) (2Z+ 3) K+lJn

d 12-mm2
+  (2E+1)(2z-l)Yí-ìì~

~LnMn z 0 for only Al = fl, Am = 0. Hence the non-vanishing
elements of the perturbation matrix are

(Hí) 200,210 =
J

ti;ooH'$210d3x  =
J

$200H'$210d3x,

(Hí) 210,200 = d410H'$200d3x  =
J I

+210H'$200d3x.

Let (Hí)scc,src  = (Hí)src,scs  = Eí, i.e., HOI = H~CJ  = Eí, and solve the
secular equation

det lHclv  - E(ëb,,I  = 0.

The roots are ECí)  = fEí,  0,O.  Hence the energy state n = 2 splits into
three levels:

E2 f Eí,E2 (two-fold degeneracy for Es).

(c) Assuming that the magnetic field is along the z-axis and the electric
field is along the z-axis, the perturbation Hamiltonian of the system is

H’  = & i, + e&x = /31,/h  + Jzrx/3a,
e

where
fl= eBh/2m,c, y = 3eaa/h, a = so/Z
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The non-vanishing matrix elements of z are

(s)f;r_nl  = (x)::;

3c--R.
J

(71~ - Z2) (I - m + l)(Z - m)
4 (2Z+  1)(2Z - 1) a )

(4fr3;,,_,  = (4:;ëm-1

3=--_R.
\i

(n2 - Z2) (1 + m - l)(Z  + m)
4 (2Z+  1)(2Z - 1) a.

Thus, for n = 2,

4; = -_> a = xyy ,
00 _x1-1 - %a = x&l,

and the perturbation matrix is

Z=l
m = l 1 fp
I=1
m = O 1

0

Z=l
m = -1 >

0

I=0
m = O > i-7

0

0

-P

7

-7’

The secular equation

p-E(ë) 0 - 7
det 0 _p - ëyw 7

- 7 7 -E(l)

has roots

= 0
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Hence the energy state n = 2 splits into three levels, of energies

Ez, Ez f Jm.

5043

A nonrelativistic hydrogen atom, with a spinless  electron, is placed in an
electric field & in the z direction and a magnetic field X in the x direction.
The effect of the two fields on the energy levels are comparable.

(a) If the atom is in a state with n, the principal quantum number,
equal to two, state which matrix elements in the first-order perturbation
calculation of the energy shifts are zero.

(b) Now obtain an equation for the energy shifts; once you have the
determinantal equation you need not go through the algebra of evaluating
the determinant. Do not insert the precise forms of the radial wave func-
tions; express your results in terms of matrix elements of r” (where n is an
appropriate power) between radial wave functions.

(& f it,)le, m) = J{ (! F m) (l f m + 1)) I[, m f 1) .

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The perturbation Hamiltonian is

H’  = & i, + e&i.

Let the state vectors for n = 2 be 1200),  1210), /211),  121, -1). As

(12 f WC m> = J{ (a F m) (l f m + 1)) I[, m f 1) ,

we have

Jzi,\O,O)  = 0, i,ll, 1) = i,ll, -1) = 2 ti(l,O) )

i 11 0) = Jz ti{ll 1) + 11 -1))5 , 2 ’  ’  .
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As z = r cos 8, we have

(2101r  cos e1200)  = (20017.  cos elalo) =
J; (r)

with (r) = &O” r3R20Rzldr,  other matrix elements of z being zero. Hence
the perturbation matrix is

H’  =

0
1J e&(r)j 0 0

J 3 1 e+, 0 ~- &eBh  fieB/i
4mc 4mc

0
&eBh
- 0 0

4mc
0 - fieBh o o

4mc

(b) The secular equation IH - XII = 0, i.e.,

-A (Y 0 0

Q -A P P
0 p -A 0

0 p 0 -A

where (Y = JJj es(r), p = J&E!?, has roots X = 0, 0, &Jm, which4mc
are the energy shifts. Note that a two-fold degeneracy still remains.

5044

Two non-identical particles, each of mass m, are confined in one di-
mension to an impenetrable box of length L. What are the wave functions
and energies of the three lowest-energy states of the system (i.e., in which
at most one particle is excited out of its ground state)? If an interaction
potential of the form VIZ = X6(zl - ~2) is added, calculate to first order
in X the energies of these three lowest states and their wave functions to
zeroth order in X.

( Wisconsin)
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Solution:

Both particles can stay in the ground state because they are not iden-
tical. The energy and wave function are respectively

El1 = !f$ , $I11 = g sin 7 sin EfZ .

If one particle is in the ground state, the other in the first exited state,
the energies and corresponding wave functions are

~912 = g , $12 = i sin 7 sin F ,

E21 =
5h2lr2
~ , $21 = i sin F sin 7 .

When both particles are in the single-particle ground state, i.e., the
system is in the ground state, we have the energy correction

E(l) = ($11,  ~~$11)  = -$ A JL sin4 (F)
0

dxl = g,

and the wave function to zeroth order in X

411 = $11.

When one particles is in the ground state and the other in the first
excited state, the energy level is two-fold degenerate and we have to use the
perturbation theory for degenerate states. We first calculate the elements
of the perturbation Hamiltonian matrix:

JJ $;2V12$ndxldx2  = JJ $&k&ldxldx2

=-
;2 x

J

L
sin2 TX1- sin2

27rxi

0 L
Ldxl = ;,

JJ &&hldxldm = JJ xti;~W,h&adm  = - .L

We then solve secular equation

x-- E(ë)  A
det L x x

z =o
- -

i; L
,?+ ’
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and obtain the roots

which are the energy corrections. The corresponding zeroth order wave
functions are

412 =  JzA__ (7412  f $21)  .

5045

Consider a three-level system described by the Hermitian Hamiltonian

H = Ho + AHI  )

where X is a real number. The eigenstates of Hs are II), 12) and 13), and

Hall)  = 0,

HOP) = 44,

Hel3) = Al3).

(a) Write down the most general 3 x 3 matrix representation of HI in
the {II),  12), 13))  basis.

(b) When the spectrum of H is computed using perturbation theory,
it is found that the eigenstates of H to lowest order in X are II), I+) z

5 (12) * 13)) and that the corresponding eigenvalues are

El = -; + 0(X3)  )

E+ = A +X + ; + 0(X3),

E_ = A - J! + 0(X3).

Determine as many of the matrix elements of HI from part (a) as you
can.

(Buffdo)
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Perturbation Theory

(a) Since X is a real number, the Hermition
matrix has the form

where a, b, c are real numbers.

377

perturbation Hamiltonian

(b) To first order approximation, energy eigenvalue is the expectation
value of the Hamiltonian with respect to the selected state vectors. Thus

E+ = (+IHo  + XHlI+)

= (+IHol+)  + A(+IHlI+)

=A + X + ; + 0(X3).

Comparing the coefficients of X gives

(+lH~l+)  = 1 .

Similarly
(-\H1l-)  = - 1 .

As the energy levels corresponding to 12) and 13) are degenerate, we
transform to the following state vectors in whose representation the degen-
eracy disappears,

I*) = & (12) f 13)).

Thus HI is transformed to a representation in basic vectors I l), I+.), I-):

=

a

d* + e*

Jz
d* - e*

Jz

a d e

d* b f
e* f* c

d + e  d - e- -
Jz Jz

1 0

0 - 1
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In the above we have used

(+lH1I+)  = i(b+f+f*+c)  = 1,

(-lH11-)  = ; (b - f - f* + c) = -1

and chosen the solution

b=c=O, f = f* = 1 .

Perturbation theory for nondegenerate states gives

Thus

E3 = A - X + ìIî,,  ëI2 + 0(X3).

Identifying El, Es, Es with the given energies El, E+, E_ and compar-
ing the coefficients of X and X2 give a = 0 and

Id + e12 + Id - e12 = 2,

Id+e12  = 2,

Id-e12  =O,

or d + e = fiei6, d - e = O., where b is an arbitrary constant.
Hence a = 0, d = e = $ and

is the representation in state vectors II),  )2), 13).
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5046

Two identical spin-3  fermions are bound in a three-dimensional
isotropic harmonic oscillator potential with classical frequency w. There
is, in addition, a weak short-range spin-independent interaction between
the fermions.

(a) Give the spectroscopic notation for the energy eigenstates up
through energy 5fw (measured from the bottom of the well).

(b) Write the appropriate approximate (i.e., to lowest order in the inter-
action) wave functions of the system, expressed in terms of single-particle
harmonic oscillator wave functions, for all states up through energy 4rW.

(c) For a specific interparticle interaction VIZ = -Xd3(rl - rz), find the
energies of the states of (b) correct to first order in A. You may leave your
result in the form of integrals.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) For a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator,

E,,= n+; tiw,
( )

n = 2n, + 1,

where n, and 1 are integers not smaller than zero. For the system of two
identical fermions in harmonic oscillator potential, we have, from the Hamil-
tonian,

EN= (nl+i) hu+(nz+i)  tw=(N+3)fw,  N=nr+nz.

Consequently, for

Eo = 3h, (ll,lz) = (070) ,

there is only one state ëSO;  for

El = 4rW, (11,Zz) = (0,O) or (0, I), (31, ~2)  = ,

there are two states ëPI  and 3 Pzrc; for
Ez = Stiw, and
(1)  (w,n2)  = C&O) or (W),
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(11,12) = (O,OL there are two states ëSo,  3S1 ;

(Zl,Zz) = (2,0) or (0,2), there are two statesíD2,  3D321;

(2) (721,722) = (1, l), (21,Zs)  = (1, l), there are three states ëSo,  ëD2,
3p210.

(b) Let $0 be the ground state and $rrn the first exited state of a single-
particle system, where m = 0, fl, and x0 and xl,,, be spin singlet and
triplet states. With the states labeled as INLL,SS,), the wave functions
required are

[OOOOO)  = x0$0(1)&(2), state ëSo  ;

lllm00)  = x0 -$ (1 + 1í12)  +0(1)7+h(2), s t a t e  ë9  ;

lllmlM)  = XlM  $ (1 - h2) 7/ë0(1)$lm(2), state 3p210 ;

where m, M = 0, fl (~5,  = m, S, = M).
(c) For the ground state ëSe, the energy correction to first order in X is

(ësolv,2líso)  = - X
J

drldr2Ql  - r2) [+0(n)  ti0(r2)12

I ( >
3

= - X &$,4(r)  =  -A -
&r

with Q = 4-7. Hence the ground state energy is

E(I'So))  = 3fw - x(Eh)3'2  .

The first exited state consists of 12 degenerate states (but as there is
no spin in Vr2, (ë9jVr2134)  = 0).

As the spatial wave function is antisymmetric when S = 1, the expec-
tation value of -Xb3(rl - r2) equals to zero, i.e., (llmílMí~V~2~llmlM)  =
6~t~ (lmílVl2llm)  = 0. As

W13~210)) =4l=u4J,

(llmí00(V~~~1lmOO)  = - X
I

f dr&(r)$k  (r)+lm(r)

=  - 2X
s

WJ0(r)ti1m(r)12&dm
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we have
E(p~m))  = 4FlU - x (g)3í2  ,

where m is the eigenvalue of L,.

5047

The Hamiltonian for an isotropic harmonic oscillator in two dimensions
is

H = w(nr  + 7x2  + 1) ,

where ni = a+ai, with [ai, a,ë]  = bij  and [oi,oj] = 0.
(a) Work out the commutation relations of the set of operators

{H,Jr ,Jz,J3}  where

Jl = f (& ++z2), Jz = f (o,ëor  - ~~uz),

53 = ; (u;ul - 4~2).

(b) Show that J2 =: 5; + 5: + 5: and 53 form a complete commuting
set and write down their orthonormalized eigenvectors and eigenvalues .

(c)  Discuss the degeneracy of the spectrum and its splitting due to a
small perturbation V. J where V is a constant three-component vector.

(Buffdo)

Solution:

(a) The system can be considered a system of bosons, which has two
single-particle states. The operators uz and ui are respectively creation
and destruction operators. As among their commulators  only [oi, ut] is not
zero, we can use the relation

[ub, cd] = u[b,  c]d + uc[b,  d] + [a, c]bd + c[u, d]b

to obtain

[+Zr,  Cqur] = [U,ëUZ,  u~uz]  = [@l, c&2] = 0,

[c+l, c&1] = - [4u2, u;u11  = -c+ )

[U;ëUl,  44 = - [u$32,u~u2]  = u;u2,

[U&l,  u;4 = 4a2 - UpYLl.
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Hence

[ff, 511 = [H, Jz] = [K 531 = 0,

[J1, J2] = iJ3, [J2, J3] = iJ1, [53,51] = iJ2.

(b) The above commutation relations show that J1, J2,Js  have the same
properties as the components of the angular momentum L. Hence 3’ and
53 commute and form a complete set of dynamical variables of the two-
dimensional system.

The commutation relations of a, a+,

[Ui,U,ë]  = Sij, [Uiyaj] = 07

can be satisfied if we define

a1b1,n2)  = d&b1 - 1,712), azln1,nz)  = fi2)m,n2  - 1)

4m,n2) = dG-=lm + l,nz), 4+1,n2)  = hz-q721,n2 + 1 )

and thus
lnr,n2)  = (nr!nz!)-+  (u;)ìë(u2+)ìëlo,o).

These can be taken as the common normalized eigenvectors of the complete
set of dynamical variables j2 and Js. As

J2 = ;{(a;~~ + ~23~)~ - (a,ëu1  - u~u2)2  + (c+l - 4u2)ì)

=i{Z uz+u&L2 + 2u~a&q + cqurafur

+ a2+u2u,ëa2  - ufuruz+az  - 4a244

ZZ ala,fu&2 + a~u2uz+u1  + 4U2[Ul,  ($1

+ U~Ul[U2,  a;] + u;ala;al  + 4a&Q} i
/

= ;I4u&2 + az+u1a;a1+  a$& + a&l + u~a1a~u1  + u;u2d;u2}) 1

where use has been made of

uz+alu;ëu2  = 441~2~~+ = 4~2~~4, etc.,
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and

j2)n1,n2) = a ((7x1 + l)n2 + (n2 + l)nl + nf + nX + 711 + n2]bl,n2)

=-i Cm+  n2) [i (nl+n2)+1  lnl,n2)
1

and

j,lnl,n2) = i (u:ul - a2+a2)lnl,n2)

= f (nl - n2)lnl,n2).

Thus the eigenvalues of j2, J, are respectively

1

[

1
J2=-(nl+n2)  -(nl+nz)+l

2 2 1
J, = f (7x1  - n2) .

Furthermore with

nl=j+m, n2=j-m,

the above give

jílj, 4 =j(j + l>lj,m),

J,lj, m) = mlj, m) .

(c) Energy levels with the same value of J are degenerate. The situation
is exactly analogous to that of the general angular momemtum. Adding the
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perturbation V. J will remove the degeneracy because the different energy
levels have different value of JV in the direction of the vector V.

5048

Consider a two-dimensional oscillator

H = f (p: +p;)  + f (x2 + y2).

(a) What are the wave functions and energies of the 3 lowest states?
(b) Next consider a perturbation to the Hamiltonian

V=+cy(z2+y2),  (&al).

Compute to first order in perturbation theory the effect of V on the
energies of the states calculated in part (a).

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The Hamiltonian is given in units for which h = m = w = 1.
(a) The wave function and energy of the two-dimensional harmonic os-

cillator are respectively

tin1n2 = Nnlnz e --(z*+y2)/2H,1  (z) Hnz (y) ,

Enlm =nl+n2+1=N+1,

where Hi are Hermite  polynomials. For the lowest three states, we have

{-;b2+y2)},  Eoo=l,

chO(TY)  = ;\/2sexp{-i(z2fy2)}, J%O = 2,

EOI  = 2,

as H,, = 1, HI(<)  = 2J.
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(b) The first order energy correction for the ground state is

voo = (~oolwJoo)  = 07

as the integral in either x of y is an odd function.
When N = 1, there is a two-fold degeneracy, and

-@+Yí)  xy(z2  + y2) dxdy

--m

00

& 3E
=- e

lr
--b2+~ë)  (x2 + y2)x2y2dxdy  == 4.

The secular equation for the perturbation Hamiltonian matrix is

Vll - IS(l) K2

v,l V22_Ew =O,

giving the corrected energies as

3
Ejo=E10fVrz=2i4&.

5049

A particle of mass m moves (nonrelativistically) in the three-dimensional
potential

(a) Consider X as a small parameter and calculate the ground state
energy through second order perturbation theory.

(b) Consider X as a small parameter and calculate the first excited
energy levels to first order in perturbation theory.
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Formulas from the standard solution of the one-dimensional harmonic
oscillator:

w = (k/T+,  En = ( >n+; fiw,n=0,1,2  )...,

x= & 4 (a+af),  al/h  = J;El)n_1,( >
[a,af]  = 1, a+$,, = AZi7+&+I.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The ground state has wave function

1c1ooo(G  Y, 2) = +o(~)+o(Y)+o(~)

and energy 9 Iiw. Consider f Xxy as perturbation, the first order energy
correction is

ECí)  = (OOOIF xy1000)  = 0,

as the integral is an odd function with respect to x or y. The second order
energy correction is

EC21  =  c [(OOOl F 2y~n1~2ns)~2/(-n1  - ns)L
nl,nz

x2 fw=--- ,
32

as
kX x

(O,O, 01 2 z!/bln2n3)  = 4 fw~ln,ëbn,~On,  .

Therefore, the ground state energy corrected to second order is

(b) The first excited energy level El = $ tiw is three-fold degenerate,
the three states being
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The matrix of the perturbation $ xy is

( 0 1 0
XTW

-
4

100, )0 0 0

and the secular equation

E(l)1 XruJ
4

0

xtiw E,(l) 0 =o4

0 0 Eií)

has roots
J$ë)  = 0  xtiw _?!!?_

1 ë4í 4
Thus the first excited energy level splits into three levels

5050

Consider the following model for the Van der Waals force between two
atoms. Each atom consists of one electron bound to a very massive nucleus

by a potential V(ri)  = i mu2rF.  Assume that the two nuclei are d >> J-
&

apart along the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 5.17, and that there is an interaction
Vi2  = /3 ?+. Ignore the fact that the particles are indistinguishable.

Fig. 5.17

(a) Consider the ground state of the entire system when p = 0. Give
its energy and wave function in terms of ri and r-2.
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(b) Calculate the lowest nonzero correction to the energy, AE, and to
the wave function due to VIZ.

(c) Calculate the r.m.s. separation along the z direction of the two
electrons to lowest order in /3.

$Jr(z)  = (511) =
1 2mw Ii2 Gmw
- -
J;;h

ze-x  ,

(n~z~m)  = 0, for (7x - ml # 1,

(72  - llzln) = (nti/27n4î2  )

(n + llzln) = ((n + l)FL/27724î2,

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The Schrodinger  equation of the system is

T,LJ  = E$.

When ,D = 0 the system is equal to two independent three-dimensional
harmonic oscillators and the energy and wave function of the ground state
are

( >

3
= -.$ e-9 (++4),

where rf = zf + yT + tf, etc.
(b) Treating

Pe2H’ = - x1x2
d3
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as perturbation we have the first order energy correction

(1) _ De2
aí% - d3 (ool~1~2loo)

=  $ (~0(~1)l~1I~0(~1))  (~0(~2)1~21~0(~2)~  =  0

as (nlxlk) = 0 for k # n f 1.
For the second order energy correction, we have

(Wffílmn2)  = $ (Olalnl)  W2ln2)

pe2 FL=--& 2_ h,lL,l ?

and hence

AEP) = c
1 l(001Híln1n2)12

n1,m#O Eo - &,nz

= I(wfv1)12
Eo - El1

2&yLJ2,

as Enlna = (nl + $)tiw + (n2 + z)tiw. T hus the energy corrected to lowest

order is
2

and the corrected wave function is

Q. = *?I + w-will) g(O)
Eo - El1

1

= qjJo, kJe2  l *IIîí- - -
4d3 mu2 ’

where  *?’ =  ~,~(Q~Jo(YI)$o(~I)~,~(~~)+o(Y~)$o(~~).

(c) Let S12  = x2 - xl. Then (Srz) = (x2) - (xl) = 0 as 90 remains the
same when 1 and 2 are interchanged showing that (xl)  = (22). Consider

(ST,)  = (XT  + x; - 2x122) = 2(x?)  - 2(x122).
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We have

= - 2X((OJ41))2  = -x $ )

where

and

A=$-$,

(XT) = (XkIp’  - x@)(x;pp - Mp)
= (OlxcîlO)  + x2(11x2p)

= (O(x210)  + 0(X2).

Also according to the virial theorem

; m4d2(O~x2~O)  = Jj Fud  )

or

2(x3 = & +0(X2).

Hence

($2)  =  2(27)  - 2(33x2)

= & + 2 x + 0(X2) z $ (1 + 2X).

Thus the root-mean-square distance between the two electrons in x direc-
tion is

dm = Jd2 + 24Sl2)  + (Sf2)

=jd?ts=d,/m.
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5051

The first excited state of three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator
(of natural angular frequency ws and mass m) is three-dold degenerate,
Use the perturbation method to calculate the splitting (to the first order)
of this three-fold degenerate state due to a small perturbation of the form
H’ = bxy, where b is a constant. Give the first-order wave functions of
the three split levels in terms of the wave functions of the unperturbed
three-dimensional harmonic oscillator, given that, for a one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator,

(nlxln + 1) = J ën,Zjh.
0

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

Write the unperturbed energy eigenstate as

where In) is the nth eigenstate of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator.
The first excited state of the 3-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator is
degenerate in the states

Ml) =  IlOO),  W2)  = lOlO),  1$3)  = 1001).

Calculating the matrix elements

we find

H;, = b(lOO~xy~100)  = b(llxl1) (OlylO) = 0 = H;, = HA3,

Hi2 =b(lOO~xy~OlO)  = b(llxl0) (Ojyjl)  = b(O~xJl)*(O~yll)  = & = HiI,
0

Hi3 = b(lOO~xy~001)  = b(llxl0) (OlylO) = 0 = HAI ,

Hi3 = b(OlO~xy~001)  = b(O~x~0)  (llyl0) = 0 = HA2.
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The secular equation

det IH’ - Idí)1  = 0

has roots I?(ë)  = 0, E(l)  = k&. The unperturbed oscillator has energy

I$,ë)  = (n+ z)tiw.  The first excited state, n = 1, now splits into three levels
with the wave functions indicated:

E(lL~hw+o+q0 I%&,  = IG3) = IOOl).

,7$ë)  = 5 b f ___!!!a
* 2 2rrl44  ’ Id? = 5 (1100)  f 1010)).

5052

A quantum mechanical system is described by the Hamiltonian H =
HO+ Hí, where Hí = iX[A, HO]  is a perturbation on the unperturbed Hamil-
tonian  HO,  A is a Hermitian operator and X is a real number. Let B be a
second Hermitian operator and let C = i[B, A].

(a) You are given the expectation values of the operators A, B and C in
the unperturbed (and nondegenerate) ground states; call these (A)o,  (B)o
and (CO). With perturbation switched on, evaluate the expectation value
of B in the perturbed ground state to first order in X.

(b) Test this result on the following three-dimensional problem.

Ho=: (~++w2~~), Hí = Xx3,
i=l

by computing the ground state expectation value (xi), (i = 1,2,3) to lowest
order in X. Compare this result with an exact evaluation of (xi).

(Princeton)
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Solution:

(a) Assume that the eigenstates and the corresponding energies of an
unperturbed system are respectively

I?#*), Ey  )

then
&~k)(0)  = E;)llc)(o).

The matrix elements of the perturbation Hamiltonian are

H;, = (*)(njEiílo) (ë1  =(ëI  (n/iXAHo - iXH,,AIO)(")

=iX(Ef' - E~"))(o)(n(A(0)(o).

Then, the ground state wave function with first order perturbation cor-
rection is

= IO)(') + 2 iX(")(nlAJO)(o)ln)(o)
n#O

= (1 - iX(A)O)lO)co) + ~iX(")~nlAIO)(o)In)(o).
n=o

Hence

WW = (ì)(Ol(l  + iX(A)o)+ (-ix)

x ~('")(n(AlO))*(o)(nl] B [(I - iX(A),,)lO)(')
?I=0

+ i)r ~~"~(m~A~O)(o)Jm)(o~]
m=o

M (B)o - X(')(OI~AB - ~BAIO)W

= (B)o + X(")(O(C(0)(o)  = (B). + qCjO,

(to first order in X).
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Note that the completness  of [k)(O),

c Ik)(e)(kl(o)  = 1 )

k

has been assumed in the above calculation.
(b) The given Hamiltonians

H' = Xx3

satisfy Hí = iX[A,  HO] = Xx3 if we set A = &. Using the results of (a)
we have the following: For B = xl, as

Cl =i[B, A]= --&- [21,p3] = 0,

we have

(Xl) = (B) = (B)o + qG)o = (x1)0  + qcl)o  = 0.

Note that (xl) = 0 as the integral is an odd function of xi. For B = x2,
a similar calculation gives (x2) = 0. For B = x3, as

and so

C, =i[B,A]=i  [x3, ---&I = ---&,

(C3)0=--5

we have

(x3) =w = (x3)0 ++3)0

x
=-

7TuJ2.

For an accurate solution for I? = fie + Hí, write

+ +u2x~ +Xx3
)

^ ^
=Hol(xcl)  + Ho2(x2)+ Ho3^ (x3+$&&,
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where fici(xi)  = --& & + 4 mw2x~  is the Hamiltonian of a one-

dimensional harmonic oscillator. As the constant term -X2/277w2  does
not affect the dynamics of the system, the accurate wave function of the
ground state is just that for an isotropic harmonic oscillator:

(0) = (z)3í4exp  (-z xt) exp (-z x:)

xe*p[-g (x3+&)ë]  .

It follows that
x

(XI) = 0, (x2) = 0, (x3) =  --.
m u 2

These results are exactly the same as those obtained in a)

5053

A particle of mass m is moving in the three-dimensional harmonic os-
cillator potential V(x, y, z) = 4 m2(x2 + y2 + z2).  A weak perturbation is

applied in the form of the function AV = kxyz + g x2y2.z2,  where k is a
small constant. Note the same constant k appears in both terms.

(a) Calculate the shift in the ground state energy to second order in k.
(b) Using an argument that does not depend on perturbation theory,

what is the expectation value of x in the ground state of this system?
Note: You may wish to know the first few wave functions of the one-

dimensional harmonic oscillator:
ground state

lclo(x)  = (z)1í4exp (-%x2) ,

first excited state

Gl(x) = (z)1í4  Exexp  (-g zí)  ,

second excited state

742(x) =  (zy4 5 (%x2--l)exp(-ZzZ).

(Princeton)
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Solution:

The ground state of a particle in the potential well of three-dimensional
harmonic oscillator is

= (~)3í4exp[-~(2+y2+z2)]  .

The first order energy correction is

(AE)l = /@o(x,y,z) (kxyz+ ;x~,~z,> @0(x,  Y, 2) d3x

h(3 3 k2
= 2w T;;;’

While the perturbation AV’ = kxyz does not give rise to first order
correction, it is to be considered for second order perturbation in order to
calculate the energy shift accurate to k 2. Its perturbation Hamiltonian has
matrix elements

(nlAVíl0) =
I

%x(x,  Y, z) kxyz +o(x, Y, .4d3x

= k /ëî  lCln1  (x)xlClo(x)dx  I+== %L(Y)Y6O(YPY
-cm -co

312
6(7Q - 1)6(n2 - l)b(n3 - 1) ,

where n = ni + nz + ns, and so the second order energy correction is
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Therefore the energy shift of the ground state accurate to k* is

AE = (AE)l  + (AE)*  = ; ;
3

.

(b) V + AV is not changed by the inversion x -+ -5, y + -y, .i.e.,

H(x, Y, z> = H(-x7  -Y, z) *

Furthermore the wave function of the ground state is not degenerate,
so $(--2,  -y, z) = $(x,  y, z) and, consequently,

(x) = ($9 XlcI)

=/_a-&ëJ_+_m/_+&a $J*(xí,  yí, %ë)Xí@(Xí,  yí,  zí)dxídy’

=-lrdz  ~~~~~*(x,Y,~).~.~(x,y,z)dzdY  =  -w,

where we have applied the transformation xí = -x, yí = -y, t’ = z. Hence
(x) = 0. In the same way we find (y) = 0, (z) = 0. Thus (x) = 0.

5054

A spin-4  particle of mass m moves in spherical harmonic oscillator po-
tential V = $IW*~* and is subject to an interaction Xu.r  (spin orbit forces
are to be ignored). The net Hamiltonian is therefore

H = Ho + H' ,

HO = g + f T?l.U*T*, Hí=Xa.r.

Compute the shift of the ground state energy through second order in the
perturbation H í .

(Princeton)

Solution:

The unperturbed ground state is two-fold degenerate with spin up and
spin down along the a-axis.
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Using the perturbation method for degenerate states, if the degeneracy
does not disappear after diagonalizing the perturbation Hamiltonian, one
has to diagonalize the following matrix to find the energy positions:

w+ë)  + c w+-4 b-4%ë)  3 (nlWlní)

m
Eio’  _ Ef$

Let ln,nyn,  f) and ln,nvn, _I) be the unperturbation quantum states,
where nZ, ny and n, are the oscillation quantum numbers in the x, y and L
direction, t (3_)  pre resents the spin up (down) state. As

EElynz  = ( 3
n,+n,+n,+~ fiw,

>

the matrix has elements

(000 -t- lWlOO0  t) =
X2(000  t 16 . rlOO1  -t) (001 t [CT . rlOO0  t)

;/=l+lJ

+ X2(000-r  I u . rllO0  J.) (100 j. 1~7.  rlOO0  t)

;Fll+J

+ X2(000?.  I u . r-1010 J) (010 3_ 16. rlOO0  t)

+J-;fw

=xz I(000  f l~z4001  -r)12 + I(000 t I4100 J)12
[ -Flu --FLU

+ I(000 t l~,YlO10  -1N2
-Flu 1

3x2=--
2rruS  ’

(000 _1 pv~000  -1)  = - 2,

(000 t pv~000  4) = 0.

In the above calculation we have used the fact that

(nilxilni  + 1) = JF, xi =  x,y,z,
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all other elements being zero. It is seen that a two fold degeneracy still
exists for the eigenvalue &. This means that the degeneracy will not
disappear until at least the second order approximation is used. The ground
state, which is still degenerate, has energy $ Tw - 3x22mwZ’

5055

Consider a spinless  particle of mass m and charge e confined in a spher-
ical cavity of radius R: that is, the potential energy is zero for 1x1 2 R and
infinite for 1x1  > R.

(a) What is the ground state energy of this system?
(b) Suppose that a weak uniform magnetic field of strength IBI is

switched on. Calculate the shift in the ground state energy.
(c) Suppose that, instead, a weak uniform electric field of strength IEl

is switched on. Will the ground state energy increase or decrease? Write
down, but do not attempt to evaluate, a formula for the shift in the ground
state energy due to the electric field.

(d) If, instead, a very strong magnetic field of strength IBI is turned on,
approximately what would be the ground state energy?

(Princeton)

Solution:

The radial part
tential well is

R” +

of the Schrodinger  equation for the particle in the po-

2
; Rí+

Z(Z  + 1)
k2 -I T2 1 R = 0, (r < R) ,

where k = ,/m, the boundary condition being R(r)IP=h = 0. In-
troducing a dimensionless variable p = kr, we can rewrite the equation
as

d2R 2 dR-+--dp+[l-y]  R=O.
dp2

This equation has solutions ji(p) that are finite for p + 0, jl(p)  being
related to Besselís function by

k(P) = $( > 3
J1+;  (PI.
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Thus the radial wave function is

Rkl(r)  = ckljl@-) ,

where ckl is the normalization constant.
The boundary condition requires

which has solutions

kRc = (~~1, n = 1,2,3...  .

Hence the bound state of the particle has energy levels

fi2 2En1  = -a
2mRi nl’

n = 1,2,3...  .

For the ground state, p = 0 and js(p) = y, so that alo = n and the
energy of the ground state is

El0 = h2r2/2mRi.

(b) Take the direction of the magnetic field as the z direction. Then the
vector potential A has components

AZ=-fy,  A,=+, A,=O,

and the Hamiltonian of the system is

A=& [(pz+gy)2+ (p/g2+pq  +V(?-)

= $-&
[
p2 - ìB  (qy -

e2B2
c YPZ) +  43- (x2 + y2) + V(T)1

e2B2
4c2 (x2 + Y2) 1 + V(T).

As the magnetic field is weak we can treat -$ I, f s (x2 + y2) as a
perturbation. When the system is in the ground state 1 = 0, 1, = 0 we only
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need to consider the effect of the term & (x2 + y2).  The wave function
of the ground state is

and the first order energy correction is

e2B2 1 RO e
=-.-

8mc2 J2rRo  0

T2 SiI12(kT)dT 2~ sin3  ede
Jo

Note that in the above calculation we have used

x2 + y2 = ~~ sin2 0, sin(/&c)  = 0 or k& = T .

(c) Suppose a weak uniform electric field E is applied in the t direction,
instead of the magnetic field. The corresponding potential energy of the
particle is Ví = -eEz, which is to be taken as the perturbation. The shift
of the ground state energy is then

As Et is negative, the energy of the ground state decreases as a result.
(d) If a strong magnetic field, instead of the weak one, is applied then

and the B2 term can no longer be considered as a perturbation. The particle
is now to be treated as a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator with

1 e2B2--2=_ eB
2 8mc2  ’ Or w = 2 m c ’
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Hence the ground state energy is approximately

5056

A particle of mass m and electric charge Q moves in a three-dimensional
isotropic harmonic-oscillator potential V = f /x2.

(a) What are the energy levels and their degeneracies?
(b) If a uniform electric field is applied, what are the new energy levels

and their degeneracies?
(c) If, instead, a uniform magnetic field is applied, what are the energies

of the four lowest states?
(Columbia)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian of the system is

where

The energy levels are given by

E N = (N + 3/2)Twr,,

wherewo= m, N=n,+n,+n,.
The degeneracy of state N is

f = 5 (N - n, + 1) = f (N + l)(N + 2).
n,=O
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(b) Take the direction of the uniform electric field as the z direction.
Then the Hamiltonian is

l!l = $*/2m + l kr* - QEz

+ + f k(z - SE/k)* 1 - Q2E2/2k.

Comparing this with the Hamiltonian in (a), we get

EN = (N + 3/2)tiwc  - Q2E2/2k,

f = f (N + l)(N + 2).

(c) Consider the case where a magnetic field, instead of the electric field,
is applied. In cylindrical coordinates, the vector potential has components

A,=;Bp,  A,=A,=O.

Thus the Hamiltonian is

A.-p*--$+a+ 2 A2 + ; kp2 + f kz* ,
where we have used T* = p* + z*, and V. A = 0 which means i,. A = A. i>.
Write

where

ë7:  = 02 + Vt, w = IQIB/Zmc, wf2 = w* + wjj, I?, = &p,
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and the symbols F correspond to positive and negative values of Q. Of the
partial Hamiltonians, fit corresponds to a two-dimensional harmonic oscil-
lator normal to the z-axis, fiz corresponds to a one-dimensional harmonic
oscillator along the a-axis. Therefore, the energy levels of the system are
given by

Ellp71,m  = (2n,  + 1 + Iml)tiw’ +
( )

n, + t LO F mfw

where

n,=0,1,2  ,... ,

n,=O,l,2 ,... ,

m =O,fl,f2,. . . .

The four lowest energy levels are thus

Eooo = tiw’  + ; tiwo ,

Eooi = lip’ + ; ho + h(w’ - w) = 2tiw’ - tiw + ; fwo,

Eo~o=Twí++~+hu~=h~J+~Fw~,

I-3002  = hu’ + f h o  +  2h(w’ - w) = 3fw’ - 2~ +  f fiwo .

5057

(a) Describe the splitting of atomic energy levels by a weak magnetic
field. Include in your discussion a calculation of the Land6  g-factor (assume
LS couplings).

(b) Describe the splitting in a strong magnetic field (Paschen-Back ef-
feet).

(Columbia)
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Solution:

In LS coupling the magnetic moment of an atomic system is the sum of
contributions of the orbital and spin angular momenta:

fi = clO(9li  + 93)

= p0[9ki + (ss - 9+1 ,

where ~0 is the Bohr magneton. Taking the direction of the magnetic field
as the I direction, the change of the Hamiltonian caused by the magnetic
field is

(a) The Hamiltonian of system is

fi = fie + I& = @2/2m  + V(T)  + <(T)$. i +

Considering -(gS - gl)&?s, as perturbation and
glpeBj,) on the common state of i2, j2 and jz we have

ill .

operating (He -

@o - 91PoB3z)hdjmj  = (Enlj - glpoBmj)&ljm,  .

If B is very weak, then

i

rn.3

S, = i (jmjI6-,  Ijmj) =
2 j

for  j=Z++,

-mj

xi + 1)
f o r  j=l-i,

where we have used the relations

forj=lfi,and

Hence the energy level of the system becomes
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i

mj
2j ’

j=l+l
2'

-kls  - Sl)POB -mj
c2j+21,  j=l-+.

As gl = -1, gS = -2 we can write

where
g = _ 1 + j(j + 1) + 4s + I) - Z(Z  + I)

2j(j + I) 1
is the Land6  g-factor. Thus an energy level of the atom splits into (2j + 1)
levels.

(b) If the magnetic field is very strong, we can neglect the term <(r)s .l
and the Hamiltonian of the system is

Operating on the common eigenstate of (fie, 12, Z,, s2, sz), we get

&hm,ms = Enlm,ms~n~m,ms  ,

where

Enlmlms = En1 - wdml - g+oBms

= Eni + p&ml + 2m.s))

as 91 = -1, gS = -2. For an electron, ms = ffr. Then, due to the
selection rule Ams = 0, transitions can only occur within energy levels
of ms = + f and within energy levels of ms = - 3. The split levels foi
a given 1 are shown in Fig. 5.18. For the two sets of energy levels wit1
m~+2m~=-Z+ltoZ-l(onesetwithm~=~,theotherwithm~=-~
i.e., 21 - 1 levels for each set), there is still a two-fold degeneracy. So tht
total number of energy levels is 2(2Z  + 1) - (2Z-  1) = 2Z+ 3 as shown.
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”
m,+Zm,

z 1*1- m,+Zm,
t? I-
i=i

I
I-l-___- I-1

c
1-z----; l-2I0 I I

0
,o I I

, -/*2’ ---I -1.2

E
m/.1------1.1

- -I--I-l
Ims’  +ë4)  (ms=_1,2]

Fig. 5.18

5058

Consider an atom with a single valence electron. Its fine-structure
Hamiltonian is given by CL . S.

(a) Determine the difference in the energies of the levels characterized
by J = L + l/2 and J = L - l/2 (fine structure interval) in terms of <.

(b) This atom is placed in a weak external magnetic field of magnitude
H. Use perturbation theory to determine the energy splitting between
adjacent magnetic (Zeeman) sublevels of the atom.

(c) Describe qualitatively how things change in a very strong magnetic
field.

(Columbia)

Solution:

(a) In the representation of (j2, L2,jz),

= ; [j(j + 1) - Z(Z + 1) - s(s + l)]

=; j(j+1)-z(z+l)-;[ 1 .
As (Z + a) (1 + 4) - (1 - i)  (1 + f) = 2Z+ 1, the energy difference is

AE = E++; - E+_i = m- ; (2z+ l).
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(b) If the atom is placed in a weak magnetic field of magnitude H whose
direction is taken to be the z direction, the Hamiltonian of the system is

where j, = e, + >=,.
Let &rjrnj  be a common eigenstate of (j2, L2,jz) for the unperturbed

Hamiltonian fi,,. Then

fiu&rjmj  = eHh.&lj + mj 2mc
>

$Mjmj  .

To consider the effect of the perturbation term & d,
coordinates and write $ct,ljmj  = &(r)qljmj  (0, cp),  where the
functions are

MjTTIj = Jj+mj-2j
cUyj_l,,mj-+

+
/
Jq pyj-+,mj+; forj=Z+i,

Mjmj =- Jj-mjfl

2j + 2
ayj+ 1zsmj-_3

use spherical
angular wave

Q, p being eigenstates of >z of eigenvalues g
j=l+l

2’

and -4 respectively. Thus for
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and
(jq~~z~jmj)  = 9 p - L!+% 5 = p y,

and for j = 1 - 4

(jm.j(??Zljm.j)  = -fL -!!3-,
2 (j+l)

Hence

2 (Sz) = $g 1 T/j, j=Z+i 7

-mj/(j+l),  j=l-f,

and so

Enljmj = Enlj + z
i

( >l+$ mj, j=Z+i,

(1-A) mj, j=l-f.

Therefore,

A E =

where pg = & is the Bohr magneton.
(c) If the magnetic field is very strong, <(r)S  .L < pBB and the Hamil-

tonian of the system is

fi = g + V(T) + g (L f 23,).

Since (fro, i2, i,, g2, S,) form a complete set of dynamical variables,

Ed?7lfTZ, = En1  + g h(m f 2m,)

= En1 + PBH(m  f 1) ,
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as m, = f f . Hence
AE=pLBH.

5059

Positronium is a hydrogen-like system consisting of a positron and an
electron. Consider positronium in its ground state (1 = 0). The Hamil-
tonian  H can be written: H = HO + Hs + HE, where HO is the usual
spin-independent part due to the Coulomb forces, Hs = As,. s, is the part
due to the interaction of the spins of the positron and the electron, and
Hg = -(pp + pe) . B is the part due to the interaction with an externally
applied magnetic field B.

(a) In the absence of an externally applied field what choice of spin
and angular momentum eigenfunctions is most convenient? Calculate the
energy shifts for each of these states due to Hs.

(b) A very weak magnetic field is applied (HB < Hs).  What are the
allowed energies for this system in this case?

(c) Now suppose the applied magnetic field is increased such that HB >>
Hs. What kind of eigenfunctions are now most appropriate? What are the
energy shifts for each of these states due to HB?

(d) Indicate how you would solve this problem for the energies and the
corresponding eigenfunctions in the general case; however, do not try to
carry out the algebra unless you have nothing better to do. No long essays,
please.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) In the absense of the external field B take H, as perturbation. The
total spin of the system is S = sl, + s, and so

sp. se = 5 (S2 - s; - s;, = ; [S(S + 1) - sp(sp + 1) - &(S, + l)] .

It is most convenient to choose the eigenfunctions in the form ~LmSS,).
The ground state 2 = 0 consists of four states S = 1, S, = 0, fl; S =
0, S, = 0. For I = 0, S = 1, as

As,. s,jZmlS,) = 4 l(1 + 1) - 2 fi2jlmlSz),[ 21
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we have

E, = (ZmlS,~H,~~mlS,)  = $, (Sz = 0, fl) ,

which is the energy shift for the triplet state. For 2 = 0, S = 0, as

H&mOO) =  $ 0  - ; fi2~Zm00),
( >

the energy shifts is - $ AfL2.
(b) The external field B is switched on, but as HE < Hs we can consider

the effect of the external field as a perturbation (H = (Ho + H,) + HB).
Taking IlmSS,) as the state vector and the direction of B as the z direction,
i.e., we have B = Be=,

Hg = -(pp + p,) . B = g (&z - 4X),

and (cf. Problem 5066 (b))

HBIOOOO)  =z lOOlO), H~lO011)  =  0,

HBjOOIO)  =s lOOOO), HglOO1,  -1) = 0.

Hence (ZmSS,IH~~lmSS,)  = 0 and the energy levels do not change
further for first order perturbation, in addition to the splitting into singlet
and triplet states described in (a).

We have

& = E:ë)  + c
’ IWb1412

i#n
ELo) _ E(O) .z

As only the following matrix elements are nonzero:

(OOIO~HB~OOOO)  = $

(OOOO~H~~OO1O)  = g,

the energy levels from second order perturbation are, for IOOOO)  :
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for 10011) and 1001,  -1):

for ~0010):

(c) As now HB >> Hs, we can neglect the H, term and consider only
a perturbation consisting of HB = f$ (iez - a,,). It is then convenient to
choose ~lms,,s,,)  as the eigenfunctions. Then for states Jim, ff, 3zi), we
have

and the corresponding energy shifts are zero. For states [Zm, fi, ri), we
have

and hence the energy shifts f z.
(d) In the general case, take IZmSS,)  as the state vector and Hí = Hs +

HB as the perturbation Hamiltonian. Then treat the problem using the
perturbation method for degenerate states, i.e., solve the secular equation
det 1 H&, -E&,1  = 0 to find the energy corrections and the corresponding
wave functions.

5060

An atom is in a state of total electron spin S, total orbital angular
momentum L, and total angular momentum J. (The nuclear spin can be
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ignored for this problem). The z component of the atomic total angular
momentum is J,. By how much does the energy of this atomic state change
if a weak magnetic field of strength B is applied in the .z direction? Assume
that the interaction with the field is small compared with the fine structure
interaction.

The answer should be given as an explicit expression in terms of the
quantium numbers J, L, S, J, and natural constants.

(Princeton)

Solution:

The Hamiltonian and eigenfunctions before the introduction of magnetic
field are as follows:

dJ~LJMJ  -- %LJ(Tlr...  Y~~)~SLJMJ  Y

where the subscripts of T, 1,2,, . . ,n, represent the different electrons in
the atom, and 4,s~  J&f,  is the common eigenstate of (L2, S2, J2, Jz), i.e,

&SLJMJ = c (LMLS,  MJ - MLIJMJ)  YLMr.@S,&-Mr.,

ML

(LMLS,  h4~ - ML( JMJ)  being Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The corre-
sponding unperturbed energy is E,,sL  J.

After switching on the weak magnetic field, the Hamiltonian becomes

As B is very small, we can still consider (L2, S2, J2, Jz) as conserved
quantities and take the wave function of the system as approximately
ti~LJMJ * The energy change caused by the term g J, is AEr = MJ~ &
as J, has eigenvalue MJ~L. The matrix of $ S, is diagonal in the sub-
space of the 2 J + 1 state vectors for the energy Ens J, and hence the energy
change caused by it is

AE, = & (JMJI$IJMJ),
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where

The total energy change is then

AE = MJ&LQ - twl+ ~(MJ - ML). [(LM,+ë,  MJ - M~)JMJ)]~,
M L

where
eB

w==.

5061

The deuteron is a bound state of a proton and a neutron. The Hamil-
tonian  in the center of mass system has the form

Here x = x, - xp, T = 1x1, crp and cm are the Pauli  matrices for the
spins of the proton and neutron, p is the reduced mass, and p is conjugate
to x.

(a) The total angular momentum J2 = J(J + 1) and parity are good
quantum numbers. Show that if Vs = 0, the total orbital angular momen-
tum L2 = L(L + l), total spin S2 = S(S+  1) and S = f crp + i un are good
quantum numbers. Show that If bís # 0, S is still a good quantum number.
(It may help to consider interchange of proton and neutron spins.)

(b) The deuteron has J = 1 and positive parity. What are the possible
values of L? What is the value of S?

(c) Assume that Vs can be treated as a small perturbation. Show that in
zeroth order (i.e. Vs = 0) the wave function of the state with J, = +1 is of
the form +a(r)l Q, 0~) where ICY,  CY) is the spin state with spz = s,, = +1/2.
What is the differential equation satisfied by $0(r)?

(d) What is the first order shift in energy due to the term in Vs? Suppose
that to first order the wave function is
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where 10) is a state with S, = -l/2 and $0 is as defined in part (c). By
selecting out the part of the Schrodinger  equation that is first order in Vs
and proportional to (a, a) find the differential equation statisfied by +1(x).
Separate out the angular dependence of $1 (x) and write down a differential
equation for its radial dependence.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) Use units such that Ii = 1. First consider the case where VT = 0. As

1 a2
P2 = -; p r - -$v;,,, L2 = -v;,#,

we have

[L2,  P21 = cl,

IL29 K + (up . un)vz] = [L2, vl] + (up . un)[L2,  V2]

=0+(u,.0,).0=0,

and so
[L2, Hî+J]  = 0 i

Thus L2 is a good quantum number. Now consider the total spin S2. As

sp. sn = f (S2 - s; - g,=; .(s2-;.;_3+  (9í~3,

1 1
s* = - up,

2
s, = -Cn,

2

we have

IS2,%. ëffnr  Up’ %I =o,

Furthermore,
[S2,  p2] = 0, [SF, VI(T)]  = 0.

Hence [S2,  Hv3=e]  = 0 and S2 is also a good quantum number.
If V, # 0, we have to consider also

(UP. ;> (0î. 5) = f {[(up + u,) . ;I2 - (up. ;)2 - (un. 5)ë)  .
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A S up + u, = 2(s, + s,) = 2s and

(a,. 3>2 = (a,. ;) (up. 3) = ;. ; = I= (u,. 3>2 )

using the formula

(u-A)(u.B)  =A.B+k.(A  xB),

the above becomes

(a,.;) (a,.;) =2(q2-1.

Then as

[sí?  (ìF)]  =x[Sî,Si]  (5) ZO,
i

we have

[sî,  (u$) (u2)]  =o,
and so

[P,H] = 0, [S,H]  = 0.

Hence S is still a good quantum number if Vs # 0.
(b) The parity of the deuteron nucleus is

p = P(P)  . P(n) . PL = (+1).  (+1).  (-l)L = (-l)L.

Since the parity is positive, L =even. Then as S can only be 0 or 1 and
J = 1, we must have S equal to 1 and L equal to 0 or 2.

(c) In zeroth order perturbation Vs = 0, L, S are good quantum num-
bers.

For the lowest state, L = 0 and so L, = 0. Then for the state J, =
L, + S, = 1, S, = 1 and hence S = 1, sPZ = +3 , s,, = + 3. Because
L = 0, the spatial wave function is spherically symmetric i.e., $0 = $0(r).
Thus the wave function of state J, = 1 is $0(r), and

As
a,~u,=4s,~s,=2S2-2~~-2~~=2S2-3,
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and so

ap. %lQ,(Y) = (2S2 - 3)la,cY)  = (2 x 2 - 3))cY,a) = JcY,a) ,

we have

Hence the differential equation satisfied by $0 is

$$ (r2F)+{$ wl(7)-2(~~1}  $Jo=o.

For L # 0, the wave functions of states with J, = 1 do not have the
above form.

(d) In first order approximation, write the Hamiltonian of the system
as

where

H = Ho + H’ )

Hí= [(u~ë;)  (+) -&ëp-~n]  h(r),  Ho=Hfi=,,

and the wave function as
1C)=4ok-%4.

The energy correction is given by

AE = (14HíIti).

As

X cos e sin 8e-+
U.-

T
=c7,sin~coscp+uysin8sincp+a,c0s8= ( >sin Bei9 - COSB  ’

(ala. ; ICY) = (1 0)
(

si;;eyV sinBe+ë)  (A)
cos e

= case,
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we have

(Q,(YI  (a,f) (~,.5)--5bp.o,la,a)=cos2e-5,

and hence

= 11clo12v3(4
J

(cos2B - ;) dx

= JM W-)l$o12r2d
0

r/dîlíî (cos28-  i) sinOdf?dp

= o .

Note that as S is conserved and L is not, the wave function is a super-
position of the spin-triplet states (S = 1):

$(J4  = $o(r)la,  4 + ~1(4I% 4 + $2(x)  (k&P)

+  IP, a)> + 743(J4lP,  P) 1

and
H$ = (Ho + Hí)$  = (E + ECí)  + . ..)lc..

Therefore, in first order approximation, making use of

E(l)  = AE zz 0

and

we obtain

Ho[+l  la, a) + +2(I~, P) + IP, 4) + ti3lA 81 + Hí+ob,  4
= E[tilla, 4 + ti2(b, 0) + IP, 4) + 1c13IAP)l.

To calculate the perturbation term Hí$Jo[cY,  a):
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W&lo, Q) = Vs(r)&  c0s2 e - 1[ 31 ICY, cy) + &(~)$a sin2 eei2v(p,p).

By considering the terms in the above equation that are proportional
to ICY, cr), we can obtain the equation for the wave function $1(x):

+ W+.h + V~(T)$J~(T)  (cos2e - i) = E+~.

Writing +1(x) = Rl(~)@l(e, cp), we can obtain from the above

1
’aqe,cp)  = cos2e  - i = 3
/-
F fio(e, 94 ,

and thus i2@i = 2(2 + l)fi2@r. The equation for RI is

Here, it should be noted, even though the normalization factor of 91
will affect the normalization factor of RI, their product will remain the
same. It is noted also that $1(x)  corresponds to L = 2, L, = 0. B y
considering the term in Hí$~slacr)  that is proportional to I/3,  ,D),  we see that
$9(x)  corresponds to L = 2, L, = 2. Then from the given J, = 1, we can
see that ~/Q(X) corresponds to L = 2, L, = 1 (note that J, is also conserved
if Vs # 0). In other words, the existence of Vs requires the ground state of
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deuteron to be a combination of the L = 0 and L = 2 states, so that J = 1,
S = 1, J, = 1 and parity = positive.

5062

Consider the bound states of a system of two non-identical, nonrela-
tivistic, spin one-half particles interacting via a spin-independent central
potential. Focus in particular on the 3P2 and ëPI  levels (3P2:  spin-triplet,
L = 1, J = 2; ëPI  : spin-singlet, L = 1, J = 1). A tensor force term
H’ = X[3a(l)  . ?v(2) . i - a(1) . a(2)] is added to the Hamiltonian as a
perturbation, where X is a constant, 2 is a unit vector along the line joining
the two particles, u(1) and a(2) are the Pauli  spin operators for particles
1 and 2.

(a) Using the fact that Hí commutes with all components of the total
angular momentum, show that the perturbed energies are independent of
m, the eigenvalues of J,.

(b) The energy is most easily evaluated for the triplet state when the
eigenvalue of J, takes on its maximum value m = j = 2. Find the pertur-
bation energy AE(3Ps).

(c) Find AE(ëPr).
(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) Use units for which fi = 1. As S = f [a(l) + a(2)],  the perturbation
Hamiltonian Hí can be written as

Hí =A ; [(2S . t)’  - (a(l) . i.)2 - (a(2) .6)ì]

= X[6(S  . i)2 - 2S2]  ,

where we have also used the relation

cu. ej2 = (G + oy + u,)(a, + uy + uz)

=u2+2+(12=(T2z YZ’
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on account of
UiUj + UjfTi = 26ij .

To prove that Hí commutes with all components of the total angular
momentum J, we show for example [J,, Hí] = 0. AS [S,, S2] = 0, [L,, Sî]  =
0, we have (J,, S2] = 0. Also, as [S,, S,] = itiS,,  etc, L, = -in&, we have

[Jz,S.6]  =[s,,s~t]+[L,,s~q

= [S,, sin 8 cos cpS,  + sin 19 sin CpS, + cos es,]

+ [L,, sin 0 cos cpS, + sin 8 sin cpS,  + cos es*]

= iti sin e cos cpS,  - ih sin 8 sin $3,

- i/i 2 (sin 0 cos CpS, + sin 0 sin CpS,  + cos es,)
acp

=o,

and hence

[~*,(s.~)~]=(s.i)(Jz,s.~]+[Jr,s.~](s.~)=o.

Combining the above results, we have [Jz, Hí] = 0.
Similarly we can show

[J,, Hí]  = [Jr/,  Hí] = 0.

It follows that J+ = J, + iJY also commutes with Hí. J+ has the property

J+ Ij, m) = alj,  m + 1) ,

where a is a constant. Suppose there are two unperturbed states

]j, ml) and ]j, ms), w h e r e  rnz = ml + 1,

which are degenerate and whose energies to first order perturbation are El
and Es respectively. Then

b,mtI[J+,  HO + HílIj,md

= (imlJ+(Ho + Hí)I Aml) - (Am2l(Ho + Hí)J+b,md
= (~3 - &>(.Am2lJ+IJ,md
= a(E1  - E2) = 0
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Since the matrix element a # 0, Er = Ez, i.e., the perturbation energies
are independent of m.

(b) The perturbation energy is

AE(3Pz) = (j = 2, m = 2IHílj  = 2, m = 2).

Since

Ij = 2, m = 2) = II = l,ml = l)lS = 1,mS = 1))

AE(3P2)  = dfiY;,(O,cp)(S  = 1 ,m, = l(Hí(S  = 1,ms = i)yll(e,cp)

=  -& X
s

sin2 e(3 cos2  e - 1) 27r sin &%I

3x ==-
I4 0

sin3(3cos20-  i)de

(c) For the state ëPI,  as S = 0, m, = 0 and so H’ = 0, we have
AE(ëPl)  = 0.

5063

A hydrogen atom is initially in its absolute ground state, the F = 0
state of the hyperfine structure. (F is the sum of the proton spin I, the
electron spin s and the orbital angular momentum L.) The F = 0 state is
split from the F = 1 state by a small energy difference AE.
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A weak, time-dependent magnetic field is applied. It is oriented in the
z direction and has the form B, = 0, t < 0, B, = Beexp(-yt),  t > 0. Here
Bo and y are constants.

(a) Calculate the probability that in the far future when the field dies
away, the atom will be left in the F = 1 state of the hyperfine structure.

(b) Explain why, in solving this problem, you may neglect the interaction
of the proton with the magnetic field.

(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) When considering the hyperfine structure of the hydrogen atom, we
write the Hamiltonian of the system as

H = Ho + f(r)a, . 6, ,

where HO is the Hamiltonian used for considering the fine structure of the
hydrogen atom, f(r)a,  . ue is the energy correction due to the hyperfine
structure, up and u, being the Pauli  spin matrices for the proton and
electron respectively.

When the atom is in its absolute ground state with L = 0, j = s = +, the
hyperfine structure states with F = 0 and F = 1 respectively correspond
to spin parallel and spin antiparallel states of the proton and electron.

The initial wave function of the system is

$(r, F) = &oYoo(e, cp)Qoo .

Letting (Y, /3 represent the spinors (i), (i), we have the spin wave function

which makes $ antisymmetric. When t > 0, a weak magnetic field B, =
Boe-Yt  acts on the system and the Hamiltonian becomes

22 = Ho + f(?-)ap . u, + F +er  9

neglecting any interaction between the magnetic field and the proton.
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Suppose the wave function of the system at t > 0 is

$(r, F,t) = R1o(~)Y00[G(t)@oo  + Cz(t)@11 + C3(t)%o + C4(t)Ql,-11,

where

811 = apse  ,

@1,-l = PpPe  3

81.0 = 5 (apPe +  aePp>

Then the probability that the system is at hyperfine structure state
F = 1 at time t is

A(t) = 1 - lc1(t)12,

and the initial conditions are

Cl(O)  = 1, C2(0)  = C3(0)  = C4(0)  = 0.

As

oxa = PI gzO=ff,

c7@ = ip, 0~0 = -ia,

U,cy = CI, QZP = -0,

we have

up . ~e@oo  =(~ppz~ez +  ~p,Uey  + ~pz~e,,$  (-%A? + u$J

= - 3eol-J )

and similarly
up. b,Qlm = 81,.

Finally, from the Schrcdinger  equation ifL& $J = fill, we obtain

if-ho(r)Yoo
dC1~Qoo+~Qll+~~lo+~~,,_~ >

= &o(~)Yoo{[Qo  - 3f(ao)]G(t)Qoo

+ [El0  + f(ao)l [C2(w%l + C3(eho  + C4(Wl,-11)

+ Rlo(r)Yoo~oB,[C3(t)0oo  + Cz(t)Qll

+ Cl(t)@10 - C4(t)@l,-ll  *
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Comparing the coefficient of 000 and of 01s on the two sides of the
equation, we get

{

iti f C1 (t) = [El0 - 3f(ae)]  G(t) + Cs(t)&%e+  ,

ih f G(t) = [EIO + f(a0>] C3(t) + G (t)pOBOevYt  .

As the energy of the hyperfine structure, f(as),  is much smaller than
Eie, energy of the fine structure, it can be neglected when calculating Cl(t).
Then the above equations give

c,(t)  = ; e-4Qt {e* (l-e-ì)  + e-q  (14í)).

Hence

A( t+m = 1 - cos2 (%) =sin2 (@-$)  ,

which is the probability that the hydrogen atom stays in state F = 1.
(b) The interaction between the magnetic moment of the proton and

the magnetic field can be neglected because the magnetic moment of the
proton is only & of the magnetic moment of the electron.

5064

A spinless nonrelativistic particle in a central field is prepared in an
s-state, which is degenerate in energy with a p-level (ml = 0, 51). At time
t = 0 an electric field E = I30 sin wti is turned on. Ignoring the possibility of
transitions to other than the above-mentioned states but making no further
approximations, calculate the occupation probability for each of the four
states at time t, in terms of the nonzero matrix elements of 2.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

Choose the four given states as the state vectors and the level of energy
such that the degenerate energy E = 0. The Hamiltonian of the system is

fi = I& + aí,  I;r’ = -gE . r = -gEezsin  wt.
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To find the perturbation energy matrix one notes that only elements

0 +  LWl4k 1)m are non-vanishing. Thus we have

100) PO) 11, -1) 111)
WI

I;r’  = WI

(1, --II
(111

Suppose the wave function is ?c, = (x~,z~,z~,cc~),  and initially $~(t =

0 )  =  (LO,O,O), where ~1~22, ~3, x4 are the four state vectors. The

SchrGdinger  equation ifi & $ = fi+ can then be written as

0,

where X = g&(OO~a~lO)  is a real number.
Equation (2) and the initial condition give

(3 = (3,-,= (3 ’

which means that the probability that the system occupies the states ml =
fl of the p-level is zero. To solve Eq. (l), we first diagonalize the matrix
by solving the secular equation

x 1I I1  x=
0,

which gives X = fl. Hence the first two components of 1c, are to be trans-
formed to

Then Eq. (1) becomes

= -Xsinwt  (A _9) (i)  ,
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subject to the initial condition

Solving the equation we find

To get back to the original state vectors,

Therefore, the occupation probability for each of the four states at time
t is

P.(t) = lz112 = cos2  s~0(00l410)
[ fiw (1 - coswt) 1

Pptmr=o)(t)  = 1~1’ = sin2
[

gEo(ozílo)  (1 - COSwt)]

f&nl Al) (t) = 0 f

where (OOlzllO)  is to be calculated using wave functions R,lYl, (6, cp)  for a
particle in a central field and is a real number.

5065

;
An ion of a certain atom has L = 1 and S = 0 when it is in free space.

The ion is implanted in a crystalline solid (at z = y = z = 0) and sees

] a local environment of 4 point charges as shown in the Fig. 5.19. One
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can show by applying the Wigner-E&art  theorem (DONíT TRY) that the
effective perturbation to the Hamiltonian caused by this environment can
be written as

HI = ; (L2 - L;) ,

where L, and L, are the x and y components of the orbital angular mo-
mentum operator, and a is a constant. In addition, a magnetic field is
applied in the z direction and causes a further perturbation H, = $ff L,,
where L, is the z component of the angular momentum operator and p is
a constant.

Fig. 5.19

(a) Express the perturbation Hamiltionian Hí = HI + Hz in terms
of L+ and L_, the ìraisingî and ìloweringî operators for orbital angular
momentum.

(b) Find the matrix of the perturbation Hamiltonian in the basis set
using the three states Il,O), Il,l) and 11, -1).

(c) Find the energy levels of the ion as a function of B. Make a careful
sketch of your result.

(d) When B = 0, what are the eigenfunctions describing the ion?

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) From the definitions L* = L, f iL,, we get

[L,, L-1 = -2i[L,,  Lv] = 2hL,,

La - L; = ; (L, + Lq2 + ; (L, - L-y = ; (L2, + L2_).
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Thus the perturbation Hamiltonian is

H’  = Y (L2 _ L2) + p L
h2 = I fi =

= g2 (L2, + L?) + z (L+L-  - L-L+).

429

(b) Using the formula

L*\L, ML) = tiJL(L + 1) - ML(ML  f 1) 1 L, ML f 1) )

we find the following non-vanishing elements

L2_11,1) = JzhL_p,o)

= 2F41, -I),

L?ll, -1) = 2ri211,l)  )

L+L_jl, 1) = 2F?(l, 1) ,

L+L_Il, 0) = 2ti2~1,O)  ,

L_L+Il, 0) = 2fi71,O)  ,

L_L+Il,  -1) = 2fi71, -1)

and hence the matrix ((Lí, ikILl HíI L, ML)) as follows:

1191) Il,O) IL-l)

H’ = (l,ol
:::ì,l  (i i _:J

(c) The perturbation energy E is determined by the matrix equation

0

CY

whose secular equation

[pi-E 0 (Y a

- E 0

10

b =O,

0 -PB-E  c

/3B-E 0 (Y

0 - E 0

a! 0 +B-E
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gives the corrections

El=-dw,

Ez =O,

The perturbation energy levels are shown in Fig. 5.20 as functions of B,
where the dashed lines are the asymptotes.

Fig. 5.20

(d) If B = 0, the energy levels are

El = -(Y, E2=0,  E3=a!,

and the eigenstates are given, respectively, by

a=-c#O,  b=O;

a=c=O, b#O;

a=c#O, b = O .

Thus the corresponding energy eigenstates are
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In terms of the state vectors II, I), Il,O), 11, -1) the wave functions are

I& = -a) = -5 (1,l) + $ II, -1) )

lE2 = 0) = \l,O)  )

P3 = 4 = 5 II, 1) + 5 11, -1).

5066

The spin-dependent part of the effective Hamiltonian for a positronium
(bound state of electron and positron) in a magnetic field B may be written
as

Spin = Age  . up + pBB(aez  - cp.z)  7

where ce and crp are the Pauli  spin matrices for the electron and the
positron, and PB is the Bohr magneton.

(a) At zero magnetic field the singlet state lies 8 x 10m4 eV below the
triplet state. What is the value of A?

(b) Illustrate by a sketch the dependence of the energy of each of the
four spin states on the magnetic,field  B, including both the weak and strong
field cases.

(c) If the positronium atom is in its lowest energy state in a strong
magnetic field and the field is instantaneously switched off, what is the
probability of finding the atom in the singlet state?

(d) How would the result of (c) be changed if the field is switched off
very slowly?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) When B = 0, the effective Hamiltonian has the expectation value

(Spin) = A(Fím&lu.z.  c~IF~F) 7

where F = s, + sp.
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As
ue . up = ; (F2 - s; - s;) ,

E = (Hspin) = PA[F(F  + 1) - s~(s, + 1) - sP(sP  + l)] . bats . d,;,, .

For the triplet state, F = 1, so Epcl = 2A (1 .2 - 3 . 4 - $ . s) = A.
For the singlet state, F = 0, so EF=O = -3A.
Hence, EF=~ - EF=O  = 4A = 8 x 10e4  eV, giving A = 2 x 10e4  eV.
(b) We first transform from representation in coupling state vectors to

that in non-coupling state vectors:

1 F = 1, rn~ = 1) = s, = i , mse = i , SP = i , msP  = i) ,

IF = 1, mF = 0) =

1
msP=--2 ,

IF = 1, mF = -1) = se = f , mse  = -f
1 1

,sp=-,mSP=--  ,
2 2 >

IF = 0, mF = 0) = , mse = - 1 , sp = - 1 ,
2 2

1
m sP=-- > -

1 1 1 1
2

I s,=--,m,,=--,.s,=-,m,,=-
2 2 2 2

.

Then as pBB(a,,  - gpr) = v (s,, - spz) and

(s,z - spZ)IF = 0, mF = 0) = L (Se= - Spz) (I 1 1 1  - -  1

Jz
2’ 2’ 2’ 2

=tilF=l,mF=O),
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(&!Z - spZ)IF = 1, mF = 0) = h[F = 0, mF = 0) ,

(se, - spz)IF = 1, mF = 1) = (se, - spZ)IF  = 1, mF = -1) = 0,

and using the results of (a), we have in the order of 11, l), II, -I), Il,O),
IO, (2,

Hspi.-(i ; jB -ì;y).

The secular equation
A-E 0 0 0

0 A-E 0 0
= 0

0 0 A - E 2/.&yB

0 0 Z~BB -3A-E

then gives the spin-energy eigenvalues

E1=Ez=A,

E4 = - A - 24A2 + &B2.

The variation of E with B is shown in Fig. 5.21. If the magnetic field
B is weak we can consider the term /.LBB(B,,  - opz)  as perturbation. The
energy correction is zero in first order perturbation and is proportional to
B2 in second order perturbation. When the magnetic field B is very strong,
the energy correction is linear in B.

E

Fig. 5.21
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(c) When the positronium is placed in a strong magnetic field (p,yB  >>
A), the lowest energy state, i.e., the eigenstate whose energy is approxi-
mately -A - 2p~B,  is

1 1
mse = --, = - = -2 map 2 > 5 {LO) lO,O)) 7

where we have considered Au, . up as perturbation. If the magnetic field
is switched off suddenly, the probability that the atom is in state IF =
0, mF = 0) is

2

P= (o,ol;,-g,; =>I I 5 (O,Oll,O)  - -$o,o,o.o)~2  = 5.

(d) If the magnetic field is switched off very slowly, no transition occurs
and the atom will remain in the state Ii, - 4, f i), and the energy of the
system is E = -A.

5067

Positronium consists of an electron and a positron bound by their
Coulomb attraction.

(a) What is the radius of the ground state? The binding energy of the
ground state?

(b) The singlet and triplet ground states are split by their spin-spin
interaction such that the singlet state lies about low3 volts below the triplet
state. Explain the behavior of positronium in a magnetic field. Draw an
energy level diagram to illustrate any dependence on the magnetic field.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The hydrogen atom has ground state radius and binding energy

a0 = fi2/pe2 x 0.53 A,

El = pe4/2h2  z 13.6 eV,

where p= memp/( m, + mp),  the Coulomb potential V(r) = -e2/1r1  - r2l
having been used.
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The results may be applied to any hydrogen-like atom of nuclear charge
Ze with the replacements

V(r) -+ Ví(r)  = -Ze2/lrl  - 121,

P -+ P’ = 7wmz/(m1+  m2)  ,

ml, m2 being the mass of the nucleus and that of the orbiting electron. For
positronium, p’ = y, Z = 1, and so

ub = A2/píe2  = acp/p’ = 2as M 1 A,

Ei =píe4/2ti2  = píE~/p  = f El M 6.8 eV.

(b) Choose 10,0, S, S,) as the eigenstate and take as the perturbation
Hamiltonian

Hí=As,.s~+~~@ (&!z - Spr)  ,

where A = 1°iteV.  Using the results of Problem 5066 we have the
perturbation energy matrix

HLn=I:ëA.’  AIL I;!$j)  7

(171) (1, -1) (Yîo,  BA

from which we find the perturbation energies

El = E2 = Ati2/4,

E3 = -AfL2/4 +

E4 = -Ah214  -

The dependence of the energy levels on B is shown in Fig. 5.22.
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The result shows that the energy levels of the hyperfine structure is
further split in the presence of a weak magnetic field, whereas the hyperfine
structure is destroyed in the presence of a strong magnetic field. These
limiting situations have been discussed in Problem 5059.

Fig. 5.22

5068

Estimate the magnetic susceptibility of a He atom in its ground state.
Is it paramagnetic or diamagnetic?

(Chicago)

Solution:

Suppose the He atom is in an external uniform magnetic field H = Hi,
(H being a constant). The vector potential A, defined by H = V x A, can
be taken to be A = $ H(-y&  + ~2~).  The Hamiltonian of the system is
then

As the helium atom is in the ground state, pJ = 0. Thus

where m and e are respectively the mass and charge of an electron.
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The magnetic susceptibility is given by x = -47r g (~~0.  For helium
atom in its ground state,

2

&CL p~_$Ly.Pi-~Pi.A+;A2  )
i=l 2m ( 1

a2il 2 e2-=
aH2 c- (x2 + y2> = g& (z2 + Y2>  1

i=l 4mc2

and so

= - 4x &(H ge round state IfilHe ground state)

= - 4n &H ge round state 1x2 + y21He  ground state)

= - 47r &(2+y2).

Asz2+y2+z2=r2,wecantake

where  4eg.s. is the mean-square distance of each electron from the He
nucleus in the ground state, which gives

47r e2r&.*
x ~M-_

c2 3m

in Gaussian units. Note that as x < 0, helium atom in its ground state is
diamagnetic.

5 0 6 9

An atom with no permanent magnetic moment is said to be diamagnetic.
In this problem the object is to calculate the induced diamagnetic moment
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for a hydrogen atom in a weak magnetic field B ignoring the spins of the
electron and proton.

(a) Write down the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian for a particle of mass m
and charge q in a combined vector and scalar electromagnetic field.

(b) Using the fact that a satisfactory vector potential A for a uniform
magnetic field is A = -4 r x B, write down the steady-state Schriidinger
equation for the hydrogen atom. Assume the proton to be infinitely massive
so center of mass motion can be ignored.

(c) Treat the terms arising from the magnetic field as a perturbation
and calculate the shift in the ground state energy due to the existence of
the magnetic field.

(d) Calculate the induced diamagnetic moment per atom.

Solution:

(MIT)

(a) A particle of mass m and charge q in an electromagnetic field of
potentials (4, A) has Hamiltonian

H =  & (p- ;A)'+qc,b.

(b) If the motion of the proton is neglected, the Schrodinger  equation
for a hydrogen atom in a uniform magnetic field B is

1H2me
p+;Bxr

where q = -e for an electron, or

p2+;p.~xr+;Bxr.p+-$(Bxr)2  -c1 > +@I
= E+(r).

As

p.Bxr-Bxr.p=-ifiV.(Bxr)

=-iti(VxB).r+iFzB.Vxr=O
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because B is uniform and V x r = 0, we have

p.Bxr=Bxrep=B.rxp=B.L.

Taking the direction of the uniform magnetic field B as the z direction, we
have B = Bb,,  B. L = BL, = itiB &, and

(B x r)” = (-By& + BczS,)~ = B2(z2 + y2) = B2r2 sin2 8

in spherical coordinates.
The Schrodinger equation can then be written as

_$72_ì--_  2m,c  ieBh &7 8 + g e 2 r2 sin2 19 7+!~(r, 8, ëp)
e T

in spherical coordinates.
(c) Treat

H’ = ZL,+-$ r2 sin2 8
2m,c e

as a perturbation. The energy shift of the ground state is

AE = (100~Hí~lOO)

with

where a = A. Thusc

1 O”

J

e2B2 a2e2B2
=-

a3 0
T4e-2r/a  & . _ = _ ,

3mec2 4m,c2

Note that for the ground state, 1 = 0, ml = 0, and the first term of H’
makes no contribution to AE.
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(d) The above energy shift is equal to the energy of a magnetic dipole
in a magnetic field B,

AE=-/.L.B,

if the dipole moment is
e2a2

- B .’  = - 4m,c2

the dipole moment induced by the field. The
antiparallel to B.

This can be considered as
atom is diamgnetic  as p is

5070

The magnetic polarizability of an atom is defined by oH = -
s&f1 1~~0, where E(H) is th e energy of the atom in a constant external
magnetic field.

(a) Estimate the magnetic polarizability of the F = 0, Is hyperfine
ground state of a hydrogen atom.

(b) Estimate the magnetic polarizability of the ground state Is2 of a
helium.

(CUSPEA)

Solution:

(a) If the magnetic field H is very weak, the perturbation Hamiltonian
isHí=-P.H.

Taking the direction of H as that of the z-axis  and letting the spins of
the electron and proton be S and I respectively we have

~1. H = f&w&z + gp&)H
=fL-1 [ ; kIePB + WP) (Sz + I=) + ; kL+B - 57*&J  (Sz - L) 1 H.

The first order perturbation makes no contribution to (YH  as (cf. Prob-
lem 5066). (F = 0,rnF = OlS, f 1,/F = O,mF = 0) = 0. We then
consider the energy correction of second order perturbation for the ground
state F = 0, 1s:

Ec2)(H)= & I(F = 11 - /.L.HIF  = o)12

m=-1
EF=O - Eel
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where m is the quantum number of the projection on z axis of F.

E(2)(H)  = & I(F = 1, ml - p. HIF = 0, 0)12/(E~,~ - EF=~)
m=-1

=  H2K2 2 I(F = 1 , ml: (gepB  - gppp)  (S, - L)IF = %@I2
m=-1

/(EF=O - EF=l)  7

as (SZ  + IZ)lOO)  = 0. Then as (SZ - IZ)lO,O)  = till,O), the matrix elements
are all zero except for m = 0. Thus

Ec2)(H)  = I(F = 1, m = 01 f (g+B - SPCLP)  (SZ - IL)

IF = 0, O)(2H2h-2/(EF=o  - EFcl).

As pp < PLg, ge = 1, and the spectral line F = 1 + F = 0 has frequency
140 MHz, corresponding to EF=~ - EF=O = 0.58 x 10e6  eV,

a(H) = &
2(E~=1 - EF=o)

= (5.8 x lo-’ eV/Gs)2/(2  x 5.8 x 10e7  eV)

= 2.9 x 10-l’ eV/Gs2.

(b) Consider a helium atom in a uniform magnetic field H. The vector
potential is A = 3 H x r and it contributes e2A2/2mc2  per electron to
the perturbation Hamiltonian that gives rise to the magnetic polarizability
a(H) (Problem 5068). If the helium atom is in the ground state 1s2,
then L = S = J = 0. Taking the direction of H as the z direction, we have

Híz2.s e2H2
= 4mc2 (x2 + Y2) 7

the factor of 2 being added to account for the two electrons of helium atom.
The energy correction is thus

(x2 + Y2) $0
I >

e2H2 -
x2 + yz =

e2H2  2 2=-
4mc2 Jg&py
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where TO is the root-mean-square radius of helium atom in the ground state,
asr~=~+~+?aand2=~=~.  Sincers=&=?j,aabeing
the Bohr radius of hydrogen atom,

GE
a(H)=-m =

H=O
- A&.;. (t$>z = _f (&)2 $2

=-- &
6EI  ’

where PB = & is the Bohr magneton, EZ = & is the ionization potential
of hydrogen. Thus

o(H) = _ (06 ’ 1o-8)2 = -4 .4  x lo-l9 eV/f-&.2  .
6 x 13.6

5071

A particle of mass m moves in a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator
well. The Hamiltonian is

H = & + f kr2.

(a) Find the energy and orbital angular momentum of the ground state
and the first three excited states.

(b) If eight identical non-interacting (spin-i) particles are placed in such
a harmonic potential, find the ground state energy for the eight-particle
system.

(c) Assume that these particles have magnetic moment of magnitude p.
If a magnetic field B is applied, what is the approximate ground state energy
of the eight-particle system as a function of B. Plot the magnetization
(-3) for the ground state as a function of B.

(Columbia)

Solution:

(a) A three-dimensional harmonic oscillator has energy levels

EN= Nt; tiw,( >
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where GI = k,If

N=2n,+l,  N=0,1,2 ,..., n,=0,1,2  ,...,

1 =N-2n,.

For the ground state, N = 0 and the energy is Eo = $ëiw,  the orbit angular
momentum is L = 0.

For the first exited state, N = 1, El = 4 Tw, L = h. As 1 = 1 the level
contains three degenerate states.

(b) For spin-4  particles, two can fill up a state. Thus when fully filled.
The ground state contains two particles and the first three excited states
contain six particles. Thus the ground state energy of the eight-particle
system is Eo = 2 x z fw + 6 x !ëw  = 18fw.

(c) The Hamiltonian of the system is

where V(rO = + kr:, A is the vector potential +B x r giving rise to B.
As the eight particles occupy two shells, all the shells are full and we

have S = 0, L = 0, j = 0.
The wave functions of the system are the products of the following

functions (excluding the radial parts):

I

Yo0(el)Yo0(e2)  & {GNV)  - GW(l))y

hl(e3)Kl(e4)  & {d3)P(4)  - UP),

&O(e5)&O(e6)  $j {a(5)P(6)  - a(W(5)),

K-l(e7)Yl-lCes)  h {UP - G)P(7)},

where ei = ri/ri. Note that the two space sub-wave functions in each are
same. Then as the total space wave function is symmetric, the total spin
wave function must be antisymmetric. As

gzo = P, uvy” = ip, g,(Y=(Y,

a,P = o, Cry@  = -icq gzP = -P,
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we have

Cl2 5 {~(l)PW  - @)P(1)~  =  5 w)P@) - cw-+)~ t

02z$ {aU)P(2)  - ~Cw(1H  =  -5 WUW - @k+)),

CJly  -& {~(ww - @)P(l>I  =  5 {Pw3@) +  ~W~W)  7

F2y 5 {a(l)PW - @)P(l)) = -5 {PO)P(2)  + c+%(l))  7

Ulr 5 {UP - &%3(l))  =  5 {a(l)P(2)  +  WP(l)),

g2r 5 {+)P(q - @w(1))  =  -5 {c+)P(2)  +  @)P(l)).

Their inner products with the bra -& {cr(l)/3(2) - 42)p(l)}+  will result in

OJlz),  (azz),  kly), @2y), as well as (~1~ + ~72~)  being zero. Hence

Thus the ground state energy is

= 18fw + e2B2/8mc2  5 (T? sin2 &) ,
i=l

and the magnetization is

dE- -  =
dB

~&$sin2Bi)  =xB,
a=1

giving x = - & cf=, (ra sin2 ei) as the diamagnetic susceptibility. $$$  as
a function of B is shown in Fig. 5.23.
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Fig. 5.23

5072

Suppose one has an electron in an 5’ state of a hydrogen atom which
is in a magnetic field along the z direction of strength Hz. At time t = 0
a magnetic field along the x direction is turned on; its strength increases
uniformly from zero to Hz at time t = T (H, < Hz) and then remains
constant after t = T. Assume the nucleus has no spin and that

Consider only the interaction between the electron spin and the mag-
netic field. Neglect all terms of order (p)” or higher. If the electron has
its spin in the z direction at t = 0, find the state of the electron when
t = T. Show that the state is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian due to the
combined magnetic fields H = (Hz, 0, Hz) provided that T is sufficiently
long. Explain what sufficiently long means in this case.

Solution:

Treat the potential energy H’ = _+p. H& = -6&s. i&H,  =
teHti sz as a perturbation. Before Hz is turned on, the electron in the S
state of a hydrogen has two spin states, 13) with energy E+ = - mc .kd

$H, = & Hz, and ) - 3) with energy E_ = -& Hz.
Use time-dependent perturbation theory, taking the wave function as

(Berkeley)
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where a_ is given by

a_ = $ 1’ ( _ j$];) e-W+-E-Mdt

=i lT $$( --~]sz]~)exp(--i~t)  d t

=$& lTtexp(-izt) dt

=i (2) exp(-i%T)

-s [exp(-i$T) -I] ,

where we have used s,I 3) = g 1 - 3).
Thus the spin state of the electron at time T is

q(T) = exp -iz(  ~~,T)]~)+{~  (2)exp(-i$T)

-s [exp(-i$T)  -I]}

Xexp(izT)]-t).

If the time T is sufficiently long so that F < Hz, we can neglected the
second term of a_ and obtain

q(T)  = exp -’( x$&T)  (I;)+;$+;)).

The Hamiltonian due to the combined magnetic field H = (H,, 0, Hz)
is

&--~.B=-s,+eH,s,.6
mc mc

Let CY = & and consider H+(T).  As s, ( rfI $) = g ( 7 f ), szI f f ) =
ë:I  f i) we have for T + 00,
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The result shows that when T is sufficiently large I/J(T)  is an eigenstate
of the Hamiltonian due to the combined magnetic field with eigenvalue
ehH,
2mc .

5073

An electron is in the n = 1 eigenstate of a one-dimensional infinite
square-well potential which extends from x = -a/2 to x = a/2. At t = O a
uniform electric field E is applied in the x direction. It is left on for a time
r and then removed. Use time-dependent perturbation theory to calculate
the probabilities Ps and P3 that the electron will be, respectively, in the
n = 2 and n = 3 eigenstates at t > r. Assume that r is short in the sense
thatr<< &, where E,, is the energy of the eigenstate n. Specify any
requirements on the parameters of the problem necessary for the validity of
the approximations made in the application of time-dependent perturbation
theory.

(Columbia)

Solution:

The electron in the n = 1 eigenstate of the potential well

v= 0 1x1 5 a/2,
co otherwise
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has wave functions and corresponding energies

&(z) =
J

isin [y (f +2)] ,

E,, = fi2r2n2/2ma2, n = 1,2,.  . . .

The uniform electric field Et?, has potential q5 = - J Edx = -E,.
The potential energy of the electron (charge -e) due to E, H’ = eEx, is
considered as a perturbation. We have

H&n1 = (nnIHíln1)

=a[%sin[y  (x+%)]sin[y (x+f)]  &x&r

=~S_:{cos[(nlan,,*(x+~)]

_  cos (nr + 74
[ a ~(x+;)]}xdx

eE a2ZZ-
a { (nr - 7~2)~~~

[(-l)ìë_ìí  - l]

a2- [C-l) nl+nz(nl + n2)27r2
- 11

1

4eEa nln2
=  7 ($ _  42 K-P+n2 - 11,

wn2111 = l (En2 - K1) = 2 (nz - nf) ,

Cph(t) = $ Jr Hi,k eiwkrktdt = i HL,k (1 _ eiîkíkí)  _!_ .
0 Wkík

For the transition 1 + 2,

H;, = (21Híll)  = -F, war = 3h2/2ma2,

and so the probability of finding the electron in the n = 2 state at t > r is

p2 =  IC21(t)12  =  &H;; (1 _ eiw217)  (1 _  e-iw21T)

21
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forr< &.
For the transition 1 -+ 3,

Hi, = (31Híll)  = 0,

and so

The validity of the time-dependent perturbation theory requires the
time T during which the perturbation acts should be small. The perturba-
tion potential itself should also be small.

5074

For a particle of mass m in a one-dimensional box of length 1, the
eigenfunctions and energies are

~/J~(s)  =
J
fsiny , 0 5 2 5 1,

n = fl, *2,... .

Suppose the particle is originally in a state In) and the box length is
increased to a length of 21 (0 < x 5 21)  in a time t < h/E,,. After-
wards what is the probability that the particle will be found in an energy
eigenstate with energy En?

(MIT)

Solution:

First consider the process in which the box length is increased from 1
to 21. As t < -&, it is reasonable to assume that the state of the particle
in the box is unable to respond to the change during such a short time.
Therefore the wave function of the particle after the change is completed is

{ J 2 . rmx

~cl(x) = TsmT, 0  I x < 1,

0, 15 5 _< 21.
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On the other hand, the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the same particle in
the one-dimensional box of length 21 would be, respectively,

&(z) =  isin?,
J

(0 I 2 2 21) ,

En,=& y
( )

2

, (ní = fl,f2 )... ).

The energy E,, of the particle corresponds to the energy level E,, in the
21 box, where P = $, i.e., n’ = 2n. The corresponding eigenstate is then
4~~. Thus the probability amplitude is

A = Jrn 42n(x)$(x)  dx = 9 /’ sin2 7 dx = -$,
--oo 0

and the probability of finding the particle in an eigenstate with energy E,,
is

P = (Ai2 = f .

5075

A particle is initially in its ground state in a box with infinite walls at
0 and L. The wall of the box at x = L is suddenly moved to x = 2L.

(a) Calculate the probability that the particle will be found in the
ground state of the expanded box.

(b) Find the state of the expanded box most likely to be occupied by
the particle.

(c) Suppose the walls of the original box [0, L] are suddenly dissolved
and that the particle was in the ground state. Construct the probability
distribution for the momentum of the freed particle.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The wave function of the particle before the box expands is

Nx) = vgsiny, zE [O,L],

otherwise.
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The wave function for the ground state of the system after the box has
expanded is

41(x) =

otherwise.

The probability required is then

PI = ( /m 4;(x)$(x)dx12  = 12 /gL sin z sin 7 dxi2  = $ .
--oo

(b) The probability that the particle is found in the first exited state of
the expanded box is

P2 = IIO” 4s(xM Id-co x x~=l~~Lsin2~~x(2=~,

where

42(x)  =
y, x  E [0,2L],

otherwise.

For the particle to be found in a state n 2 3, the probability

Pn

32 sin2
n

( >
2+1 A

=;;Z cn2 _  4)2

<x <A
- 25x2 2’

is

Hence the particle is most likely to occupy the first excited state of the
expanded box.
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(c) The wave function of the freed particle with a momentum p is

he ëPslfi. The probability amplitude is then

The probability distribution for the momentum is therefore

ww = (h2r:Tp:L2)23 (lfcos~) .

5076

A particle of mass M is in a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator poten-
tial VI = 3 kx2.

(a) It is initially in its ground state. The spring constant is suddenly
doubled (Ic -+ 2k) so that the new potential is V2 = ks2. The particleís
energy is then measured. What is the probability for finding that particle
in the ground state of the new potential Vs?

(b) The spring constant is suddenly doubled as in part (a), so that VI
suddenly becomes Vs, but the energy of the particle in the new potential
Vs is not measured. Instead, after a time T has elapsed since the doubling
of the spring constant, the spring constant is suddenly restored back to the
original value. For what values of T would the initial ground state in VI be
restored with 100% certainty?

(CUSPEA)

Solution:

(a) The wave function of the system before k change is

Suppose that the particle is also in the ground state of the new potential
well after k change. Then the new wave function is
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The transition matrix element is

(+ëI$)  = / f (T)ìí  (wowl)ë/4exp  [-~ILI(~~+~~)ë~]  da:

(wow1)ì4  . &x&

(wwo) 114

=JgGq

When k changes into 2k, wo changes into wr = fiws, thus

I(7Jí17$)12  = p-Q& = (JzwW2
3 (fi + 1)wo

21/4

=;(Jz+l)
= 2.21í4(&  - 1).

Hence the probability that the particle is in the state T/Jí(~)  is

2$/% 1).

(b) The quantum state is not destroyed as the energy is not measured.
At t = 0, $(x,0) = $0(z),&(z)  being the eigenstates of VI. We expand
$(z:,O)  in the set of eigenstates of Vs:

Here and below we shall use the convention that a repeated index implies
summation over that index. Then

ëcD(z,  t) = e--ifwfi ti(~O) = (~,:,I~0)I~:,(5))e-iE~ttlti,

where HZ is the Hamiltonian corresponding to Vs. Since $0(z) has even
parity, parity conservation gives

o&z(~)l~o(~>)  =
{

0, m=2n+l,

# 0, m=2n,
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and so

I@(x,  r)) = I~2m(~))(7b2ml~ok-
iEa,,,r/h

Hence  I1cl(~~))  =  I40(~c)) can be expected only if Ezmr/fi  = 2N7r  + c,
where N is a natural number and c is a constant, for any m. As

we require

Setting

we require
2rn.4~  = 2N1r,

or
2w;r = 2Ní~r

whereNí=0,1,2  ,....

Thus only if 7 = Nír

certainty.

5077

A particle which moves only in the x direction is confined between ver-
tical walls at x = 0 and x = a. If the particle is in the ground state, what
is the energy? Suppose the walls are suddenly separated to infinity; what
is the probability that the particle has momentum of magnitude between p
and p + dp? What is the energy of such a particle? If this does not agree
with the ground state energy, how do you account for energy conservation?

(Chicago)
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Solution:

When the particle is confined between x = 0 and x = a in the ground
state, its wave function is

2J . %lJ
qo= ;slne, Olxla,

0 otherwise,

and its energy is
n2ti2E=-
2ma2

When the walls are suddenly removed to infinity, the wave function of
the particle cannot follow the change in such a short time but will remain in
the original form. However, the Hamiltonian of the system is now changed
and the original wave function is not an eigenstate of the new Hamiltonian.
The original wave function is to be taken as the initial condition in solving
the SchrSdinger  equation for the freed particle. The wave packet of the
ground state in the original potential well will expand and become uniformly
distributed in the whole space when t + co.

Transforming the original wave packet to one in momentum (p = MC),
representation, we have

~(p)=~~a~sin(%).eíL1dz

an 1 + eilca=-
/-ti (rCa)2 - 7r2  ’

During the short time period of separating the walls the probability that
the momentum is in the range p -+ p + dp is given by

f(p)& = WJ(P>I~  + W(-d12b+

cos2
,8E

h [(ka)2  _  r2]2 if p + O;

f(O)dp  = l$(0)12dp  = 4 & dp if p = 0.
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Because the new Hamiltonian is not time-dependent, we can calculate
the average value of the energy using the original wave function:

lea

E= Jm P2
cos2

0
-..-f(p)dp= O” !I?$071 T-

J
( )

0 h [(ka)2 - 7r212 ë(ì)

4h2
='y00 y2 co2 -

=-
J

( >
ma2 o (y2 _ 1,ì2 dy = g$y)

where y = 5. This means that the energy of the system is not changed
during the short time period of separating walls, which is to be expected as

(ti(~)IKbfterllCl(~))  =

Ja
P6 - $odx ,

0 2m

Wol  ew(iKftedl~>  x Kfter exp
(  +;ft.rt)  Iqoj

a

(tioIHafterl$o)  =
J

P2
$,’ - $odx

0 2m

ë@oIfhxforeltio)  .

If the walls are separating to an infinite distance slowly or if the walls
are not infinite high, there would be energy exchange between the particle
and the walls. Consequently, the energy of the particle would change during
the time of wall separation.

5078

A nucleus of charge Z has its atomic number suddenly changed to Z + 1
by P-decay as shown in Fig. 5.24. What is the probability that a K-electron
before the decay remains a K-electron around the new nucleus after the p-
decay? Ignore all electron-electron interactions.

(CUSPEA)

Solution:

The wave function of a K-electron in an atom of nuclear charge Z is

$(r)  = NZ3/2e-ëZ/a,
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As soCO T2&N2e-2rla  = 1, the probability that the K-electron remains in
the original orbit is

p = Ibh+lw11CIZ(~))12  = (1+ +)”

(1+ &)” ’

Fig. 5.24

5079

A tritium atom (3H) can undergo spontaneous radioactive decay into
a helium-3 ion (3He+) by emission of a beta particle. The departure of
the electron is so fast that to the orbital electron the process appears as
simply an instantaneous change in the nuclear charge from 2 = 1 to 2 = 2.
Calculate the probability that the He ion will be left in its ground state.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

The wave function of the ground state of He+ is

312

+

H e +  _
1s -y

; (a)
exp{-2rla),

where a is the Bohr radius. Let the wave function of 3H be v(r).
As the process of /3 decay takes place very fast, during the time period

in which the 3H becomes 3He+  the wave function does not have time to
change. Hence the probability that the 3He+ is in the ground state is

p = IWF’ Ml2
l((Plv>12 .

Initially, the 3H is in the ground state so that
312

emTla.
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Therefore,

5080

Tritium (hydrogen of mass 3 i.e. 3H) is beta-radioactive and decays
into a helium nucleus of mass 3 (3He) with the emission of an electron
and a neutrino. Assume that the electron, originally bound to the tritium
atom, was in its ground state and remains associated with the 3He nucleus
resulting from the decay, forming a 3He+ ion.

(a) Calculate the probability that the 3He+ ion is found in its 1s state.
(b) What is the probability that it is found in a 2p state?

(MIT)

Solution:

Neglect the small difference in reduced mass between the hydrogen atom
and the helium atom systems. The radius of the ion 3Hef  is ae/2, where
ae is the Bohr radius, so the wave functions are

2
111: =&o-e

--T/WI
,

a0

He++1s = yoo
2

3/2
e-2r/a0

( 2 a0 > ,

11,  Hef = Ylm
1 2r

2P
_  e--r/ao

2& (a0/2)3/2  a0

(m= 1,0,-l).

(a) The amplitude of the probability that the ion He+ is in the state 1s
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Hence the probability is (Ai2 = 2 (g)” = 0.702.
(b) On account of the orthonormality of spherical harmonics, the prob-

ability that the ion 3He+  is in a state 2p is zero ((Yrm  1 Yoo) = 0).

5081

A beam of excited hydrogen atoms in the 2s state passes between the
plates of a capacitor in which a uniform electric field E exists over a distance
e. The hydrogen atoms have velocity v along the x-axis and the E field is
directed along the z-axis, as shown in Fig. 5.25.

Fig. 5.25

All the n = 2 states of hydrogen are degenerate in the absence of the E
field, but certain of them mix when the field is present.

(a) Which of the n = 2 states are connected in first order via the
perturbation?

(b) Find the linear combination of n = 2 states which removes the
degeneracy as much as possible.

(c) For a system which starts out in the 2s state at t = 0, express the
wave function at time t < $.

(d) Find the probability that the emergent beam contains hydrogen in
the various n = 2 states.

(MIT)

Solution:

Consider the potential energy eEz of the electron (charge -e) of a
hydrogen atom in the external electric field ES, as a perturbation. As the
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n = 2 states are degenerate, we calculate (2PmíIHí12&n),  where H’ = eEz,
and e = 0, m = 0. It is known that only the following matrix elements are
non-vanishing:

(2, c + 1, mlz/2,e,m) = -
/

(l-(; ; :;;:d+m,; l) (2, e + Ilr12, [),

with

(2, e + llr12,  e) = $ n &Z-F

Thus all the matrix elements are zero except

(210)Hí1200)  = -3eEa.

(a) The 2s and 2p states are connected via the perturbation in first
order since for the H’ matrix only elements with Al = fl are nonzero.

(b) The perturbation Hamiltonian is

H’  =
0 -3eEa

-3eEa 0 > ’

whose secular equation

-A - 3 e E a

-3eEa --A =
0

gives eigenvalues &3eEa,  the corresponding eigenstate vectors being
A($,).  The d ge eneracy of the state n = 2 is now removed.

(c) As t = 0, just before the atoms enter the electric field,

?w = 5 (I+) + I-)),

where

I+)=$ (i)  9 I-)=$ (11)
are the state vectors obtained in (b).
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At time 0 < t 5 k when the atoms are subject to the electric field,

I@(t)) = -$ (e i3eEat/7+) +  e-i3eEat/Al_))

cos(3eEatíh))  =cos(!$E)  /&)+isin(!$E)  12p),

where

12s) = &(I+) + I-)> = (A)  7

Ia4 = $(I+) - I-)) = (i) .
(d) For t 2 i, we find from (c) the probabilities

1(2001$(t))12  = cos2 y ,

I(2101$(t))12  = sin2 y.

5082

(a) Consider a particle of mass m moving in a time-dependent potential
V(x, t) in one dimension. Write down the Schrodinger  equations appropri-
ate for two reference systems (x, t) and (xí, t) moving with respect to each
other with velocity v (i.e. x = xí + vt).

V(x)

Fig. 5.26
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(b) Imaging that a particle sits in a one-dimensional well (Fig. 5.26)
such that the well generates a potential of the form mw2x2/2.  At t = 0 the
well is instantly given a kick and moves to the right with velocity v (see
Fig. 5.27). In other words, assume that V(x,t)  has the form

{

1
-mw2x2  f o r t  < 0 ,

V(x,t) = f
-71~~2í~  for t > 0.
2

If for t < 0 the particle is in the ground state as viewed from the (x, t)
coordinate system, what is the probability that for t > 0 it will be in the
ground state as viewed from the (xí, t) system?

(Columbia)

V(x)

Fig. 5.27

Solution:

(a) Both (x, t) and (xí, t) are inertial systems, and so the Schrodinger
equations are: for the (x, t) system,

for the (xí, t) system,

where V/(xí,  t) = Ví(x - vt, t) = V(X, t).
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(b) This problem is the same as Problem 6052 for the following reason.
Consider an observer at rest in the (zí,  t) system. At t < 0 he sees the

particle as sitting in the ground state of the potential well V. At t = 0,
the potential well V instantly requires a velocity 21 to the right along the z
direction. The situation is the same as if V remains stationary while the
particle acquires a velocity -v along the -x direction. It is required to find
the probability that the particle remains in the ground state. Problem
6052 deals with an Al nucleus which by emitting a y to the right acquires
a uniform velocity to the left. The physics involved is exactly the same as
the present problem and we can just make use of the results there.

5083

If the baryon number is conserved, the transition n +) ?i known as
ìneutron oscillationî is forbidden. The experimental limit on the time scale
of such oscillations in free space and zero magnetic field is r,,.+ 2 3 x lo6
sec. Since neutrons occur abundantly in stable nuclei, one would naively
think it possible to obtain a much better limit on 7+-n. The object of
this problem is to understand why the limit is so poor. Let HO be the
Hamiltonian of the world in the absence of any interaction which mixes n
and fi. Then

HoIn)  = m,c21n) a n d  Holfi)  = m,c21fi)

for states at rest. Let H’ be theíinteraction which turns n into fi and vice
versa:

Híln)  = clfi) a n d  HíIA)  = &In),

where E is real and H’ does not flip spin.
(a) Start with a neutron at t = 0 and calculate the probability that it

will be observed to be an antineutron at time t. When the probability is
first equal to 50%,  call that time ~,+c. In this way convert the experimental
limit on T,-~  into a limit on E. Note m,c2 = 940 MeV.

(b) Now reconsider the problem in the presence of the earthís magnetic
field (Bo 2 $ gauss). The magnetic moment of the neutron is pn z -6 x
lo-l8 MeV/gauss. The magnetic moment of the antineutron is opposite.
Begin with a neutron at t = 0 and calculate the probability it will be
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observed to be an antineutron at time t. (Hint: work to lowest order in
small quantities.) Ignore possible radiative transitions.

(c) Nuclei with spin have non-vanishing magnetic fields. Explain briefly
and qualitatively, in sight of part (b), how neutrons in such nuclei can be
so stable while T,,-~ is only bounded by T,-~ 2 3 x lo6 sec.

(d) Nuclei with zero spin have vanishing average magnetic field. Explain
briefly why neutron oscillation in such nuclei is also suppressed.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) To find the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H = Ha+H’  we introduce
in the neutron-antineutron representation the state vectors

1

ë) 0?I- o 7 Ifi) - y .0
As

(7zpIo + Híln)  = mnc2,

(fipo  + Iqn) = E

we have energy eigenvalue equation

(

m,c2 - E & a
=

E m,c2 - E >()
0.

b

Solving the equation, we get

E+ =m,c2+E,
(I)+=$ (3’

E- =m,c2-cE,
(I)_=$ (3

At t = 0, the system is in the neutron state and so

In) = 5 IE+) + 5 IE-)  9

where
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At time t, the state of the system becomes

465

I&t) = -$e- iE+tlfi p+) + _$ e-iE-tlhp_).

In the neutron-antineutron representation, we thus have
Et

cos -
I+, t) = e-immc2t/h h( )Et ’

-i sin -
F L

and hence

The probability that at time t the particle is observed as an antineutron
is therefore

p(t)  = ie-im,c2tlh  sin $
2

=  sin2(&/fi).

~,,_e  is defined as the time at which P = 3, i.e.,

FL
r,-fi = ; arcsin  - = - .

$z 1:

Then as Tn_,=,  > 3 x lo6 s, the experimental limit on E is E < sx3~l,,B  =
1.7 x 10m2s MeV.

(b) Noting that H’ does not change the spin, after introducing the
magnetic field one can take the neutron-antineutron representation

and calculate the matrix elements of H’ + p&. Thus one obtains the
perturbation Hamiltonian

-&LB0 E 0 0

& -/-do 0 0

0 0 ~nBo E

0 0 & /do I
with pn z -6 x lo-” MeV/Gs,  ~6 x 6 x lo-” MeV/Gs.
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This gives rise to two eigenequations:

(

-pn& - E(l) at
& )( )b_r =O,

(

p&J - E(l) a-l
& )( )bJ. =O,

where we have used the relation p6 = -pL,.
Solving the two equations, we obtain

IS(ë)  = fX = *@ + (pJ3())2,f

and hence

AS t = 0, the system is in the neutron state

nf-/T (Q)++pp

n&/T (;J++pp

At time t, the states of the system are

(f) - e
-im,i?t/h  _1

2x

at( >b-t- _’
a-l( >bl _.

x (A - hB0W(J iXt/h + (A + pnfjo)eiXtlh

(~2 _  (pn~o)2  (,-ixtlfi  _ ,ixtlh)
1 ’

C-1) - e
1-im,&/h _

2x

x (A + hB)e-

(J

iXt/h + (A _ pnBo)eiXt/fi

(X2 - (pnBo)2 (e-iXt/h  _ eiXtlh) .
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Therefore the probability of n f--+ A t is

and that of n _1-+ A _1 is

Pn~+fil(t) = $ sin’ X

&2
= &2 + (pnBo)2  sin2 E2 + (P*Bo)2t

h .

Finally, if the neutron is not polarized the probability of n + ii is

P(t) = ; Pnt+fit(t)  + f Pnl+iS(t)

2
= &2 + (pnBo)2  sin2 JE2 + (PnBo)2t

FL ’

which means that the polarization of the neutron has no effect on the
transition probability.

As pnBo > E,

p(t) I
1.65 x 1O-28 ’

6 x lo-l8 x l/2 >
M 0.3 x 1o-2o  )

which shows that the transition probability is extremely small.
(c) If nuclear spin is not zero, the magnetic field inside a nucleus is

strong, much larger than 0.5 Gs. Then the result of (b) shows that

Pn+A < 10-20,

which explains why the neutron is stable inside a nucleus.
(d) If nuclear spin is zero, then the average magnetic field in the nucleus

is zero. Generally this means that the magnetic field outside the nucleus
is zero while that inside the nucleus may not be zero, but may even be
very large, with the result that Pn_,e is very small. Besides, even if the
magnetic field inside the nucleus averaged over a long period of time is
zero, it may not be zero at every instant. So long as magnetic field exists
inside the nucleus, Pn_,A becomes very small. Neutron oscillation is again
suppressed.
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6001

Derive the quantum mechanical expression for the s-wave cross section
for scattering from a hard sphere of radius R.

(MIT)

Solution:

The effect of the rigid sphere is equal to that of the potential

V(r) =
i

00 (r<R),

0  ( r > R ) .

Let the radial wave function of the s-wave be &(r)  = xo(r)/r.  Then
the SchrGdinger  equation can be written as

x:(r) + k2xo(r) = 0 (r > R) ,
with

x0(r)  = 0 (r <RI, k=;v%ii?.

The solution for r > R is x0(r) = sin(kr + 60). The continuity of the
wave function at r = R gives

sin(kR + SO)  = 0,

which requires 60 = nr - kR, or sin 60 = (-l)n+l sinkR  (n = 0, 1, 2,. . .).
Therefore the total cross-section of the s-wave is

4lr
ct = - sin2 60 = 4” sin2  kR.

k2 k2

For low energies, k + 0, sin kR M kR, and so crt = 47rR2.  For high energies,
k -+ 00 and ut = 0.

6002

The range of the potential between two hydrogen atoms is approxi-
mately 4 A. For a gas in thermal equilibrium, obtain a numerical estimate
of the temperature below which the atom-atom scattering is essentially
s-wave.

(MT)

468
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Solution:

The problem concerns atom-atom scatterings  inside a gas. If mainly
s partial waves are involved, the uncertainty principle requires pv,.a  < FL,
where p = ; mp is the reduced mass of the two atoms, v, = vi - v2 is
the relative velocity between the two atoms, of velocities vr, ~2, a = 4A.
When thermal equilibrium is reached,

(4 = 0, imp(v2)=ikT,

JC being Boltzmannís constant and T the absolute temperature. The mean-
square value of the relative speed v, is

(v,ì)  =  ((VI - v2)2)  =  (vf  + v; - 2vi . vg) = 2(v2)  = E )

since on average vi . v2 = 0, (vf) = (v,ì)  = (v2).  Thus

i.e.,

2ti2 c
T<----  -

3mpc2  a Ic =0 2 1
2 x (6.58 x 1O-ë6)2

3 x 938 x lo6 x (:::,ì1î,)’ 8.62 :10-s

=2îK.

Hence under normal temperatures the scattering of other partial waves
must also be taken into account.

6003

A nonrelativistic particle of mass m and energy E scatters quantum-
mechanically in a central potential V(T) given by

V(T) = g U ( T ) ,

2

U(T)  =-2 && 7
( )
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where X is a parameter. This particle potential has the property that the
cross section a(E) grows larger and larger as E -+ 0, diverging for E = 0.
Clearly, for E very small the cross section is dominated by the s-wave
(1 = 0) contribution. Thus for small E one needs to compute only the 1 = 0
partial wave amplitude. In connection with this, to save you mathematical
efforts, you are told mathematically that the equation

where A is a positive constant, has a general solution

4 = Ly(X tanh Xr - ik) eikr + /3(X tanh Xr + ik) emiî,

where k = fi and CY and p are integration constants. Recall tanhx =
e=--e-=el+e-’ and compute CT(E) for E -+ 0.

(CW

Solution:

The s partial wave function is spherically symmetric, its equation being

hi2 1--.-.-
2m T2 dîT (r2$W) +$4Mr) =-W(T).

With R(r) = 4(r) T, the above becomes

Rî(r)  + 2 E - ; U(T) R(r) = 0,1
i.e.,

R"(r) + T R(r) = U(r)R(r).

The solution is

R(r) = a(X tanh Xr - ik) eikr + p(X tanh Xr + ik) eeikr  ,

where
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Consider r -+ 0. As 4(O) is finite, R -+ 0. Then as tanhXr  -+ Xr,
eikT -+ 1, we have for r + 0

R(r) M cr(X% - ik) + p(Pr  + ik) -+ cr(-ik) + P(ik)  = 0 )

giving cr = p. Consider T -+ 00. As tanhXr + 1, we have for T -+ 00

R(r) + cr(X - ik) eikr + /3(X + ik) evikr

= a[(X  - ik) eikr + (A + ik) eeikr]

= (y ,/m (eikr-iw + e-ikr+iw)

= Q d/x2 + k2 . 2 cos(kr - cq)

= 2~ dm sin
(
kr + t - al

>
N sin(kr + 60))

where

and cq is defined by

tan ai = k/X, or ~1 = tan-í k/A

Thus the total cross section for scattering is

47r . 47r
gt = - sin2 ba = - cos2 (~1  .

k2 k2

For low energies, E -+ 0, k -+ 0, cyi + 0, and so

4lr 27&sot,=-_=-.
k2 mE

6004

A particle of mass m is interacting in three dimensions with a spherically
symmetric potential of the form V(r) = -C6((rj - o).

In other words, the potential is a delta function that vanishes unless the
particle is precisely a distance ìaî from the center of the potential. Here
C is a positive constant.

(a) Find the minimum value of C for which there is bound state.
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(b) Consider a scattering experiment in which the particle is incident on
the potential with a low velocity. In the limit of small incident velocities,
what is the scattering cross section? What is the angular distribution?

(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) Suppose the eigenfunction of a bound state of the single-particle
system has the form

+(r)  = R(r) Krn(8,  ëP> .

Then the radial function R(r) satisfies

Rî + f Rí + (i/c)’  + F S(lr1 - a) - w] R=O, (1)

where Ic = dq. Note E < 0 for a bound state. If r # a, the
equation is an imaginary-variable spherical Bessel equation. For r < a it
has the solution that is finite at T = 0

R(r) = A/cj~(iICr) ,

where j, is spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order 2. For r > a
it has the solution that is finite for T + cc

R(r) = &hl(ë)  (ikr) 9

where hl(ë)  is spherical Bessel function of the third kind. (spherical Hankel
function) of order 1. The wave function is continuous at r = a. Thus

Ak je(ika) = B&r)(ika)  .

Integrating Eq. (1) from a - E to a + E, where c is a small positive
number, and then letting E + 0, we have

where

Rí(a + 0) - Rí(a - 0) = -C/R(a),

2mC
Cí=  fL2.

(2)
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Suppose there is at least a bound state. Consider the ground state 1 = 0,
for which

R(r) =

(

sin(ikr)
Ajo(ikr)  = A -

ikr ’
r < a,

Bhc) (i&) = B (-ë)  e-krkr , T > a.

Differentiating R(r) and letting T -+ a, we have

Rí(a  + 0) = !! e-ka.-
k a

sinh (ka)- 1a2 ’
Substituting these in Eq. (2) gives

aC’ =
2ka

1 _ e-2ka  ’

AS for x 2 0, x 2 1 - e-=, we have aC’ 2 1 and

Ckjn = l/a, or Cmin  = & .

This is the minimum value of C for which there is a bound state.
(b) We use the method of partial waves. When the particle is incident on

the potential with a low velocity, only the !! = 0 partial wave is important,
for which the radial wave equation

R” + ; R’ + k2 + Fd(r--a)  R = O .1
On setting R(r) = XO(T)/T  it becomes

xbí+ k2 +
2mC
~h(~-a)  x0=0,1

which has solutions finite at r + 0 and r + 00

(3)

X0(T)  =
A sin kr, T<U,

sin(kr + 60), r > a.
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Ol-

As x0(r) is continuous at T = a, we require

A sin ka = sin(ka + 6s) .

Integrating Eq. (3) from a - E to a + E gives

xb(a+E)-&(a-&)=  -y x0(a)

Substituting in the expressions for xc(r), it becomes

ka ku 2mCu
tan(ku  + be)

--=_-,
tan ku ti2

For k + 0, the above becomes

ku 2mCu___1=_-
tan be ti2 ’

tan 60 =
ku
2muC  ’

l--
ti2

i.e.,

sinbe= $J-+$ (I_+).

Hence the total scattering cross section is

47r
Gt = - sin2 b. z5

4lru2
k2

(l-???$)2.

Note that for low velocities only s-waves (I = 0) need be considered and
the differential cross section is simply

1
17(e)  = - sin2 Se = u2

k2
(1-??g)-2)

which is independent of the angles. Thus the angular distribution is
isotropic.
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(a) Find the s-wave phase shift, as a function of wave number k, for
a spherically symmetric potential which is infinitely repulsive inside of a
radius TO, and vanishes outside of rg.

(b) For k 4 0 discuss the behavior of the phase shifts in the higher
partial waves.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) This is a typical scattering problem that can be readily solved by
the method of partial waves. The potential can be expressed as

V ( r )  =  ,ìí
i

7. < To,

7 T > To.

The radial wave function for the C partial wave is

0, 7. < To,
&(kr)  =

j, (kr) cos St - nt (kr)  sin 6e ,
(2)

T > TO .

Here je and ne are spherical Bessel function and spherical Neumann
function of order L These functions have the asymptotic forms

je(X) 3 i sin(a:  - en/2),

ne(x)  3 - k COS(~ - eT/2).

Hence for T > TO we have

The phase shift be can be determined by the continuity
function at T = rg. Writing kro = x, the continuity condition

R!(Z)  = j!(X) COSbe  - 7Q(X) sin6l  = 0

gives

tanbe  = z.

of the wave
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In the low-energy limit z + 0, the functions have the asymptotic forms

j!(X) -=%
Xl

(2e + l)!! ’

ne(X)  2 -
(2e - iy

xe+i 9

so that

tan& = $g - - [(2e  _ l;y(2e + 1) .. .

Thus the s-wave (e = 0) phase shift is

tan& = -x = -kre .

It gives a finite contribution to the scattering and the corresponding
total cross section is

47r
at = - sin2 6s x 2 62

k2 k2 ’
= 47rr;.

The scattering is spherically symmetric, and the total cross section is
four times the classical value w$.

(b) Consider the low-energy limit k -+ 0.
As

,2e+1
tanhe zz -

[(2e  - I:!!]2 (2e + I) ’

be falls off very rapidly as e increases. All the phase shifts vanish as k -+ 0,
except for the I = 0 partial wave. Hence s-waves predominate in low-energy
scattering. Physically, particles with higher partial waves are farther away
from the force center so the effect of the force on such particles is smaller,
causing 16el  to be smaller.

6006

A particle of mass m is scattered by the central potential

FL2 1
V(T) =  - -

mu2 cosh2(r/a)  ’
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where a is a constant. Given that the equation

2

2 + k2y +
2

- y = o
cash’ x

has the solutions y = efikz (tanh x F ik), calculate the s-wave contribution
to the total scattering cross section at energy E.

(MIT)

Solution:

Letting x0(r)  = rR( r we have for the radial part of the Schrodinger)
equation for s-waves (! = 0)

d'xo  (r>
dr2

With x = T/U, y(x) = xc(r) and k = dv, the above becomes

d2y(x>
dx2

+ k2a2y(x)  + cos;2(x) y(x) = O *

This equation has solutions y = efiakz(tanhx  7 iak). For R finite at
T = 0 we require y(0) = 0. The solution that satisfies this condition has
the form

y(x) = eiakz (tanh x - iak) + eeiak5(tanh  x + iak)

= 2 cos(akx) tanh x + 2ak sin(akx) ,

or
xc(r) = 2cos(kr) tanh

0
i + 2ak sin(kr)  .

Thus

1 dxo ak2 cos(kr) - k sin(kr)  tanh
0

L
--=

a +  t cos(kr)  sech2 c
0a

xo dr aksin(kr)  + cos(kr) t a n h  K
0a

,  ak2 cos(kr) - k  sin(kr)?+a2
=ak sin(kr)  + cos(kr)

k ak cot (kr) - 1

cot (kr) + ak .
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On the other hand if we write x0 in the form

x0(r) = sin(kr + 60)~

then as
1 dxo- - = k cot (kr + So) = k

cot(kr)  cot ho - 1

xo dr cot(kr) + cot b. ’

we have to put
cot 60 = ak ,

or
sin2 60 =

1

1 + a2k2  ’

Hence the s-wave contribution to the total scattering cross section is

47r
sin2 60

47r 1 27rP 1
crt = - = -

=-
k2 k2 1 +a2k2 mE 2a2mE .

1+7

6007

A spinless  particle of mass m, energy E scatters through angle 9 in an
attractive square-well potential V(T):

-Vi, O<r<a,  Vo>O,
V(T)  = o1. r > a .

(a) Establish a relation among the parameters VO,  a, m and universal
constants which guarantees that the cross section vanishes at zero energy
E = 0. This will involve a definite but transcendental equation, which you
must derive but need not solve numerically. For parameters meeting the
above condition, the differential cross section, as E + 0, will behave like

as
dR z EíF(cos  6 ) .

(b) What is the numerical value of the exponent X?
(c) The angular distribution function F(cos 0) is a polynomial in cos.0.

What is the highest power of cos6’ in this polynomial?
(Princeton)
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Solution:

(a) When the energy is near zero, only the partial wave with I = 0 is
important. Writing the radial wave function as R(r) = x(r)/r, then X(T)
must satisfy the equations

I
2mE

xî+Azx=O, r > a,

\ x”  + $ (E + VI)  x = 0, O<r<a

with k = @, K = dv. The above has solutions

x(r) = sin(kr + Jo), r>a,

x(r) = Asin( O<r<a.

As both X(T)  and xí( T are continuous at r = a, we require)

sin(ka + &a) = A sin(Ka) ,

k cos(ka + 60) = KA cos(Ka),

or

and hence

K tan(ka + be) = k tari(

60 = tan-’ [k tan(Ka)]  - ka.

For E + 0

and so
,j

0
+ k tan(koa) _ a

ko

For the total cross section to be zero at E = 0, we require

47T

Icz
sin2 60 + 47ra2 ta+oa) _  1 2b 1 = 2o

or
tan(kea)  = kea ,
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i.e.,

which is the transcendental equation that the parameters Vo, a, m and
universal constant ti must satisfy.

(b) & (c) When k + 0, the partial wave with C = 0 is still very important
for the differential cross-section, although its contribution also goes to zero.
Expanding tan(Ka)  as a Taylor series in k, we have

tan(Ka)  = tan(a
ak2

2ko cos2(koa)
+... .

Neglecting terms of orders higher than k2, we have

60 = tan-’ [k tan(Ka)]  - ka

x tan-’ { 2 (l - s) [tan(koa)  + 2koc~;:(koa)]}  - Ica

z5 tan-’
{
z tan(kea) - $ tan(koa)  +

k3a
- ka

z5 tan-l kI.-$+

0 2ki cos2(koa)

0
k3a  }-ka

2ko” cos2(koa)

k3a k3a k3a3
z - - -

2kfjcos2(koa)  2ki 3.

Hence

du 1
- - sin2 60

dR - k2

x k*F(ko,  a)
2

F(h,  a>.

Thus the differential cross section per unit solid angle is approximately
isotropic and proportional to E2 for E -+ 0. To find the contribution of
partial wave with f! = 1, consider its radial wave equations

$f (r2zR)+(K2--$)  R=O ( r < a ) ,
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$$ (rí$R)+  (k2-;)  R=O  (~>a).

The solutions have the form of the first-order spherical Bessel function
jr(p) = y - y, or

sin(Kr) cos(Kr)

RI =
m- Kr ’

O<r<a,

cos(kr  + 61)
- kr ’ T > a.1

The continuity of RI and the first derivative of r2R at T = a gives

sin Ka cos Ka---=
(Ka)2 Ka

A sin(ka + 61)

[

cos(ka + 61)
(ka)2 - ka 1 ’

sin Ka = A sin(ka + 61).

Taking the ratios we have k2[1-Ka  cot(Ka)] = K2 [1-ka cot(ka+6r)],
or

tan(ka+&)=ka
k2a cot(Ka)

ko
+ 0(k4)

I

= ka + 0(k3),

as

K=,,/C2+ko211iko I+;;+O(k4)  .
0 1

Hence

br = tan-ë[ka + O(k3)] - ka = --a (ka)3 + 0(k3) = 0(k3).

Thus its contribution to 9~any

’ sin’ 61 cos2 8
Icz 7

is also proportional to k4. Similarly, for I = 2,

1 3 cos(Kr)
- - - sin(Kr) - (Kr)2 , O<r<a,

sin(kr + 62) -
3 cos(kr  + 62)

(kr)2 ’  ’  > a’
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The continuity of R and (r3R2)’ at r = a then gives

k2 [tan(ka  + 62) - ka] = [3 - (ka)2]  tan(ka + 62) - 3ka
K2 (tan(Ka)  - Ku] [3 - (Ka)2]  tan(Ka) - 3 K a  ’

Let y = tan(ka + 62) - ka. The above becomes

where

Therefore

b =
a

2 coGí(koa)  - ko

1
Y= 3

&jS - ; + & + o(k)

(ka)2 (ka)3

- +-
3 3bK2

+ o(k4) 1
(ka)2 (ka)3

- -3 3bK2 + O(k4)  1
_ M3  I W5

3 9 + 0(k6) ,

and

62 = tan-ë(y+  ka) - ka

x y = 0(k3).

Thus the contribution of partial waves with 1 = 2 to g is also propor-
tional to k4. This is true for all e for E -+ 0. Hence

g = p(e)12 = $ / 2 (21 + 1) ei61
2

sin 619 (cos 0)
l=O

--& k4F(cose)  ly E2F(cos6),
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and the exponent of E is X = 2. The highest power of cos6 in the angular
distribution function is also 2 since the waves consist mainly of e = 0 and
e = 1 partial waves.

6008

1. The shell potential for the three-dimensional Schrodinger  equation is

V(T) = d(T - TO).

(a) Find the s-state (2 = 0) wave function for E > 0. Include an
expression that determines the phase shift 6. With hk = m show that
in the limit k -+ 0, b + Ak, where A is a constant (called the scattering
length). Solve for A in terms of CY and TO.

(b) How many bound states can exist for 1 = 0 and how does their
existence depend on a? (Graphical proof is acceptable)

(c) What is the scattering length A when a bound state appears at
E = O? Describe the behavior of A as (Y changes from repulsive (a > 0) to
attractive, and then when (Y becomes sufficiently negative to bind. Is the
range of A distinctive for each range of CY? Sketch A as a function of (Y.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) The radial part of the SchrSdinger  equation for e = 0 is

ti2 1 d-_ _  _
2m T-2  aT

+V(T)$=  E+.

With I/J = P/T, V(T) = a&(~ - TO) it becomes

Ii2--2m  /L”  + Cd(T - To) /J = Ep ,

i.e.,

where

$’  - pb(T  - To) p = _kzp, (1)
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The equation has solution for which ~1 = 0 at r = 0 and p = finite for
r+co

P=
{

sin kr, 7. < To,

a sin (kr + 6), T > TO.

Integrating Eq. (1) from TO - E to TO + E and letting E + 0 give

pí(To+)  - &To-) = h-4~0).

The continuity of p at T = TO and this condition give

(

sin kro = a sin(kre  + 6) ,

P
Ic

sin kro = a cos(kro + 6) - cos kro

Hence

a2[sin2(krc  + 6) + cos2(kro  + S)]  = P P2 .a2 = 1 + - sin 2kro  + - sm2  kro ,
k k2

tan(kra  + 6) =
tan kro

1 + f tan kro  ’
(2)

which determine a and the phase shift 6. In the limiting case of k + 0, the
above equation becomes

kro + tan 6 kreFZ-
1 - kro  tan 6 1+pro ’

or
@-,2 kt a n  b z - -

1 +pro  ’

neglecting 0(k2). Then, as k + 0, we have tan 6 + 0 and so

6 rokz--=Ak,
1+J-

Pro

where
A = -TO

Ii2
1+-

2mar0

is the scattering length.
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(b) For bound states, E < 0 and Eq. (1) can be written as

p” - @(r - To) p = lcsp

with
2mcu

P=,,,
2 m E

ì2=-F.

The solution in which p = 0 at T = 0 and p = finite for T + co is

CL=
i

sinh kr, r < rg ,

aeekr, r > rg .

The continuity conditions, as in (a), give

i

sinh kro = aeekro ,
P=

pae- lerO = -akeekro  - k cash kro .

Eliminating a we have

(p + k) sinh kro = -k cash kro ,

or
C -2kro 2kro= 1 + - .

P-0

Y

t ------_
1

IIILI0 -P%l
2&r,

Fig. 6.1

For bound states E < 0. Between E = --co and E = 0, or between
2kro = co and 2kro = 0, there is one intersection between the curves (I)
Y = e-2kro and (II) y = 1 + E if -1 < k < 0, as shown in Fig. 6.1.
Thus if this condition is satisfied there will be one bound state with e = 0.
This condition requires
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-I=? -T?
-1 < -

2744Te ’
or a<-=

2mrs  oî.

(c)  In (a) it is found that

A=-TO=_ TO

1+1 1+-P .

P-0 2mrocr

The behavior of A is shown in Fig. 6.2, where it is seen that for cr = 0,
A = 0; for (Y = cro = &, A = fco; CY = *co, A = --TO.  With E + +O,
a bound state appears at E = 0. At this energy (2: = ~0, b = f7r/2 and
A = co.

A

t- bound I, unbound 6

Fig. 6.2

6 0 0 9

The nucleus sBe  is unstable with respect to dissociation into two CY
particles, but experiments on nuclear reactions characterize the two lowest
unstable levels as J = 0, even parity, N 95 keV above the dissociation level,
and J = 2, even parity, N 3 MeV above the dissociation level.

Consider how the existence of these levels influences the scattering of Q
particles from helium gas, specifically:

(a) Write the wave function for elastic scattering, in its partial wave
expansion, for r + co.
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(b) Describe qualitatively how the relevant phase shifts vary as functions
of energy in the proximity of each level.

(c) Describe how this variation affects the angular distribution of (Y
particles.

(Chicago)

Solution:

(a) The spin of (Y particle is zero, so the two-a-particle (identical par-
ticles) system obeys Bose-Einstein statistics and the quantum number C of
the relative angular momentum must be an even number. There are two
additive phase shifts: 6F caused by Coulomb interaction and 6F caused by
nuclear force. Thus as T -+ DC),  the wave function is

(21+1) iíexp[i(@  + 6:)] (kr)-’
1=0,2,4,...

xsin lir-g+6P+d?-yln2kr  Pl(c0s6),
( >

where k is the wave number in the c.m. frame, y = (2e)2/tLv,..
(b) As the energy increases to a certain value, SF also increases from

zero because of the action of the nuclear force. Particularly, when the
energy is near an unstable energy level of the compound nucleus with a
definite 1, every by near 7r changes very rapidly. For ëBe,  this happens
when 1 = 0 and the energy is near 95 keV, and when 1 = 2 and the energy
is near 3 MeV.

Generally, if the energy is lower than the Coulomb potential, nuclear
force can be neglected. In such a situation 6: is near 0 or nr.

(c) To see the effect of nuclear force on the angular distribution, we
rewrite the partial wave expansion as

II, = 5 (21+ 1) i’ exp(i@)  (Icr)-’
1=0,2,4,...

llr
- y In 2kr + 6f

exp(2iQN)  - 1
-2i

> [(
exp i kr 1

- 7 In 2kr + 6p>I1 9(cos 0) ,
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where the first term inside the large brackets is the Coulomb scattering
wave function, which is not affected by nuclear force. We sum it over e to

get

exp i{kr cos0 - y ln[lcr(l - cosf?)]  + b,C} - y(kr)-’

x exp i{kr cos0 - y ln(lcr)  + 6:)

x

J{

1
2

exp[-iy  In (1 - cos8))  + exp[-iy  ln(1 + cos 0)]
1 - case >1+cose

The two terms in the last large brackets above arise from the identity
of the two He++. These in general do not occur in Rutherford scattering.

The second term in the large brackets in the expansion of $J is caused
by the nuclear force which interferes with the Coulomb scattering. But this
effect is quite trivial when SIN is near nr.

6010

Consider the quantum-mechanical scattering problem in the presence of
inelastic scattering. Suppose one can write the partial wave expansion of
the scattering amplitude for the elastic channel in the form

2i& _ 1

f(k, e) = 2 (21+ 1) 77íe  2ik 9 (~0s e),
l=O

where &(lc)  and I are real quantities with 0 I ~1 I 1, the wave number
is denoted by k, and 0 is the scattering angle. For a given partial wave,

(4obtain the lower and upper bounds for the elastic cross section ueelastic  in
terms of ~~~~~~~~~~

(Chicago)

Solution:

As

$1elastic = 7rX2(21 + 1) 1 1 - qle2i61 I2 ,

a?)
melastic = 7rA2(21 + 1) (1 - 1qle2i6L12),

where
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we have

489

p 11-w I2i&  2

elastic = 1 - jr]lezi6~j2 . &!?hstlc.

As ~1, 61 are real numbers and 0 5 r]l 5 1, we have

(1 - d2 < 11 - r]le2i6f12 (1 + ~1)~

1 - $ - 1 _ 1rj81e2i61  12 ’ l--7$  ’

Therefore the upper and lower bounds of oLfFti, are respectively

6011

A slow electron of wave number k is scattered by a neutral atom of
effective (maximum) radius R, such that kR < 1.

(a) Assuming that the electron-atom potential is known, explain how the
relevant phase shift 6 is related to the solution of a Schrodinger  equation.

(b) Give a formula for the differential scattering cross section in terms
of 6 and k. (If you do not remember the formula, try to guess it using
dimensional reasoning.)

(c) Explain, with a diagram of the Schrodinger-equation  solution, how
a non-vanishing purely attractive potential might, at a particular k, give
no scattering.

(d) Explain, again with a diagram, how a potential that is attractive
at short distances but repulsive at large distances might give resonance
scattering near a particular k.

(e) What is the maximum value of the total cross section at the center
of the resonance?

(Berkeley)
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Solution:

(a) We need only consider the s partial wave as kR < 1. The solution
of the Schrodinger  equation has for r + co the asymptotic form

sin (kr + 6)
+(ë)  + kr ’

The phase shift b is thus related to the solution of the Schrijdinger
equation.

(b) The differential scattering cross section is given by

sin2 6
c(e)  = 7.

(c) The phase shift b in general is a function of the wave number k.
When b = nr, u(0) = 0, bt = 0 and no scattering takes place. The
asymptotic solution of the Schriidinger  equation with C = 0 is shown in
Fig. 6.3(a)

Fig. 6.3(a)

Fig. 6.3(b)

(d) Consider a potential well as that given in Fig. 6.3(b). If the energy
of the incident particle is near an eigenvalue of the well (a bound state), its
wave function inside the well will be strongly coupled with its wave function
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outside and the wave function in the well will have a large amplitude,
resulting in resonance scattering.

(e) The maximum value of the total cross section at the center of the
resonance peak is hR2,  where R is the range of the force of interaction.

6012

For an attractive square-well potential (V = -Vo, r < a; V = 0, T > u)
find the ìmatching equationî at a positive energy, which determines the
energy dependence of the C = 0 phase shift 6s. From this show that at high
energies, 6(k) + w, and obtain this result from the Born approximation.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

Let x = rR. For the C = 0 partial wave, the Schrodinger  equation
becomes

x” + k12X = 0 , kí2  = k2 1 + 2 ,
( >

r<a,

X” + k2X = 0, 2mEk2 = -
Ii2 ’

r>a.

The solutions are

sin( kír) r<a,
X=

Asin(kr+bo),  r>a.

The continuity condition

On X)'lr=a-  = (In X)ëlr=a+

gives an equation for determining bs:

kí tan (ka + 600)  = k tan (kía) .

As
kt2 = k2 and

2mEk2 = -
Iis ’

when k + co, k’ + k. Hence

be=arctan [i tan(kío)]  -ka-+(kí-k)a  a s  k-+co.
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Thus, letting k -+ 00 we obtain

kVo maV0
azSa==.

The Born approximation expression for the phase shift for 1 = 0 is

JO
2mk O”

J

2mkVo a sin2 kr

=-F
V(r) j;(kr) r2 dr = Fi2

J
-

0 0
k2 dr

mVo
= ti2k2 ka - f sin(2ka) 1 ,

whence
mV0a

ho -+ m

as k + co, in agreement with the partial-wave calculation.

6013

Calculate the scattering cross section for a low energy particle from a
potential given by V = -VO  for T < a, V = 0 for T > a. Compare this with
the Born approximation result.

(Columbia)

Solution:

The radial Schrodinger  equation can be written in the form

XI(T) = 0, r > a,

XI(T) = 0, T < a,

where x = rR(r),

2mE
k2=2-, kt2 = 2m(E + G)

Ii2  .

Scattering at low energies is dominated by the s partial wave, for which
C = 0, and the above become

x;ë(r)  + k2xl(r) = 0, T > a,

x;(r) + kí2xl(r)  = 0, T < a,
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whose solutions are

xl(r) =
A sin(kír), r<a,

sin(kr  + 60) , T > a .

The continuity condition (In xl)ëlrza-  = (In ~l)ël,.=~+  gives

k tan(kía) = kí tan(ka  + 6s)  ,

60 = arctan  [i tan(kía)]  - k a .

For low energies

k+O,kí+ko=

and the above becomes

150 M ka tan(koa) _ I 1koa ’
The total scattering cross section is then

4lr
u x - sin’ 60 z

k2

If koa < 1,

tan(kea)  ’
ka -1 .

0 1
u z 4xa2

16na6m2Vz
9ti4 .

In the Born approximation,

f(e)  = -2 J e-ik.r V(r) eikí.rd3r,

where kí, k are respectively the wave vectors of the incident and scattered
waves. Let q = k - kí, with lkíl  = Ikl = k for elastic scattering. Then
q = 2k sin f, where 0 is the scattering angle. Thus

e-ëqr  ëOS  13’ 2n sin 8’ dtY

r sin(qr)  dr

= $$$  [sin(qa) - qa cos (qa)] .
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Hence

[sin(qa)  - qa cos(qa)12  .

For low energies k + 0, q -+ 0,

sin (qa) M qa - f (qa)3, cos(qa) zz 1 - i (qa)2,

and hence

The total cross section for scattering at low energies is then

CY=
167rm2V02u6

a(B)dR  = 9ti4 .

Therefore at low energies for which k -+ 0, ku < 1, the two methods
give the same result.

6014

In scattering from a potential V(T), the wave function may be written
as an incident plane wave plus an outgoing scattered wave: +!J = eikz + v(r).
Derive a differential equation for u(r)  in the first Born approximation.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

Two methods may be used for this problem.

Method 1:
For a particle of mass m in a central field V(T), the Schrodinger  equation

can be written as
(V2+k2)$=Uu1c,,

where

k =

Define Greenís function G(r - I-ë)  by

(V2 + k2) G(r - Ií)  = -&b(r - rí) .
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This is satisfied by the function

G(r - rí) =
exp(iklr  - ríl)

[r-rí1  ’

and the Schrodinger  equation is satisfied by

$(r)  = @o(r) - & / G(r - rí) U (rí) $(rí)  d3rí.

As the incident wave is a plane wave eikzí,  we replace U(rí)  $J (rí) by
~(~1)  eikr’ .m the first Born approximation:

$cr) = pz _ & 1 exp~~k~r~  ríl)  U(rí>  p’  d3r’  .

Hence the scattered wave is

v(r) = -&
J

exp (iklr - ríl)
Ir - ríl

U(rí)  eikr’ d3rí.

Applying the operator (V2 + k2) to the two sides of the equation, we

get

(v2 + k2) v(r) = --& J (v2 + k2) exp jFyri rí))  u(g) eikríd3r’

= J S(r - rí) U (rí) eikr’ d3 rí = U(r) eikr .
Hence the differential equation for u(r) is

(V2 + k2) v(r) = U(r) eikr  .

Method 2:
Writing the radial Schrodinger equation as

where
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and the outgoing wave is still the eigenstate of i, with eigenvalue m = 0,
that is,

Me, 9) = Me, ëP)  = 0.

Since i, = 3 6, this means that af(t9,~)/&  = 0.
(b) As the asymptotic form of the wave function $(r) is not an eigen-

function of i2, we cannot extend the above argument to conclude that f is
independent of 8.

(c) When the energy E + 0, i.e., k -+ 0, the incident wave consists
mainly only of the I = 0 partial wave; other partial waves have very small
amplitudes and can be neglected. Under such conditions, the rotational
invariance of H results in the conservation of t2. Then the outgoing wave
must also be the eigenstate of i2 with eigenvalue 1 = 0 (approximately).
As

we have
I d  [sine!E!$]
sin e de

As f(0)  must be a wave function with all
this means

df(e)/de = 0.

=o.

the appropriate properties,

(d) The differential scattering cross section is given by

du
dR = tm 412.

(e) In the first Born approximation, for scattering from a central field
V(rí),  f is given by

f(4d = -$ J V(rí)  exp(-iq  . rí)  d3r’

2m O”=-- Jh29  0

ríV(rí)  sin (qrí)  dr’ ,

where q = k - kc, k and ka being respectively the momenta of the particle
before and after scattering.
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(f) The validity of Born approximation requires that the interaction
potential is small compared with the energy of the incident particle.

6016

Consider a particle of mass m which scatters off a potential V(z)  in one
dimension.

(a) Show that
1 O”

GE(z) = -
27r J

dk
eikz

_-oo E_ h2k2 +i~ ’
2m

with E positive infinitesimal, is the free-particle Greenís function for the
time-independent Schrizidinger  equation with energy E and outgoing-wave
boundary conditions.

(b) Write down an integral equation for the energy eigenfunction cor-
responding to an incident wave traveling in the positive z direction. Using
this equation find the reflection probability in the first Born approximation
for the potential

V(x) =
1

% 7 14 < 42,

0, 1x1 > a/2.
For what values of E do you expect this to be a good approximation?

(Buff&)

Solution:

(a) To solve the one-dimensional time-independent Schrodinger  equation

we define a Greenís function GE(X)  by

g 2 + E
>

GE(X) = 6(x).

Expressing GE(X) and b(x) as Fourier integrals

GE(~) =  & /_m f(k) eikx dk ,
m

6(x) = & 11 eikxdk
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and substituting these into the equation for GE(X), we obtain

or

(-g+hí)  f(k)=l,

f(k) = E-l..
As the singularity of f(k) is on the path of integration and the Fourier

integral can be understood as an integral in the complex k-plane, we can
add ia, where E is a small positive number, to the denominator of f(k). We
can then let E + 0 after the integration. Consider

GE(k) = k J-m dk
eikx

m

The intergral is singular where

(E+ie)-g=O,

i.e., at
k = fkl  ,

where

When x > 0, the integral becomes a contour integral on the upper
half-plane with a singularity at ICI with residue

or=--.
Tti2k1

Cauchyís integral formula then gives

m
GE(X)  = Prial = -i - e iklz

h2kl
(x > 0).

As

& + 0, ICI-+ m-.
ii
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This is the value of ki to be used in the expression for GE(E).  Similarly,
when x < 0, we can carry out the integration along a contour on the lower
half-plane and get

m
GE(X) = 4 - e -iklz

li2k1
(x < 0).

Here ICI = q also. Thus the free-particle Greenís function GE(X)
represents the outgoing wave whether x > 0 or x < 0.

(b) The solution of the stationary Schrodinger  equation satisfies the
integral equation

GE(x)= @O(X) +GE(~) * [V(X)$E(x)]

= ?/Jo(x)+ lrn GE(~ - t)v(t)d'dt)@,
-co

where @O(x)  is a solution of the equation

(g$+E  $(x)=0.
>

In the first-order Born approximation we replace $0 and $E on the right
side of the integral equation by the incident wave function and get

O"$E(X) =e
ikx

+
s

GE(X  - <) V(t) eikc dt = eikz
--m

s2

+ _-oo  (4) f& eik(z--E)  V(s) eikc d<

+
J

Tm (-q _.!& ,-W=-E)  V(t) eikC  d[.

For reflection we require $E(z)  for x -+ -co. For x + -00,

J
z

_-oo  (4) g eik(z-t) V(e) eikc d< = 0,

sZm (-i) $ e-
aI2

ikz e2ikC v(s)  & = J_a,2 (-4) f& evikx  VO e2ikt dJ

mVo= --2 jpp sin(  ku) emikz .
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Hence the reflection probability is

m2 Vo2
R = lí+E(-oo)12/l$,012  = fi41c4 sin2 /z.

When the energy is high,

IJ cc, GE@ - <> v(t)
--oo

eikE d< ( << 1 eikz 1 ,

and replacing $(z) by eikx is a good approximation.

6017

Calculate the Born approximation to the differential and total cross
sections for scattering a particle of mass m off the d-function potential
V(r) = gS3(r).

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

In Born approximation,

f(0) = -$ / e-kîr’  V(Tí)  eikír’  drí ,

where k and k’ are respectively the wave vectors of the incident and scat-
tered waves. Let q = kí - k. Then

f(O) = -g+ J exp(-iq  . rí) b(rí)  drí = $ exp(-i0q)  = $,

and the differential cross section is

u(e) = If( = $g .
As the distribution is isotropic, the total cross section is

m2g2
ut = 4lra = - .n/i*
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6018

Consider a particle of mass m, energy E scattering from the spherically
symmetric potential Bb(r - a), where B and a are constants.

(a) In the case of very high energy (but nonrelativistic) scattering, use
the Born approximation to calculate the differential scattering cross section.

(b) In the case of very low energy scattering (X > a), what is the
differential scattering cross section?

Note: In part (b) you may find the algebra somewhat lengthy. In this
case, work the problem far enough that the remainder of the solution in-
volves only straightforward algebra.

(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) As shown in Problem 6013,

f=-$ Jrn rZy3qr-a)dr
0

2X--
2m sin qa Ba

vq .

Hence the differential cross section for scattering is

(b) At low energies only the partial wave with 1 = 0 is important. If we
set the radial wave function R(s) = x(T)/T,  then x(r) will satisfy

x”  + $ [E - B6(r - a)] x = 0.

The solutions are

x = A sin(lcr)  , r<a,

x = sin (kr + 60) , 7- > a,

where
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The continuity of x(r) at T = a requires

x(a + 0) = X(” - 0).

Integrating the wave equation for x from a - E to a + E, where E is a
small positive number, and then letting E + 0, we get

xí(a  + 0) - xí(a  - 0) - g Bx(a) = 0.

These two conditions give

k k
tan(ka + 60)

=$B+-.
tan( ka)

As E + 0, k -+ 0 and

tan(ka) -+ ka, tan(ka + So) =
tan(ka) + tan 6s ka + 60

1 - tan(ka) tan 60 + 1 - kc& ’

Substituting the above gives

Hence
da

L 1 P”  sin 60 1’
dR = k2 -(?,;+!>ë.

As there is no angular dependence the scattering is isotropic.

6019

A nucleon is scattered elastically from a heavy nucleus. The effect of
the heavy nucleus can be represented by a fixed potential

V(T) =
-Vi r<R,
o

, r>R,

where VO is a positive constant. Calculate the deferential cross section to
the lowest order in Vi.

(Berkeley)
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Solution:

Let p be the reduced moves of the nucleon and the nucleus, q = k - k’
where kí, k are respectively the wave vectors of the nucleon before and after
the scattering. In the Born approximation, as in Problem 6013, we have

40) =  If(e =  jg 1 lrn

2

ríV(rí)  sin qrí dr’
0

= g  (sin qR - qR cos qR)2,

where q = 2k sin(0/2),  k = IkJ = lkíl.

6020

A particle of mass m, charge e, momentum p scatters in the electrostatic
potential produced by a spherically symmetric distribution of charge. You
are given the quantity s r2pd3x  = A, p(r) d3x being the charge in a vol-
ume element d3x. Supposing that p vanishes rapidly as T + 00 and that
s pd3x = 0; working in the first Born approximation, compute the differ-
ential cross section for forward scattering. (That is $$ l~=e, where 6 is the
scattering angle.)

(Princeton)

Solution:

In the first Born approximation, we have

where

du m2e2_=-
dfl 47T2li4 IJ U(T)  exp(iq  . I-) d3x 2,

q = k - kí,  q = 2k sin g = $ sin i, k’ and k

being the wave vectors of the particle before and after the scattering, U(T)
is the electrostatic Coulomb potential and satisfies the Poission equation

v2u = -47rp(r).

Let
F(q) = J p(r) exp(iq  . r) d3x,
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where F(q) is the Fourier transform of p(r). Using the Poisson equation we
have

s
U(r) exp(iq . r) d3a: = F F(q) .

Hence
du-=-
dR IF(q)12.

For forward scattering, 0 is small and so q is small also. Then

F(q) =
s

p(r) exp(iq. r) d3x

= J [p(r) 1 + iq . r + $ (iq . r)2 + . . . 1 d3x

= J p(r)d3x  - ;.J p(r) (q . r)2d3a: + . . .

1 2z --

6’ J p(r)r2d3xc--ëg2  ,

since as J pd3x  = 0, J: cos2nf1 8 . sin f9 de = 0, the lowest order term for
B-+Ois

1
2! J p(r) (iq . r)2 d3x  zz -g J p(?-)T2 d3x:.

Hence
da A2m2e2
E o=o =F.

6021

Use Born approximation to find, up to a multiplicative constant, the
differential scattering cross section for a particle of mass m moving in a
repulsive potential

v = Ae-ëVaZ  .

Solution:

(Berkeley)

In Born approximation we have (Problem 6013)

f(e) = -z La rV(r) sin(qr)  dr ,
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where q = 2k sin(8/2), hk being the momentum of incident particle. As

sin(qr) dr = - @
s

00

h2q --oo
~~~~~~~~ sin(qr)  dr

mAa O”=-
J2h2q  -_m

(e-~ë/Qí)’  sin(qr) dr = -!I?!$
J

M e-r2/Qz cos( qr ) dr

--O”
mAa O”=-

Jm2 -_oo
,-w42 cos (qab)d(i)

+exp [ - (r+ $)2]}  e-q2a2/4dr

mAa=-- F fi e-q2a2/4  )

m2A2a6
40) = lf(@12 = 4fi4  xe -q=a=/2

6022

A nonrelativistic particle is scattered by a square-well potential

V(r) =
-V, T < R, (Vi,  > 0)

0, r > R.

(a) Assuming the bombarding energy is sufficiently high, calculate the
scattering cross section in the first Born approximation (normalization is
not essential), and sketch the shape of the angular distribution, indicating
angular units.

(b) How can this result be used to measure R?
(c) Assuming the validity of the Born approximation, if the particle is

a proton and R = 5 x lo-l3 cm, roughly how high must the energy be in
order for the scattering to be sensitive to R?

( Wisconsin)
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Solution:

(a) Using Born approximation we have (Problem 6013)

TV(T) sin(qr)  dr

vo
R

=-
Jq 0

r sin(qr)  dr = 3 (sin qR - qR cos qR) .
q3

Hence
da sin x - x cos x

>

2

ziOC 2s ’

where x = qR = 2kR sing.
The angular distribution is shown in Fig. 6.4

h
IxH0

(b) The first zero of g
is x M 1.43~. This gives

Fig. 6.4

occurs at x for which x = tan x, whose solution

R =
1.437r

. .
2k sin $

By measuring the minimum angle 81 for which $$ = 0, R can be deter-
mined.

(c) In order that R may be determined from the zero points of $$, we
require that the maximum value of x, 2kR,  is larger than 1.43~,  or
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(6.58 x 10-22)2
8 9 3 8  x (,ì,xI$s)2

= 4.2MeV.

6023

Elastic scattering from some central potential V may be adequately cal-
culated using the first Born approximation. Experimental results give the
following general behavior of the cross section as a function of momentum
transfer q = Ik - kíl.

Fig. 6.6

In terms of the parameters shown in Fig. 6.6:
(a) What is the approximate size (extension in space) of the potential

V? (Hint: Expand the Born approximation for the scattering amplitude
for small q.)

(b) What is the behavior of the potential V at very small distances?
(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The Born approximation gives (Problem 6013)

f(0)  = -2 / TV(T)  sin(qr)  dr ,

where q/i is the magnitude of the momentum transfer and q = 2k sin c. For
q -+ 6,
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f(0) M -5 I” r2V(r)  dr M -2 R3v,

replacing V by v, some average value of the potential in the effective force
range R. For a small momentum transfer qo, we have

f (Qo) x-g /TV(T)  (qor-  ;q;r3) dr

= f(0) + g R5P = f(0) - $ R2f(0).

Thus an approximate value of R is given by

R = ( If(O)1  - If(qo

Note that If(qo)l 2 is the measured value of g IQ0 for some small qo,

If( is the value of $$ for a set of small qo extrapolated to q = 0. From
these values the effective range of the potential can be estimated.

(b) In view of the behavior of the scattering cross section for large q,

we can say that the Born integral consists mainly of contributions from the
region qr 5 r, outside which, on account of the oscillation between the
limits fl of the sine function, the contributions of the integrand are nearly
zero. Thus we need only consider the integral from qr = 0 to 7r. Assuming
V(T)  N 7-n for small T, where n is to be determined, we have

f(e) = -g / r2V(r) y dr

2m 7r
N _ --

Jf=L2  0
(qr)2v(Qr)  -

sin(V)  q-(3
+n d(v)

)

qr

A comparison with the given data gives $ = 3 + n. Hence v behaves
like r( 9 -3).

6024

A convenient model for the potential energy V of a particle of charge
q scattering on an atom of nuclear charge Q is V = 9 emaT,  where CY-’
represents the screening length of the atomic electrons.
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(a) Use the Born approximation

f = -& /- e-iAí-  ?!$  vcr) &

to calculate the scattering cross section (T.
(b) How should cr depend on the nuclear charge Z?

(Columbia)

Solution:

For the elastic scattering, Ik( = lkol = k, and (Ak(  = (k-k01 = 21; sin $,
0 being the scattering angle. Thus

f = -& /- e-iAk.r  g V(r)  d3r

=  2lrfi2
-?f- I* r2dr 12T dv 1” eeiAkrcoseíV(r)  sin OídB’

2mqQ O”= - -
JAkti2 o

e-ìí  sin(Akr)  dr

2vQ= - -
h2 (a2 :ak2)  ’

Therefore

c = p(e)12 =
4m2q2Q2

h4 [a2 + 4k2 sin2 (8/2)12  ’

(b) In the Thomas-Fermi approximation, when 2 is large, the atomic
electrons can be regarded as a Fermi gas. As such an electron is in a bound
state in the atom; its energy is lower than E(W) = 0. Then its maximum
possible momentum p,,, at r must satisfy

where 4(r) is the potential at distance r from the nucleus, since its energy
is negative. Thus the Fermi momentum at r is

pf(r) = hx(r.) = Pmedr>P2  .
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For a Fermi gas,
pf = h(37&)ì3  ,

where n is the number density. Comparing the above expressions we have

n(r) = ml [2mef$(r)]3/2

1 4
=-

3lr2FL3 (
2me ze eecrr ,

T >

where Ze is the nuclear charge. As the atom is neutral,

n(r) r2 dr

2 4mZe2 3í2=- -
( >3@i3 3a .

Hence

4me2
cy=Tj$--

( >

4 1í3  zl,3 = 4 4 1í3  L z1/3

G 3 c JG a0 ’

where ae = h2/me2 is the Bohr radius.

6025

A particle of mass m is scattered by a potential V(r) = VO exp(-r/a).

(a) Find the differential scattering cross section in the first Born ap-
proximation. Sketch the angular dependence for small and large k, where
k is the wave number of the particle being scattered. At what k value does
the scattering begin to be significantly non-isotropic? Compare this value
with the one given by elementary arguments based on angular momentum.

(b) The criterion for the validity of the Born approximation is

IA~("(0)/~(O)(o)l < 1,
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where A$(l)  is the first order correction to the incident plane wave G(O).
Evaluate this criterion explicitly for the present potential. What is the low-
k limit of your result? Relate it to the strength of the attractive potential
required for the existence of bound states (see the statement of problem).
Is the high-k limit of the criterion less or more restrictive on the strength
of the potential?

Solution:

(Berkeley)

(a) The first Born approximation gives

#V(rí)  sin(qrí)  dr’

2mVe M= - -
sfi2q 0

r’ sin(qrí)  exp(-#/a)  dr’

4mVoa3

= - P(1  + q2a2)2  ’

where q = 2k sin (e/2),  qh being the magnitude of the momentum transfer
in the scattering. Hence

g(O) = W)12  =
16m2Vza6

e 4 .

h4 1 + 4k2a2  sin2 -
2

The angular distribution g(e)/a(O)  is plotted in Fig. 6.5 for ka = 0 and
ka = 1.

It can be seen that for ka 2 1, the scattering is significantly non-
isotropic. The angular momentum at which only s-wave scattering, which
is isotropic, is important must satisfy

a . kh 5 FL, i.e., ka 5 1.

When ka - 1, the scattering begins to be significantly non-isotropic.
This is in agreement with the result given by the first Born approximation.

(b) The wave function to the first order is

,ik [r-rí1  zrn

$(r)  = eikz - & / m s V(rí)  eikr’ dV'  .
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Hence

I I

Wîë(O)  =

@(O)  (0)

ka = 0

Fig. 6.5

-rí/a+ikr’  dvl

2mlVola2  Jm 2mJVola2
=

@(4kW  + 1) = @ Jiqxv.

The criterion for the validity of the first Born approximation is then

2mlVoj  a2
<l.

In the low-k limit, ka < 1, the above becomes

In the high-k limit, ka >> 1, the criterion becomes
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Since in this case k >> $ the restriction on lVij is less than for the low-k
limit.

6026

For an interaction V(r) = pr-l  exp(-err) find the differential scattering
cross section in Born approximation. What are the conditions for validity?
Suggest one or more physical applications of this model.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

In Born approximation, we first calculate (Problem 6013)

f(e) = -z irn ríV  (Tí)  sin qr’ dr’

2mP= - -
J

-2mp

h2q 0
* e-ar sin qr dr =

fP(q2  + CG)  ’

where q = 2k sin E and m is the mass of the particle, and then the differ-
ential cross section

The derivation is based on the assumption that the interaction potential
can be treated as a perturbation, so that the wave function of the scattered
particle can be written as

q,(r) = $0(r)  + h(r),

$0(r) =e
ikz

,

m
$1(r) = --

$k lr-ríl

27rti2 m V(rí)  &(rí)  d3T’ .

Specifically, we shall consider two cases, taking a as the extent of space
where the potential is appreciable.
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(i) The potential is sufficiently weak or the potential is sufficiently lo-
calized. As

for I$11 < I$01 we require

i.e.,

This means that where the potential is weak enough or where the field
is sufficiently localized, the Born approximation is valid. Note that the con-
dition does not involve the velocity of the incident particle, so that as long
as the interaction potential satisfies this condition the Born approximation
is valid for an incident particle of any energy.

(ii) High energy scattering with ka > 1. The Born approximation
assumes $0 = eikz and a $1 that satisfies

V2$1  + k2& = $ Veikz.

Let $1 = eikz f(O, cp). The above becomes

---
’

and so
q1 = eikr f=--geikz  Jvdz.

Then as
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for /$I  ( << I&II  = 1 we require

where v is the speed of the incident particle, v = g = z. Thus as long as
the energy of the incident particle is large enough, the Born approximation
is valid.

From the above results we see that if a potential field can be treated
as a small perturbation for incident particles of low energy, it can always
be so treated for incident particles of high energy. The reverse, however, is
not true. In the present problem, the range of interaction can be taken to
bea=:, so that V(a) - t. The conditions then become

(i) IPI K $,
(ii) I/?[ << tiv = $, where Ic =

J-
w .

The given potential was used by Yukawa to represent the interaction
between two nuclei and explain the short range of the strong nuclear force.

6027

Consider the scattering of a 1 keV proton by a hydrogen atom.

(a) What do you expect the angular distribution to look like? (Sketch
a graph and comment on its shape).

(b) Estimate the total cross section. Give a numerical answer in cm2,
m2 or barns = 1O-24 cm2,  and a reason for you answer.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The problem is equivalent to the scattering of a particle of reduced mass
P NN fmp = 470 MeV,  energy E, = 0.5 keV by a potential which, on account
of electron shielding, can be roughly represented by $ e-ëla,  where a is the
range of interaction given by the Bohr radius 0.53 A. As

0.53 x 10-s  x J/2 x 470 x 106 x 0.5 x 103= =6.58 x lo-l6 x 3 x 1OíO 1.84 x lo2 >> 1,
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for Born approximation to be valid we require (Problem 6026)

IV1 - ; < z, i.e.,
e2
E<f.

Since

LHS = & = 7.3 x 1o-3  )

the condition is not strictly satisfied. But in view of the roughness of the
estimates, we still make use of the Born approximation.

(a) When the proton collides with the hydrogen atom, it experiences
a repulsive Coulomb interaction with the nucleus, as well as an attractive
one with the orbital electron having the appearance of a cloud of charge
density ep(r). The potential energy is then

e2
V(r) = - - e2 J PW

r Ir - q dr’  .
Using Born approximation and the formula

J
-dr=%
eiq.r

r q2  ’
we obtain

f(O) = -& /eiqír[:-/&drí]dr

=-+-F(e)],

where

q = 2k sin E
2’

F(B)  = $
II

eiq.r  P(rí)  &.’ &
(r - ríl

q2
_

=-
4lr /

eiqír’  p(r)) dr’ 1 7 dr

=
J

eiqí=  p(r) dr .
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For the ground state of the hydrogen atom, we have

p(r) = l~m312  = -$ e-2ria,

and so

~(0) = --$ / eiqí+c  dr

= (1, fy>z.
Hence

1
ë(@  = -Z& . sin2;8/2) [l- (1 + a2R2 sin’ 0/2)2] .

Taking into account the identical nature of the two colliding particles
(two protons), we have for the singlet state: us = If(e) + f(7r - 6r)}2,  the
triplet state: CA = If(e) - f(r - e)lî.

Hence the scattering cross section (not considering polarization) is

1 3
17= 4uS+4aA.

Some special cases are considered below.
(i) e M 0:

+ I - qr - e) 2
co32 e/2 1

use having been made of the approximation for x cz 0

l/(1 + x)2 = 1 - 2X)
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as well as the expression

P ti2 mPa=-=-
m,e2 j4e2 ( >2me’

Similarly we obtain

(ii) 8 M r: A similar
( >

2
mp a2

ffA= 2me *

calculation gives

( >

2
.I!5 a2

us = cA= 2me ’

(iii) a2k2 sin2 E = 10 or 8 M 0.077~ For 0.077r < 0 5 0.93r, we have

3  p2e4 1
+  4 4fL4k4 - -sin2 812

p2e4 3 CO82  8 + 1=-
h4k4 sin4 8 >

( 3 co52 8 + 1
=Cre

sin4  8 > ’

where ae = $$. The angular distribution is shown in Fig. 6.7.

Fig. 6.7

(b) As f(O) + 00 for 8 + 0, 0 + r, to estimate the total scattering
cross section, consider the total cross section for large scattering angles
(0.077r  5 8 5 0.93x)  and for small scattering angles:
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0.937r
Utlarge  = 2roo J ( 3cos2 e+ 1

o.o7?r sin4  e )
sin edB

Joíg3rr
=  27rcqJ

4 _ 3 sin2 0

o.o7?r sin3 e

=  27ra() [-ln ( t a n  z> -221 1~~~~~

= 1557rao  )

J0.07TT

Qsmall > 27T ~(0.077r)  sin Bd0 x 2
0

= 27r x 1703Q (1 - cos(0.07n)]  x 2

= 1641~~.

6028

The study of the scattering of high-energy electrons from nuclei has
yielded much interesting information about the charge distributions in nu-
clei and nucleons.  We shall here consider a simple version of the theory,
in which the ìelectronî is assumed to have zero spin. We also assume
that the nucleus, of charge Ze, remains fixed in space (i.e., its mass is as-
sumed infinite). Let p(x) denote the charge density in the nucleus. The
charge distribution is assumed to be spherically symmetric, but otherwise
arbitrary.

Let fe(Pir pf),  where Pi is the initial, and pf is the final momentum, be
the scattering amplitude in the first Born approximation for the scattering
of an electron from a point nucleus of charge Ze. Let j(Pi, pf) be the
scattering amplitude, also in the first Born approximation, for the scattering
of an electron from a real nucleus of the same charge. Let q = Pi - pf
denote the momentum transfer. The quantity F defined by f(pi, pf) =
F(q2)  fe(Pi, Pj) is called the form factor: it is easily seen that F in fact
depends on Pi and pf only through the quantity q2.

(a) The form factor F(q2)  and the Fourier transform of the charge
density p(x) are related in a very simple manner: state and derive this
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relationship within the framework of the nonrelativistic Schrodinger theory.
The assumption that the electrons are ìnonrelativisticî is here made so that
the problem will appear as simple as possible, but if you think about the
matter it will probably be clear that the assumption is irrelevant: the same
result applies in the ìrelativisticî case of the actual experiments. It is also
the case that the neglect of the electron spin does not affect the essence of
what we are here concerned with.

(b) The graph in Fig. 6.8 shows some experimental results pertaining to
the form factor for the proton, and we shall regard our theory as applicable
to these data. On the basis of the data shown, compute the root-mean-
square (charge) radius of the proton. Hint: Note that there is a simple
relationship between the root-mean-square radius and derivative of F(qí)
with respect to q2 at q2 = 0. Find this relationship, and then compute.

(Berkeley)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 lf, 16 18
Q* x 1026cm-2

Fig. 6.8

Solution:

(a) In the nonrelativistic Schrodinger  theory the first Born approxima-
tion gives the scattering amplitude of an electron (charge -e) due to a
central force field as

#V(r))  sin(qrí)  dr’ ,

where q is the magnitude of the momentum transfer in the scattering.
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is

For a point nucleus, the scattering potential energy is

For a real nucleus of charge density p(r), the scattering potential energy

V(T) = - e J p(rí)  dr' Jm
+-q = -47re o

p(rí)  r/z dr'
[r--rí1 ’

which satisfies Poissonís equation

V2V(r) = i f (TV) = +47rep(r). (1)

Consider the integral in the expression for f:

TV eiqr  dr = t rv - ; (7-V)’ II
00

0
1 O”- -

Jq2 0
(r-V) rreiqr &. .

By a method due to Wentzel, the first term can be made to vanish and
so

f(Pi, of) = -$ lrn TV(T)  sin(qr)dr

27n 1=-_ - -
( >Jh29 q2 0

O” (7-V)” sin qr dT

2m 47re O”=-- JA29 q2 0
~-p(r) sin (qr) dr ,

use having been made of Eq. (1).
In the case of a point-charge nucleus, only the region near r = 0 makes

appreciable contribution to the integral and so

47r Jrn ~-p(r) sin (qr)  dr z 4rq Jrn r2p(r)  dr = qZe .
0 0

Hence for a point nucleus,

2mZe2
fe(Pi,  P f )  = ti2q2.
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For an extended nucleus we can then write

J

00

T2P(T)  -
sin (QT) dT

.

0 qT

By definition the form factor is

F(q2)  = g T2P(T) -sin(v)  dT

V’  ’ (3)

or

This is the required relation with
density.

144 e -qír  dr .

the Fourier transform of the charge

(b) Differentiating Eq. (3) with respect to q we have

and hence

dF dF dq 1-
d(q2)  = dq d(q2)  = %j

.  g lrn T2p(T)  [ì;;ì)  - %&!?I  dr.

To find & jQzzo  we first calculate

Then

dF I 1 1  Iî*...-
d(q2)  lql=o = -s Ze Jo ìì”  .

qí-  - f (d3
q3T

1

4XT2 dr = - f (Tî)  .
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From Fig. 6.8 can be found the slope of the curve F(qz)  at q2 = 0,
whence the root-mean-square charge radius of the nucleus:

6 0 2 9

In the early 1920ís,  Ramsauer (and independently Townsend) discovered
that the scattering cross-section for electrons with an energy of N 0.4eV
was very much smaller than geometrical (~a~, with a the radius of the atom)
for scattering by argon atoms in gaseous form. It was also found that the
cross section for 6-volt electrons was 3.5 times as great as the geometrical
cross section and that the scattering was approximately isotropic. What is
the origin of the ìanomalousî cross sections? (What is the maximum pos-
sible cross section for scattering of low-energy electrons (with wavelength
X >> a)?

(Princeton)

Solution:

If the attractive potential is strong enough, at a certain energy the
partial wave with e = 0 has exactly a half-cycle more of oscillation inside
the atomic potential. Then it has a phase shift of 15 = r and so contributes
nothing to f(0) and hence the cross section. At low energies, the wavelength
of the electron is large compared with a so the higher-C partial waves’
contribution is also negligible. This accounts for the Ramsauer-Townsend
effect that the scattering cross section is very small at a certain low energy.
For low-energy electrons, the maximum possible cross section for scattering
is four times the geometrical cross section. It should be noted that a rare-
gas atom, which consists entirely of closed shells, is relatively small, and
the combined force of nucleus and orbital electrons exerted on an incident
electron is strong and sharply defined as to range.

6030

Let f(w) be the scattering amplitude for forward scattering of light at
an individual scattering center in an optical medium. If the amplitude
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for incoming and outgoing light waves are denoted by Ai, and A,,t(w)
respectively, one has A,,,(w) = f(w) Ai,( Suppose the Fourier transform

s +O” &(+t)  Ai, &_-M

vanishes for x - t > 0.

(a) Use the causality condition (no propagation faster than the speed
of light c = 1) to show that f(w) is an analytic function in the half-plane
Imw > 0.

(b) Use the analyticity of f(w) and the reality of Ain and Aout  (w),
and assume that f(w) is bounded at infinity to derive the dispersion relation

Re[ f (w + ic) - f (0)] = y P Jm db~’ ~~~~~~))  ,
0

with E arbitrarily small and positive.

Solution:

(Chicago)

(a) Ai,(x - t) = 0 for t < x means A,,t(~ - t) = 0 for t < z. Then

is a regular function when Im w > 0, since when 7 < 0 the factor exp (Im WT)
of the integrand converges. As A,,,(w) = f(w) Ai,( f(w) is also analytic
when Imw > 0.

(b) For w + 00,  05 argw 5 7r, we have If (w)l < M, some positive
number.

Assume that f (0) is finite (if not we can choose another point at which
f is finite). Then x(w) = v is sufficiently small at infinity, and so

x(w) = & J_+_m ìy;’ dlJí> Imw>O.

When w is a real number, using

1
w’ - w - i0

= & + i7rqw - w) ,
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we aet

Rex(w)= $1
+O” Im x(w’ + i0) &,

--oo w’ - w

A;:, (w) being a real number means that AI, (-w*) = Adit  (w). Hence
our

f*(w*) = f(-w), and so Imf(w  + i0) = -Imf(-w + iO),  and

Re [f(w + i0) - j(O)] = y P Jm IJi$ë_+jf;  du’  ,
0

where P denotes the principal value of the integral.

6031

A spin-one-half projectile of mass m and energy E = $$ scatters off
an infinitely heavy spin-one-half target. The interaction Hamiltonian is

e-w-
Hint = Aal . ~2 -

r (CL > 0) )

where u1 and (~2  are the Pauli  spin operators of the projectile and target
respectively. Compute the differential scattering cross section g in lowest
order Born approximation, averaging over initial and summing over final
states of spin polarization. Express g as a function of k and the scattering
angle e.

Solution:

(Princeton)

Suppose that the projectile is incident on the target along the z-axis, i.e.,
ko = Ice,.  In lowest order Born approximation, the scattering amplitude is

j(e) = __.?&  1 ei(ko-k).rAal . u2 q d3r’

- m e-Pr’
=-

27rfi2 J eiqr Aal . cr2 7 d3r’

= 9Acr1.42 J00 A
e-Wîr’  dr’ J eiqr’ COS 0 sin 8 de

0 0

1
=  -$Aq.cr2  -

/.G + q2 ’
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where q = ke - k, q = 2k sin 4. Denote the total spin of the system by S.
Then S = + (ai + crs) and

Ul . u2 = f (c” - gf - CJ;>  = ; [4S(S  + 1) - 3 - 31

= ; [4S(S + 1) - 61.

For S = 0, ui . r72  = -3ti2 and

For S = 1, ~1 ë02 = ti2 and

If the initial states of spin of the projectile and target are (i)p = op ,

( :)T = a~ respectively, then the initial state of spin of the system is 811 =

opcx~,  the scattered wave function is fi(0)  $ f3ir,  and the corresponding
differential scattering cross section is given by

1 1
- - .  _-_

2 2

Noting that the triplet state vectors are

011 = aPaT, @1,-l = flPflT,

the singlet state vector is

010 =

000 =  L (QPPT - PPQT)
Jz

and that
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~PPT = $ (010 + 000)  ) etc.,

we can obtain the remaining differential cross sections:

do 1 1 1-
dR 2’(

__.
2í2í-

do 1 1 1
z=i  2’(

__. -_
2í 2

da 1 1 1
E

(
s> -2; 2

drs 11 1
dR  ( -i 2; 21 -

du 11 1
- ( 2;dfl -5 -5

du 11 1
Zi ( -- 2 -. 2í _ 2

da 1 1 1- ( __.- - _ _ _
dR  2í 2í 2’

1.- =
2 >

1
2 =>

1
2 =>

1
z =>

1
2 =>

1
2 =>
1
z =>
1
5 =>

; Ifl(@ - fo(w  7

du 1 1 1 1
dR

(
5, -2; -5, -2

>
= o ;

a k(e) - jo(W,

i i.m) + .fovW7

11 1 1---. _ _ _ _
2 2 í 2 í 2 >

=o.
’

IhoW,

’

Averaging over the initial states (i) and summing over the final states
(f) of spin polarization, we obtain

da 1
dn=4 c c

SCí)  SCí)PI’  Tz sg; ) sg

= i W(e)  + f;(e)i =
12A2m2

8’
p2 + 4k2  sin2 z
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6032

Calculate in the Born approximation the differential scattering cross sec-
tion for neutron-neutron scattering, assuming that the interaction potential
responsible for scattering vanishes for the triplet spin state and is equal to
V(T)  = Vo F for the singlet spin state. [Evaluate the cross section for an
unpolarized (random spin orientation) initial state.]

(Berkeley)

Solution:

The Born approximation gives (Problem 6013)

fs(0) = -E lrn TV(T) sin qrdr

2m O”=-_
sh2q 0

Vi empr  sin qr dr

2mVo  q=---
Pq q2 +p2 ’

q = 2k sin (e/2),

where k is the wave vector of the relative motion of the neutrons, m = m,/2
is the reduced mass.

As the spin wave function of the spin singlet state is antisymmetric, its
spatial wave function must be symmetric. Thus

4m2V,2
2

1 1=-
Ii4 p2 + 4k2 sin2 c

+
~~ + 4k2 cos2 ; I

16m2Vz(p2  + 2k2)2=
h4 (p2 + 4k2 sin2 c)” (p2  + 4k2 cos2 5)’ .

Because the neutrons are initially unpolarized, the scattering cross sec-
tion is

a(e) a gs
3 1

= + 4 (Tt = 4 6,

4m2Vz(p2  + 2k2)2
8

>

2 .

/.L~ + 4k2 cos2 2
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6033

The scattering of low-energy neutrons on protons is spin dependent.
When the neutron-proton system is in the singlet spin state the cross section
is ~1 = 78 x lo-24 cm2, whereas in the triplet spin state the cross section
is ~3 = 2 x 1O-24 cm2. Let fi and f3 be the corresponding scattering
amplitudes. Express your answers below in terms of fi and fs.

(a) What is the total scattering cross section for unpolarized neutrons
on unpolarized protons?

(b) Suppose a neutron which initially has its spin up scatters from a
proton which initially has its spin down. What is the probability that the
neutron and proton flip their spins? (Assume s-wave scattering only.)

(c) The Hz molecule exists in two forms: ortho-hydrogen for which the
total spin of the protons is 1 and para-hydrogen for which the total spin of
the protons is 0. Suppose now a very low energy neutron (X, > (d), the
average separation between the protons in the molecule) scatters from such
molecules. What is the ratio of the cross section for scattering unpolarized
neutrons from unpolarized ortho-hydrogen to that for scattering them from
para-hydrogen?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The triplet and singlet spin states of a neutron-proton system can
respectively be expressed as

x; = &Lap, XFl = $j (%Pp + apA), x:1 = APp,

Xíl  = 5 (WlPp - q&J,

with LY = (A),  p = (y ). If we define an operator f by

f^ = a f3 + a fl + ; (f3 - fl) (cn . Up),

then as

cn . up = ~nz!fJpz  + fJnyupy +

cxa = P, Oy(Y  = ip,

gzP = a, ayp = -icY,

Unzffpz )

uza=a,

ff,P = -P,
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we have

ix; = fsx? > ix: = f3xZ Px?, = f3x3_, 9

fxí,  = flXll,
i.e., the eigenvalues of f for the triplet and singlet spin states are fs and
fi respectively.

Similarly, if we define

then f” has eigenvalues fi and ff for the triplet and singlet states, and we
can express the total cross section for the scattering as ct = 47rf2.

Assume the spin state of the incident neutron is

(ì,~i~  ~~~)  ’

Note here (2/L?,  2~) are the polar angles of the spin direction of the neutron.
If the state of the polarized proton is (i), then the cross section is

As

1 +00 ( . CP>

1
fin

P 0 O P

= (eia c o s  /3 eeia sin& (A _Y) (e;;ogqp)n

= (eia cos p eeia sin P)n
(

e -ia cos p

- e )-k sin p 7L

= cos2 p - sin2 /3 = cos 2p,
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we have

Since the incident neutrons are unpolarized, cos 2/3  = 0 and so

3 1
Dt = - n3 + - 61 .

4 4

Because the direction of the z-axis is arbitrary, the total scattering cross
section of unpolarized protons is as the same as that of polarized protons.

(b) The state vector before interaction is

(2, ( 0 >1
P

We can expand this in terms of the wave functions of the singlet and
triplet states:

The scattered wave is then

Hence the probability that the neutron and proton both flip their spins
is

(f3 - fd2 1 (f3 - fd2

(f3+fd2+(f3-f1)2  =  z fi+f? .
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(c) Let
3f3 + f lP=j~+j&-_ +;(f3-fl)Un.s

with

s = f (up1 + cm) = (%I + sp2) .
As

u,uy = au, ,

uyuz = au,,

UiUj + UjUi  = 26ij  ,

we have

and hence

(un. sy = s2 - on. S)

P2 = ; ((3f3  + fly + (5f,2  - 2flf3  - 3fF) un . s

+  (f3 - fd2 S2).

For para-hydrogen, S = 0 and so

UP = 7l- (3f3 + f1J2 ’

In this case, as there is no preferred direction the cross section is inde-
pendent of the polarization of the incident neutrons.

For ortho-hydrogen, S2 = l(1 + 1) = 2. Taking the proton states as
(& (& using

u, . s = ; (un . UPI + un . up2)

and following the calculation in (a) we have

a.S=cos2/3.

Hence

co =r {(3f3 + fl)” + (5f,2 - 2flf3  - 3f,2)  cm 2P

+ 2(f3  - flYI 1
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where 2p is the angle between S and cn. If the neutrons are unpolarized,
cos 2p = 0 and so

00 = z- [(3fs + f~)~  + 2(fs - f~)~].

This result is independent of the polarization of the hydrogen. The ratio
we require is:

6o = 1 + 2(fs - f~)~/(fi + 3f3)2.
UP

6034

Consider a hypothetical neutron-neutron scattering at zero energy. The
interaction potential is

V(r) =
i

61 .02vg, Tla,

0, r>a,

where ui and ~2 are the Pauli  spin matrices of the two neutrons. Compute
the total scattering cross section. Both the incident and target neutrons
are unpolarized.

(CUS)

Solution:

Consider the problem in the coupling representation. Let

s = si + sz = f 61 + f uz.

Then

c71 .02 = ; (49 - fl; - c7;>

= f [4S(S + 1) - 3 - 3)

=2S(S+l)-3,

where S = 1 or 0. It is noted that an eigenstate of S is also an eigenstate
of V(r). For zero-energy scattering we need to consider only the s partial
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wave, which is symmetrical. The Pauli principle then requires the spin wave
function to be antisymmetric. Thus we have S = 0 and

i

-3Vs,  r<a,
v =

0, r>a.

For s-waves, the wave equation for T < a is

d2u
s+k;u=O,

where u(r) = TT+!J,  T+!J being the radial wave function, kz = 6mVo/h2,  and the
solution is u(r) = A sin (kor). For T > a, the wave equation is

d2u
-tk&=O,
dr2

where kT = s E, and the solution is u(r) = sin(krr + be).
The continuity of u and u’ at r = a gives

kl tan(ksa)  = ko tan(kra + ~5s).

For E + 0, kl + 0 and

+ tan (kea)  =
tan (kla) + tan be

0 1 - tan (kla) tan 60

-+ kla + tan 60,

i.e.,

SO M kla
tan(kOa)

k a
_ 1

.
0 I

For collisions of identical particles,

C 2(2Z  + 1) ei6[ sin 614 (cos 19) 12.
1=0,2,4

Considering only the s partial wave, we have the differential cross section
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and the total cross section

ut = 47~7 = 167ra2 Wkoa)

koa
_ 11 2.

As the incident and target neutrons are unpolarized the probability that
5’ = 0 (i.e., opposite spins) is i. Hence

Wkoa) _  1 2ut = 4ra2 Ikoa ’

6035

A beam of spin-i particles of mass m is scattered from a target con-
sisting of heavy nuclei, also of spin l/2. The interaction of a test particle
with a nucleus is csl . s2 d3(x1 - xp), where c is a small constant, s1 and s2
are the test particle and nuclear spins respectively, and x1 and x2 are their
respective positions.

(a) Calculate the differential scattering cross section, averaging over the
initial spin states. What is the total cross section?

(b) If the incident test particles all have spin up along the z-axis but
the nuclear spins are oriented at random, what is the probability that after
scattering the test particles still have spin up along the z-axis?

(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) As the nuclear target, being heavy, acts as a fixed scattering center,
the center-of-mass and laboratory frames coincide. Then the equation of
relative motion is

(3) (r)1 $(r) = E+(r).

As c is a small constant, we can employ the Born approximation

f(e) = -$ 1 ei(k-kí)ërí~~l  . s2@3)  ($) d3#

cm
= - -2Tti2 s1 . s2,
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using the property of 6c3) (rí). The differential scattering cross section is

40) = W)12 = &$ Is1 . s212,

1
si . s2 = 5 [S2 - ST - s;]

1
[ S(S+l)

1 3 1 3
=- - 2 . 5 - z .2 2 1 p,

s = Sl + s2.

For the state of total spin S = 0,

40) =  @&2)2  2
A&_ ( 1 .  (-9 ~2p!zL,

For S = 1,

c2m2  1 1
Cl(O)  =  (2rti2)2  j . 2 fi2

I I

2 (mc)2
=(81r)2.

Averaging over the initial spin states, the differential scattering cross
section is

3(mc)2
gt(e) = a coo(e)  + t g,(e) = - .

@I2

Alternative solution:
Let lap) denote the initial spin state of the incident particle. The spin

of the target is unpolarized, so its state is a ìmixtureî of ICX) and I/?) states
(not ìsuperpositionî), cl(t) J(YN)  + cg(t) IAN). Here cl(t) and cz(t)  have no
fixed phase difference, and so the mean-square values are each l/2. In the
coupling representation, the initial spin state is a mixture of the states

cl(t)1  x)7 44
Jz (1x3 + 1x8))  7

where Ix) = I+)  bN) 7
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0%) ION) + IPp)lw)) 7

After scattering, the spin state of the system, with part of the asymp-
totic spatial states, becomes

Q(t)bHs>>r = cl(t)  h(e) Ix:) + -Jz [fI(@ Ix3

+ foo(@ 1x31.

Taking the dot product of the different Ix) states with IJ!J)~,  we obtain
the corresponding probability amplitudes, which are then added together
to give the total cross section

1
9(e) = Ic1(t)12  m(O) + - IC2@)12  g,(e)2

1
+ - lc2(t)12 go(O)  *2

As cr (t), c2 (t) each has the mean-square value 3, we have

=  $(e) + +o(e),

same as that obtained before.
(b) After scattering the two irrelevant spin states of the system are

1x3 and $ (Ix3 + lxx)).

Taking the dot product of the two states with I+f), we obtain the cor-
responding scattering amplitudes. Hence the scattering cross section is

dt) = h(tVw9 + i ic2W t w4 + .fomi 12.
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Averaging over the ensemble, we have

At) = f m(e) + f Ifi + f2(tq12  = g .

The probability that the test particles still have spin up is

6036

(a) Two identical particles of spin : and mass m interact through
a screened Coulomb potential V(T)  = e2 exp(-Xr)/r,  where l/X is the
screening length. Consider a scattering experiment in which each particle
has kinetic energy E in the center-of-mass frame. Assume that E is large.
The incoming spins are oriented at random. Calculate (in the center-of-
mass frame) the scattering cross section g for observation of a particle
emerging at an angle 8 relative to the axis of the incoming particles as
shown in Fig. 6.9.

outgoing

outgoing

Fig. 6.9

(b) Assuming that the outgoing particles are observed at an angle 8
relative to the beam axis, what is the probability that after the scattering
event the two particles are in a state of total spin one? What is the prob-
ability that, if one particle has spin up along the z-axis, the other particle
also has spin up along the z-axis?

E
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(c) How large must the energy be for your approximations to be valid?
Suppose that, instead, the energy is much less than this. In the limit of low
energies, what is the probability that after being scattered the two particles
are left in a state of S = l?

(Princeton)

Solution:

In the CM frame, the motions of the two particles are symmetric. The
interaction is equivalent to a potential centered at the midpoint of the line
joining the particles.

V(P)  = e2 exp (-2&7)/2~,

where p = i, r being the separation of the two particles. As the energy E
is large, we can use the first Born approximation

f(e) = -+$tj J e-iqíp  V(p) d3p

2m JM e2

fL29 0
2 exp(-2+)  sin(w) dp

2

= -rl2  [q2m+e(2x)2]  ’

where q is the momentum transfer during the scattering, q = 2k sin(6/2).
Considering the symmetry of the wave function of the two-identical-particle
system, we have

Thus
2 2

a@)=q  1 ( fi2 me2 )[ 1 1
lc2 sin2 e + X2 +2 k? toss 9 + x22 I

6) me2 2 [ k2 2x2 I

2

1 +

=-
4 ti2 (k2 sin2 g + X2) (k2 cos2 i + X2) ’

k2 cos 8

I

2

(k2  sin2 i + X2) (k2 cos2  c + X2) ’
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Hence the total cross section is

2
(k2 + 2x92  + 3(lc2  cos 8)2

2 .

k2 sin2 5 + X2
>(

k2 cos2 ; + X2

(b) If the incident particle is unpolarized, then the probability that after
the scattering the two particles are in a state of total spin one is

3
-4 0, 3(k2  cos ~9)~
- = (k2 + 2X2)2 + 3(k2 cos 6)2 .gt

The probability that after the scattering both particles have spin up
along the t-axis is

1
- fJa4 (k2 cos 0)”
- = (k” + 2X2)2 + 3(k2  cos e)2 .gt

(c) The C = 0 partial wave has the symmetry f(0)  = f(n - 0). It makes
no contribution to the S = 1 state, while it is the main contributor to the
S = 0 state. Therefore the ratio of the scattering cross section of the S = 1
state to that of the S = 0 state is equal to the ratio of the scattering cross
section of the C = 1 partial wave to that of the d = 0 partial wave. It tends
to zero in the low energy limit.

6037

An electron (mass m) of momentum p scatters through angle 0 in a
spin-dependent (and parity-violating) potential V = e-prz (A + Ba . r),
where p(> 0), A, B are constants and a,, up, oz are the usual Pauli spin
matrices. Let $$ be the differential scattering cross section, summed over
final spin states but for definite initial spin state, labeled by the index i, of
the incident electron. In particular, quantizing spin along the line of flight
of the incident electron, we may consider alternatively: incident spin ìup”
(i =r) or ìdownî (i =J.).
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Compute % and 3sn as functions of p and 8 in lowest order Born
approximation.

(Ptinceton)

Solution:

Let the incident direction of the electron be along the x-axis. In a
diagonal representation of uz, the spin wave function of the incident electron
may be expressed as

Let n be the unit vector along the r direction, i.e., n = (sin 8 cos cp, sin 6
sin cp, cos B). Then

0 1( > 0 4
u.n=

1 0
sin e cos ëp  +

( >i 0
sin e sin cp

First consider $J+:

(d.n)ti+-  ; (cos~+si~~e-*q)
sin 8 e+ - cos 0

where Q = (i), p = (y) are the eigenstates of oz in Pauliís  representation.
In first Born approximation the scattering amplitude (including spin) is
given by

f(e) = -s 1 e-iqír’  V(rí)  $J+  d3xí,

where q = i (pf - p), 191 = q = $f sin(e/Z). This can be written as

f(e) = _ G J e-iqr’  cos 0’  e-w-12

x [A$+  + ríB  (a . n) $J+] d3 X' = l,(e)  CY  + 12(e)p,
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where

Il(e) = _ Y& J e--iv’  cm  01 e-ví2 $

x [A + TíB (cos 8’ + sin 8’ e-ëví)]  T” sin 8’ dr’ de’ dcp’ ,

Iz(q = _ 2_ B
2wtL2 Jz J e--iqr’  03s 8’ e-J (sin 01 eiV’ _ cos et) /

x sin 8’ dr’ de’ dp’ .

As

J
2= @P’  dp’  = 0,

0
we have

II(e)  = 2rh2 Jr Jm e-iw’ cog 0’ e-ví2  5
0 0

X (A + Tí  B cos 0í)  Tí2  sin 8’ de’ dr’ ,

or, integrating over et,

II(e)= _2m. A 00

ti2q Jz 0 TeJ
’ -PTí2  sin(qTí)  &’  _ ?!E

h29

X 3 Om  T” e+’ cos(qTí)  d?-’J
2mi B

+ - . - .Jh2q2 43 0

O” T,e_PT~2
sin (QTí)  dr’ .

As

f(p, q) =  I î  emcîî  C O S ( q T í )  dr’ = ; fi exp (-$) ,

we have

a4=-0 Te -pr12 sin (QTí) &’ = 12 fiew (-$> (f) Iaf J00 ’
or

Jrn T’ e-Pr C2
0

sin(qTí)dTí=  fi. c exp (-$) ,
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as well as

or

J

co
#2 e-Wí=  cos qr’ &’ =

0

Thus

=f$. & (-A+i$)  exp (-$) .
Hence

e x p  (-$) (A2+$$)  .

Similarly we obtain

I2(@ = - g Eew (-$)

- $j$gexP(-$).

and hence

e x p  (-$) (A2+ $) .

The same results are found for $J_.
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6038

A spinless  charged particle Pi is bound in a spherically symmetric
state whose wave function is $1(r)  = (~ëa)-~/~  e-r2/2a2.  If a spinless,
nonrelativistic projectile Pz interacts with Pi via the contact potential
V(r - rí) = Veb3f13(r  - rí), calculate, in first Born approximation, the
amplitude for the elastic scattering of Pz from the above bound state of Pi
(without worrying about the overall normalization). Assuming PI is suffi-
ciently massive that its recoil energy is negligible, sketch the shape of the
angular distribution $$ of the scattered projectiles. How does this shape
change with bombarding energy, and how can it be used to determine the
size of the PI bound state? What determines the minimum energy of Pz
necessary to measure this size?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

Because PI is very heavy and so can be considered as fixed, the Schrod-
inger equation of PZ is

or

[-gv2+/ drípi(rí)  V0 b3b(r  - rí) 1 $(r) = E$(r) ,
(-g V2 + W3pl (r)) ti(r) = E+(r) ,

where  PI(~)  = I41 (r>I 2 is the probability density of the particle PI at r and
m is the mass of P2. Then Born approximation gives

f(e) = -2 jy ríVsb3pi  (Tí)  sin(qrí)  dr’ 1 .

Thus

f(O) 0; a (z)” I” r’ e x p  (-$)  sin(qrí)dr’

0: b3 exp
[ 1-t kd2 7

and hence
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0
E increasing

Fig. 6.10

where k = $, ~0 = a(0 = 0). g vs. 0 for different energies are shown in
the Fig. 6.10.

When the incident energy is increased, $$ will more rapidly decrease
with increasing 19. As

do 8
In do = -2k2a2 sin’ 5 + c,

where c is a constant, a plot of In g against sin2(0/2)  will give a straight
line with slope -2k2a2 = -2 (f)” aí,  which can be used to determine the
size a of the Pi bound state. The expression for $$ does not appear to
impose any restriction on the incident energy, except where the validity of
Born approximation, on the basis of which the expression was derived, is
concerned. In fact (Problem 6026), the validity of Born approximation
reauires

i.e.,
mb3Vo

kmin N m .

6 0 3 9

(a) State the electric-dipole selection rules for atomic states connected
by emission or absorption of a photon.

(b) Interpret the selection rule in terms of photon orbital angular mo
mentum, spin, helicity  and parity.
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(c) Make a semi-classical estimate of the lifetime of the 2p state of
hydrogen, using the Bohr model and the classical formula

p=$ (c.g.s. units)

for the power radiated by a particle of charge q and acceleration 6. Express
your result in terms of e, FL, c, a and w, where a is the Bohr radius and w
is the angular velocity in the circular orbit.

(d) Using the answer from (c), what is the width of the 2p state in
electron volts?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The selection rules are

Al = fl, Am=&l,O.

(b) A photon has orbital angular momentum 0, spin 1, helicity  fl, and
negative parity. The conservation of angular momentum requires

Al = 0, fl, Am=+l,O,

while the conservation of parity requires

(-1)í = -(-l)ì, i.e., l# 1í.

Therefore,
Al = fl, Am=*l,O.

(c) Classically, the power radiated by an electron of acceleration i, is

An electron in a circular orbit of radius a has acceleration

where w2a is given by
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For the 2p state, n = 2, 1 = 1, so the average radius of the electron orbit
is

a = f [3n2 - qz + l)] = 5a0,

where as is the Bohr radius. This can also be obtained by a direct integra-
tion

a = s R% r. f2 dr = 5oo,
s R& . r2 dr

where R2i cx T exp(-&).  Thus the power radiated is

p2 e6

3 (5ao)4m2c3  .

In a transition to the ground state, the energy difference is

Hence the lifetime of the 2p state is
2 azm2c3

T=AE/P=  y e4
( )

75 2(H 1= - =
4 2.82 x lo-l3

2 x (0.53 x lo-s)3
3 x 1010

2.2 x 1o-8 s.

(d) The width of the 2p state is

I = ii/T = 3.0 x lo-ëeV.

6040

The neutral K-meson states lr(ì)  and IRî)  can be expressed in terms
of states (KL), IK.9):

IKî) = $ WL) + IK,)),

-0
w ) = $ ML) - KS)) 7
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where [K(L)  and IKs)  are states with definite lifetimes TL = $ and rs = 5
and distinct rest energies mLc2 # msc2. At time t = 0, a meson is produced
in the state I$(t = 0)) = IKî). Let the probability of finding the system
in state II(ì)  at time t be PO(t) and that of finding the system in state
@ëì)  at time t be PO(t).  Find an expression for PO(t) - P,(t) in terms of
ye, ys, mLc2 and msc2.  Neglect CP violation.

(Columbia)

Solution:

Suppose the K meson is a metastable state of width l? at energy ~0. In
the region of energy

E=%-;r,

its wave function may be expressed as

IW>) =  -$ FL) exp(  [-i(mLc2/h--:,,>,I

+  WS)  exp -
[ (

i msc2/h- fys t>I
= -$ [~KL)  exp (-imLc2t/h)  exp ( - i W)

+ IKs)e -imscZtlR e--y,p?/2

The probability of its being in the IKî)  state at time t is

PO(t) = IWîlW))12

= i je- imLcít/R  e--yLt/2  + e-imsc2t/h  e-_rst/2 2

= i {eeyLt + emrst  + 2e-(TL+Ts)  t/2 cos [(mr,  - ms) c2t/h]},

and the probability of its being in the J?” state is

ao(t>  =w” lW))12

= i {e- 7L.t +  e-_yst _  2e-(7L+7S)  t/2 cos [(mL - ms) c2t/h]}.

Thus

PO(t)  - PO(t)  = e-(yL+ys)ë2  cos[mr,  - ms) c2t/h].
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6041

The energy levels of the four lowest states of an atom are

E, =  - 1 4 . 0  eV,

El = -9.0 eV,

Ez = -7.0 eV,

Es = -5.5 eV.

E3-

E2

E1

Fig. 6.11

and the transition rates A, (Einsteinís A coefficients) for the i + j transi-
tions are

Alo = 3.0 x lOa s-l, Azo = 1.2 x 108s-ë, Aso = 4.5 x 107s-ë ,

AZ1 = 8.0 x 10ís_i, As1 = 0, A32 = 1.0 x 107s-ë .

Imagine a vessel containing a substantial number of atoms in the level
E2.

(a) Find the ratio of the energy emitted per unit time for the Es -+ Eo
transition to that for the Es -+ El transition.

(b) Calculate the radiative lifetime of the E2 level.
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The energy emitted per unit time is given by (Ei - Ej) Aij, and so
the ratio is

E2-Eo A20 7 12
~92 -El

._=_.-_=525
Asi 2 8 . .

(b) An atom at level Es can transit to Eo or El through spontaneous
transition. So the decrease in the number of such atoms in the time period
dt is
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dN2 = -(Azo+Ax)N2dt.

i.e.,
dN2
- = -(A20 + Am)  dt ,
N2

or, by integration,

N2 = N20 exp  [-(A20  + A21) t) ,

where Nzo is the number of atoms at energy level E2 at time t = 0. The
mean lifetime is then

1 OD
O”r=-N20 t=O t(-dNz) = (A20 + A211

J /
t exp [--(A20 + A211 tl dt

0

1

= A20  + -421
= 5.0 x lo-gs.

6042

A hydrogen atom in its first excited (2~)  state is placed in a cavity. At
what temperature of the cavity are the transition probabilities for sponta-
neous and induced emissions equal?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

The probability of induced transition per unit time in a cavity is

w12 = gg2 (r1212  P(W21) 7

and that of spontaneous transition is

A2 = ggllr1212.

If they are equal, then we have
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As for black body radiation

/iI2
P(W) = -

1
7r2c3  exp(fw/lcT)  - 1 ’

we have
1

exp (*> - 1
= 1,

and
fw21T=-.

k In 2
With

- = 1.71 x lo5 K.

6043

A hydrogen atom (with spinless electron and proton) in its ground state
is placed between the plates of a condenser and subjected to a uniform weak
electric field

E = EO eert O(t),

where 0(t)  is the step function: e(t)  = 0 for t < 0 and 0(t) = 1 for t > 0.
Find the first order probability for the atom to be in any of the n = 2 states
after a long time. Some hydrogenic wave functions in spherical coordinates
are

= F-
-r/2W sin ee*i+.

A useful integral is Joa xn eTas dx = $$r.
( Wisconsin)
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Solution:

Take the direction of the electric field as the
perturbation Hamiltonian is

I? = er . E(t) = e.&(t).

The non-vanishing matrix elements of H’ are
opposite parities. Thus P(ls + 2s) = 0. Consider

The 2p state is three-fold degenerate, i.e.,

z direction. Then the

those between states of
P(ls + 2p).

12~~ m), with m = 1, 0, -1.

For (mí(zzJmî)  not to vanish, the rule is Am = 0. Thus

(2p, lIHí(ls,  0) = (2p, -lIHílls,  0) = 0,

and finding the probability of the transition 1s -+ 2p is reduced to finding
that of (Is, 0) -+ 12p,  0). As

(2p, OIHíll.9,  0) = eE(t)  J $&a T cos f?$r00  dr

x r4 cos’ 19 sin 8drdBdv

2r Jz see
35 E(t) 7

the probability amplitude is

C2p0,lsO = -ti J-m (2p, OIHílls,  0) eiWZlt  dt
00

1 z7 fiaoeZZ-
ih. 35

Eo
J

O” e-rteiwzlt  &

0

= Z7 fiaoe& 1

35s . r-iwz1 '
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where wzl = f (Ez - El). Hence the probability of the transition Ils, 0) +
IMP, 0) is

P(ls -+ 2P) =  Ic2fl,lsO12 =
215age2Ei

310A2  (l? + w&)  .

Note that

w2i = f (E2 -El)  = &
0

3e2
=iqi.

6044

A diatomic  molecule with equally massive atoms, each with mass M,
separated by D is electrically polarized, rotating about an axis perpendic-
ular to D and running through the center of mass of the molecule.

(a) Express the energy of the rotational state of the molecule with an-
gular momentum quantum number J in terms of its mechanical properties. i

(b) What is the selection rule for electric dipole radiation emission from
the molecule in one of its rotational states? (DERIVE ANSWER)

(c) Determine the frequency of the electric dipole radiation emitted from
the rotating molecule as a function of J. (Express answer as a function of
J, M, D and any universal constants that may enter).

(Buffalo)

Solution:

(a) As a = & J2, where J is the total angular momentum operator,
I = 3 MD2 is the moment of inertia of the molecule about the rotating
axis, the energy of the rotating state of quantum number J is

EJ = & J(J + 1) h2.

(b) The eigenfunctions of the rotational states are the spherical bar-
manic functions Yjm . Take the z-axis along the electric field and consider
the requirements for (jîmîI  cos 0 Ijímí)  # 0. As
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(JíWí(  cos e ) Jímí)

555

=

\i

(J’  + 1 - mí)  (J’  + 1+ mí)  JJ,, J,+l  6m  m
(2Jí+  1) (25/+3) ’ ” ’

+ J (J’  + mí)  (J’  - 4 ëjJ,,  J,_l 6

(2Jí + 1) (2Jí - 1) ’
mîm’  7

we require

AJ=jî-j/=-J--,

Am=mî-mí=O.

(c) For the transition from energy level J to J - 1, we have

~u=E.,-E.,_~= & J(J+ 1)fi2 - & (J - 1) Jh2 = $$,

giving
2Jti

W=MD2.

6045

(a) Find the energies above the bottom of the potential well of the
ground state and first two excited states of a particle of mass m bound in a
deep one-dimensional square-well potential of width L as shown in Fig. 6.12.
Sketch the corresponding wave functions.

Fig. 6.12

(b) Calculate the matrix elements for electric dipole transitions from
the first two excited states to the ground state, and explain any qualitative
differences. wou need not carry out all the integration]
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(c) Give the general selection rule for electric dipole transition between
any two states in the system.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The energy levels of the system are

x2 h2n2
E=s’ where n = 1, 2, . . . .

The wave functions of even parity are given by

where n = an odd integer.

The wave functions of odd parity are

rmx
sin 7 , where n = an even integer.

The ground state and the first two excited states are respectively

n= 1 , E1=g,

n = 2, E2 = 4Er, 7&(x)  = fisin (F) ,

n = 3, Es = 9E1, @(x) = fi cos (F) .

These wave functions are sketched in Fig. 6.13.

Fig. 6.13

(b) The Einstein coefficient for electric dipole transition is

Akkl = !!?&  I,-&’  I2 .
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The matrix element for the transition of an electric dipole from the first
excited state to the ground state is

2

J

112 27rx
= 7 -l/2

x cos E sin - da:.
1 1

The matrix element for the transition of an electric dipole from the
second excited state to the ground state is

(431  =  [c2 +lr;W +3(x) dx

2
J

112 37rx
= 7 -l/2

x cos E cos -da:.
1 1

The second matrix element (x)31 is zero because the integrand is an
odd function. Thus the second excited state cannot transit to the ground
state by electric dipole transition. There is however no such restriction on
electric dipole transition from the first excited state.

(c) The matrix element for electric dipole transition from a state k to a
state k’ of the system is

(X)kv = I;,; $;t (x) $/c(x) . xdx .

If the initial and final states have the same parity, the integrand is
an odd function and (x)~ vanishes. Thus the general selection rule for
electric dipole transition is that any such transition between states of the
same parity is forbidden.

6046

Consider a particle in a one-dimensional infinite potential well. Let the
origin be at the center as shown in Fig. 6.14.
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l_Lx
-a 0 a

Fig. 6.14

(a) What are the allowed energies?
(b) What are the allowed wave functions?
(c) For what class of solutions will a perturbing potential AV(z)  = kz

have no first order effect on the energy?
(d) If transitions between states can occur by dipole radiation, what are

the selection rules?
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The allowed energies are

EnZ& (n=1,2...)

(b) There are two classes of allowed wave functions, one of even parity,

where n is an odd integer, and one of odd parity,

.&-(x) = 1 . n7rxJa sin 2a,

where n is an even integer.
(c) First order perturbation gives the energy as

E,, = E;ë)  + (AV),, = EF) + (kx),, .

As AV = kx is an odd function, the diagonal matrix elements are all
zero, This means that, as long as the wave function has a definite parity
(whatever it is), there is no energy correction of the first order. Only for
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states of mixed parities will there be energy correction arising from first
order perturbation.

(d) Electric dipole transitions are determined by (z)kk,.  Since

(x)kk’  = @ë(X(k)  0; (kí(a+  + (Ilk)

the selection rule is Ak = 311.

6047

A particle of charge q moving in one dimension is initially bound to a
delta function potential at the origin. From time t = 0 to t = r it is exposed
to a constant electric field EO in the x direction as shown in Fig. 6.15. The
object of this problem is to find the probability that for t > T the particle
will be found in an unbound state with energy between Ek and Ek + d&.

Fig. 6.15

(a) Find the normalized bound-state energy eigenfunction corresponding
to the delta function potential V(x) = -A6(z).

(b) Assume that the unbound states may be approximated by free parti-
cle states with periodic boundary conditions in a box of length L. Find the
normalized wave function of wave vector k, @k(z),  the density of states as a
function of k, D(k), and the density of states as a function of free-particle
energy, D(&).

(c) Assume that the electric field may be treated as a perturbation.
Write down the perturbation term in the Hamiltonian, fir, and find the ma-
trix element of fir between the initial state and the final state, (0 1 fil I k).

(d) The probability of a transition between an initially occupied state
II) and a final state IF) due to a weak perturbation Hamiltonian h,(t)  is
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given by

I/
’ (F 1 Ei,(tí)  1 I) eiurFlt  dtí 2 ,

-ccl

where WFI = (EF - El)/fi.  Find an expression for the probability P(&)
dEk that the particle will be in an unbound state with energy between Ek
and Ek + dEk  for t > -r.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) The energy eigenfunction satisfies the Schrodinger  equation

h2 d2’--__
2m dx2

A6(x)  II, = E$,

where E < 0. or

*-k2$+Aoh(x)+0dx2
with

2mA
Ao=ti2.

Integrating this equation from --E to +E, E being
positive number and then letting E + 0, we get

@(to) - $ë(-0)  = -Ao$(O)  .

an arbitrary small

We also have from the continuity of the wave function at x = 0

Thus
tií(+ë>  $ë(-ë>  _A

JqTiT)-qpj-= O’
Solving the Schrodinger equation for x # 0 we get $J(x) = Ce-k151.

Then as $(x) = Ce- kz for x > 0 and +(x)  = Ceîî  for x < 0 we have

4í(+0)  V(-0)  = _2k- - -
@(+0) $(-0)  .

Hence
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The energy level for the bound state is

and the corresponding normalized eigenfunction is

$(x) = gexp (-Fl4) .

(b) If the unbound states can be approximately represented by a plane
wave eikZ in a one-dimensional box of length L with periodic boundary
conditions, we have

exp [ik (-s)l = exp (ik s> ,

which gives eikL = 1, or

kL = 2nr. (n = 0, fl, f2, . . . )

Hence
k+k,, say.

Thus the normalized plane wave function for wave vector k is

+k(x) = -& eiks  = -$ eXp  Z[. (g] .

Note that the state of energy Ek is two-fold degenerate when k # 0, so
the number of states with momenta between p and p + dp is

g = D(k) dk = f D(&) dE/c .

As k, p and & are related by
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we have

(c) Treating EO as a perturbation, the perturbation Hamiltonian is fil =
-q&ox.  Its matrix element between the initial and final states is

=
x exp(-ikx - Ice 1x1)  dx

=  - 5 @i-$ [rexp(-ikx-ko[z/)dz

=  - 5 gi$ [faexp(-ikz+kox)dx

+ exp (--4x - kox)  dx1
q&o--

= a J2 (-4ikW  Llc2  : k2]2

0

4iq&o

=- (33í2  [,,+ ($,.1í,dz

(d) The perturbation Hamiltonian is

(

0, (-00 < t < 0)

I& = -Q&oa: , (0 I t I 7)

0. (T < t < +oo)

The transition probability at t > r is
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AS

EF = g, EI = -g , WFI = i (EF - E,) ,

we have

sin2(WF1T/2) =
sin2 { & k2+ (%,ëI}

(WFI/2>2

($ [t2+(q2]V  .

Hence the probability required is

Jí(E/z)  dEl,  = PI-F(t) D(Ek)  d&z

xsin2 [& (A$+?)]  dEk

6048

Consider a two-level atom with internal states 11)  and 12)  of energy
separation E2 - El = Fu4l.  It is initially in its ground state 11)  and is
exposed to electromagnetic radiation described by E = E, (eiwt + emiwt).

(a) If w = ~12, calculate the probability that the atom will be in the
state 12) at a later time t.

(b) If w is only approximately equal to ~12, what qualitative difference
will this make? Calculate the same probability for this case as you did in
part (a).

(Buffalo)
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Solution:

Let

Ho 11) = E l  11) = f@Il) 1

Ho 12)  = E2 12) = Tw2 12).

The Hamiltonian can be written as

H = Ho + H’  ,

where
H’ = _e..  J&&y + e-iwt)

is the perturbation arising from the presence of the electromagnetic radia-
tion. The time-dependent SchrGdinger  equation

ih; It) = H It)

is to be solved with the initial condition It = 0) = 11).  Suppose the solution
is

It) = cl(t) emawlt 11)  + cz(t) emzwzt  12)

with cl(O)  = 1, ~(0) = 0. Substitution in the Schrgdinger  equation gives

ih(cIe-iw:t 11) - iclwl eFawlt 11)

+ e2e--iw2t 12)  - ic2wze -iwzt  12))

= cle -iwltfW1 11)  + c2 e-iwzt/-W2  12)

+ cle-iwlt Hí 11) + c2 eeiwzt Hí 12) .

As

11)) = bl e-&t 11)) etc.,

the above simplifies to

i& ewiwt 11) + i/i& e--zwzt  12)

= cl e -iw1t  Hí 11) + c2 emiwzt  Hí 12)  .

Multiplying the above equation by (1 I and by (21,  we obtain
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iI=& = Cl (l(Híp)  + c2 e-+z--wlJt  (lpq2),

if=& = Cl ei(wz-wl)t (2lHíjl)  + c2 (2p3í12).

Writing
(iI - ex . Em lj) = fiaij ,

Of

(ilH'lj) = (eiwt + emiwt)  fiaij,

the above equations become

if& = cl (eiwt + e-iwt)  fiall + c2 e--iw21t  ceiwt  + e-zwt)  h12,

i/it2 = cl eiW21t  (eiwt + emzwt)  FL~Q~  + c2 (eiwt + eeiwt) hz2,

where ~21 = w2 - WI. If E, is small, the fast-oscillation terms can be
neglected and the equations written as

& = -ial2c2e i(w--w21) t
7

C2 = 4~21~1  e i(w21. -w) t

Eliminating cl from the above we find

c2 - i(w21  - w) &? + u12u21c2  = 0.

As It = 0) = ll), we have the initial conditions

Cl(O) =  1, c2(0) = 0,

C2(0)  = 42lCl(O)  = 4x21.

(a) For w = ~21 the above becomes

c2 + R2C2 = 0 )

where a2 = (212021  = 1~~121~.
The solution is

c2 = Aeint  + Be-iRt
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The boundary conditions for cs give

A-B+.

Hence
cp(t)  = -4 F sin at,

and the probability that the atom will be in the state 12)  at time t is

]cz(t)]2  = sin2 Rt.

(b) For w x wzl, try a solution cg N eiXt  . Substitution gives

c2 = &Aft + BeîA-  t

where
x* = f [(wpi  - w) f A]

with A = [(wsi  - w)~ + 4R ]2 II2 The boundary conditions for c2 thus give.

2ia21
cz(t) = -T exp f (

[
wsi -w ) t ]  s i n  (tt)

Hence the probability is

lc2(t)12  = 4h12 . 2 A
A2 sm ( >Tt

6049

In HCl a number of absorption lines with wave numbers (in cm-ë)  83.03,
103.73, 124.30, 145.03, 165.51 and 185.86 have been observed. Are these
vibrational or rotational transition? If the former, what is the characteristic
frequency? If the latter, what J values do they correspond to, and what is
the moment of inertia of HCl?

In that case, estimate the separation between the nuclei.
(Chicago)
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Solution:

Diatomic  molecular energy levels are given to a first approximation by

J(J + 1) ti2
2MR2 ’

where n is an integer, M and R are the reduced mass and separation of
the two atoms. On the right-hand side, the terms are energies associated
with, respectively, the electronic structure, nuclear vibrational motion, and
rotation of the molecule. As

Wn+l,J - Wn,J --fw,

the vibrational lines have only one frequency, and so the lines are not due
to vibrational transitions. The rotational energy levels

EJ = EJ(J+1),
where I = MR2, and the selection rule 1 AJl = 1 give the wave number for
the line arising from J + 1 + J as

+;A+ h2(J + 1)
hcI ’

Hence
ti2

I = - .
hc AI?

For J + J - 1, the energy of the spectral line is

Ii2 J
hcG= I,

which is proportional to J. The spacing of the neighboring lines AC =
$ A J = $ is a constant. For the given lines we have

fi = i (cm-ë)

83.03
103.73
124.30
145.03
165.51
185.86

Transition J + J - 1

4+3
5+4
6-+5
7+6
B-+7
9+8

(a = 20.57 (cm-ë)

A  (i)  (cm-l)

20.70
20.57
20.73
20.48
20.35
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The moment of inertia of the HCl molecule is therefore

I =
i=2

1
hcA 5;

0

6.63 x 1O-34
= (27r)2  x 3.0 x lOa x 20.57 x lo2

= 2.72 x 1O-47  kg . m2.

A~M-~=rn~~+rn~f, the nuclear separation is

R =  [(m;H+;;)  I]1í2

(1 + 35) l/2= 1 35 1.67 1O-27
x 2.72 x 1O-47

x x x 1
= 1.29 x 10-ëOm  = 1.29A.

6050

An arbitrary quantum mechanical system is initially in the ground state
IO). At t = 0, a perturbation of the form Hí(t) = HoeetlT is applied. Show
that at large times the probability that the system is in state 11) is given

by
lwm12
Ii 2

0T
+ (As)î ’

where AE is the difference  in energy of states IO)  and 11).  Be specific about
what assumption, if any, were made arriving at your conclusion.

(Columbia)

Solution:

In the first order perturbation method the transition probability ampli-
tude is given by
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where Hk,k = (kí(Hílk).  Then

c1o(t) = h /* eiwlot e- tíT  (1IHolO) dt
0

1=-
ì(  )1 < IIHolO)

- - i&Jr0
T

1

= i(h/T)  + A& PIHoP)  1

where 5~ = wisti is the energy difference between the (0) and 11) states.
Hence the probability that the system is in state 11) at large times is

lMfw12PlO = lC10(t)12 = A2,T2  + (&>Z  .

It has been assumed in the above that HO is very small so that first
order perturbation method is applicable.

6051

A particle of charge e is confined to a three-dimensional cubical box of
side 2b. An electric field E given by

(

0, t < 0,
E =

Eceeat,  t > 0 ,
(a = a

is applied to the system. The vector Es is

positive constant) ,

perpendicular to one of the
surfaces of the box. Calculate to lowest order in EO the probability that
the charged particle, in the ground state at t = 0, is excited to the first
excited state by the time t = 00. (If you wish, you can leave your result in
terms of properly defined dimensionless definite integrals.)

(Berkeley)

Solution:

Replace the cubical box by the potential

V(x, Y, z) =
0, O<x<2b,  O<y<2b,  O<z<2b,

00, otherwise.
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The zero order wave function of the particle in the box is

Then the ground state is 11 1 l), the first excited states are 12 1 l), I12 I),
1112).  Let E be in the x direction, i.e., E,J = l&e,.  Then H’ = -eEgze-at.
Calculate the matrix elements for the transitions between the ground and
the first excited states:

(1 1 11x12  1 1) = 5 Jíî  x sin z sin 7 dx = -5.
0

(1 1 llxjl 2 1) = (1 1 llzll 1 2) = 0.

Hence the transition probability is

P=$ IJO” (211lHíllll)  exp
0

(y)  dt12,

where

A E = $ (22 + 12 + 12 - 12 - 12 - 12) = s.

Thus

P= (s>’ 11” exp (-c~r.iy)  dt12

i=L2=
a2h2 + (AE)2.

6052

An 27A1 nucleus is bound in a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator po-
tential with natural frequency w. Label the states as tima = $J,(z)&,
where $J,,,(x),  m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , an eigenstate of the harmonic oscillator po-
tential, describes center-of-mass motion and &(x),  a = 0, 1, 2,. . . , is the
wave function specifying the intrinsic nuclear state. Suppose the nucleus
is initially in the state $0(x) 41 and then decays to the ground state 40 by
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emitting a photon in the -x direction. Assume that the nuclear excita-
tion energy is much greater than the harmonic oscillator excitation energy:
E’ = (I&l - I&e) > FUJI.

(a) What is the wave function for the nucleus after the photon has been
emitted?

(b) Write an expression for the relative probability Pr/Pe,  where P, is
the probability for the nucleus to be left in the state &e = Q,,(z) $0.

(c) Estimate numerically PI/PO with E* = 840 keV and Tw = 1 keV.
(MIT)

Solution:

(a) The Galilean transformation

2’ = x - vt , t’  = t

transforms a wave function $(x,  t) by

T/(X,  t) = exp
(

. Mu2
2 y tí + i F x’

>
$(x1,  tí>  7

where v is the velocity of frame L’ with respect to frame L and is taken to
be in the x direction, and M is the mass of the particle.

By emitting a photon of energy E’ in the -x direction the nucleus
acquires a velocity v = g in the x direction. At the same time it decays
to the ground state $0. Thus initially (tí = t = 0) the nucleus has a velocity
v and is, in its own frame of reference Lí, in the ground state 40. Hence
after emitting the photon the nucleus is initially in the state 11, given by
(t = 0, 2 = 2í)

$(x, 0) = exp ( >i y x $0(x)  do

in the observerís frame L.
(b) The probability that the nucleus is in the state tin0 = &(x) &, is

p7l  = I(&zol~(x,  ONI2

- /(b(x) 40 I exp (i F x) I ~o~Jo(x)) I2
1 ((nl exp (i?xj lO)r,
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where In)  = I&(z)). Using the creation and destructron operators a+, a,
we can express

x =
/--
ti( +
2Mw a +a),

and as eA+B = eAeBe-(A~Bl/2  ([A, B] commutes with A, B) we have

P,=l(niexp  (iy/g(a++a))  IO)/

=/(nlexp  (iF/ga+) exp (iy&&a)

x exp (-g) iO)l’

( MG) 2 (ivqrn (i&q (n,(a+)m l ,o)
= e x p  - -

Ptiw m! l!
a

m&O

2

n 2

MU2
=  e x p  - -

( >

(0i g.$

2tiw I AT!
71.

=-$ (2!gyexp ( +Eí).

Then

PI Mu2 E82 0.842-= -Pi) 2rw = =2Mc2fw 2 x 27 x 931.5 x 10-s

x 1.4 x 10-s.

6053

Consider the situation which arises when a negative muon is captured
by an aluminum atom (atomic number 2 = 13). After the muon gets
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inside the ìelectron cloudî it forms a hydrogen-like muonic atom with the
aluminum nucleus. The mass of the muon is 105.7MeV.

(a) Compute the wavelength (in h;) of the photon emitted when this
muonic atom decays from the 3d state. (Slide rule accuracy; neglect nuclear
motion)

(b) Compute the mean life of the above muonic atom in the 3d state,
taking into account the fact that the mean life of a hydrogen atom in the
3d state is 1.6 x 10v8sec.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) For spontaneous transitions from the 3d state, the largest probability
is for 3d + 2p. In nonrelativistic approximation, the photon energy is given

by

hv =

105.7 x 132= 2 (&)2 (&) = 6.61 x 10e2MeV.

The corresponding wavelength is

x=ì=~=.  v 4 135 x 6.61 10-15 x 104 x 3 x 1oíO = 1.88 x lo-ëcm.

(b) The transition probability per unit time is

A cc w3 Jr/ck/ I2 .

For hydrogen-like atoms, as
1

bkkíi  0; - ,Z
w  0: mZ2, and so A cx m3Z4 ,

the mean life of the muonic atom in the 3d state is

x & x 1.6 x lo-ë=  6.3 x 10-20s.
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6054

A particle of mass M, charge e, and spin zero moves in an attractive
potential k(x2 + y2 + z2). Neglect relativistic effects.

(a) Find the three lowest energy levels Eo, Ei, E2; in each case state
the degeneracy.

(b) Suppose the particle is perturbed by a small constant magnetic field
of magnitude B in the z direction. Considering only states with unper-
turbed energy Es, find the perturbations to the energy.

(c) Suppose a small perturbing potential AZ cos wt causes transitions
among the various states in (a). Using a convenient basis for degenerate
states, specify in detail the allowed transitions, neglecting effects propor-
tional to A2 or higher powers of A.

(d) In (c), suppose the particle is in the ground state at time t = 0.
Find the probability the energy is El at time t.

(e) For the unperturbed Hamiltonian, what are the constants of the
motion?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The Schrodinger  equation for the particle in a rectangular coordinate
system,

2 + $ + j$ + k(z2 + y2 + z2> I +(x, y, z)

= E$(z,  Y, z>,
can be reduced to three equations of the harmonic oscillator type and the
energy of the particle can be written as a sum

where
w = +@G, N=Z+m+n=O,  1,2 ,... .

Therefore,

Eo=+=;R&@?,
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no degeneracy;

E~=+=;hdw,

thee-fold  degeneracy  ('Ic1100,  $010, $001);

Sk&Id degeneracy  (7~5200,  ~5020, $002,  $110,  $101,  $011).

In spherical coordinates the wave function is

where

&l,/(r) =o312
[

21+2-nv  (2Z+ 27x, + l)!! 1í2  (or)’ e_az,z/2
fin,! [(21 + 1)!!12 1

x F(-n,., I+ 3/2, cr2r2),

1= N - 2n, =
0, 2,. . . N , (N = even) ,

1,3,... N, (N =odd),

N being related to the energy by

N=0,1,2 ,... ,

and the degeneracy is fN = f (N + 1) (N + 2) .
(b) For a weak magnetic field B in the z direction, the perturbation

Hamiltonian is
eBHí=  --t,.

2Mc

Then in spherical coordinates we have
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where m/i is the eigenvalue of L,. Thus the different degenerate states of
E2 have perturbed energies:

E200 = E20

eB
~9222  = E22 - - fi,

MC

~3221  = E22 -
eB
----ti2Mc

~9220  = E22 ,

~922-1  = E22 +
eB
--ti2Mc
eB

E22-2 = Ez2 + -FL.
MC

It is seen that the degeneracy is partially destroyed.
(c) At time t = 0, H’ = Aa:  cos (wt). Consider the three-dimensional

harmonic oscillator in the rectangular coordinate system. The first order
perturbation gives, with 1 being the quantum number for the component
oscillator along the x-axis,

(ZímíníIHí(x,  t)l Zmn) = GmtmSnrn  (Zí(Hí(z,  t)jZ)

= A cos (wt) &,g,,,d,gn  (2í1~11)

= A 0-l cos(wt)

where cy = Jv = (PkM/li  )2 ëi4.  Thus the allowed transitions are
those between states for which

Am=An=O, AZ=fl.

(d) Between the states EO and El, the selection rules allow only the
transition $000 + $QO. The probability is
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where

J
t

cos(wtí)  pít’  &’  = 1 t (pt + e-iwtí)  pít’  &’

0 J2 0

1 ,&ë+4t  - 1 ei(wí-W)  t _ 1

=-

2i
[

w’ + w
+

Iw-wí .

In the microscope world, w and w’  are usually very large. Only when w -
w’ will the above integral make a significant contribution to the integral.

A2
PI0 M -

sin2 [(wí - w) t/2]
8a2h2  [ ( w í  - w)/212 ’

or, when t is large enough,

90 M gg qw - w) .

Note that when t is large,

[

sin(z’  - z)t/2 2
(2’ - x)/2 1 x 27rtqx - x) .

(e) The energy, angular momentum, third component of the angular
momentum, and parity are constants of the motion.

6055

(a) Suppose the state of a certain harmonic oscillator with angular fre-
quency w is given by the wave function

$=NF  cPn=O  Jn? luwnwt a = x0

/-

!.Y ei4 ,
2li

N = e-142/2~

Calculate the average position of the oscillator, (xc), in this state and
show that the time dependence of (x) is that of a classical oscillator with
amplitude x0 and phase 4.
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(b) The Hamiltonian for a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator in a laser
electromagnetic field is given by

Hz ”zm+ & I& sin wt - f e&z cos wt + S md,222,

where WO,  m and e are the angular frequency, mass and charge of the
oscillator, and w is the angular frequency of the radiation.

Assume the laser is turned on at t = 0 with the oscillator in its ground
state &. Treat the electromagnetic interaction as a perturbation in first
order, and find the probability for any time t > 0 that the oscillator will be
found in one of its excited states I/+,.

Useful information: The normalized oscillator wave functions $+,(z)
have the property that

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) Adding up the two equations for &, given in the question, we have

or
zln) = J@G&Gjn-1)+&XIn+l)).

Hence

(X) = ($++b)  = N2 nzo s fJ $ eicnekJwt  (nlxlk)
k-0 *

= NZ n!. 5 go $ ei(n-k)wt  g (7x1  [x.4 Jk - 1)
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= N2 g g [s. $T& t/KTTemiwt
n=O

a*(n+ë) . Qn meiWt+&q! da 1

--id + (yeiwt)

= N2 eblZ & ((yeeiwt  + a*eiwt)

1=-
2

zo [,G#-4  + ,-G-4]

=2rJ cos($-wt).

Thus (z) is the same as that for a classical oscillator of amplitude 20
and initial phase 4.

(b) Initially the oscillator is in the state r,!~s = IO). Writing ws for w, the
given equations for $,n give

sin) = JS(J;Eln-1)+4z++l)),

?iIn)=i~~(JnT-j:In+l)-fin-l)),

where fi = --iti &. It follows that

2 IO) = ds 11) ,
$10)  =i&iq2Il).

The perturbation Hamiltonian is

A

fi’  = z Ee sin wt - f eEox cos wt.

As (n I 1) = &,,I, Hk, = 0 for n # 1. Hence P,o = 0 for n > 1. Consider
Hi,. We have
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and hence the probability that the oscillator transits to state $1 at time t

P1ozJ-l  /gL $/z(i z sinwtí-  coswi!ë) eiuoîdtíI

e2Ez t
=-

I/ [8woh  0

2 (eiwt’  _  e-iwt ë)  _  i (eiwt’ +  e-icdOtí)]  eiut’ & I2

eîEi 2

= ?iGigl [
L+ - -
2w2 (Wf?w2)2 2:2

cos 2wt1
e2Ei

+-
cos(w0 + w) t cos(w0  - w) t-

(WfJ + w)2 (wg - w)2 1 .47nAJJti

6056

Suppose that, because of a small parity-violating force, the 2 2S1,2 level
of the hydrogen atom has a small P-wave admixture

1cI (n=2,j=L  =II,
> (2 s

n=2,j=i,l=O
>

+ &p (n=2,j=$l=l .>
What first-order radiative decay will de-excite this state? What is the

form of the decay matrix element.7 What does it become if E --+ 0, and
why?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The first-order radiative decay is related to electric dipole transition. It
causes the state to decay to $(n = 1, j = f), which is two-fold degenerate,
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corresponding to rnj = f f , 1 = 0. The matrix element for such an electric
dipole transition is given by

Hi,= 11,( (n=l, j=i)  I-erI$  (n=2, j=i))

=& n=l,j=i) I-erI$p (n=2,j=a,l=l))

because of the selection rule Al = fl for the transition. Using non-coupling
representation basic vectors to denote the relevant coupling representation
basic vectors we have the following final and initial states:

11, (,=1,j=~,mj=~)=llOO)  (i),

1cI (n= l,j=i,mj=-i)  =IlOO)  (y),

&
(
n=z,j=$I=1,m,j=i)=-fi  ,210)  (i)

+  fi 1211)  (;) 1

?b
(
,=,,j=!-,lz1,rnj=-i)  = -6 121,-l)  (i)

+  &210) (Y) .

Hence the non-vanishing matrix elements of Hi2 are

E $J( (n=l,j=mj=2ë)  I-erI& (mj=i))

=
J
i es (1001  r 1210) =

J
5 e& (1001  t 1210)  e,

= y (1001  r 1200)  e, = y e, ,
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where A = (1001  T 1200),  e, is a unit vector along the z direction,

=--Ji eE (1001 r (211)

=-Ji e& (lOOl28,  + ye, 1211)  = -y (e, + ie,) ,

E $
( (

n=1,j=miC2ë>  I-erI1J?o  (mj=-i))

eeA
ZZ -7j--  (e, - ie,) ,

& +( (n = 1, j = f, mi  = -I
2 ) I-erIl(fp  (9=-l))

=-Ji eE (1001  T 1210)  = y e, .

In the above we have used the relations

(1 0) ; = 1,
0

(1 0) ; =o,
0

etc.,

r=xe,+ye,+ze,

=rsinBcoscpe,+rsin8sincpe,+~cos8e,,

(100)2~210)  = (lOO)rl200)  (t = 0, m = 0) cos 6) k! = 1, m = 0) , etc.,

and the selection rules

Am=0 for the z-component of er ,

Am=&1 for the x-, y-components of er .

Thus if the parity of the 22S1,2 state is destroyed by the inclusion of
the E term the electric dipole radiation would cause transition from the 2
2s 1,2 state to the ground state 1 2S1,2, the probability of such de-excitation
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being o( Ed. If E = 0 electric dipole radiation does not allow de-excitation
from the state

2,j=i,l=O > n=l,j=i,l=O
>

because the perturbation H’ is a polar vector whose the matrix elements
are nonzero  only when Al = fl.

6057

(a) The part of the Hamiltonian describing the hyperfine interaction
between the electron and proton in atomic hydrogen is given by

where pi = E Si is the magnetic moment and Si = i Ui is the spin of
particle i (the kís  are Pauli  matrices). Calculate the hyperfine splitting
between the 1s 3S1 and 1s ëSo  states of atomic hydrogen. Which state has
the lower energy? Explain why physically.

(b) The vector potential of the radiation field emitted in a transition
between the states in part (a) has the general form that, as T + 00,

-i;(x)++x & (L) + i gf-$ ii x (a,) + . . .
e I

i *r-ide =
X

r ’
where ti is a unit vector along the direction of propagation of the radiation
and (e) denotes the matrix element for this transition. Show explicitly for
each of the three terms whether or not (e) is nonzero.  What is the character
of the radiation emitted in the transition?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

Let the spatial wave function of 1s state be $0(r),  the spin singlet state
be x00,  and the spin triplet state be X~M (A4 = 0, kl).

(a) The perturbation method for degenerate states is to be used, the
perturbation Hamiltonian being
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f+*
= P

se * sp h3(r) = ; [(S, + S,)2

- sq - s;] 63(r) = ;
[ Is2 - ; ti2 P(r) )

where B = ?f $$$  and S = Se + S,, with 5í:  = Si = 4 . $ FL. If
tie(r)  x00 and +a(r)iiM  are chosen to be the basis vectors, then H’ is a
diagonal matrix. For the 1s ëSe  energy level, S = 0 and we have

AEi = (tioxoo  IHílllroxoo)

=-~Bh2i$o(r=O)[2.

For the 1s 3Si energy level, S2 = l(1 + 1) fL2 and we have

AEz = (+ox~dHíl  $JOXIM) = ; B/i2 I $o(r = 0) 12.

AS

$0(r) = & --& e-ëla,
1

Itio(r = 0)12 = s.

Hence the hyperfine splitting is

AE = AE, - AEi = 1 Bh2.
7ra3

The above calculation shows that the singlet state (ëSe)  has lower en-
ergy. The reason is as follows. The intensity of the field produced by
a magnetic dipole decreases rapidly with increasing distance. So for the
magnetic dipole interaction between the electron and proton we have to
consider the case when they are very close. When pe is parallel to pp, the
energy of the magnetic interaction is lower (as E = -p . B) than when
they are antiparallel. Since when /.L= and pP are parallel, S, and S, are
antiparallel. The gap in singlet state has the lower energy.

(b) For the transition from the triplet state to the singlet state, due
to the vector potential A, as the terms for 2 and c do not contain spin
operators, we have

(4 = ($Joxoo I4  $OXlM) = (1clolWo)  (x00 I XIM) = 0,
04 = woxoo IL I$OXlM)  = 0 7

be) = WJOXOO  I ~L=l$JOXlM)  = (Xool~elX1M)~
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As

and if we take the z-axis parallel to n the z component of (~7~)  will con-
tribute nothing to n x (a,), thus we have effectively

(XOOlaelXll)  = -$j (0 1) Ue
10 - - eo =--jj% h y,

(Xool~elX1,-1)  = 5 (1 O)a,
0

0
- - e1 =-& h y,

(XOOl~elXlo)  = f (1 O)U, (i) - i (0 l)a, (y) = e,,

where ez, ev, e, are unit vectors along the CC-,  y-, z-axis respectively. Hence
(oe) # 0. Note that the direction of A is parallel to n x (ce). It is similar to
the vector potential of magnetic dipole radiation, so the radiation emitted
in the transition has the character of magnetic dipole radiation.

6058

Protons (magnetic moment p) are in a magnetic field of the form

B, = B. cos wt ,

B, = constant,

B, = Bc sin wt ,

Bo < B, .

At t = 0 all the protons are polarized in the +t direction.

(a) What value of w gives resonant transitions?
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(b) What is the probability for a proton at time t to have spin in the
--z direction? (Assume Be < B,)

(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) As Bs < B,, Bí = B,x+B,9 may be considered as a perturbation.
Then the unperturbed Hamiltonian (spin part) He = -pB,a,  gives the
energy difference of the two states (i) and ( y ) with spins along +z and -z
directions as 2pB,.  Hence resonant transition occurs at angular frequency
w = 2j~B,/ti.

(b) As

H=-,uu.B

= -/J (a,B, + nyBy + nzB,)

BZ B, - iB,= -p
B,+-iB, -B, > ’

the Schrijdinger  equation can be written as

where a and b are the probability amplitudes of the electron with its spin
oriented along +z and --z directions respectively. Letting

one obtains-the equations for f and g:

R;f +ihg+pBzf  +pBog=O, (1)

pBOf  +ihg-big-pB,g=O. (2)

Taking the time derivative of Eq. (2) and substituting in the expressions
of g, $f from (1) and (2), we obtain

(3)
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where

587

Initially the protons are polarized in the +z direction. Hence IfI = 1,
g = 0 at t = 0. Then the solution of (3) is g = A sin Rt, where A is a
constant. Assume f = B sin Rt + C cos Rt and substitute these in (1).
Supposing f = i at t = 0, we have

C = i, B=-& ($+p&), AC-~
T-ud-

Hence

f  =-&  (ht+pB=)  sinflt+icosRt,

9=
-@o

Ml
sin Rt .

Thus the probability for the protons to have spin in the
time t is

with

--k direction at

2

p = lb12 = 1912 =

(1

!L$ sin2  Rt

6 0 5 9

A piece of paraffin is placed in a uniform magnetic field Ho. The sample
contains many hydrogen nuclei. The spins of these nuclei are relatively
free from interaction with their environment and, to first approximation,
interact only with the applied magnetic field.

(a) Give an expression for the numbers of protons in the various mag-
netic substates at a temperature T.

(b) A radio-frequency coil is to be introduced in order to observe reso-
nance absorption produced by an oscillating magnetic field. What should
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be the direction of the oscillating field relative to the steady magnetic field
HO and why?

(c) At what frequency will resonance absorption be observed? Give the
units of all quantities appearing in your expression so that the frequency
will be given in megacycles per second.

(d) In terms of the transition mechanism of the proton spins, explain
why the absorption of energy from the radio-frequency field does not dis-
appear after an initial pulse, but in fact continues at a steady rate. What
happens to the absorption rate as the strength of the oscillating field is
increased to very large values? Explain.

(CUS)

Solution:

(a) As the spins of the hydrogen nuclei are assumed to interact only
with the external field, the interaction Hamiltonian is

E~=-IwH~=--~~~~~H~,

taking the z-axis in the direction of H0.
and Is, = -i) with respective energies

Then there are two states Is, = f)

1
El/2 =  -5 wivfh

1
E-1/2 =  5 SPNHo,

where g = 5.6 is a constant and ,.LN  the nuclear magneton  j.LN  = efi/2m,c.
The condition for statistical equilibrium at temperature T gives the

probabilities for a nucleus to be in the two states as

for Is, = fr):

P = exp f glîivHo/kT)  / [ exp (f gaNHo/kT)

+ exp

for Is, = -f):

P = exp -; gpivHo/kT )  /[exp  (iwvHo/kT)

+ exp -; gPNHo/kT >I ,
which are also the proportions of protons in the two states.
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(b) The oscillating magnetic field HI must be perpendicular to Ho,
say along the x direction. This is because only if the spin part of the
Hamiltonian has the form

fi = -m . H = -gpNs,  Ho - gpNs, HI

will the matrix elements (sz = f 1 fi ( sz = -;) and (sz = -3 1 a) s, = 4)
be non-vanishing and transitions between the spin states occur, since

(c) Resonance absorption occurs only when the oscillating frequency
satisfies the condition

fw = E-1/2 - G/2 t

or
w = SP.NHo/fL.

With g = 5.6, ti = 1.054 x 1O-34 Js,

eii e/i m, 9.274 x 1o-2s-=--=
llN = 2m,c 2m,c mP 1836

JGs-ë,

and w in megacycles per second is given by

5.6 9.274 x 1o-28
w=1836x 1.054 x 10-34

x 1O-6  Ho = 2.7 x 1O-2  Ho.

where HO is in gauss.
(d) Spin interactions between the protons tend to maintain a thermal

equilibrium, so that even if the external field vanishes the magnetic interac-
tion between a proton and the magnetic field caused by other protons still
exists and the transitions take place. When the external magnetic field is
very strong, the absorption rate saturates.

6060

An electron is bound in the ground state by a potential

x>o,

x<o,
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which is independent of y and t. Find the cross section for absorption of
plane-wave light of energy wti, direction k, polarization E. Specify the final
state of the electron. Take

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

As initially the electron moves freely in the y, z directions, its initial
state is given by

9%(r) = cp(x>  exp ( ihy + IV)
>FL ’

with
h2 d2v p- -  -
2m dx2

-;cp=Ep, x>O,

cp=O, x < o .

The equation for cp is the same as the radial equation of a hydrogen
atom with e = 0. Hence the energy states are

rnf12  1En=---
2h2 n2 ’

n=  1,2,... .

Thus the ground (initial) state for x motion has energy and wave func-
tion

El=-%,

cpl(x) = $ e-ìla, x>o,

where

The condition fw > $ z IE1 means that the photon energy is much1
higher than the mean binding energy of the electron and can therefore
liberate it from the potential well. However, as Tw < mc2,  this energy is
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much lower than the electron rest mass and cannot produce electron pairs.
So the electron initial state is

where kg) = p,/h, k,(e) = pz/h are the wave numbers of the electron in
the y, z directions respectively, C = (-&)’ = i if the initial-state wave
function is normalized to one electron in a P-dimensional box of sides L in
the y - z plane. The final state of the electron is that of a free electron
moving in direction k:’ (direction of observation):

$f(r) z (r]f) = ( i)3í2  exp(ikf) . r) ,

where L3 is the 3-dimensional box used for normalization. The perturbation
Hamiltonian is

g=H-Ho={& (fi+;A)ë+v}-{&z+v)

where A is the vector potential of the photon field and the charge of the
electron is -e. In the above we have chosen the gauge V.A = 0 and omitted
terms of orders higher than A2. Let the corresponding initial electric field
be

E = EE sin (wt - ki * r + 60) ,

where ki is the wave vector of the incident photon and E = {&=,  ey, E=, } is
a unit vector in the direction of E. The vector potential can be taken to be

A = $ E COS(U!  - ki . r + be)

as E = -+ $$, and the perturbation Hamiltonian is then

HtF&&i,=
mc

2 {exp [i(wt - ki . r + 60)]

+ exp [-i(wt - ki . r + 60)]} E&V.
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In photon absorption, Ef > Ei and we need to consider only the second
term (the first term is for photo-emission); so the perturbation Hamiltonian
is

H’  =
-ihe
2mw exp (-i(wt  - ki. r + Jo)]  EEV.

For a plane electromagnetic wave,

H=ikxE,

and so the Poynting vector is

Averaging over time we have

Hence the number of incident photons crossing unit area per unit time
is

3 cE2
n=G=Gz*

The differential absorption cross section for photoelectric effect is given
by

da W-+f_-
dn,-  n ’

where Wi-.+f  is the number of electrons in solid angle df2f  which transit from
the initial state to final states f near energy Ef in unit time. First order
perturbation theory gives the transition probability per unit time as

Wi+f  dflf =
237
x P(E~) lwfi12dfif  y

where p(Ef)  is the density of the final states per unit energy range.
For nonrelativistic electrons,

mk:ì)  L3
p = ~~3~2  ’
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where Icy) is the wave number of the electrons in the final states of energies
near Ef,

Wfi =  (fpqi)  =  f
(I
z exp [-i(-ki  . r + &,)I  EE . V i

I>

_---e-i&  ií-dz  Jmdydr.~-3/2

--oo

x exp [-ikf)  * r + iki . r] (EE . 0) Ccpl(~)

x exp [i(lck)  y + k!ì)  z)]

-iheCEe-i60=
2W

L-3/2 /- d.dyd+, (; - ;)

+ i~,lCt) + i~,lc!ì)
1

PI(X) exp [-ikF) . r + iki . r]

x exp [i(kg) y + Ic!e)  z)]

47r2 Jr; iieEe-i60= (.) 2 {E$c~f) - kp)
TrUJW2[1  + ia - lc,z )]

- EykF) - &,ky} 6 (-"if' + kp

+ kp) 6 (-k!f)  + kp + k?)) .

Hence the differential absorption cross section is

do 8rakfe2-=
dflf mwc(1  + a2A2)2

(&,A - E&) - E,/$)]’

x b (ì!’ + ìF’ - ìifí)  6 (I$) + Icy - IcLf))  .

In above calculation, we have made the change of symbols

/$f) _  @ = A
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and  used

[qq + $4 - /4f))]2 = -!-
s

L/2

2lr - L / 2
b(q)  + I$’ - lp)

x exp [iy (Icci)  + kY $,T’ - kif))] dy

and
[Q$) + @) - k;fí)]2  = & ,j(k;) + @ - @I).

Note that the two &functions express momentum conservation in the
directions of y and z. Also, energy conservation requires

= _,E1, + h2(kh=ë;;  k!ì)ë)  + tiw.

The 6 functions mean that the y and t components of kf are fixed,
and so is the x component of kf . The physical reason why the &functions
appear in the expression for the differential absorption cross section is that
when an electron which has definite momenta in the y and z directions
collide with an incident photon which also has a definite momentum, energy
and momentum conservation laws require the scattering direction of the
electron in the final state to be fixed.

To find the total absorption cross section, we note that

6(ax) = A b(x)

and so

b(khf) _ kt’ -/$))  = 16
kf

6(kif)  - kp) - @I) = L 6
k f
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+,k;) + Ezkte)
’kj - (k;) + kg))2 _ (kp’ + @)2 _ kg)]2

6061

A system of two distinguishable spin-i particles is described by the
Hamiltonian

H=-$7+$7;+~ m1m2
2 ml+m2

w2(q - r2)2 + gal .62
1 2

with g << tiw.

(a) What are the energy levels of the system? Give the explicit form of
the wave functions for the two lowest energy levels (you need not specify
the normalization).

(b) The system is in its ground state at time t -+ -oc. An external
time-dependent potential is applied which has the form

V(t) =
[
v, + v5 y f(t)a1  * 2

1
with f(t) = 0 as Iti + 00. Derive a set of coupled equations for the
probability amplitudes Cn(t) = (nj~,!~(t)>,  where In) denotes an eigenstate
of HO and +(t) is the time-dependent wave function.

(c) Calculate C, (oo) for the case

f(t) =
(

0, t < 0 and t > r,

1 ,  o<t<7

with f << 1 and Vz very small. Work through first order in Vz and specify
clearly the quantum numbers for the states.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) Let

r = 11 - r-2,

R = mrrr + m2r2
ml+m2  ’

s = s1+ s2 = f (a1 + 02).
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Then the Hamiltonian of the system can be reduced to

H=-$-v;-$v~+$d2?-2+2g s(s+l)-;[ I ,

where M = ml + ms, p = my$m,%,  , S is the total spin.
Note that in the expression for H, the first term is due to the motion

of the system as a whole, the second and third terms together are the
Hamiltonian of a spinless  isotropic harmonic oscillator, and the last term
is due to the spins of the particles. Hence the energy of the system is

k=&+(n+;)  tiw+2g [s(S+l)-;I,
n = 0, 1, 2,. . . .

For energy levels of the internal motion, we shall omit the first term
on the right-hand side of the above. For the ground state of the internal
motion, n = 0, S = 0 and

3
Eco = - I=fU  - 39.

2

Write the wave function as $0 = IO) ~00. For the first excited state, we
similarly have

3
ISor  = - Tw + g,

2 $9 = IO> 30, Ql,fl .

Note that IO) is the wave function of the harmonic oscillator ground
state and (YSM is the coupled spin wave function.

(b) Let

Ho=-~v~+$d2y2+2g  s(s+l)-;[ I ,
HO I4 = En I4 ,

[Ho + v(t)] ?/J(t)  = ih g .

Expanding +(t ) :

I$+)) = C Cn(t)  exp (-i~%tlA)  14,
n
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and substituting it in the last equation we obtain

[Ho + v(t)] c c, tYiv In) = ifi c en e-iv In)
n n

+irC,CC, * e( > -iF  In).

n

Multiplying both sides by (ml eiw and summing over m we get

C C&E,  + C C CneiíEmiEn)t  (mlV(t)ln)

Ol-

ii&(t)  = C (njV(t)lm)  exp[-i(& - E,) t//L] Cm(t),
m

which is the required set of coupled equations.
(c) Denote the initial state by IOOOaoo),  the final state by InlmcrsM).

As

Qoo = $ (ad32  - PlcrZ),

Qll = QlQ2, QIl.-1 = PlP2,

crlo = h (w32 + cr2pl)  ;

mzQ1 = Pl, ayw = iP1, ~12~1 = 03; %Pl = Ql ,

m,Pl = -ial, %Pl = -A ;

we have

u1 . iaoo = Jz
-.L (sin f3eiíPal,_l  - sin Be-iíPall  + Jz cos &_Y~~).
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Therefore, as YII = J -& sin OeQ, Yl,__, = sin 6 e-+, Y~o =

J -
& cos 0, we have

(nzmcYsM  1 CT1  . k 1 ao,000)  = ( I/-gYllcwnzmasf&?j

- /-$Y14Yll + ~YIOWO ,000)

- bn1~A41)-0,

since L = 0 for n = 0. Thus to first order perturbation the first term
Vlf(t) ~1.2  in V(t) makes no contribution to the transition. Consider next

(nZmffsM ) r cos &YI . li ) a00 000)

- L bn,--1~Ml
6 I

+ 5 ~161O~Sl6m06MO  7

where
x1 =

J
OO&r.Ri)o.r%=  O”

J
Rn2 &O r3 dr .

0 0

For the three-dimensional harmonic oscillator, n = I+ 2n, = 2(1 + n,)
= even. We have

G(oo)  = $
J

m
eiwîOt  (nlmasMIV(t)  1000~~00)  dt

0
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C2k-1(00) =o,

C2/c(~)  =

where k = 1, 2, . . . , 1 = 2, X1 = &* r3 R(2kp&o  dr.



7. MANY-PARTICLE SYSTEMS

7001

In one dimension, a particle of mass m is attracted to the origin by a
linear force -kx. Its Schrijdinger  equation has eigenfunctions

where

and  H, is the Hermite  polynomial of order n. The eigenvalues are

where

Consider two non-interacting distinguishable particles (i = 1,2), each of
mass m, each attracted to the origin by a force -kxi.  Write down ex-
pressions for the eigenfunctions, eigenvalues, and degeneracies for the two-
particle system using each of the following coordinate systems:

(a) single-particle coordinates xi and x2,
(b) relative (x = 22 - zi) and center-of-mass (X = v) coordinates.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) For the single-particle system, the Hamiltonian is

H = -g f + ;kx2

= _g (_$ _a4x2)

with a4 = 2. The Schrodinger  equation can be written as

where

d21c,-@ + (A - r2) 1ci = 0 3

601
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The eigenfunctions are

with eigenvalues

where
k

w =  -.
$m

Using the single-particle coordinates 21 and x2, we can write the Hamilto-
nian for the two-particle system as

H=_x a2 Ii2 a2--
2m ax: - - -I- LKd2x;2  -/- gnLd2x:

2m axi 2

= HI + Hz.

The energy eigenfunctions can be obtained as the common eigenfunctions
of {HI, Hz}, i.e., $(x1,  x2) = +(x1)  $(x2),  the corresponding energy being
E=El+E2.  Thus

1 ,
where

l/2
Cl= ,  N=n+m.

The degeneracy of the energy level EcN),,,,, is equal to the number of non-
negative integer pairs (n, m) which satisfy the condition n + m = N, i.e.,

ftN) = N + 1.

(b) Using the relative and center-of-mass coordinates x = 22 - x1 and
X = Q$Q, we can write the Hamiltonian for the system as

H=_z a2 P a2- - - -  + lMW2X2 +  +2,2,
2m 8X2 2pax2 2
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where  M = 2m, p = irn, w = ($)lî.  As in (a) we have

$nm(X, z) = H,(crX)H,(@)  exp
[
-i(a2X2 + P2z2)]  ,

E~~=(n+m+l)fw=(N+l)fw,

f(N) = N + 1)

where

p = (y2 .

7002

Consider two identical linear oscillators with spring constant k. The
interaction potential is given by H = ~~1x2,  where x1 and x2 are oscillator
variables.

(a) Find the exact energy levels.
(b) Assume E < k. Give the energy levels to first order in c/k.

(BuffaZo)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian of the system is

H2L&-!Yg 1

1 2
+ ;mU2xf + 2rIW2x;  + &X1X2  )

where w2 = $. Setting

Xl =  5 (Yl +  YZ), 22 =  +$Yl - Y2),

we can write H as
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Hence the system can be regarded as consisting two independent harmonic
oscillations of coordinates ~1, ~2. Thus, the exact total energy levels are

where ní,  n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .
(b) For E < k, the energy levels to first order in E//C  are

x (ní + n + l)tiw + (ní - n)Tud-&  .

7003

(a) Write down the Hamiltonian and SchrGdinger  equation for a one-
dimensional harmonic oscillator.

(b) If ~e-ìì~ ’IS a solution find Y and then give the energy El and the
expectation values for (z), (x2), (p2), (p).

(c) Show that for two equal particles in a single one-dimensional har-
monic oscillator well the ground state may be written either as &(m,sl)
x 40(wz2)  or

450 (243) 40 (5 (Xl 42)) ,

where &(m, zr) is the ground state solution for a single particle of mass m.
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian for a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is

The stationary SchrGdinger  equation is

2 2

;m -$ +  +rud222- - TW =  RW.
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(b) Substitution of 11, = ZX-~ì~  ’m the Schradinger  equation gives

[
-J&-2î)(3  - 2VZ2)  + ,m#] 5PZ2

3FL2[ ( 1 2FW
= -v+ - m & p - -

m 2 >
22

m 1 5e-vxz

= El xe-vzz .
Equating the coefficients gives

1
-mw2

2lizu2
2

------HO,
m

whose solution is

From the symmetry we know (x) = 0. The Virial theorem gives

Therefore

(pí)  = ~rnhd, (x2) =  2; .

To find (px)  we first normalize the wave function:

A2 O”J x2 e-2vx2  da: = 1,
-co

giving
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Then consider

= !A2
a Jrn

2(z2  - vz4) e-2vx2  dx
-co

ih
=---.

2

(c) The Schrodinger  equation for the two-particle system is

Suppose $(x1, ~2) = 44zr)4(zs).  The variables can be separated:

(-gv: + grw2x:) f$(Xi)  = Ep$(Xi), i = 1,2,

with E = El -I- E2 .
Hence the system can be considered as consisting of two identical har-

monic oscillators without coupling. The ground state is then

$JO(Zl, z2) = 4o(m, n)4o(m x2).

On the other hand, introducing the Jacobi coordinates

1
R = -(XI  + 4,

2
r=zr -22,

the Schrodinger equation becomes

Writing +(R, T) = rj(R)cp(r),  ët1 can also be separated in the variables to

4(R) = Ed(R)  >
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where ER + ET = E, with ER, E,. respectively describing the motion of the
center of mass and the relative motion.

Therefore the wave function of the ground state can be written as

7004

Consider two particles of masses ml # m2 interacting via the Hamilto-
nian

(a) Find the exact solutions.
(b) Sketch the spectrum in the weak coupling limit K < p2,  where p

is the reduced mass.
(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) Let

R = (mlzl + m222)/(ml+  m2), r=21 -x2.

We have
d 8R d dr d-=

da GdR+&G
ml d+d

=ml+mz dR dr’

and so

and similarly

$= (mlym2)2 &-2,,ym2&+$.
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We also have

x;=R2+2 m2 Rr + 74
ml fm2 (ml + m2j2

r2 ,

z; = R2 - 2 ml m:
Rr + (ml + m2)2

T2 .
ml+m2

Hence

Hz-
h2 d2 h2ml+m2  d2- - -

2(ml+ mz) dR2 2 rnlrn2 dr2

Let

+ i(rnl + m2)w2R2  +

M=ml+m2,

The equation of motion becomes
2 2 2 2

&& + ;Mw2R2 _ !!-d
2/.~  dr2

1 mlm2 1
2ml+m2

w2r2 + ZKr2.

wm2
P= ml+m2’

+$ (I+-$) w2r2] +(R,r)

= E+(R,  r) .

It can be reduced to two independent oscillator equations with energy states
and wave functions

l/trn(R,r)  =$1(R)&(r)  = NlNm exp --ia:R’[ 1
Hl(mR)

x exp
[ 1-day Hrn(Q2T)  3

where

( >
l/2

Nl = gill! ’

Mw l/2
cY1=- ,( >

Nm = ( fi;LmJli2  ) a2 = ;g2 (1+ -.g4 )

and H, are Hermite  polynomials.
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(b) For K < pw2, if we can take

we have

El, 7z (Z+ m + 1) Fud = (N + 1) tiw, N E 1 + m = 0, 1,2, . . . .

This means that the degeneracy of the Nth energy level is N + 1:

N... . . .

N=3 1=3,m=O; 1=2,m=l;  l=l,m=2;  l=O,m=3.

N=2 I=2,m=O; Z=l,m=l; l=O,m=2.

N=l Z=l,m=O; Z=O,m=l.

N = O  l=m=O.

If K is not so small and we have to take

J-1+-+1+
K-+...

2j.Lw2

then the energy levels with the same m will move upward by

(m+i)hu  (&+..-),

and so the degeneracy is destroyed.

7005

A potential has the form shown in Fig. 7.1, where V is very large but
finite.

(i) If a particle is originally in one of the wells, give a formula for the
order of magnitude of the rate at which it tunnels into the other. Do not
attempt to calculate numerical factors of order unity.

(ii) Sketch the wave functions for the lowest two states.
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(iii) If two identical bosons with a small repulsive force between them are
placed in the wells, write down approximate wave functions for the lowest
two states for each of the two cases where the effect of the inter-particle
force is much less and much greater than the effect of the fact that V is not
infinite.

(Berkeley)

Vm1
L a L

Fig. 7.1

Solution:

(i) Denote the ground state by I+!J~ and the first excited state by $2. $1
is symmetric about the axis of symmetry of the potential well, $2 is anti-
symmetric. Assume the particle is initially in the left semi-well and write
the initial wave function as

(We can see that this is a good approximation from the diagram given in
(ii)) Then

*(it) = [$le -iEltlfi  + ~,pe-iEztlfi]/fiO

At time to for which e-iElt~~R/e-iE~to~h  = -1, we have

Q(z,to)  = C($l - $2)/d% ICI2 = 1.

At this moment the particle is in the other semi-well (i.e., with a large
probability). As -1 = ein, this happens at time
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For V very large, it can be taken as infinite and

.rr2ti2n2
Ez-.

2mL2

AE M E2 - El = s(22 - 1) =
3lrstis
2mL2’

Hence the rate of tunneling per unit time is of the order

(ii) The wave functions of the two lowest states are sketched in Fig. 7.2.

Fig. 7.2

(iii) If the repulsive potential between the bosons is much smaller than
V, the wave functions of the two lowest states are approximately

If the repulsive potential is much larger than V, transmission through the
central potential barrier is very small, and the wave functions are approxi-
mately

@If = til(lhh(2)  ,

PII, = 5 hh(1)$2(2) - !h2(1)$1(2)]
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7006

Consider a system defined by the Schrodinger eigenvalue equation

{
-g (Of + 0;) + 5 Ir1 - r212} +(rl,  4 = ENrl, 12).

(a) List all symmetries of this Schrodinger equation.
(b) Indicate all constants of motion.
(c) Indicate the form of the ground-state wave function.
You may assume that the ground-state wave function of one-dimensional

harmonic oscillator is a Gaussian.
(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The Schrodinger equation has symmetries with respect to time trans-
lation, space inversion, translation of the whole system, and the exchange of
rl and x-2, as well as symmetry with respect to the Galilean transformation.

(b) Let r = rl - r2, R = f (rl + r2). The Schrodinger equation can
then be written as

d@, r> = &W-, r) .

This equation can be separated into two, one for the motion of a particle
of mass 2m at the center of mass and one for the motion of a harmonic
oscillator of mass m/2 relative to the second particle. The motion of the
center of mass is a free motion, so that Pi, Pz, Pv, Pz, ER, L&, L,, L,, L,
are all constants of the motion. Of the relative motion, ET, LF, L,, as well
as the parity of the wave function, are constants of the motion.

(c) The ground-state wave function has the form $(R,r)  = @(R)cp(r).
4(r)  is the wave function of a harmonic oscillator

p(r) - exp

with

a2 =

ofmass 7:

4(R)  is the wave function of a free particle of mass 2m:

b(R) - exp(-ip  . R/h)
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7007

Two identical bosons, each of mass m, move in the one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator potential V = fw2 2 They also interact with eachx .
other via the potential

where p is a positive parameter. Compute the ground state energy of the
system to first order in the interaction strength parameter CY.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

Being bosons the two particles can simultaneously stay in the ground
state. Taking I& as perturbation, the unperturbed wave function of the
ground state for the system is

$0(x1,  ~2) = 40(x1)40(52)  = 5 exp
[
-&&G + 41, ao=E.

The perturbation energy to first order in Q is then

A E = Xl, 22)V!rnt(Q,  X2)$0(X1>  s2)hdx2

a;a m=-
7r JJ exp[-ai(xT  + zcE>  - P(zr - 22)2]  dad22

- c c

ffOff
=

(c$ + 2@ë/2  ’

where the integration has been facilitated by the transformation

Xl +x2 21 - 22
~ = Yl ,2

~ = y2.
2

The ground state energy of the system is therefore

E=hw+ ff0a 7TuJ l/2
(&Jo  + 2@1/2  with ao = b( 1- ’
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7008

A one-dimensional square well of infinite depth and 1 A width contains
3 electrons. The potential well is described by V = 0 for 0 < 2 5 1 A
and V = +co for 2 < 0 and z > 1 8. For a temperature of T = 0 K ,
the average energy of the 3 electrons is E = 12.4 eV in the approximation ëa

that one neglects the Coulomb interaction between electrons. In the same 1
approximation and for T = 0 K, what is the average energy for 4 electrons
in this potential well?

( Wisconsin)  >

Solution:

For a one-dimensional potential well the energy levels are given by

E, = Eln2,

where El is the ground state energy and n = 1,2,. . . . Pauliís  exclusion
principle and the lowest energy principle require that two of the three elec-
trons are in the energy level El and the third one is in the energy level E2.
Thus 12 .4 x 3 = 2E1 + 4E1, giving El = 6 .2 eV. For the case of four
electrons, two are in El and the other two in E2, and so the average energy
is

E=a(2E1+2Ez)=zE1=15.5eV.

(Note: the correct value of El is

1 s- x 6.58 x lo--l6 x 3 x 10” 2
1.02 x 106 10-8

= 37.7 eV.)

7009

Consider two electrons moving in a central potential well in which there
are only three single-particle states $1, $9 and $s.

(a) Write down all of the wave functions $(ri, r2) for the two-electron
system.

(b) If now the electrons interact with a Hamiltonian bH = Ví(q)  r2) =
Ví(r2,  rl), show that the following expression for the matrix element is ;
correct:
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(!h3i~Hbh2)  ë(~3(rl)~l(r2)~~ë(rl~r2)~$2(rl)%h(r2))

- Wl(rl)+3(r2)lVí( r17r2)l$2h)llC~21).

Solution:

(Buffalo)

(a) The wave functions for a fermion system are antisymmetric for in-
terchange of particles, so the possible wave functions for the system are

412 = 5 (+l(rl)G2(r2)  - 1cIl(r2)$2(rl)),

$13 = -jj ($l(rl)$3(r2)  - $l(r2)$3(rl)),

$23 = -$ (Q2(rl)$3(r2)  - $2(r2)$3(rl)).

(b) We can write

1
(?h3ib~hh2)  = - (h(rl)$3(r2)  lví(rl,  r2)hh(rl)$2(r2))2

- ~(~l(rl)~3(rz)lví(ri,r2)1~2(ri)~i(r2))

- ~(~l(r2)~3(rl)lV~(ri, r2)lhh) +2(r2))

1
+ -W1(r2>$3(n>lVí(2 rl,r2)W2h)+l(r2)).

Since the particles are identical, r-1 and r-2 may be interchanged in each
term. Do this and as Ví(rr,r2)  = Ví(r2,  rr), we again obtain the same
expression, showing its correctness.

7010

Two identical nonrelativistic fermions of mass m, spin l/2 are in a one-
dimensional square well of length L, with V infinitely large and repulsive
outside the well. The fermions are subject to a repulsive inter-particle
potential V(zl  - x2),  which may be treated as a perturbation. Classify the
three lowest-energy states in terms of the states of the individual particles
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and state the spin of each. Calculate [in first-order perturbation theory)
the energies of second- and third-lowest states; leave your result in the form
of an integral. Neglect spin-dependent forces throughout.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

For the unperturbed potential

V(x) =
0, 2 E [O, Ll  7

00, otherwise,

the single-particle spatial wave functions are

otherwise,

where n is an integer.
The spin wave function of a single particle has the form (i).
As we do not consider spin-dependent forces, the wave function of the

two particles can be written as the product of a space part and a spin part.
The spin part XJ(M) E X JM is chosen as the eigenstate of S = s1 + s2 and
S, = slZ + SZ=, i.e.,

SíX.JM  = J(J + 1) XJ M  ,

SJXJM = MXJM .

J = 0 gives the spin singlet state, which is antisymmetric for interchange
of the two particles. J = 1 gives the spin triplet state, which is symmetric
for interchange of the two particles. Symmetrizing and antisymmetrizing
the space wave functions of the two-particle system we have

+,A,(xl,  X2) = 5 [1c1~(Xl)$m(XZ)  - $b(X2)~m(Xl)] ,

ti;m(X1,X2)  =  Jz

{

J- [$h(Xl)+m(XZ)  4 $n(X2)+m(Xl)]  Y n # m j

hz(Xl)lCln(X2), n = m .
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The corresponding energies are

E = S(n2+m2), n,m= 1,2,...  .

AE; =
J

dxldxz

AE2 =
J

dxldx2

AE? =
s

dxrdxz. I1clftdx1,  x2)12V(x1  - 52))

I &!(ìl,  ~2)12Vh  - 22))

I @2(x1,  x2)12V(x1  - x2).

617

The total wave functions, which are antisymmetric, can be written as

The three lowest energy states are the following.
(i) Ground state, n = m = 1. The space wave function is symmetric, so

the spin state must be singlet. Thus

+o = ~;1(3a,~2)xoo.

(ii) First excited states, n = 1, m = 2.

1

$J,ii(xr, x2> XlM, M=O,fl,

+l= &!(xr, x2> x00.

The degeneracy is 4.
(iii) Second excited state, n = 2, m = 2. The space wave function is

symmetric, the spin state is singlet:

42 = 7g2(Xl,  x2) x00,

which is nondegenerate. Because the perturbation Hamiltonian is indepen-
dent of spin, the calculation of perturbation of the first excited state can
be treated as a nondegenerate case. The perturbation energies of second
and third lowest energy states are given by
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7011

A one-dimensional box of width L contains two spinless  particles each of
mass m. The interaction between the particles is described by a potential
energy V(ZI, 22) = ab(zl - ~2). Calculate the ground state energy to first
order in a.

(Columbia)

Solution:

Neglecting the h-potential, we have

V(Zl, x2) =
0, 0 I x1,x2  IL,

00, otherwise ,

Ho = -g-z - $-- + V(Zl,S2)
1 2

Using the results for an infinitely deep potential well, we have

= 2sin(yxr)sin(gx2)  ,

E,l = g (n2 + Z2), n,l=  1,2,...  .

For the ground state, n = 1 = 1,

El1 = ti2n2/mL2.

Now consider the d-potential as a perturbation

Ei’ = a6(xr - x2).

The correction to the ground state energy due to the perturbation is

8’ = (ll(H(11)
L L

= /s a6(xr - x2) sin2 (:xr)sin2 (:x2) (2)2dxrdr2

=a(tjí~Lsin4(~xr)~xI  = E,
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and the ground state energy is

n2h2 3a
E;, = Err + 8’ = -

mL2 +2L.

7012

Two electrons at fixed  positions on the z-axis have a magnetic dipole-
dipole interaction (energy) E = A(sl . ~2 - %Qs~~),  where Si = $i, Ci

being Pauliís  spin matrix, A = constant.

(a) Express E/A in terms of the total spin operator S = sr + ~2.
(b) State the eigenvalues of E/A and their degeneracy (statistical

weights).

Solution:

(4 As
+s ; 2s2 = = (a;

+
0;

+
cr;> 3=

4
=

)
32

L
0 1

5 =

(Berkeley)

1
4’

we have

and hence

s2 = (sr + 42 = ; + 2.51  .s2,

1
s; = (Sk + s2,)2  = 5 + 2512522  ,

E/A = (sl . s2 - 3S@2z) = (s2 - 3S,2)/2.

(b) For the common eigenstate (S, M) of S and S,, we have

; IS, M) = $S(S + 1) - 3M2] IS, M) .

Thus
IS, W E/A WE/A)
lO,O) 0 1

Il,fl) -; 2

1190) 1 1
Note that for states with M # 0, the energy levels are two-fold degenerate,
i.e., D = 2.
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7013

(a) A 2-fermion  system has a wave function @(l,  2). What condition
must it satisfy if the particles are identical?

(b) How does this imply the elementary statement of the Pauli exclusion
principle that no two electrons in an atom can have identical quantum
numbers?

(c) The first excited state of Mg has the configuration (3s,3p)  for the
valence electrons. In the LS-coupling limit, which values of L and S are
possible? What is the form of the spatial part of their wave functions using
the single-particle functions tis(r) and &p(r)?  Which will have the lowest
energy, and Why?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) $~(l, 2) must satisfy the condition of antisymmetry for interchange
of the two particles:

R&l, 2) = llr(2,l) = -$J(1,2).

(b) In an atom, if there are two electrons having identical quantum
numbers then $~(l, 2) = $(2,1). The antisymmetry condition above then
gives q/1(1,2)  = 0, implying that such a state does not exist.

(c) The electron configuration (3s, 3~)  correspond to

11 = 0, 12 = 1 )

Hence

where

$1 = ss = l/2.

L = 1, s = 0,l.

T&W) = &$,2)xs(1,2),

&(1,2) = -$(tis(ri)&(r2)  + 4s(rz)4p(ri))

.
-$(I + iii2)4s(rl)4pP(r2),

I 44(1,2)  = $1 - ~&$s(rl)4pP(r2).
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The lowest energy state is Q:(l, 2), i.e. the state of S = 1. Because the
spatial part of the state S = 1 is antisymmetric for the interchange 1 t) 2,
the probability that the two electrons get close together is small, and so
the Coulomb repulsive energy is small, resulting in a lower total energy.

7014

Two particles, each of mass M, are bound in a one-dimensional har-
monic oscillator potential V = ikx2  and interact with each other through
an attractive harmonic force Fiz = -K(zi - x2). You may take K to be
small.

(a) What are the energies of the three lowest states of this system?
(b) If the particles are identical and spinless, which of the states of (a)

are allowed?
(c) If the particles are identical and have spin l/2, what is the total spin

of each of the states of (a)?
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The Hamiltonian of the system is

Let < = &(X1 i-22),  7/ = &(x1 - x2) and write fi as

The system can be considered as consisting of two independent harmonic
oscillators of angular frequencies wr and wp given by
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The total energy is therefore

Enm= (n++iu,+ (m++w2,
and the corresponding eigenstate is

where n,m = 0,1,2,... , and cpik’ is the nth eigenstate of a harmonic
oscillator of spring constant k.

(a) The energies of the three lowest states of the system are

Eoo = &WI + w2>,

1
Elo=-A(wl+W2)+fiWl,

2
1

Eel = -fi(wr+w2)+fws.
2

(b) If the particles are identical and spinless, the wave function must be
symmetric with respect to the interchange of the two particles. Thus the
states IOO), 110) are allowed, while the state 101) is not allowed.

(c) If the particles are identical with spin l/2, the total wave function,
including both spatial and spin, must be antisymmetric with respect to an
interchange of the two particles. As the spin function for total spin S = 0
is antisymmetric and that for S = 1 is symmetric, we have

S = 0 for 100) ,

S=O for IlO),

S= 1 for 101).

7015

A particular one-dimensional potential well has the following bound-
state single-particle energy eigenfunctions:

día(Z>,  d'b(x), h(x) ë.  . t where E, < Eb < EC.. . .
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Two non-interacting particles are placed in the well. For each of the cases
(a), (b), (c) listed below write down:

the two lowest total energies available to the two-particle system, the
degeneracy of each of the two energy levels, the possible two-particle wave
functions associated with each of the levels.

(Use $J to express the spatial part and a ket IS, m,) to express the spin
part. S is the total spin.)

(a) Two distinguishable spin-i particles.
(b) Two identical spin-i particles.
(c) Two identical spin-0 particles.

(MIT)

Solution:

As the two particles, each of mass M, have no mutual interaction, their
spatial wave functions separately satisfy the Schrodinger  equation:

The equations may also be combined to give

ii2 a2--- -
2M ax;

&& + V(xr) + V(x2)
I

1l1i(Xl) &(x2)

= (Ei + Ej) $%(X1)  tij(X2).

Consider the two lowest energy levels (i) and (ii).

(a) Two distinguishable spin-$ particles.
(i) Total energy = E, + E,, degeneracy = 4. The wave functions are

&(x1) 7h(x2>  IO, 0) 7

$a(Xl) $a(x2) 1194 * (m = 0, *1>

(ii) Total energy = E, + Eb, degeneracy = 8. The wave functions are

+a(X1)1Cla(X2)  109  0) , día(+iíb(x2)  lo,o),

Ih(Xl)h(X2>  I1774  1 h(Zl)$b(Z2)  11, m) . (m = 0, fl)
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(b) Two identical spin-l/2 particles.
(i) total energy = E, + E,, degeneracy = 1. The wave function is

7hl(51)1cla(~2)  IO, 0).

(ii) total energy = E,, + Eb, degeneracy = 4. The wave functions are

I 5 [~a(zl)ë+b(~2)  +  ë$b(zl)&(~2)]  lo,()),

5 [@a@l)tib(zZ)  - $b(zl)ë$a(~2)]  ll,m>. (m = 0, *I)

(c) Two identical spin-0 particles.
(i) Total energy = E, + Ea, degeneracy = 1. The wave function is

hh) $4l(~2)lO,  0).

(ii) Total energy = E, + E,,  degeneracy = 1. The wave function is

5 kha(dtib(~2)  + díb(~l)$ëa(~2)10,0)  .

7016

Two electrons move in a central field. Consider the electrostatic inter-
action e2/lrr  - r2l between the electrons as a perturbation.

(a) Find the first order energy shifts for the states (terms) of the (ls)(2s)
configuration. (Express your answers in terms of unperturbed quantities
and matrix elements of the interaction e2/lrr  - rs()

(b) Discuss the symmetry of the two-particle wave function for the states
in part (a).

Is+ I+-
t=o t=?

Fig. 7.3
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(c) Suppose that, at time t = 0, one electron is found to be in the 1s
unperturbed state with spin up and the other electron in the 2s unper-
turbed state with spin down as shown in Fig. 7.3. At what time t will the
occupation of the states be reversed?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The zero order wave function of the two electrons has the forms

where

$E = j5[u1,(l)u2,(2)  + WsP)~2s(l)l7 E =  fl I

being the normalized symmetric (+) and antisymmetric (-) wave functions,
~0 and x1 denote the singlet and triplet spin states respectively. Denoting
1_4~~(1)~~~(2)  by Il,2) and 1~1,(2)  ~~(1)  by (2, l), we can write the above as

(4%) = (IL 2) + 42, WJZ.

Because the perturbation Hamiltonian is independent of spin, we need
not consider x. Thus

A& = J e2d3rld3rz4,*  ,rl _ r21  4,

= ;~~1,2/+w)  ,/& (I~,2)+4ë4~~)

= 30, WIL 2) + P,ll.412,1)

+ c(l,21A/2,1)  + c(2,1IA(l,  2)] = K + EJ,

where A = e2/(rl - r2(, K = (1,21All, 2) = (2,llA12,1)  is the direct inte-
gral, J = (1,21A)2,1)  = (2,1JAJl, 2) is the exchange integral.

(b) The singlet state ~0 is antisymmetric for interchange of spins. The
triplet state x1 is symmetric for interchange of spins. Similarly, $+ is
symmetric for the interchange of rl and r2, and C#I_  is antisymmetric for
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the interchange. Hence the total wave function is always antisymmetric for
interchange of the electrons.

(c) The initial state of the system is

$J(t  = 0) = +$s2s) I T-l)  - 124s)  I .l.?)l

= $ [(IL 2) + 1% 1)) (I -rl-)  - I -I?))

+ (119  2) - 1% 1)) (I rs> + I Jr>)1

= 5 cti+xoo + 6x10)  7

and so the wave function at t is

?+!J(t)= ~(ll+Xooe-'E+"~+~_Xloe-'~-"h).

When e-iE-t/h /e-iE+tlh = -1, the wave function becomes

$(tn) = e-iE+Llh ’ $ ($J+xoo  - $-x10)

= e -E+L/h .A [IT 1)l T-l)  - 1172)  I J-r)1 I

which shows that at this time the 1s electron has spin down and the 2s

electron has spin up i.e., the spins are reversed. As -1 = ei(2n+1)rr,  n =
0,1,2..., this happens at times

t=(2n+1)7vE FE_ = (2n + l)rFL
+ 25 .

7017

(a) Show that the parity operator commutes with the orbital angular
momentum operator. What is the parity quantum number of the spherical
harmonic X,(0, cp)?

(b) Show for a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator in state E,, = (n +
4) LJ that (Az~),(A~~)~ = (n + i)ëti2.
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(c) Consider the rotation of a hydrogen molecule HZ. What are its
rotational energy levels? How does the identity of the two nuclei affect this
spectrum? What type of radiative transition occurs between these levels?
Remember that the proton is a fermion.

(d) Show that (n . CY)’  = 1, where n is a unit vector in an arbitrary
direction and c are the Pauli  spin matrices.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) Applying the parity operator P and the orbital angular momentum
operator

L=rxp

to an arbitrary wave function f(r), we have

PLf(r) = P(r x p)f(r) = (-r) x (-p)f(-r)

= r x pf(-r) = LPf(r)  .

Hence P and L commute, i.e.,

[P,L] = 0.

As
&Tn(& 4) = %z(~ - 8,7r + 4) = (-~)%r@,  4) 7

the parity quantum number of X,(8, ëp)  is (-1)ë.
(b) For a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, we can use the Fock

representation

x= d-&cu+a+), p = i
$_

$qa+ -a) ,

where a, a+ are annihilation and creation operators having the properties

aln) = filn - 1))

a+ln) = JnT-Iln  + 1).

Using these operators we have

(44n) =

=

d& (nla + a+ln)

J&(fi(nln  - 1) + dZi(nln  + 1) = 0,
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(nlx21n) = &(nl(u + u+)(u  + u+)In)

= &(J;I(nIu + a+in - 1) + M(nla + u+1n + 1)

= +--[&zj(?+I  - 2) + n(nln)

+ (n + l)(nln)  + J(72  + l)(n  + 2)(7+  + 2)]

= g-(273  + 1))

and similarly

(4p21n)  = $532, + 1).

A S

(Ax2),  = ((x - (x))~), = (x2), - (xc,;  = &(2n+l),
(b2)n = (p2)n - <p); = F (272  +- I),

we find

(Ax2), . (Ap2),  = ti2 .

(c) The rotational energy levels of a hydrogen molecule are given by

E, = fi2K(K  + 1)/210,

where 10 = M% is the moment of inertia of the molecule about the rotating
axis, which is perpendicular to the line connecting the two nuclei, K is the
angular momentum quantum number, K = 0, 1,2, . . . . Since the spin of a
proton is FL/~, the total wave function of the molecule is antisymmetric for
interchange of the two protons. When the two protons are interchanged, the
wave function for the motion of the center of mass and the wave function for
the atomic vibration are not changed; only the wave function for rotation
is altered:
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If K is even, (-l)KY~~,  (0, ëp)  = YKM~  (0, ëp)  and the spin wave function
~0 must be antisymmetric, i.e., ~0 is a spin singlet state; If K is odd,
(-l)KY~~,  (0, (p) = -YKM~  (19, cp)  and the spin wave function x1 must be
symmetric, i.e., x1 is a spin triplet state. The hydrogen molecule in the
former case is called a para-hydrogen, and in the latter case is called an
ortho-hydrogen. There is no inter-conversion between para-hydrogen and
ortho-hydrogen. Transitions can take place between rotational energy levels
with AK = 2,4,6, . . . within each type. Electric quadruple transitions may
also occur between these levels.

(d)

(n . t7)2  =

(. )

C nioi 2 = C ninjaicj

= f ininj{Ui,gJíi  = C7li7ldjbij  = Cnini  = 1.

a,1 ij i

In the above i,j refer to X,Y,  Z, and {Ui,uj}  E aiaj + gjgi = 26ij.

7018

Two particles of mass m are placed in a rectangular box of sides a > b
> c in the lowest energy state of the system compatible with the conditions
below. The particles interact with each other according to the potential
V = Ab(r1 - rz). Using first order perturbation theory to calculate the
energy of the system under the following conditions:

(a) Particles not identical.
(b) Identical particles of spin zero.
(c) Identical particles of spin one-half with spins parallel.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The unperturbed system can be treated as consisting of two separate
single-particle systems and the wave function as a product of two single-
particle wave functions:

+(rl,  r2) = 1ClhhG-2).

The lowest energy state wave function is thus
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abc a a b b C C

dJo(n,r2)  = for 0 < xi < a, 0 < yi < b, 0 < pi < C, (i = 1,2)

O, otherwise,

corresponding to an energy

h21T2
Eo = -

m (-$+$+f
>

First order perturbation theory gives an energy correction

AE = J $o*(rl,  rdA+l - r2) $o(rl, r2)d3rld3r2

=
J

AMo(rl,  r1)12d3n  = 1í1î1yig2
X (sin E.Lsin Ti!Lsin ?!?A >

4 27A
a b C

hdYl&  =  Gc,

and hence

(b) For a system of spin-0 particles, the total wave function must be
symmetric for interchange of a pair of particles. Hence the lowest energy
state is

&(rr,r2) = $0(rr,r2),

which is the same as that in (a). The energy to first order perturbation is
also

E:, _  fL27r2
( >

27A
m

$+i+f + - .
8abc

(c) For a system of spin-; particles the total wave function must be an-
tisymmetric. As the spins are parallel, the spin wave function is symmetric
and so the spatial wave function must be antisymmetric. As -$ < & < $,
the lowest energy state is

QA(rr9r2)  = -jj]%!Qii(rr)$rri(pz)  - $2i1(r2)$rrr(r1)],
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where $111  (r) and $srr(r)  are the ground and first excited single-particle
states respectively. The unperturbed energy is

.

First order perturbation theory gives

AE =
J

$$(q, rz)AcS(rl  - r2)$A(rl,  r2)d3qd3r2 = 0.

Therefore
E:, _ h2i2n2

m

7019

A porphyrin ring is a molecule which is present in chlorophyll, hemo-
globin, and other important compounds. Some aspects of the physics
of its molecular properties can be described by representing it as a one-
dimensional circular path of radius T = 4& along which 18 electrons are
constrained to move.

(a) Write down the normalized one-particle energy eigenfunctions of the
system, assuming that the electrons do not interact with each other.

(b) How many electrons are there in each level in the ground state of
the molecule?

(c) What is the lowest electronic excitation energy of the molecule?
What is the corresponding wavelength (give a numerical value) at which
the molecule can absorb radiation?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) Denote the angular coordinate of an electron by 19. The Schrodinger
equation of an electron

has solution
g(e) = &eike.

The single-valuedness of $(fZJ),  $(e) = $(O+ 27r), requires k = 0, fl, f2. . . .
The energy levels are given by
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E =
Ii2

-k2.
2mr2

(b) Let 0,1,2,.  . . denote the energy levels Eo, El, Ez, . . . respectively.
In accordance with Pauliís  exclusion principle, EO can accommodate two
electrons of opposite spins, while Ek, k # 0, which is 2-fold degenerate
with respect to f( k(, can accommodate four electrons. Thus the electron
configuration of the ground state of the system is

(c) The electron configuration of the first excited state is

The energy difference between E4 and Es is

AE=Es-E4=-$(52-42)=~
2mr2

and the corresponding absorption wavelength is

where mch = 0.0242 A is the Compton wavelength of electron.

7020

A large number N of spinless  fermions of mass m are placed in a one-
dimensional oscillator well, with a repulsive d-function potential between
each pair:

ì=;&:+;~6(zi-zj), k,X>O.
i=l i#j

(a) In terms of normalized single-particle harmonic oscillator functions
&(z), obtain the normalized wave functions and energies for the three
lowest energies. What are the degeneracies of these levels?

(b) Compute the expectation value of CL1 z” for each of these states.
For partial credit, you may do parts (a) and (b) with X = 0.

(Berkeley)
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Solution:

(a) Treat the d-function potential as perturbation. As for a system of
fermions, the total wave function is antisymmetric, the zero-order wave
function for the system can be written as the determinant

1Cln1(~1>  %h1(z2)  ë*. 1cln, (ZN >

+n,(a>  Fh(~2)  ... 4Jn*  (ZN)
.

= & C~PP[.IL~~(X~)...~~N(~N)]  9

P

where ni label the states from ground state up, P denotes permutation of xi
and bp = +l, -1 for even and odd permutations respectively. On account
of the &function, the matrix elements of the perturbation Hamiltonian are
all zero. Thus the energy levels are

where w = m.
(i) For the ground state: n1 . . . nN  are respectively 0, 1, . . . , N - 1, the

energy is

and the wave function is

$ëO,l,...  ,N-1(x1  . ’ .XN) = $ ~~~P[$o(xl)  . ..$N-I(xN)].
. P

(ii) For the first excited state: n1 . . . nN are respectively 0, 1, . . . , N -
2, N, the energy is

E(O,...  , N - 2 , N )  =  ij+=u.4N2+2),

and the wave function is

$ëO,l...N--2,N(xl  ’ ’ ’ XN) =  - bPp[$O(xl)  ” ë$N-2(xN-l)@N(xN)].
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(iii) For the second excited state: 7~1.. . nN are respectively either 0, 1,

. . . N-2,N+l,orO,l,... N - 3, N - 1, N. The energy is

E(O ,,.. N-2,N+l)  = E(O,l  I... N-3,N-l,N)  = F(N2  + 4),

and the corresponding wave functions are

+O,...N--2,N+l(zl  * *. XN) =

+O,...N-3,N-l,N(Zl  . . . ZN) =

It can be seen that the ground and first excited states are nondegenerate,
where the second excited state is two-fold degenerate.

(b) For stationary states,

As

we have

The virial theorem
(T) = (v(zl  . . . XN)) >

or

then gives

E = 2(T) )
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AEn, r-L2  13(I=Lc)2 1.5=
2=zmpc27=  ?mpr2 938 x 106

582 x lo-l6 x 3 x 1OíO 2
=

0.75 x 10-s
1.11 x 10-2eV.

7022

Consider the (homonuclear) molecule Ni4.  Use the fact that a nitro-
gen nucleus has spin I = 1 in order to derive the result that the ratio of
intensities of adjacent rotational lines in the moleculeís spectrum is 2:l.

(Chicago)

Solution:

In the adiabatic approximation, the wave function of N2 molecule whose
center of mass is at rest can be expressed as the product of the electron wave
function tie, the total nuclear spin wave function v+!J~,  the vibrational wave
function $0, and the rotational wave function $1; that is, II, = r+L~~$~$&r.
For the molecular rotational spectrum, the wave functions of the energy
states involved in the transition have the same $+, $0, but different tis, $1.
For interchange of the nitrogen nuclei, we have q/~~q!~s  + &.$~e  or -+e~s.

The N nucleus is a boson as its spin is 1, so the total nuclear spin of
the N2 molecule can only be 0, 1 or 2, making it a boson also. For the^
exchange operator P between the N nuclei, we have

P& =
+A for S = 0,2,

P$q =
$I for I = even integer,

--qs for S=l, --$I for I = odd integer.

As N2 obeys the Bose-Einstein statistics, the total wave function does not
change on interchange of the two nitrogen nuclei. So for adjacent rotational
energy levels with AI = 1, one must have S = 0 or 2, the other S = 1, and
the ratio of their degeneracies is [2 x 2 + 1 + 2 x 0 + l] : (2 x 1 + 1) = 2 : 1.

For the molecular rotational spectrum, the transition rule is AJ = 2.
As S usually remains unchanged in optical transitions, two adjacent lines
are formed by transitions from I = even to even and I = odd to odd. Since
the energy difference between two adjacent rotational energy levels is very
small compared with kT at room temperature, we can neglect the effect of
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any heat distribution. Therefore, the ratio of intensities of adjacent spectral
lines is equal to the ratio of the degeneracy of I = even rotational energy
level to that of the adjacent I = odd rotational energy level, which has
been given above as 2:l.

7023

(a) Assuming that two protons of Hz molecule are fixed at their normal
separation of l.O6A, sketch the potential energy of the electron along an
axis passing through the protons.

(b) Sketch the electron wave functions for the two lowest states in
Hz, indicating roughly how they are related to hydrogenic wave functions.
Which wave function corresponds to the ground state, and why?

(c) What happens to the two lowest energy levels of Hz in the limit
that the protons are moved far apart?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) As the protons are fixed, the potential energy of the system is that
of the electron, apart from the potential energy due to the Coulomb inter-
action between the nuclei $. Thus

e2 e2
v=-m-/Q

where rr,r2 are as shown in Fig. 7.4. When the
connecting the two protons, the potential energy is

V=-ìë-_e2

1x1  B-xl ’

electron is on the line

where x is the distance from the proton on the left. V is shown in Fig. 7.5 as
a function of 2. The wave function must be symmetrical or antisymmetrical
with respect to the interchange of the protons. Thus the wave functions of
the two lowest states are

where 4(r) has the form of the wave function of the ground state hydrogen
atom:
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Fig. 7.4

Fig. 7.5

Fig. 7.6

where a is the Bohr radius and X is a constant. The shape of the two wave
functions along the x-axis are sketched in Fig. 7.6. It can be seen that
the probability that the electron is near the two nuclei is larger for $+.
Hence J/J+  corresponds to a lower V and is therefore the ground state wave
function. The fact that E+ < E- can also be seen from

!
& = (hWI1Cld

1

= (~(~I)IW(~I)) f (4h)lW(r2)),
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since

0?+1)lw4q~1>)  =  k+z>Wl45(r2)>  7

(4h)lfWr2))  = Mr2UW(rd).

and all the integrals are negative.
(c) As the protons are being moved apart, the overlap of the two bound

states q5(rl) and q5(r2)  becomes less and less, and so (q5(q)lHlq5(r2))  and

Mr2)lW(rl)) + 0. In other words, the two lowest energy levels will
become the same, same as the ground state energy of a hydrogen atom.

7024

Write the Schrodinger  equation for atomic helium, treating the nucleus
as an infinitely heavy point charge.

(BerkeZey)

Solution:

Treating the nucleus as an infinitely heavy point charge, we can neglect
its motion, as well as the interaction between the nucleons inside the nucleus
and the distribution of the nuclear charge.

The Schrijdinger  equation is then

~ë4 PZ 2e2 2e2 e2
-+zna,  RI2m, R2 +  1% - J32I

$(RI, R2) = JWJ(RI,  R2),

where RI, R2 are as shown irr Fig. 7.7.

-e

+2e

Fig. 7.7

On the left side of the equation, the first and second terms are the
kinetic energies of the electrons, the third and fourth terms correspond to
the attractive potentials between the nucleus and the electrons, and the
last term is the repulsive potential between the two electrons.
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7025

The excited electronic configuration (ls)ë(2s)’  of the helium atom can
exist as either a singlet or a triplet state. Tell which state has the lower
energy and explain why. Give an expression which represents the energy
separation between the singlet and triplet states in terms of the one-electron
orbitals tiiS(r) and $J~~(I-).

(MIT)

Solution:

Electrons being fermions, the total wave function of a system of elec-
trons must be antisymmetric for the interchange of any two electrons. As
the spin triplet state of helium atom is symmetric, its spatial wave func-
tion must be antisymmetric. In this state the electrons have parallel spins
so the probability for them to get close is small (Pauliís  principle), and
consequently the repulsive energy, which is positive, is small. Whereas for
the spin singlet state the reverse is true, i.e., the probability for the two
electrons to get close is larger, so is the repulsive energy. Hence the triplet
state has the lower energy.

Consider the interaction between the electrons as perturbation. The
perturbation Hamiltonian is

H’ = ?_
T12 ’

where ~12 = (rr - r-21.  For the singlet state, using the one-electron wave
functions $is, +sS,  we have

ë1cI  = -&[h(rl)lL2,(r2) + v4s(r2)~2s(rl)1x00t

and for the triplet state

3+ = -$Mdrl)lli2s(r2~  - +ls(r2)~zs(rl)]xlm

with m = 1, 0, -1. The energy separation between the states is

AE = (ë+[HíIí$)  - (3v,b,IHí13~).

With $E, = tins, we have

AE=2 J
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7026

(a) Suppose you have solved the Schrodinger  equation for the singly-
ionized helium atom and found a set of eigenfunctions $N(r).

(1) How  do the I$ ( )N r compare with the hydrogen atom wave functions?
(2) If we include a spin part CT+  (or a-)  for spin up (or spin down), how

do you combine the 4ís  and uís to form an eigenfunction of definite spin?
(b) Now consider the helium atom to have two electrons, but ignore the

electromagnetic interactions between them.
(1) Write down a typical two-electron wave function, in terms of the 4ís

and OíS,  of definite spin. Do not choose the ground state.
(2) What is the total spin in your example?
(3) Demonstrate that your example is consistent with the Pauli  exclu-

sion principle.
(4) Demonstrate that your example is antisymmetric with respect to

electron interchange.
(Buflulo)

Solution:

(a) (1) The S h dc r6 inger equation for singly-charged He atom is the same
as that for H atom with e2 + Ze2, where 2 is the charge of the He nucleus.
Hence the wave functions for hydrogen-like ion are the same as those for H
atom with the Bohr radius replaced:

ti2 ti2
re=2+a=--

pe pZe2  ’

p being the reduced mass of the system. For helium 2 = 2.
(2) As 4~ and u* belong to different spaces we can simply multiply

them to form an eigenfunction of a definite spin.

(b) (I), (2) A He atom, which has two electrons, may be represented by
a wave function

~~N(l)~N(2)[of(l)u-(2)  - Cí-(lb+@)]

if the total spin is zero, and by

$#ëNl(+N2(2)  - ~N2(1)~N1(2)]u+(l)u+(2)

if the total spin is 1. (3) If C+ = cr-, C$~JI  = ~jN2,  the wave functions vanish,
in agreement with the Pauli  exclusion principle.
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(4) Denote the wave functions by $(l, 2). Interchanging particles 1 and
2 we have

$(2, I) = -W,2).

7027

Ignoring electron spin, the Hamiltonian for the two electrons of helium
atom, whose positions relative to the nucleus are ri (i = 1,2), can be written

(a) Show that there are 8 orbital wave functions that are eigenfunctions
of H - V with one electron in the hydrogenic ground state and the others
in the first excited state.

(b) Using symmetry arguments show that all the matrix elements of V
among these 8 states can be expressed in terms of four of them. [Hint:
It may be helpful to use linear combinations of 1 = 1 spherical harmonics
proportional to

x ’ and z .]- -
14 I4 I4

(c) Show that the variational principle leads to a determinants1 equation
for the energies of the 8 excited states if a linear combination of the 8
eigenfunctions of H - V is used as a trial function. Express the energy
splitting in terms of the four independent matrix elements of V.

(d) Discuss the degeneracies of the levels due to the Pauli  principle.
(Buffalo)

Solution:

Treating V as perturbation, the zero-order wave function is a product
of two eigenfunctions In, 1, m)  of a hydrogen-like atom. Thus the 8 eigen-
functions for He = H - V with one electron in the hydrogen ground state
can be written as

with 1 = O,l,m = -1,. . .I, where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two
electrons. The corresponding energies are
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i42e212Eb = El + E2 = -2fi2

To take account of the perturbation we have to calculate the matrix ele-
ments

(Iímí f JVllmf) .

As V is rotation-invariant and symmetric in the two electrons and llmf)
are spatial rotation eigenstates, we have

((100)1(2z'~')2~~I(~~~)1(~~~)2)

= ((~z'~')l(~0~)2l~I(~~~)1(~~~)2)

= &~&nm~A~ ,

((100)~(2z'm')2~~1(~~~)1(~~~)2)

= ((2z'm')l(loo)2l~I(~~~)1(~~~)2)

= ~wbm~B1 ,

and hence

(Zímí + IVlZm+) = 6wL,,~(A~  + Bl) ,

(Iím’  + pqzm-) = 0,

(Zím’  - (VlZm+)  = 0,

( Z í m í  - IVlZm-) = ~5~~d,,,,~(A~  - Bl).

Because the wave functions were formed taking into account the symmetry
with respect to the interchange of the two electrons, the perturbation matrix
is diagonal, whence the four discrete energy levels follow:

The first levels Ilm+) have energy Eb + Al + BI, second levels Ilm-)
have energy & + A1 - B1, the third level lOO+)  has energy Eb + A0 + Bo,
the fourth level IOO-) has energy & + A0 - Bo. Note that the levels Ilm+)
and Ilm-) are each three-fold degenerate (m = fl, 0).

According to Pauliís  principle, we must also consider the spin wave
functions. Neglecting spin-orbit coupling, the total spin wave functions are
xc, antisymmetric, a singlet state; xrs,, symmetric, a triplet state.
Since the total electron wave function must be antisymmetric for inter-
change of the electrons, we must take combinations as follows,
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Pm+)x0,

Pm-)xh,  .
Hence the degeneracies of the energy levels are

&+Ao-B,,:  1 x 3 = 3

&,+&+&j: 1X1=1

Eb+A1-B1:  3 x 3 = 9

&+Ai+&: 3 x 1 = 3 .

7028

Describe approximate wave functions and energy levels of the lowest set
of P-states (L = 1) of the neutral helium atom, using as a starting basis
the known wave functions for the hydrogen atom of nuclear charge 2:

$18 =  r-
1/2a-3/2e-r/a a = so/Z )

1cI2p,m,  =O = (3271)-1/2a-5/2,,-r/2a  cos 8 , etc.

(a) There are a total of 12 states (2 spin components x 2 spin com-
ponents x 3 orbital components) which you should classify according to
the Russell-Saunders coupling scheme, giving all the appropriate quantum
numbers. Be sure that the states are properly antisymmetrized.

(b) Give an estimate (to the nearest integer) for the values of ì2” to use
for each of the two orbital wave functions. What energy above the ground
state results? What mathematical process could be used to calculate the
optimum 2 values?

(c) Write down an integral which gives the separation between two sub
sets of these 12 states due to the Coulomb repulsion between the two elec-
trons. Which states are lower in energy?

(d) Which of these P-states, if any, can decay to the atomic ground
state by the emission of a single photon. (Electric dipole only)

(e) Do there exist any other excited states with L = 1 which can decay
to any one of the P-states discussed above by emission of a single photon
by electric dipole interaction? If so, give an example of such a state in the
usual scheme of spectroscopic notation.

(Berkeley)
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Solution:

(a) Since L = 11 + 12, L, = II, + 1 zr, L = 1 means that II, 12 = 0,l or
1, 0, i.e. one electron is in 1s state, the other in 2p state. For convenience,
Diracís  bra-ket notation is used to represent the states. The symmetrized
and antisymmetrized spatial wave functions are

Ml) = +$Wl2PJnl  = I) + 12P,rnl = 1)lls)) ,

W2) = ~(lW/2P, ml = 1) - 12p,w = ljlls)),

M3)  =  $W2P, ml = 0) + 12p,ml  = O)lls)),

W4)  = -$(lWPp,mr  = 0) - 12p,ml  = O)lls)),

Itis) =  +pS~l2P, ml = - 1 )  + I2p,ml = -l)lls)),

1+6) =  7++p, ml = -1) - /2p,ml  = -1)lls)).

For the total wave functions to be antisymmetric, we must choose the prod-
ucts of the spin singlet state x00 and the symmetric space wave functions
Iffw,  M3), Itis),  forming  three singlet states I$i)xoo  (i = 1,3,5);  and the
products of the spin triplet states ~11 and the antisymmetric space wave
functions 1+2), 1$4), ItiS), forming nine triplet states l$i)xll  (i = 2,4,6,
m = 0,fl). To denote the twelve states in the coupling representation,
we must combine the above antisymmetrized wave functions: The wave
functions of the three singlet states are

ëPI  : Iw = 1) = I~)xoo,

Iw = 0) = I$J~)XOO  ,

lw =  -1) =  I$J~)xoo.

The wave functions of the nine triplet states are

3P2 : Iw =  2) =  1$2)x11,

Iw =  1) =  -jj(l$21x10  +  1$4)x11),
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IrnJ  = 0) = J~l+z)x1,-1  + /$4)x10 + &6)X11 t
bJ =  -l> = +4)x1,-1  +  1í+6)xlO),

h =  -2) =  1$6)x1,-1.

3pl : hJ =  1) =  $iz)X~o - (+4)X11),

ImJ  =  O) =  +)XL-1 - 1+6)x11),

hJ =  -1) =  &)X1.--l  - 1$6)x10).

3& : ImJ = 0) = ~(~@~)xl,-l  - 17cl4)xlO  +  )$6)x11).

(b) As the electron cloud of the 2p orbits is mainly outside the electron
cloud of the 1s orbit, the value of 2 of the 11s) wave function is 2 and that
of the 12~) wave function is 1. The energy levels of a hydrogen-like atom is
given by

E+$

Hence the energy of the 2p states above the ground state is

~E=_qf)2(~-f)
0.51 x 10s= x ( 1 2- ) x 15

2 137 4

=51eV.

The optimum 2 can be obtained from shielding effect calculations using
the given wave functions.

(c) Denote the two subsets of symmetric and antisymmetric spatial wave
functions with a parameter E = fl and write

IVL) = j$lmP) + 42?-4l1s)).
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The repulsive interaction between the electrons,

e2
H’  = ,rl - r2’  ’

results in a splitting of the energy levels of the two sets of wave functions.
As

WeIHíI&)  = ; WlPpl  + &(~PI(~~I)Hí(I~~)I~P)  + 4p)b))
= (ls2plHílls2p)  + ~(ls2plHí12pls),

the splitting is equal to twice the exchange integral in the second term of
the right-hand side, i.e.,

K = J ~;,(rl)~ls(r2)1~~(r2)~2~(rl)  Irl ì_’  r21drldr2.

As K > 0, the energy of the triplet state (E = -1) is lower than that of the
singlet state. (This is to be expected since when the space wave function is
antisymmetric, the two electrons having parallel spins tend to avoid each
other.)

(d) The selection rules for electric dipole radiation transition are AL =
0, kl; AS = 0; AJ = 0, fl and a change of parity. Hence the state that
can transit to the ground state ëSe is the ëPi  state.

(e) Such excited states do exist. For example, the 3Pi state of the
electronic configuration 2p3p can transit to any of the above 3P2,i,s  states
through electric dipole interaction.

7029

Justify, as well as you can, the following statement: ìIn the system of
two ground state H atoms, there are three repulsive states and one attrac-
tive (bound) state.”

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

In the adiabatic approximation, when discussing the motion of the two
electrons in the two H atoms we can treat the distance between the nuclei
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as fixed and consider only the wave functions of the motion of the two
electrons. For total spin S = 1, the total spin wave function is symmetric
for interchange of the two electrons and so the total space wave function is
antisymmetric. Pauliís  principle requires the electrons, which in this case
have parallel spins, to get away from each other as far as possible. This
means that the probability for the two electrons to come near each other
is small and the states are repulsive states. As S = 1 there are three such
states. For total spin S = 0, the space wave function is symmetric. The
probability of the electrons being close together is rather large and so the
state is an attractive one. As S = 0, there is only one such state.

7030

In a simplified model for a deuteron the potential energy part of the
Hamiltonian is V = Va(r) + Vb(r)s,  . sp. The spin operators for the two
spin-l/2 particles are s, and sp; the masses are m, and m,; V, and vb are
functions of the particle separation r.

(a) The energy eigenvalue problem can be reduced to a one-dimensional
problem in the one variable r. Write out this one-dimensional equation.

(b) Given that V, and vb both are negative or zero, state (and explain)
whether the ground state is singlet or triplet.

(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) In units where ti = 1, we have for the singlet state (S = 0) of the
deuteron,

and the potential energy

Kinglet =
3

K(r)  - -G(r).4

The Hamiltonian is then

whence the Hamiltonian describing the relative motion
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1 3
& = ---0; + K(r) - -&(r),2m 4

where 0: is the Laplacian with respect to the relative position coordinate
r = jr, - r,(, m = mî,ì+ìm’ is the reduced mass of the two particles.

After separating out [he angular variables from the Schrodinger  equa-
tion, the energy eigenvalues are obtained from the one-dimensional equation
satisfied by the radial wave function R(T):

3
+ Va(T)  - +.) 1 (7-R) = E(?-R).

Similarly, for the triplet state (S = 1) we have

Vtriplet  = KzCT) +  i%(T)  7

and the corresponding one-dimensional equation

1
+ Va(T) + -Vb(T)

4 1 (TR) = E(RT)  .

(b) We shall make use of the lemma: For a one-dimensional problem
of energy eigenvalues, if the conditions are all the same except that two
potential energies satisfy the inequality

Ví(z) > V(z), (-oo < 2 < co) )

then the corresponding energy levels satisfy the inequality Ek > E,,. For
the ground state, 1 = 0. As vb < 0 for a stable deuteron, Vsinglet  2 Vtriplet
and so the triplet state is the ground state.

7031

(a) The ground state of the hydrogen atom is split by the hyperfine
interaction. Indicate the level diagram and show from first principles which
state lies higher in energy.

(b) The ground state of the hydrogen molecule is split into total nuclear
spin triplet and singlet states. Show from first principles which state lies
higher in energy.

(Chicago)
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Solution:

(a) The hyperfine interaction is one between the intrinsic magnetic mo-
ment pp of the proton nucleus and the magnetic field B, arising from
the external electron structure, and is represented by the Hamiltonian

Hhf = -&I . B,. For the ground state, the probability density for the
electron is spherically symmetric and so B, can be considered to be in the
s,ame  direction as pe, the intrinsic magnetic moment of the electron. Then
as

/A? = - -%,
WP

m,c PP = 2m,cSP’ (SP > 0)

B, is antiparallel to s, and -(pp  . B,) has the same sign as (se . sp).
Let S = se + sp and consider the eigenstates of S2 and S,. We have

(s,  ’ sp) = f(S2 - SE - SE)

=-;
[
S(S + l)h2 - ;V - ;hz

I

= i[ZS(S + 1) - 3]ti2.

As the spins of electron and proton are both iti, we can have

s=
{

0, singlet state,

1, triplet state,

and correspondingly

1 - ifi < 0, singlet state,

(Se . sp) =
p>o, triplet state.

The hyperfine interaction causes the ground state to split into two states,
S = 0 and S = 1 (respectively the singlet and triplet total spin states). As
Hnf has the same sign as (s, . sp),  the energy of the triplet states is higher.
The diagram of the energy levels of the ground state is shown in Fig. 7.8.

Physically, hyperfine splitting is caused by the interaction of the intrinsic
magnetic moments of the electron and the proton. For the electron the
intrinsic magnetic moment is antiparallel to its spin; while for the proton
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/’,
0

E_’ . \ . .

S I 1 (triplet)

S = 0 (singlet 1

without H,,, with H,,,

Fig. 7.8

the magnetic moment is parallel to its spin. For the spin triplet, the spins
of the electron and the proton are parallel, and so their magnetic moments
are antiparallel. For the spin singlet, the reverse is true. If the spatial wave
functions are same, the Coulomb energy between the election and proton
is higher for the triplet state.

(b) For the hydrogen molecule Hz, as protons are fermions, the total
wave function must be antisymmetric for interchange of the two protons.
Then for the nuclear spin singlet, the rotation quantum number can only
be L = 0,2,4..., where L = 0 has the lowest energy; for the spin triplet,
the rotation quantum number can only be L = 1,3,5,.  . . , where L = 1
has the lowest energy. As the energy difference caused by difference of L
is larger than that caused by difference of nuclear spins, the energy of the
state L = 1 (total nuclear spin S = 1) is higher than that of the state
L = 0 (total nuclear spin S = 0). So for the ground state splitting of Hz,
the nuclear spin triplet (S = 1) has the higher energy.

Because the spatial wave functions of L = 1 and L = 0 states are an-
tisymmetric and symmetric respectively, the probability for the protons to
come close is larger in the latter case than in the former, and so the Coulomb
interaction energy is higher (for the same principal quantum number n).
However, the difference between the energies of L = 1 and L = 0 is larger
for the rotational energy levels than for the Coulomb energy levels. So for
the ground state splitting of hydrogen atom, the nuclear spin triplet (S = 1)
has the higher energy.

7032

The wave function for a system of two hydrogen atoms can be described
approximately in terms of hydrogenic wave functions.
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(a) Give the complete wave functions for the lowest states of the system
for singlet and triplet spin configurations. Sketch the spatial part of each
wave function along a line through the two atoms.

(b) Sketch the effective potential energy for the atoms in the two cases as
functions of the internuclear separation. (Neglect rotation of the system.)
Explain the physical origin of the main features of the curves, and of any
differences between them.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

The Hamiltonian of the system of two hydrogen atoms can be written
as H = H,, + He, and correspondingly the total wave function is $J = tin@,
consisting of a nuclear part $J,, and an electron part 4, with

$n =
(

&(r)YIrn(e,  9)X0, for I = even, (para-hydrogen) ,

&(r)YIm (0, (P)X19 for I = odd, (ortho-hydrogen) ,

where u denotes vibration, I denotes rotation quantum numbers, and xc, x1
are nuclear spin singlet and triplet wave functions.

1 2

Fig. 7.9

(a) The configuration of the system is shown in Fig. 7.9. The wave
function of a single electron is taken to be approximately

Note that when X = 1, (p(r) is the wave function of an electron in the
ground state of a hydrogen atom. For two electrons, the lowest singlet state
wave function is
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and the lowest triplet state wave function is

h = -f((P(ral)(P(rb2)  - (P(TaZ)(P(Tbl)]Xle  ,
$;i

where xae and xre are electron spin singlet and triplet wave functions.
Taking the x-axis along ab with the origin at a, we can express the spatial
parts of 4S and C#J~  by

Keeping one variable (say x2) fixed, we sketch the variation of the spatial
wave functions with the other variable in Fig. 7.10. It is seen that if one
electron gets close to a nucleus, the probability is large for the other electron
to be close to the other nucleus.

Fig. 7.10

(b)

+  - + = + vo.

The effective potential energy, P z (4lVl$),  for the ground state as a
function of R/a is shown in Fig. 7.11. It is seen that the potential energy
vanishes when the neutral atoms are infinitely far apart: R + cm, v +
0. When R + 0, the potential energy between the two hydrogen nuclei
becomes infinitely large while that between the electrons and the nuclei is
finite, similar to the electron potential energy of a He atom. Hence R + 0,

t
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0

Fig. 7.11

v -+ +co. As R decreases from a large value, the repulsive potential
between the nuclei increases, at the same time the attractive potential be
tween the electrons and the nuclei increases also, competing against each
other. For the singlet state, the probability that the electrons are close to
the adjacent nuclei is large, and so the potential has a minimum value. For
the triplet state, the probability that the electrons are close to the nuclei is
small, and so the decrease of the potential energy due to the attractive force
between the electrons and nuclei, which is negative, has. a small value, and
the repulsive potential between the nuclei, which is positive, is the main
part of the total potential. Therefore P > 0 and no minimum occurs.

7033

(a) Using hydrogen atom ground state wave functions (including the
electron spin), write wave functions for the hydrogen molecule which satisfy
the Pauli  exclusion principle. Omit terms which place both electrons on
the same nucleus. Classify the wave functions in terms of their total spin.

(b) Assuming that the only potential energy terms in the Hamiltonian
arise from Coulomb forces, discuss qualitatively the energies of the above
states at the normal internuclear separation in the molecule and in the limit
of very large internuclear separation.

(c) What is meant by an ìexchange forceî?

Solution:

(a) The
Denote the

( Wisconsin)

configuration of a hydrogen molecule is as shown in Fig. 7.9.
ground state wave function of hydrogen atom by 1100)  and let
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v(r) = WW~ where X is a parameter to be determined. Then the singlet
state (S = 0) wave function of hydrogen molecule is

$1 = $[drol)P(W2)  + (P(ra2)(P(rbi)lXoo  7

and the triplet state (S = 1) wave functions are

$3 = -$l(P(rol)V(rb2)  - (P(ra2)drbl))XlM

with A4 = -l,O, 1.
(b) The energy of a hydrogen atom is

e2 2 1,=_!EL-$ -
2tL2 n2 ( >Flc nz

0.511 x 10s x 1 2 1=--
2 ( >

-
137 nz

13.6
= -7 eV.

Thus the sum of the energies of two separate ground-state hydrogen atoms
is -2 x 13.6 = -27.2 eV. On the other hand, for the He atom which also
contains two protons and two electrons, the ground state energy is

mZ12e4
EHe = -2 x -3 =

2%
-2 x 13.6 x

= -77.5 eV.

where the factor 2 is for the two electrons of He atom and Z’ = 2 - & is
the effective charge number of the He nucleus.

(i) For the singlet state, the probability for the two electrons to be
close to each other is rather large (on account of the Pauli  principle), which
enhances the repulsive exchange potential energy between them. The prob-
ability that the two electrons are near to the two nuclei is also large which
tends to increase the attractive exchange potential. Taking both into ac-
count the exchange interaction potential lowers the energy. It is easily seen
that for the singlet state, -77.5 eV < El < -27.2 eV. For the triplet state,
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the spins are parallel and so the spatial wave function is antisymmetric. In
this case the potential energy is increased by the exchange interaction and
so Es > -27.2 eV, which makes it difficult to form a bound state.

(ii) When the distance between the nuclei + 00,  Hz reduces to two
separate hydrogen atoms. Hence the energy + -27.2 eV.

(c) The symmetrization or antisymmetrization of the wave function
causes a mean shift of the potential energy by

A V = cp(ral)cp(rb2)V~(ra2)cp(rbl)dTld~2.

This is said to be caused by an ìexchange forceî.

7034

Describe the low-lying states of the Hz molecule. Give a rough value
for their excitation energies. Characterize the radiative transitions of the
first two excited states to the ground state.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

In an approximate treatment of hydrogen atom, the zero order wave
function is taken to be the product of two ground state hydrogen-like wave
functions, which have the form

p(r) = -.& 6 emXrlao,( >
where ae is the Bohr radius, X is a parameter to be determined. The spin
part of the electron wave function of the Hz molecule ground state (S = 0)
is antisymmetric which requires the spatial part to be symmetric. As the
spins of the two electrons are antiparallel, they can get quite close to each
other (Pauliís  principle). This means that the density of ë*electron cloud”
is rather large in the region of space between the two nuclei. In this region,
the attractive potential between the two electrons and the two nuclei is
quite large and thus can form a bound state, with wave function

ëd’  = ~~(O(~ol)P(~bZ)  + draZ)(P(rbl)]XOO  ,

where the variables are as shown in Fig. 7.9.
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If the spins of the electrons are parallel (S = l), then the spatial wave
function must be antisymmetric, the probability that the two electrons
getting close is small, and no bound state occurs.

Of the energy levels related to the electronic, vibrational and rotational
motions of Hz, the rotational levels have the smallest spacing between two
adjacent levels. For simplicity, we shall only consider rotational energy
levels with the electrons in the ground state initially and in the absence
of vibration between the nuclei. With no loss of generality, we can take
the moleculeís energy to be zero when there is no rotation. The rotational
levels are given by

E = ;J(J + 1) ,

where I is the moment of inertia and J is the total angular momentum of
the two-nuclei system. When J = even, the total spin of the two protons
in Hz is S = 0 and para-hydrogen results; when J = odd, the total spin of
the two protons is S = 1 and ortho-hydrogen results. Suppose the distance
between the two protons is R = 1.5 x 0.53 = 0.80 A (Fig. 7.11). As

2 6.582 x lo-l6 x 3 x 10” ’
= 938 x lo6 0.8 x 1O-8

= 1.3 x lo-’ eV,

the energies of the low-lying states are as follows.

J 02 4
Para-hydrogen :

E(lO-’ eV) 0  7 . 8  2 6 . 0

J 1 3 5
Ortho-hydrogen :

E(lO-’ eV) 2.6 15.6 39.0

As the interactions between two atoms are spin-independent, para-
hydrogen and ortho-hydrogen cannot transform to each other, hence the
selection rule AJ = even. In nature the ratio of the number of molecules
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of ortho-hydrogen to that of para-hydrogen  is 3:l. This means that the
spectral line for J = 2 -+ J = 0 is weaker than for J = 3 + J = 1.

7035

The density matrix for a collection of atoms of spin J is p. If these spins
are subject to a randomly fluctuating magnetic field, it is found that the
density matrix relaxes according to the following equation:

f%
L [Jop . PJ,, - J( J + l)p] .at=T

Prove that the relaxation equation implies the folbwing:

;(Jz) = &Jo& = -$(J,),

(b)
;(J,ë)  = $ër(J;p)  = _;(  J,ì,  + JíJT+ 1) .

[Hint: Raising and lowering operators are useful here]

Solution:

( ColWrabia)

From definition,(J,)  = Tr(pJ,).  Thus the following:

g(J=) = Tr ( gJz) = $Tr(J, .pJ,J, - J(J + l)pJ,]

= ;n[Jz~JzJz + J,pJ,Jz + J,pJ,2  - J(J + l)pJ,]  .

As
7IkAB = TrBA ,

JzJ, - J,J, = iJ,,

JvJz - JzJy = iJ,,

J,J, - J,J, = iJy,

J2J, = J(J + l)Jz,
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(using units in which Ii = 1) we have

659

k&J,)  = +[pJzJzJz  + pJ,JzJ,  + pJ,3  - pJ(J  + l)Jz]

= +r{p[(J,2  + J; + J,ì)Jz  + iJzJy - iJ,Jz - J(J + l)Jz]}

= -+(pJ,)  = -+(J,).

(b)

= +[J,pJ,J;  + J,pJ,J,2  + J,pJ,3 - J(J + l)pJ,2]

= $h[pJ,J~  J, + pJvJ,2Jy  + pJ,4  - ~J(J + 1) J,ì]

= ~~[p(JzJzJzJz  + J,J,J,J,  + iJ,J,J, - ~J,J,J, + J,ì)

- J(J + l)pJ,2]

= +{p[J,zJz  + J,J,2  + J,” +iJ,J,J, - iJ,J,J, +iJ,J,J,

- iJ,J,J,  - J(J+ l)J,2]}

= +{p[i(iJ,)J,  + iJ,(J,J,) + iJz(-iJz) - iJ,(J,J,)

- i Jv(i  Jim

= ;Tr{p[-  J,” + J, + J; + i(i Jz) Jz]}

= ;Tr{p[-3J;  + (J, + J; + J,ì)]}

= -;(J,ë,  + JíJ; ë)  ,

since

+[pJ(J + 1)] = (J(J + 1)) = J(J + 1).
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7036

A molecule is made up of three identical atoms at the corners of an
equilateral triangle as shown in Fig. 7.12. We consider its ion to be made
by adding one electron with some amplitude on each site. Suppose the
matrix element of the Hamiltonian for the electron on two adjacent sites i,
j is (i\H\j)  = -a for i # j.

T 0'

o2 o3
z

Fig. 7.12

(a) Calculate the energy splittings.
(b) Suppose an electric field in the .z direction is applied,

potential energy for the electron on top is lowered by b with lb1
calculate the levels.

so that the
< lal. Now

(c) Suppose the electron is in the ground state. Suddenly the field is
rotated by 120î and points toward site 2. Calculate the probability for the
electron to remain in the ground state.

(Princeton)

Solution:

(a) Denote the basis vectors by II), 12), 13) and let (i/H/i) = Eo, i =
1,2,3. Then

To diagonalize H, solve

Eo-X -a -a

- a Eo-X -a =O.

- a - a E. - X

The solution gives energy levels El,2 = Eo + a (two-fold degenerate} and
Es = Eo - 2a.
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(b) The H matrix is now

(

E. - b

H= -a
- a

Its diagonalization gives energy levels

El = Eo+a,

- a  - a

EO -a .

- a  EO

E2 = E. -
a + b + ,/(a - b)2 + 8a2

2 7

E3 = Eo -
a + b - J(a - b)2 + 8a2

2

Es has the lowest energy and thus corresponds to the ground state, with
wave function

1

” = J(Eo - Es - a)2 + 2a2
[(Eo - & - a>ll)

+ al2)  + al3)].

(c) After the rotation of the field the system has the same configuration
as before but the sites are renamed:

1+2,2+3,3+1.

Hence the new ground state is

’:,
1

= J(Eo - Es - a)2 + 2a2
[all) +  (Eo - & - a)P) + 401.

Hence the probability for the electron to remain in the ground state is

2a(Eo - E2 - a) + a2 2
(Eo - E2 - a)2 + 2a2 I ’

7037

Consider three particles, each of mass m, moving in one dimension and
bound to each other by harmonic forces, i.e.,

v  =  gxl - zc# + (cc2 - z3)2  + (z3 - 21)2].
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(a) Write the Schrodinger  equation for the system.
(b) Transform to a center-of-mass coordinate system in which it is ap-

parent that the wave functions and eigenenergies may be solved for exactly.
(c) Using (b) find the ground state energy if the particles are identical

bosons.
(d) What is the ground state energy if the particles are identical spin

-l/2 fermions?
( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) As

E++v,
i=l 2m

The Schrodinger  equation is

(b) Using the Jacobi coordinates

I
Yl =  51 - x2 I

351  +x2
Y2 =- - x3,2

21 +x2  + x 3
Y3 = 3 ’

or

we have
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and hence the stationary eigenequation

$J =  Y(Y3MY1, Y2>.

The equation is separated into two equations:

ti2 a2Y  E  y

--

6m@=  ’  ’

h2
-z;;E 2-$+;&)4+;  (;y:+2y:)d=EC,

where EC = E - ET is the energy due to the motion of the center of mass.
The first equation gives

With
4 = h(YlM2(Y2)

the second equation is separated into two equations
r-2 a2+1- - -
7-t-t ay: + %ky:h = El41 t

3ti2 a2$2- - -
4m ay; + k&P2  = E242.

where E = El + E2.
These are equations for harmonic oscillators of masses T, $f and force

constants 2k and 3k respectively, both having the same angular frequency

w= m.J -% Hence the total energy is

E=El+E2= (n+-;)hE+(l+;)@,

withn,l=0,1,2,3  ,....
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(c) Let a2 = y. The ground state wave functions of 41, C#Q  are

HO = (+---Iíî  &exp (-ia2yf) ,

420(y2) = (f-)1í4  6-p (-ija2y:> ,
and so

~O(Yl> Y2) = ~lO(Y1)42O(Y2)  = (&)1í4aexp  [~~3y:+4y:)]  ,

where

3y; + 4y; = 3(Zi  - QJ2 + (21 + x2 - 2x3)2

= 4(x? + x; + x; - 2152 -X2X3 - 2321).

As y3 = $(x1 + 22 + 53) it is obvious that the spatial wave function $0 is
symmetric for the interchange of any two of the particles, which is required
as the bosons are identical. The ground state energy of the three bosons,
excluding the translational energy of the center of mass, is

(d) If the particles are identical spin-l/2 fermions, as spin is not involved
in the expression for the Hamiltonian, the eigenfunction is a product of the
spatial wave function and the spin wave function, and must be antisym-
metric for interchange of particles.

For the coordinate transformation in (b), we could have used

1

y: = X2 - X3,

Ya =
X2 + X3
- - Xl,2

Y$ =
X1 +x2+X3

3

and still obtain the same result. In this case the spatial eigenfunction is

$(Y:, Y;, Y9 = &n(Y:M21(Y;)Y(Y;)
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and the energy is

Since &e(yr)&~~(ys)  = &e(y~)&s(y~),  the spatial wave function is sym-
metric for the interchange of two particles. However, for three spin-l/2
fermions it is not possible to construct a spin wave function which is anti-
symmetric. Hence this state cannot be formed for three spin-l/2 fermions
and higher states are to be considered.

Looking at the wave functions of a harmonic oscillator, we see that the
exponential part of &,,(yr)&(ys) is the same as that of &o(yr)&c(y2) and
is symmetric. Let

$1 =  h(Y1)42O(Y2)  9

@2 =  h(Y:)42o(Y;).

and construct the total wave function

As Qr = C(zr - Q), a2 = C(Q - Q), @r + @z = C(zl - zs), where C is
symmetric for interchange of the particles, 9 is antisymmetric as required
for a system of identical fermions. Hence the ground state energy of the
system, excluding the translational energy of the center of mass, is
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8001

as a 2 X 2 matrix; a is a positive constant.
(Berkeley)

Solution 1:

Let

S(a) = e (-00:) =$li) =eaA

with

A2=(Tl  ;) (Tl ;)=-(A ; ) = - I ,

I being the unit matrix, we have

$ S(a) = AS(a),

$ S(a) = AíS(a)  = -S(a),

and thus

The general solution is

Sî(a) + S(a) = 0.

S(a) = qeaa + c2emza,

subject to boundary conditions S(0) = I, Sí(0) = A.
Hence

Cl +c2 = I,

cl - c2 = -iA,

giving
I-iA

Cl = -
2 ’

I+iA
c2=-.

2

666
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Therefore

I-iA ia
S(a) = 2e + ye-ia

= f (eia + eeia) + $ (emia  - eia) = 1~0s a + A sin a

cos  a sin a
=

-sina cosa ).

Solution 2:

Let A = As A2 = - = -I, A3 = -A, A4 = I,. . . .

eaA = 2 !t?$ = E a2;;&ëk  I + z .;L:klt;;ii  A
n=O

cos a sin a
= cos aI + sin aA =

.-sina cosa >

8002

(a) Sum the series y = 1 + 2x + 3x2 + 4x3 + =.. ,1x1  < 1.
(b) If f(x) = xe+/’ over the interval 0 < x < 00, find the mean and

most probable values of x. f(x) is the probability density of x.
(c) Evaluate I = so” &.
(d) Find the eigenvalues and normalized eigenvectors of the matrix

Are the eigenvectors orthogonal? Comment on this.
(Chicago)

Solution:

(a) As Id < 1,

y - xy = 1+ x + x2 + x3 + . . * =&y
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or

y = (1 :x)2 .

(b) The mean value of z is

J
m

a:= xf(x) dx
0 ISom f(x)dx

00 00

= J x . x.c-~ë~  dx xe -ì/Adz
0

= J+ V)
r(2) =2x.

The probability density is an extremum when

fí(x) = eeZIX _ i xe-ìlX  = 0,

i.e. at x = X or x + co. Note that X > 0 if f (x) is to be finite in 0 < x < co.
As

fî(X) = -i e-l < 0, f(A) = Xe-’ > $ir f(x) = 0,

the probability density is maximum at x = X. Hence the most probable
value of x is X.

(c) Consider the complex integral

~z7=~,S+~2&ër

along the contour c = cr + cp as shown in Fig. 8.1.

-R 0 CI R

Fig. 8.1

The integrand has singular points -1 + i, 1 + i inside the closed contour
c. Hence the residue theorem gives
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f

dz
- = 27ri [Res(l  + i) + Res(  -1 + i)]

c 4+t4

Now let R -+ co, we have

J dz -+o
c2 4+ 22 .

Then as

s

dz

J

0 dx

J

O” dx

=, 4 + 24
-+

-= -,4+x4 0  -=4 + x4

2 m dx

s0 4+x4’

we have

J

O” dx IT
4=x=

(d) Let the eigenvalue be k and the eigenvector be

Xl

x= x2 .0x3

Then

For non-vanishing X, we require

E - l - 2 - 4

- 2 E - 3 0 =o.

- 5 0 E - 3

The solution is
El = 3, E2 = -3, E3 = 7.

Substitution in the matrix equation gives the eigenvectors, which, after
normalization, are
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for E = El and

- 6

x,=& 2 I05

for E = Ez, Es. Note that these eigenvectors are not orthogonal. Generally,
only for a Hermition matrix are the eigenvectors corresponding to different
eigenvalues orthogonal.

8003

Please indicate briefly (in one sentence) what contributions to physics
are associated with the following pairs of names. (Where applicable write
an appropriate equation.)

(a) Franck-Hertz
(b) Davisson-Germer
(c) Breit-Wigner
(d) Hartree-Fock
(e) Lee-Yang
(f) dulong-Petit
(g) Cockroft-Walton
(h) Hahn-Strassmann
(i) Ramsauer-Townsend
(j) Thomas-Fermi

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) Franck  and Hertz verified experimentally the existence of discrete
energy levels of an atom.

(b) Davisson and Germer verified the wave properties of electrons by
demonstrating their diffraction in a crystal.

(c) Breit and Wigner discovered the Breit-Wigner resonance formula in
nuclear physics.
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(d) Hartree and Fock  developed a self-consistent field method for ob-
taining approximate many-electron wave functions.

(e) Lee and Yang proposed the non-conservation of parity in weak in-
teractions.

(f) dulong and Petit discovered that atomic heat is the same for all solids
at high temperatures, being equal to 3R,  R being the ideal gas constant.

(g) Cockroft and Walton effected the first artificial disintegration of an
atomic nucleus.

(h) Hahn and Strassmann first demonstrated the fission of uranium by
neutrons.

(i) Ramsauer and Townsend first observed the resonant transmission of
low energy electrons through rare-gas atoms.

(j) Thomas and Fermi proposed an approximate statistical model for
the structure of metals.

8004

Give estimates of magnitude order for the following quantities.

(a) The kinetic energy of a nucleon in a typical nucleus.
(b) The magnetic field in gauss required to give a Zeeman splitting in

atomic hydrogen comparable to the Coulomb binding energy of the ground
state.

(c) The occupation number n of the harmonic oscillator energy eigen-
state that contributes most to. the wave function of a classical one-
dimensional oscillator with mass m = 1 gram, period T = 1 set,
amplitude 50 = 1 cm.

(d) The ratio of the hyperfine structure splitting to the binding energy
in the 1s state of atomic hydrogen, expressed in terms of the fine structure
constant CY, the electron mass m,, and the proton mass mp.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The kinetic energy T = & of a nucleon in a nucleus can be estimated
using the approximation p - Ap and the uncertainty principle AxAp N h.
As Ax N 10-ë2cm  A h

7 P-z>
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1 4.1 x 10-15 x 3 x 10'0 2

= 2 x 938 x 106 ( lo-'2 >

~-x10 m107eV.
150 s

2000

(b) The Zeeman splitting is given by AE N PB . B, pg being the Bohr
magneton, and the Coulomb binding energy of a hydrogen atom is 13.6 eV.
For the two to be comparable we require

B%
13.6 x 1.6 x lo-l9

13.6
x

1.6x 10-32 =9.3 9.3 x 1013 wbm-’ N 10íGs.

(c) The energy of a classical one-dimensional oscillator is

E = y (WXO)~  = 2r2mxi/T2 = 21ríerg.

For
nfw=E,

we require

E 2
*=__E___

77T 7Txl
fwh_dfl 1.054 x m-27

= 3 x 1027.

(d) The energy shift due to hyperfine-structure splitting of a hydrogen
atom in the ground state (in units where c = ti = 1) is

AE N m~~4/mP

where cr is the fine-structure constant. The binding energy of the electron
in the ground state is E, = m,a2/2. Hence

8005

Some short questions to warm you up.
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(a) What can be said about the Hamiltonian operator if L, is a constant
in time?

(b) State the optical theorem in scattering theory.
(c) Why is the optical theorem not satisfied in first Born approximation?

(d) Explain why the proton cannot have an electric quadrupole moment.
(e) What is the sign of the phase shift when a particle scatters from a

weak short range attractive potential? Justify your answer.
(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) If L, does not vary with time, [H, L,] = 0. What this means is that
in a spherical coordinate system H does not contain ëp  explicity,  i.e., H is
invariant in respect of rotation about the z-axis. (However, H may still
contain % explicitly).

(b) The optical theorem states that the total cross section for elastic
scattering ut is given by

#t = +nf(O),

where k is the wave number of the incident particle and f(0) is the ampli-
tude of the scattered wave in the forward direction.

(c) In first Born approximation when V(T)  is real, which is usually the
case, f(0) is also real and gives a nonzero total cross section, the imaginary
part of f(e) appearing only in Born approximation of higher orders. Hence
the optical theorem does not apply to Born approximation in the first order.

(d) From the definition of electric quadrupole and the form of spherical
harmonic functions, we know that particles of spin s < 1 cannot have
electric quadripole. This includes proton which has a spin of 3.

(e) When V(r) falls off more rapidly than :, i.e. when the potential
is short-ranged, the phase shift ~51  of the lth partial wave is given by the
asymptotic form

61 N -k V(r)j;(kr)r2dr,

where j, is the spherical Bessel function. Hence for attractive forces, V(T)  <
0 and so 61 > 0.
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8006

Answer each of the following questions with a brief and, where possible,
quantitative statement. Give your reasoning.

(a) A beam of neutral atoms passes through a Stern-Gerlach appara-
tus. Five equally-spaced lines are observed. What is the total angular
momentum of the atom?

(b) What is the magnetic moment of an atom in the state 3Ps? (Disre-
gard nuclear effects)

(c) Why are the noble gases chemically inert?
(d) Estimate the energy density of black body radiation in this room in

erg cm-3. Assume the walls are black.
(e) In a hydrogen gas discharge both the spectral lines corresponding

to the transitions 22Pi,2  -+ 12Síii2  and 22Pa,2  + 12Si,s are observed.
Estimate the ratios of their intensities.

(f) What is the cause for the existence of two independent term level
schemes, the singlet and triplet systems, in atomic helium?

(Chicago)

Solution:

(a) When unpolarized neutral atoms of total angular momentum J pass
through the Stern-Gerlach apparatus, the incident beam will split into
2J + 1 lines. Thus 2J + 1 = 5, giving J = 2.

(b) An atom in the state 3Po  has total angular momentum J = 0. Hence
its magnetic moment is equal to zero, if nuclear spin is neglected.

(c) The molecules of noble gases consist of atoms with full-shell struc-
tures, which makes it very difficult for the atoms to gain or lose electrons.
Hence noble gases are chemically inert.

(d) The energy density of black body radiation at room temperature
T x 300 K is

= 6 x 10e5  erg/cm3.
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W~l/2  + 12Sl/2)  ~2J1+ 1
q22q2  --) 12S1/2) 2Jz + 1

2 x 1 / 2 + 1  1
= 2 x 3 / 2 + 1  =%

(f) The helium atom contains two spin-l/2 electrons, whose total spin
S = sr + $2 can have two values 5’ = 1 (triplet) and S = 0 (singlet).
Transition between the two states is forbidden by the selection rule AS = 0.
As a result we have two independent term level schemes in atomic helium.

800í7

(a) Derive the conditions for the validity of the WKB approximation for
the one-dimensional time-independent Schrijdinger  equation, and show that
the approximation must fail in the immediate neighborhood of a classical
turning point.

(b) Explain, using perturbation theory, why the ground state energy of
an atom always decreases when the atom is placed in an external electric
field.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The WKB method starts from the Schrodinger  equation

where it is assumed

Substitution in the Schrodinger  equation gives

+ 4 & $ = E - V(z).

Expanding s as a series in powers of ti/i,

(1)

Ii li 2
s=so+TSl+  T0 s2 +.** ,

2 2
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and substituting it in Eq. (l), we obtain

+ . . . = E - V(x). (2)

If we impose the conditions

ItLsbíl  < I& ) (3)

12tis;s;l  << lsb21, (4

Eq. (2) can be approximated by

1
zm so

ë2  = E - V(x),

which is equivalent to setting

2&sí,  + sb’ = 0 )

2s;s; + síl” + síl’  = 0 )

. . . . . .

(3) and (4) are the conditions for the validity of the WKB method. Inte-
gration of Eq. (5) gives

J

z
2m(E - V(z)) dx = f pdx ,

so that (3) can be written as

i.e.,

or

(6)

i
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where
A=-=

P ,/2m(E  - V(x)) ’

Near a turning point V(x) - E, p -+ 0 and (6) is not satisfied. Hence the
WKB method cannot be used near classical turning points.

(b) Consider an atom in an external electric field E in the z direction.
The perturbation Hamiltonian is

H’ = -e&z,

where z = xi pi is the sum of the z coordinates of the electrons of the
atom, and the energy correction is

AEo = H;,, + c IH:,12/(Eo - En).
n#O

As t is an odd operator and the parity of the ground state is definite,
HA, = 0. Futhermore EO - En < 0. Hence AEo < 0. This means that the
energy of the ground state decreases when
field.

8008

A particle of mass m moves with zero
tally symmetric attractive potential V(T).

the atom is placed in an electric

angular momentum in a spheri-

(a) Write down the differential equation of radial motion, defining your
radial wave function carefully and specifying the boundary conditions on
it for bound states. What is the WKB eigenvalue condition for s-states in
such a potential? (Be careful to incorporate in your one-dimensional WKB
analysis the constraints of radial motion (0 < T < 00).

(b) For V(r) = -Voexp(-r/a), use the WKB relation to estimate the
minimum value of VO such that there will be one and only one bound state,
just barely bound. Compare your value to the exact result for the expo-
nential potential, 2mVoa2/fi2  = 1.44.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The wave function of the particle can be written as the product of a
radial part and an angular part, @Cl(r) = R(T)&(~,  cp). Here R(r) satisfies
the equation
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1-g&g (T2-g +V(r)] R(r)=EqT),

in which 1 = 0 for zero angular momentum has been incorporated. The
boundary conditions for a bound state are R(r) finite for T + 0, R(T)  + 0
f o r  T  -+ 0 0 .

Let X(T)  = R(T)/T,  the above becomes

;” $$ + v(T)X = Ex,-- (0 < T < co)

subject to the condition

X(T)+0  aS  T-+0.

Thus the problem becomes that of the one-dimensional motion of a particle
in a potential V(T) defined for T > 0 only. The WKB eigenvalue condition
for s-state is

f
dadr= h ,  n=0,1,2  ,....

(b) Substituting V = -V, exp(-r/a)  in the loop integral we have

/J2m[E+vaexp(--r/a)]dr=  f

For a bound state, E = -IEl and the above becomes

d-d?-=  (n+a)  h/2.

Within the requirements that VO is finite and that there is one and only
one bound state which is just barely bound, we can consider the limit-
ing case where [El z VO. Then the integral on the left-hand side can be
approximated by

dx J"'" ’ exp(-T/h)dT.
0
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Hence

giving

If there is to be one and only one bound state, we require -E = IEl < Vi
for n = 0 but not for n = 1, or equivalently

The minimum Vo that satisties this condition is given by

2mVIa2  9x2
- = - z 1.39,

ti2 64

which is very close to the exact result of 1.44.

8 0 0 9

Set up the relevant equations with estimates of all missing parameters.
The molecular bond (spring constant) of HCl is about 470 N/m. The
moment of inertia is 2.3 x 1O-47  kg-m2.

(a) At 300 K what is the probability that the molecule is in its lowest
excited vibrational state?

(c) Of the molecules in the vibrational ground state what is the ratio of
the number in the ground rotational state to the number in the first excited
rotational state?

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

(a) The Hamiltonian for the vibrational motion of the system is
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and the vibrational states are

&L ,+f( > tiw, n=0,1,2  ,...,

with w = m, K being the force constant and p the reduced mass of
the oscillating atoms.

Statistically, the number of molecules in state E(ì)  is proportional to
exp(-nz),  where z = g, k being Boltzmannís constant and T is the
absolute temperature. Thus the probability that the molecule is in the first
excited state is

e --I

PI = 1+ e-z + e-22  + . . . = e -z(l  - em%),

As

mp x mp = 1.67 x 10-27kg,

Flw 1.054 x 1O-34 x x
x=IcT= 1O-23  (470/1.67 x 300 1027)ë/2 =1.38 13 . 5x 7

we have PI z e -13.5  = 1.37 x 10-6.
(b) The Hamiltonian for rotation

& =

and the energy states are

is

$2,

l), J = 0, 1,2,. . . .

Since the number of molecules in rotational state J is proportional to (2J+

1) exp (-$Z) as the J state is (SJ+l)-times degenerate (mJ = -J, -J+

1, a.. J), we have
N(J= 0) 1
iV( J = 1) = 3 exp

As

ti2-= (1.054 x 10-y
IkT 2.3 x 1O-47 =x 1.38 x 1O-23 x 300 0.117,

N(J = 0)
iV(J = 1)

= .P17/3 = 0.37.
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8010

The potential curves for the ground electronic state (A) and an excited
electronic state (B) of a diatomic  molecule are shown in Fig. 8.2. Each
electronic state has a series of vibrational levels which are labelled  by the
quantum number V.

(a) The energy differences between the two lowest vibrational levels are
designated as AA and AB for the electronic states A and B respectively. Is
AA larger or smaller than A,? Why?

(b) Some molecules were initially at the lowest vibrational level of the
electronic state B, followed by subsequent transitions to the various vi-
brational levels of the electronic state A through spontaneous emission of
radiation. Which vibrational level of the electronic state A would be most
favorably populated by these transitions? Explain your reasoning.

( Wisconsin)

Fig. 8.2

Solution:

(a) The force constant is K = ( >I$$ r=pg,  where TO is the equilibrium

position. It can be seen from Fig. 8.2 that KA > Kg. The vibrational
energy levels are given by

Hence

and so AA > A,.
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(b) Electrons move much faster than nuclei in vibration. When an elec-
tron transits to another state, the distance between the vibrating nuclei
remains practically unchanged. Hence the probability of an electron to
transit to the various levels is determined by the electronsí initial distri-
bution probability. As the molecules are initially on the ground state of
vibrational levels, the probability that the electrons are at the equilibrium
position r = raB is largest. Then from Fig. 8.2 we see that the vibrational
level v =: 5 of A is most favorably occupied.

8011

Singlet positronium decays by emitting two photons which are polarized
at right angles with respect to each other. An experiment is performed with
photon detectors behind polarization analyzers, as shown in Fig. 8.3. Each
analyzer has a preferred axis such that light polarized in that direction is
transmitted perfectly, while light polarized in the perpendicular direction
is absorbed completely. The analyzer axes are at right angles with respect
to each other. When many events are observed, what is the ratio of the
number of events in which both detectors record a photon to the number
in which only one detector records a photon?

@-@!il~;~j-@
Photon detectors A

Fig. 8.3

Solution:

Suppose the positronium is initially at rest. Then the two photons will
move in opposite directions to conserve momentum, and will reach the re
spective analyzers at the same time. Assume further that the detector solid
angle is very smaller. Then the directions of those photons that reach the
analyzers must be almost perpendicular to the latter. Hence the directions
of polarization of these photons are parallel to the analyzers.
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Denote by 8 the angle between one photonís direction of polarizationn
and the direction of transmission of the analyzer reached by it. The prob-
ability that it can pass through the analyzer is cos’ 0. Consider the second
photon produced in the same decay. As it is polarized at right angles with
respect to the first one, the angle between its direction of polarization and
the direction of transmission of the second analyzer, which is oriented at
right angles to that of the first analyzer, is also 0. Hence the probability
that, of the two detectors, only one records the passage of a photon is

qcxf-l  &
[ J

2rr

cos2 e(1 - cos2 e) df9 + & J2î(1  - cos2 0) cos2 e&3
0 0 1

R=-
4 ’

where R is the solid angle subtended by the detector, and the probability
that both detectors record the passage of photons is

PzotR &
[ J

27r

c~s2  ecos2ede
0 1 = 7.

Hence the ratio of the number of events of both detectors recording to that
of only one detector recording in a given time is

Pz 3 1 3-=-+-=-_
PI 8 4 2

8012

A point source Q emits coherent light isotropically at two frequencies w
and w + Aw with equal power I joules/set  at each frequency. Two detectors
A and B each with a (small) sensitive area s, capable of responding to
individual photons are located at distances 1~ and 1~ from Q as shown in
Fig. 8.4. In the following take Aw/w < 1 and assume the experiment is
carried out in vacuum.

(a) Calculate the individual photon counting rates (photons/set)  at A
and B as functions of time. Consider time scales >> l/w.

(b) If now the output pulses from A and B are put into a coincidence
circuit of resolving time T, what is the time-averaged coincidence counting
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rate? Assume that r < l/Aw and recall that a coincidence circuit will
produce an output pulse if the two input pulses arrive within a time r of
each other.

(CUS)

Fig. 8.4

Solution:

(a) The wave function of a photon at A is

$A(~A,  t> = Cl e
iLJ(IfL-t) + ,i(w+Aw)  (4 -t)

where Ci is real and, hence, the probability of finding a proton at A in unit
time is

= 4c,2 cos2 T (IA/c  - t)] .

If there is only a single frequency, PA = Cf. As each photon has energy
fw, the number of photons arriving at A per second is

Hence
C2 = Is

4lr13I.J  ’
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and
Is

PA = COS2 [e (LA/C  - t)] .
Similarly we have

PB = 4c; cOs2 [T (IA/c - t)] ,

where
Is

czî=-.
4l@iU

(b) In a coincidence of resolving time r, the time-averaged coincidence
counting rate

P=JFa $
T T

J Jdt &(t)PB(t  + z)dz_
T --T

= lim L dt
s JT--KG  2 T  _T

4C4(I  + cos Aw(ZA/C - t)]

x [~+co,i(;-t -, dz

= G$m $ /_T 4C4  . (1 + COS[(~A/C  - t)Aw]}

,,+27:os ~LJ (:-t)]}  dt,

where

c4 = 12s2
161r~l;l;ti~w~

= c;c;  )

as

J
T

cos[Aw(Z~/c  - t - z)] dz = -& 2 sin(TAw)  cos
-7

[(+-t)Au]

x 27 cos[Aw(Zs/c - t)] .
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Hence

P = 87C4 G$a &
s

* (1 + cos[(ZA/c  - t)Au]}_

x {l+cos[(&  Au]}&

=8~C~$im_  &~;{I+cos[(+-t)  Au]

+cos[(+)  .,]+,o,[(+) A+os[(!,_t)  Au]}dt

=87C%&  ~j_TT(l+~cos[~(ll-b)]

+,os[(~-t)A+os[(~)  Au]

K
IA + lB

+;cos  - - 2t Aw dt
> I>

=87C4 $51~ ; (2T+ Fcos [(+> Aw]}

= 8rC4
{1++os[

Aw(~A -Is)

c 1)

T12S2
= 2lr21;1;ti2w2

{1+icos[$(lA--ln)]}.

8013

A charged oscillating (nearly) classical system is losing energy by radi-
ation. At energy E it is radiating (and oscillating) at frequency v(E) =
~EIEo)-~, where cx, p and E,J are positive constants. Compute the quan-
tum energy levels (of the system) E, for large n.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

According to the Bohr correspondence principle: the quantum frequency
approaches the classical frequency for n >> 1, i.e. vp,, -+ v,i as n -+ cm. As
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dH
vqu = 7 dJ ,

687

where J = nh, T = n - m, and m, n >> 1. We have, with -r = 1,

hv = g = h,(E/E,,)+,

or
EbdE = haE(dn.

Integrating

we have
J

.G

J

n
EPdE = haEt dn,

0 0

E,, = ha@ + l)n@
I
* .

8014

A spinless  particle of mass m and charge q is constrained to move in a
circle of radius R as shown in Fig. 8.5. Find its allowed energy levels (up
to a common additive constant) for each of the following cases:

(a) The motion of the particle is nonrelativistic.
(b) There is a uniform magnetic field B perpendicular to the plane of

the circle.
(c) The same magnetic flux which passed through the circle is now

contained into a solenoid of radius b(b < R).
(d) There is a very strong electric field F in the plane of the circle

(q/F1 >> h2/mR2).
(e) F and B are zero, but the electronís motion around the circle is

extremely relativistic.
(f) The circle is replaced by an ellipse with the same perimeter but half

the area.
(CUS)

Solution:

(a) Let the momentum of the particle be p. The quantization condition

pe2rR=nh
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gives

and  hence

where
n=O,fl,f2 ,... .

Fig. 8.5

(b) Take coordinates with origin at the center of the circle and the E-
axis along the direction of B. Then the vector potential at a point on the
circle is

A= ;BRe,.

The SchrGdinger  equation
&=E$,
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where
ii=& (p-:A)',

can be written as

>
’ G(P) = W(P).

Its solution is $(cp)  = Ceinp, The single-valuedness condition $(cp)  = $(cp+
27r) demands n = 0, &l, h-2,.  . . . Substituting the solution in the equation
gives

E=& %--&BR
( >

2

.

(c) When the magnetic flux is confined to the inside of a solonoid of
radius b enclosed by the circle, magnetic field is zero on the circular path.
As V x A = B = 0, A can be taken to be a constant which is equal to
f BR when b + R. Then

f+?&”
21rR *

As 4 remains the same, the energy levels are the same as in (b).
(d) Take the z-axis parallel to F. Then

F = F(cos cp, - sin cp), dr = (0, Rdv) ,

and hence

V = -
s

qF. dr = qFR
s

sincpdv  = -qFRcoscp.

Thus the Hamiltonian is

fi=$&$-qFRcosp.

Because the electric field F is very strong, the probability that the particle
moves near cp N 0 is large. Hence we can make the approximation
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and obtain
tL2 d2fi=---

2mR2 dv2

A2 d2
fi+qFR=-- -++qFRc,oí,

2mR2 dp2 2

which has the form of the Hamiltonian of a harmonic oscillator of mass M =
mR2  and angular frequency w given by Mw2 = qFR, whose eigenvalues are

E,,+qFR= n+; Fw,
( )

or

with

E,,= n+f tiw-qFR,
( )

u=g=g,  n=0,1,2  ,....

Therefore

E,=-qFR+(n+;)  ha.

(e) The quantization condition gives

p.2rR=nh,

or p = r&/R.
If the particle is highly relativistic,

E=pc= $ n=0,1,2  ,... .

(f) The quantization condition gives

p=nh/R,

and hence
E=pc+,

same as for a circular orbit.
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8015

Consider the scattering of a particle by a regular lattice of basis a, b,
c. The interaction with the lattice can be written as V = Cj V(lr - rjl).
where V( )r - rj I) is the potential of each atom and is spherically symmetric
about the atomís lattice point. Show using the Born approximation that
the condition for non-vanishing scattering is that the Bragg law be satisfied.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

The Born approximation gives

f(e)  = -$ C J,i(k-ko)ërV(  Ir - rjl)dd

j

m
- -

= 4dP jc ei(k-ko).rj

J
ei(k-Wr’  v(jríj)dr’  ,

where r = rj + rí. Consider the sum Cj ei(k-ko).rj.
As we are to sum over all the lattice points, for the sum to be nonzero

we require (k - h) . rj = 2nr.
Thus the condition for non-vanishing scattering is

rj. (k - ko) = 2nr

for all the lattice vectors rj, whence

a.(k-h)=2dl,

b - (k - kO) = 2d2 ,

c . (k - ko) = 2~13 .

11,12,/s  being integers. This is the Bragg law.

8016

To find approximate eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H we can use
trial functions of the form $J = CL=, a&k in the variational method (where
the +k are given functions, and the ok are parameters to be varied). Show
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that one gets n solutions $, with energies E, = ($J~\H~$J~)/(&\~!.J~),  where
H is the Hamiltonian. We will order them so that ~1 2 ~2 5 ~3 .. . .
Show from the Hermitian properties of the Hamiltonian that the q!~~ either
automatically have or can be chosen to have the properties (&\q!~p)  = hag,

(+)alHI&)  =  ULP. From the fact that one can certainly find a linear
combination of $1 and $2 which is orthogonal to Qr, the exact ground
state of H with eigenvalue El, prove that ~2 > Es, where Es is the exact
energy of the first excited state.

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

Suppose {&} is the set of linearly independent functions. We may
assume that (~#~il&)  = 6ij, first using Schmidtís orthogonalization process
if necessary. Then

R = (@[HI+)  =

ww XfXijXj = X+iX ,

where

Note that

2 (Xii2 = 1.
i=l

As i is Hermitian, we can choose a rotational transformation X = $Y,
such that A = j?+& = fi-ë&j  is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements
1111 5 A22 <_ A33. T h e n

B = 2 hiilYi12,
i = l

where yi satisfy Cy=r  Igil  = 1.

Applying the variational principle

O=’ [R-a (FlYi12-I)j =6 [Tt&iw*jlYi12+CY]  ,
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where (Y is the Lagrange multiplier, we get

x(&i - ~)lYilJlYil  = 0 9

i

or
(Aii-CY)lyil=O,  (i=1,2,.ì)

i.e., Cx = Aii or lyil = 0.
Hence the solutions of the variational equations are

CI=Aii,y~)=6j=bij,  (i=1,2,ìë,?I).

Thus we get n solutions tia, the ath solution y,!ìí  = I$*) corresponding to
energy

E, = +Twwa) = CAiily~ì)l’  = Aa,
~~crl%kx)  i

with ~1 5 ~2 5 ~3.. . .
For I,& = I,&[X(Y)], we have

(&[7+!Jp)  = c C$)*aj@
i

=

d

Clalî)12Cl~~~)12.Cy!U)ëy!i3)  = ClaIîëI’  &+,

j j i [ 1j
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Then, by setting Q\k, = $J~/~W, we have

Let the exact wave functions of the ground state and the first excited state
of H be @r and Qz, their exact energies be El and E2 respectively. Then
there must exist two numbers ~1 and ~2 such that 91 = /.~rXkr  + psQz,
1P112  +  1P212 = 1. fiom the orthogonality of @r and @pz,  we have +z =
&Qr - &Qz, and hence

El = ~11pd2 + ~21~~1~ ,

E2 =  ~11p2~2  + &21/42 = (&I - E2)lP212  + E2 < E2.

8017

Find the value of the parameter X in the trial function 4(z) = Aemxaz*,
where A is a normalization constant, which would lead to the best approx-
imation for the energy of the ground state of the one-particle Hamiltonian
H = -& & + bx4, where b is a constant. The following integrals may be
useful:

e

( Wisconsin)

Solution:

Using the trial function C$ = Ae-X2z2, consider the integrals

Jrn 4*(x)4(x)dx  = Jrn A2e-2XZz2dx = Aî/$ = 1,
-co --oo
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and obtain
(H) = _I- 4*H4dx 1

.I- 4* +dx

=z

As 4 (u + b + c) 2 (abc) 1/3 for positive numbers a, b, c, we have

(H)=; (g+g +-E&~($.f)ì.
Hence the best approximation for the energy of the ground state is

(f&, zz; (;)’ (!.?)’ .

8018

Consider the energy levels of the potential V = g/xl.

(a) By dimensional analysis, reason the dependence of a general eigen-
value on the parameters m =mass, Ii, g.

(b) With the simple trial function

v = cqx + a)tqa  - x).( >1 - !d
a

compute (to the bitter end) a variational estimate of the ground state en-
ergy. Here c,a are variable parameters, 6(x) = 0 for x < 0, e(x)  = 1 for
2 > 0.
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(c) Why is the trial function $ = cB(z + a)@(~ - X) not a good one?
(d) Describe briefly (no equations) how you would go about a variational

estimate of the energy of the first excited state.
(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The Schrodinger  equation

can be written as

[
$ + $ (E - g/xl) I q!(x) = 0.

AS

we have

or

[g] = L-2, [?I$] =L-S,

[($)I] = [(?,ëI  ’

[El= [(ggy3] .
Hence the eigenvalue has the form

where f(n) is a function of a positive integer 7~.
(b) First normalize the trial wave function. As

1 = /$~*(x)JI(x)dx  = [cl2 / [B(x + a)e(a  - x) (1 - T)] 2 dx

= ,c121; (1 - y)” dx = f lc12,
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we have

Then calculate the average value of the Hamiltonian:

As

11 $*(a)(xl+(x)dx  = lc12 { - s_:, x (1 + I>1 da + 1’ x (1 - ;)2 dx}

= u~Ic[~/~  = a/4,

$ $(2) = cS(s + a)e(a  - XT) (1 - ?)

- cqs + a)b(z  - a)

+ cqx + a)O(x - u)
( )
-!A 1

xa ’

we have

Jr_Irí(x)~~(x)dx=d(r)~~(x)l_-/_:  ($)2dx
= -1’  (g)2dx

= -,c121; (-E)2dx

= -2l@/a = -3/a2  )

and hence
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For its minimum value, let

bH 3fi2- -
6a=  ma3 +

which gives

g 0_-
4- ’

l/3

Hence an estimate of the ground state energy is

j-j = g ($)2í3  +; (ET?)ìî  = ; (E.$)ìì.
(c) If we had used a trial function 1c, = &(a: + a)O(a  - z) and repeat the

above calculation. we would have obtained

Jm $J*(X)lx)$Jdx  = a2c2,
-co

I” d2
_-oo  v+$dx=O,

J
a

l= 1L2dz  = 2ac2,
--a

and hence
R = 9a2c2 9a

s=y’

As
afi
-=i#O,
LJa

I? obviously has no extreme point. Therefore this trial function is not a
good one.

(d) We first choose a trial wave function for the first excited state. It
must be orthogonal to that of the ground state. Then use the above method
to find a variational estimate of the first excited state energy.

8019

(Use nonrelativistic methods to solve this problem.)
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Most mesons can be described as bound quark-antiquark states (QQ).
Consider the case of a meson made of a (qij)  pair in an s-state. Let m, be
the quark mass.

Assume the potential binding the q to the ?j can be written as V =
$ + Br with A < 0 and B > 0. You are asked to find a reasonable approx-
imation to the ground state energy of this system in terms of A, B, m, and
fi. Unfortunately, for a class of trial functions appropriate to this problem,
a cubic equation has to be solved. If this happens to you, and you do not
want to spend your limited time trying to solve such a cubic equation, you
may complete your solution for the case A = 0 (without loss of credit).
Please express your final answer in terms of a numerical constant, which
you should explicitly evaluate, multiplying a function of B, mp and FL.

(Berkeley)

Solution:

Method I
Use for the trial function the wave function of a ground state hydrogen

atom.
+(I-)  = e-ëla

and calculate

J00

ZZ o drríe-

+ Ar-’ + Br1 Jmemrla/ &.r2e-2í-/a
0

3Ba=-
2

+!%+A
2~ a2 a ’

where p = y is the reduced mass of the qtj system. Vary a to minimize n
by letting g = 0, which gives

When A = 0, the solution is a = T$$( >
l/3

. Hence the estimated ground
state energy is
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Eg=fi=43 (36-y)ìî  = 2.48 (!g3

Method II

Another estimate of the energy of the ground state can be obtained
from the uncertainty principle. Consider

As the principle requires

we take the equal sign for the ground state and obtain

P + Ii2 + fi2HE- - -
8px2 81-l~~

+A+Br.
8p.z2 r

To minimize H, let

i.e.
-h2 Ax Bx

---+7=O4px2 T-3

As H is symmetric with respect to x, y, Z, when it reaches the optimal value,
we have x = y = Z, or r = ax, and the above equation becomes

Ii2 A B

----+z=O.4px3 3&x2

Letting A = 0 we get

l/3
XZ 36

gfi2 l/3

’  Or ’  = 4pB  ’(4

Hence

j$= 3h?
-+Br+9=3.30  (59îë.
B/LX2



All attractive potential well in one dimension satisfies

(4
tential

(b)

+CO +oOV(x) < 0, J V(3~)dz  finite, J x2 V(z)dx  finite.
-cm -cm

Using trial wave functions of the form e-ps2f2, prove that
has at least one bound state.
Assuming further that the potential is quite weak (s_ì,”  V(x)dx,

Miscellaneow Topics

8020
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the po-

s-ë,”  2x V(x) dx are both %mallî),  find the best upper bound (for the en-
ergy) for this class of trial functions.

(c) In a dimensionless statement, state precisely what is meant by
ìsmallî in part (b).

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The given trial function is the ground state wave function of a one-
dimensional harmonic oscillator. We shall use the normalized function

$(x) = ( L!)1í4  evpxZ12  ,

where p = y. The Hamiltonian can be written as

&-_!!I d2
2m s + t mw2x2  + V(x) - i mw2x2  = Ho + V(X ) - i 771~~~~

As

we have

and

H = ($JIHI$) = f h_dJ + ($lV(x) - ; mLJ2x217J)

6H FL2
-1

6P G + $ (Y4V(x)Id4 - wlx2v(x)11cI)~
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Since when p + 0,

Vdx -+ -m

as V is negative,

x2Vdx  3 0,

we have $$ + -oo as ,0 + 0. When 0 + co, $$ -+ g > 0. Therefore

a = 0 at least for a certain positive p, say PO. Thus the trial function is60
suitable and the energy for the corresponding state is

E = jq@))  = 2 + wo (-g + w%)l~))
h2P0= -4m + wo wIx2v(~>I+)  < cl.

Therefore the system has at least one bound state. Note that we have used
= 0, which gives, for /3 = ,&,

PO

(b) (c) Let s-ì,  V(x)dx = A, s-ì,  x2V(x)dx  = B. The requirement
that A and B are small means that the potential V(x) can have large
values only in the region of small 1x1. Furthermore, for large 1x1, V(x) must
attenuate rapidly. This means that we can expand the integrals

J
cm

AI = e-PzZV(x)dx  N JO3 (1 - px2)V(x)dx  = A - PB,
-03 -co

B1 = JO" x2e+ì*V(x)dx  N Jrn xíV(x)dx  = B ,
--co -co

Then the minimization condition $$ = 0 gives

hi2 Al- -
$

pB1 =O,
4m+2\/;;i7  IT
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or

i.e.

Hence the bound state energy is estimated to be

As A and B are both negative, I? < 0. Hence

E< (f&+/D)2 (-ig).
Since for two arbitrary real numbers a and b, (a + b)2 2 4ab, the upper
bound of I? is given by

8021

A particle moves in al?-attraetive central potential V(r) = -g2/r3/2.
Use the variational principle to find an upper bound to the lowest s-state
energy. Use a hydrogenic wave function as your trial function.

(Chicago)

Sohition:

As the trial function we use the normalized ground state wave function
of the hydrogen atom,
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to calculate the energy. For an s-state, 1 = 0 and

H(k) =
J

+*H$dr

_g+w P
+%kr-

k2h2
- r2 d r
8m 1

y!i?-k2--fig2 k3/2
4 ’

For I? to be a minimum, g = 0, i.e. g k - y g2kíi2  = 0, giving two
solutions ICI = 0,

k1/2 3J;Tg2m
2

=
2% .

The first solution implies + = 0 and is to be discarded. On the other hand,
if kti2 = .?$$E,  -H reaches a minium -w. This is the upper bound
to the lowest s-state energy.

8022

A system of spin-l particles consists of an incoherent mixture of the
following 3 pure spin states, each state being equally probable, i.e. one
third of the particles are in state ticí),  etc.

(a) Find the polarization vector for each of these 3 pure states.
(b) Find the polarization vector per particle P for the above mixed

state.
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(c) Calculate the density matrix p for the system and verify that Trp = 1
(d) Using p, find the polarization vector P and check against (b).
Reminder: for J = 1,

(Chicago)

Solution:

(a) The polarization vector for a state i is given by

pci) = (@ 1 Jl@)

Thus

010  1

Pi” = +$,O,O)  :, ; ;( JO; =o,

P$”  = - (l,O,O)& (! i Ki) (i)=O,

P,ìí = (1

and so P(l) = (O,O,  1).
Similarly we have

O,O) (; I $) (i) =1.

P(2) = (-&0,-g ,

PC31 = (O,O,  -1).

(b) For the incoherent mixture, P is the sum of the polarization vectors:

P = 1
3

P(l) + PQ) + p(3)  = 1 (Jz,O,  -1).1 6
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(c) In terms of the orthonormal vectors

we have

IPí)  = II), l$Jí2í)  = -L (12) + 13)))
Jz

I+@ë)  = 13).

Generally a state can be expressed as

3

I?pí)  = c CjJn)  )

n=l

where i = 1,2,3. The density matrix is defined as

where wci) is the probability that the system is in the pure state I$J(~)), or

as wci) = f for all i in the present case. The matrix of the coefficients is

c=

and so

1 0 o\

o+&,
00 1 J
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and

(d) As P = (J) = Tr(pJ), we have

P, = Tr(pJ,)  = Tr

P, = Tr(pJ,) = T T

same as in (b)

8023

The deuteron is a bound state of a neutron and a proton in which the
two spins are coupled with a resultant total angular momentum S = 1. By
absorbing a gamma ray of more than 2.2 MeV  the deuteron may disintegrate
into a free neutron and a free proton.

(a) Write a wave function for the final state in the reaction y+ D + n+p
using plane waves and being sure to include properly the spin coordinates
for the two particles. Assume that the interaction with the gamma ray is
via electric dipole coupling.

(b) Suppose the neutron and the proton are to be detected far apart from
each other after the disintegration of the deuteron. Looking at this in the
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center-of-mass system, what correlations will be found in time and space,
and in spin? Assume that the target consists of unpolarized deuterons.
(You may use the following definition of spin correlation: If a proton is
detected with spin kpî, what is the probability that the corresponding
deuteron will also be detected with spin ìupî?)

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) The ground state deuteron 3Si has positive parity. The electric
dipole transition requires a change of parity between the initial and fi-
nal states. Hence the parity of the free (n,p) system must have parity
-1. Assume that the wave function of (n,p) can be written as Q(n,p) N
$(r,, r,)x(n,  p). For x = x;, after the nucleons  are interchanged the wave
function becomes Q(p,  n) = (-l)ëQ(n,p).  For x = xi, after the nucle-
ons are interchanged, the wave function becomes Q(p,n)  = (-l)ë+ë*(n,p).
A fermion  system must be antisymmetric with respect to interchange of
any two particles, which means that for the former case, 1 = 1,3,. . . , and
for the latter case, 1 = 0,2,4,. . . , and so the parities are -l(Z = odd)
and -t-1(1  = even) respectively. Considering the requirement we see that
only states with x = xf, i.e. spin triplet states, are possible. Further,
S = 1, L = 1,3,.  . . , and so J = 0, 1,2,. . . . As the deuterons are unpo-
larized, its spin wave function has the same probability of being ~11,  xi0
or x1-1. Therefore, after the transition (n,p) can be represented by the
product of a plane wave and the average spin wave function:

WTP) - e
i(kn.rn+kp.rp) . e- i(w*t+wpt)  (l/&)(x11  + xi0 + x1-1).

(b) The correlation of time and space is manifested in conservation of
energy and conservation of momentum. In the center-of-mass coordinates,
if the energy of the proton is measured to be Ep, the energy of the neutron
is E,, = EC,, - Ep; if the momentum of the proton is p, the momentum
of the neutron is -p. Let a be the spin function for ìupî spin, and fl
be that for ìdown”  spin. Then xii = cr(n)cr(p),  xi-1 = P(n)P(P),  x10 =
& [o(n)P(p) + o(p)P(n)L and the spin wave function is

x(n, p) = $ [a(n) + 5 P(n)] a(P) + 5 [ 5 a(n) + oc4] fl(P).

Thus, if the spin of p is detected to be up, we have

x = 5 4nb(p) + -$ anbY(



Hence the probability that the spin state of n is also up is

8024

(a) You are given a system of two identical particles which may occupy
any of three energy levels E, = nc, n = 0, 1,2.  The lowest energy state,
EO = 0, is doubly degenerate. The system is in thermal equilibrium at
temperature T. For each of the following cases, determine the partition
function and the energy and carefully enumerate the configurations.

(1) The particles obey Fermi statistics.
(2) The particles obey Bose statistics.
(3) The (now distinguishable) particles obey Boltzmann statistics.

(b) Discuss the conditions under which fermions or bosons might be
treated as Boltzmann particles.

(Buffalo)

Solution:

Denote the two states with co = 0 by A and B and the states with E
and 2~ by 1 and 2 respectively.

(1) The system can have the following configurations if the particles
obey fermi statistics: ,

Configuration: (A, B) (A, 1) (B, 1) (A, 2) (B, 2) (1, 2)
Energy: 0 E E 2s 2~ 3s
Thus the partition function is 2 = 1 + 2e-’ + 2e-2E + e-3E,
and the mean energy is c = (2&e+  + 4&e-2E + 3cem3î)/Z
(2) If the particles obey Bose statistics, in addition to the above states,

the following configurations are also possible:
Configuration: (A, A) (B, B) (1, 1) (2, 2)
Energy: 0 0 2~ 4s
Hence the partition function and average energy are

2 = 3 + 2e-” + 3e-2E  + em3’ + e-4E,

C = (2cemE + 6ce-2E + 3Eem3’  + 4ce-4E)/Z.
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(3) for destinguisable particles obeying Boltzmann statistics, more con-
figurations are possible. These are (B, A), (1, A), (1, B), (2, A), (2, B) and
(2, 1). Thus we have

2 = 4 + 4emE + 5eP2” + 2e-3E  + e-4E,

E = (4seeE  + 1O&e-2E  + 6&e-3E  + 4&e-4E)/Z.

(b) Fermions and bosons can be treated as Boltzmann particles when
the number of particles is much less than the number of energy levels, for
then the exchange effect can be neglected.

8025

Consider a free electron near a boundary surface.

(a) If &(z)ës  are the electron eigenfunctions, show that the function

k

satisfies a diffusion-type equation. Identify the corresponding diffusion co-
efficient.

(b) From the theory of diffusion how would you expect ~(0,t)  to be
influenced by the presence of a boundary at a distance 1 from the origin?
Would the boundary be felt immediately or only after an elapse of time?

(c) Examine the expression for u(O,t)  as a sum over k its given in (a).
What is the range of&k which contribute significantly to ~(0,  t) at the time
when the influence of the boundary is felt by the electron?

(Buffalo)

Solution:

(a) The wave function &(z) satisfies the Schrodinger  equation of a free
particle

-g v24k(x)  =  &k6k(X).

Thus

v2U(X, t) = -$ c &k4l(X)#k(O)  eXp

k
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Since
,

u(z, t) satisfies the following diffusion-type equation:

-$ u(x, t) = & V2u(x, t)

The corresponding diffusion coefficient is ti/2m.
(b) Initially u(z,O) = 6(z). When t > 0, the function ë1~  starts diffusing

to both sides. The boundary will not be felt by the electron before a lapse
of time.

(c) Suppose the boundary is at z = 1. The solution of the diffusion
equation is

u(x, t) = c exp
[ - $ (Y2 + zî)]

x {exp[-&22]  -exp[-&(2-21)2]}.

When there is no boundary (i.e., 1 + co), the solution is

u(x,t) = cexp [-g (y2 + zî,]  exp (-&x2)  .

From the above two expressions, we see that only when F$& (O-2Z)2  N 1, i.e.,
at t - 2m12/ti,  will the electron start to feel the existence of the boundary.

Consider
U(0, t) = c l&(0)12  eXp -T .

k ( >

Only states #k for which the energy &k is such that $$ 5 1 will contribute
significantly to ~(0,  t). At the time t N F, we require &k 2 & for &
to make a significant contribution.

8 0 2 6

Symmetrizing Maxwellís equations by postulating a magnetic monopole
charge of strength g, Dirac derived a quantization condition

eo
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where n = an integer, e is the electronic charge, and g is the magnetic
charge.

In the spirit of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization procedure, derive
semi-classically a similar quantization condition by quantizing the angular
momentum of the field in the ìmixed dipoleî system shown in Fig. 8.6.
Hint: How is the angular momentum of the field related to the Poynting
vector?

(Columbia)

e x--I
i xa Y

_I X*f

X hi
I

Fig. 8.6

Solution:

The electromagnetic field consists of two components

e(x- 5)
E= Ix_513 '

&4x+$)

Ix+ $13 .

In cylindrical coordinates (p, 8, z), we can
N/2, and

write r = 2aes, where a =

x = pcoseer + psinBe2 + zes,

The angular momentum of the electromagnetic field is

L
1- -

e m  - 4lrc J
x x  (ExB)d3a:.
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As

713

* x B = eg (x - 3 x b + 3
Ix - $1î.  Jx + ;I”

egx x r

= [(x _ 5)’  (x + ;)2]3í2  ’

x x (E x B) = eg[(x  . r)x - x2r]
[(p2 + t2 f a2 - 2~)(p2  + 22 + a2 + 2~z)13/2

= 2aeg(zp  cos BeI + zp sin Be2 - p2e3)
[(pî + 3 + a2) - 4&233/2 ’

J
27r

s

277

cosOdt’  = sinode  = 0,
0 0

we have

Lem=-~e3J_t&Ddz~2=dej,m  I(p2+r2+~~a2P_4B22213,2

=-e3(y)~+)~m  i(S2+t2+S3$_4t2]3,2’

where s = p/a, t = z/a. It can be shown that

Iíî rdt
s3ds

-m 0 [(s2 + t2 + 1)2 - 4ty = l.

Hence
L eg

em = --es.
C

The quantization condition is therefore

lLem*l  = y = n/i,

Ol-
eg
-zn
hc ’

n = 0, fl, k2,. . . .
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8027

In a crude picture, a metal is viewed as a system of free electrons en-
closed in a well of potential difference I/o. Due to thermal agitations, elec-
trons with sufficiently high energies will escape from the well. Find and
discuss the emission current density for this model.

(Buffalo)

current density

lx

Fig. 8.7

Solution:

The system of free electrons can be considered as an electron gas of
volume V which obeys the Fermi statistics. At absolute temperature T the
number density of electrons with momenta between P and P + dP, where
P = (P,, Py, Pz),  is

dN 1 dP,dP,dP,  2 V-=-...-.
V V  e(+p)lkT  + 1 ’ .@

where the factor 2 is the degeneracy due to the electrons having two spin
directions.

Consider the number of electrons, j,, leaving V in the z direction per
unit cross sectional area per unit time. Such electrons must have a speed

Hence

jn = s dN 2 O”ëuz-=-
V smh3 JziiG

PzdPz

co co
x
ss

dP,dP,

-cm -m exp{[&(P~+P~+P~)--]/kT}+l’
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or, by setting Pz + Pv2 = P,ì, dP,dP, = 2rP,dP,, and neglecting the
number 1 in the denominator,

-
J

PzdPz/mexp{-&  [&(P:+P,!)--p]}P,dP,

$i.., ,-i (2 -p], P,dP,

4rmk2T2  _  _e Wo p)lkT
h3

The electric current density is then

j, = _ej, = _4rmek2T2  e-(Vo-p)/kT.
h3

Note that in the above, to simplify the integration, we have assumed

kT<< &.2mVi-p=Vi-p.

At T = 0 the electron number density is

n = j$ . f P,3 = $-j-p  (2mpo)3/2  ,

where PO, po, are the limiting momentum and energy. At ordinary temper-
atures we have

p z ~0 = g (37r2n)2/3.

The quantity Vi - p is the work function of the metal and the emission of
electrons from incandescent cathodes is known as Richardsonís effect.

8028

It is generally recognized that there are at least three different kinds
of neutrinos. They can be distinguished by the reactions in which the
neutrinos are created or absorbed. Let us call these three types of neutrino
v,, vP and u,. It has been speculated that each of the neutrinos has a small
but finite rest mass, possibly different for each type. Let us suppose, for
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this exam question, that there is a small perturbing interaction between
these neutrino types, in the absence of which all three types have the same
nonzero  rest mass Me. Let the matrix element of this perturbation have
the same real value fwi between each pair of neutino types. Let it have
zero expectation value in each of the states v,, v,, and v,.

(a) A neutrino of type ue is produced at rest at time zero. What is the
probability, as a function of time, that the neutrino will be in each of the
other two states?

(b) [Can be answered independently of (a)] An experiment to detect
these ìneutrino oscillationsî is being performed. The flight path of the
neutrinos is 2000 meters. Their energy is 100 GeV.  The sensitivity is such
that the presence of 1% of neutrinos of one type different from that pro-
duced at the start of the flight path can be measured with confidence. Take
Ms to be 20 electron volts. What is the smallest value of fwi that can be
detected? How does this depend on Me?

(Berkeley)

Solution:

(a) In the representation of IL/~),  1~~) and Iv,l, the matrix of the Hamil-
tonian  of the system is

The Schrodinger  equation

?i ax?
iat+HQí=O,

form

ai being the wave function for state vi, has the matrix

j
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with the initial condition

al(o)= 1, Q?(O) = a3(0) = 0.

The solution is

al(t)  = e-iMdR 2 iwlt3 e +g ,
-i2w1t

>

a2(q = i e-iMotlh  (e-2wlt  _  eiwt),

a3(t)  = jj e-iMOtlh  (e-2wt  _  @t).

Hence the probabilities of the neutrino being in states vP and u, are

1

2
P(v/J = ]a# = - (1 - cos3wit))

9

2
P(r+) = ]a&)]2  = - (1 - cos3wit).

9

(b) The time of flight of v, is At = h in the laboratory time, or AT =
At,/- z ; 9, where E is the total energy, in the rest frame of v,.
For P(vP)  2 l%, i.e.,

; [l - cos(3w1A7)] 2 0.01,

we require

wi >
cos-lo.955 0.301 O.lcE=-=-

3Ar 3Ar lMo ’
or

fiwl 2
0.1 x 3 x lo8 x 100 x log x 6.58 x lo-l6

2000 x 20
= 0.05 eV.

8029

To a good approximation, an electron in a crystal lattice experiences a
periodic potential as shown in Fig. 8.8.:

It is a theorem (Floquetís), and a physical fact, that the spectrum of
any such periodic potential sparates  into continuous Lëbands”  with forbidden
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ìgapsî. To construct a very crude model of (the lowest band of) this effect,
imagine that the barriers are high, so that the set of ìground statesî In)
(-oo < n < +co) (one for each well) are approximate eigenstates. Call ,?I?,-,
the energy of each In). Now suppose E = lEleia  is the (small) amplitude for
tunneling between any two nearest-neighbor wells (probability for In- 1) t
In) -+ In+1 > is I&[ì). Se up a Hermitian Hamiltonian that describes this.t
Compute the energy E(B) of the state(s)

+CU

10) = C eineln)  .
?l=--00

What is the width of your band?
(Berkeley)

----->-----

Fig. 8.8

Solution:

We write the Hamiltonian as a matrix, choosing In) as basis vectors.
Supposing

Hln) = EO(1 - E - Eí)lrz)  + E&z + 1) + El)&*171  - l),

we have

(mlHln) = J ?)*(x  - ma)H@(2 - nap

= Eo J 7)*(x - ma)qqa:  - na)dz

= brnnEO(l  - E - E*) + 6m,n+lEEO + bm,n-_1E*EO,
. .

where we have used the assumption that tunneling occurs only between
adjacent potential wells and the amplitude for tunneling to the right is
E = I&leia, that to the left is E* = I&le--icí.  Thus the matrix of H is
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(11 ’

PI
(31

H= : <

’ Es(1 - & -

E*EO

0
,

11)

&*I CEO

E,,(l - E -

EíEO

12)

0
&ëI EEO . . . * .

Eo(l-e-~*) * ’ *. . .
* . . . . . . .* . * . * * . .

* . . .. . . . * . * . * .

13)  . . . . . . . . .

and

HI@ =Eo E eine In) (1 - E - E*) + EO E eine(Eln  + 1) + &*I12 - 1))
n=--CO n=--oo

= Ee(1  - 2]a]  coscr)]f?)  + EO E [ei(n-l)ec + ei(ì+ë)e,*]jn)

= Ee[l  - 214 coscr + 214 cos(6’ - cry)]]@.

Hence the energy eigenvalue of 10) is

Ee = Eo[l  - 2]e](cosa!  - cos(0 - a))]

e
1-4]a]sinisin  2-o .( )I

From these results it can be concluded as follows:
(i) Since a continuous variation of e results in a continuous variation of

the energy, the energy levels become an energy band. Furthermore, when
0 = a, EO = Em,, = Ee{l + 2]s](l - coso)},  and when 8 = T + (Y,  E. =
Emin = Ec{l-2]e](l  +COSCX)}. SO the width of the band is E,, - Emin  =
4l+f30.

(ii) When cx,  which depends on the shape of the periodic potential well,
is sufficintly  small, tunneling between neighboring wells always results in a
lowering of the ground state energy.

8030

Consider an idealized (point charge) Al atom (2 = 13, A = 27). If a
negative lepton or meson is captured by this atom it rapidly cascades down
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to the lower n states which are inside the electron shells. In the case of
p-capture:

(a) Compute the energy El for the p in the n = 1 orbit; estimate also
a mean radius. Neglect relativistic effects and nuclear motion.

(b) Now compute a correction to El to take into account the nuclear
motion.

(c) Find a perturbation term to the Hamiltonian due to relativistic
kinematics, ignoring spin. Estimate the resulting correction to El.

(d) Define a nuclear radius. How does this radius for Al compare to
the mean radius for the n = 1 orbit from (a)? Discuss qualitatively what
happens to the p- when the /.L- atomic wave function overlaps the nucleus
substantially. What happens to a 7r- under the circumstances? Information
that may be relevant:

M,, = 105MeV/c2, SPIN(p)  = l/2,

Ad, = 140 MeV/c2, SPIN(r) = 0.

Solution:

(Berkeley)

(a) We shall neglect the effects of the electrons outside the nucleus and
consider only the motion of the p in the Coulomb field of the Al nucleus.
The energy levels of p in a hydrogen-like atom of nuclear charge 2 (in the
nonrelativistic approximation) are given by

Thus

&-?&E$ Z2 = -g x 13.6 x 132 eV

= -0.4732 MeV,

Ii2 me Ii2 0.5a=-=--___
Zme2 Zm m,e2 13 x 105

x 0.53 A

= 1.9 x 1o-4 A.
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(b) To take into account the motion of the nucleus, we simply have to
replace the mass m of the meson with its reduced mass p = a, M
being the nuclear mass. Thus

CL 1
E;=;Ei=I+%---El =

-0.4732
1+ë05

27x930

= -0.471 MeV.

(c) Taking into account the relativistic effects the muon kinetic energy
is

2
T = &,2c2  _t m2c4  _ mc2 = 2 - -p4 +

8m3c2
. . . .

The relativistic correction introduces a perturbation Hamiltonian

The energy correction AE for El is then

AE = (1001  - & 1100)

= ---& (lOOI&. 2 IlOO)

= ---& (1001  (H + F) (H+  F) 1100)

=---&(lOO~  (E~+$)ëIloo).

For a rough estimate, take T z a. Then

(d) In the scattering of neutrons by a nucleus, an attractive strong
nuclear force sets in when the distance becomes smaller than T - roA$,
where rs - 1.2 x lo-i3cm and A is the atomic mass number of the nucleus.
r is generally taken to be the radius of the nuclues, which for Al is
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The difference between the radius of the nucleus of Al and that of the
first orbit of the CL-mesic  atom is not very large, so that there is a consider-
able overlap of the wave functions of the nucleus and the muon. This effect,
due to the finite volume of the nucleus, will give rise to a positive energy
correction. At the same time thereíis also a large interaction between the
muon and the magnetic moment of the nucleus.

Under similar circumstances, for the 7r-mesic atom there is also the
volume effect, but no interaction with the magnetic moment of the nucleus
as pions have zero spin.

8031

Low energy neutrons from a nuclear reactor have been used to test
gravitationally induced quantum interference. In Fig. 8.9, neutrons incident
from A can follow two paths of equal lengths, ABCEF and ABDEF, and
interfere after they recombine at E. The three parallel slabs which diffract
the neutrons are cut from one single crystal. To change the effects of the
gravitational potential energy, the system can be rotated about the line
ABD. Suppose 4 is the angle of this rotation (4 = 0 for the path ABCEF
horizontal).

Fig. 8.9

(a) Show that the phase difference at point E due to the effect of gravity
can be expressed as p = q sin 4, where q = KM2 sin 28, X being the neutron
wavelength and K an appropriate constant which depends on neutron mass
m, gravitational acceleration g, Planckís constant fi, and numerical factors.
Determine the constant K. Assume here that the gravitational potential
energy differencs  are very small compared to the neutron kinetic energies.
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(b) The neutron wavelength used in the experiment is 1.45 A. What is
the corresponding kinetic energy in electron volts?

(c) If S = 4 cm, 8 = 22.5î,  and X = 1.45 8, how many maxima should
be seen by a neutron counter at F as 4 goes from -90î to +90°?

Mass of neutron = 939MeV/c2, tic = 1.97 x lo-ëi  MeV . cm.

(GUS)

Solution:

(a) The wave function of the incident neutrons can be taken as

where c is a constant. When they move along a certain orbit from x = 0 to
x = 1 it becomes

$(r,t)=cexp
[
i /l&G&FTJdX-~Et .

0 1

Thus the phase is

The neutrons are separated at point B into two beams 1 and 2, for which
ëPBI  = (PBa.

The situations on lines BC and DE are same and so for the two neutron
beams, Acpc~  = APED.  On line BD, we can set the gravitational potential
V=O,E=Ee,andso

A~DB = i os dmdx - i Eo. zJ

where wo is the neutron velocity 6 dm.
On line CE, the gravitational potential is

V = mgh = mg.BEsin8sin$, with BE = 2Scos~,
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i.e.,

and

V = mgSsinZOsin@,

AcpEC = 1
sJ J2m(Eo-V)dz-iEat

fi 0

=s4a
---5c (G+F_)~

Thus the phase difference of the two beams of neutrons at point F is

P=&DB-A(P

a.sV<Eo.  Thus
p = qsind),

where

_ 3 m29
c-l- 2 &I=

S2 sin 26

= KM2  sin 213

with
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(b) The neutron has momentum

and hence kinetic energy

2 ( 27r x 1.97 x 10-s
= 939 x 10s 1.45 x 10-s >

= 0.039 eV

(c) In the range -1 < sin4 < 1, the number of maxima seen by a
neutron counter at F is

2q 3 Smc2  2
n=G=; Xh2( 1

gX sin 28

3 ( 4 x 939

= 4 7l- x 1.97 x lo-” x 3 x 10í0

> 2
X 980 X 1.45 x 10m8 x sin 45”

=30.

8032

Consider the Dirac equation in one dimension

where

H = coup, + pmc2 + V(t) = ca + pmc2 + V(z),

I being the 2 x 2 unit matrix.

commutes with H.
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(b) Use the results of (a) to show that the one-dimensional Dirac equa-
tion can be written as two coupled first order differential equations.

(Buffdo)

Solution:

(a) As

we have

by HI = b, CC% + Pmc2 + V] = c[u, a]pz + [u, p]mc' = 0.

(b) As [c, H] = 0, u and H have common eigenfunctions. u is a diagonal
$1

matrix. Let its eigenfunction be

0

” As
$3 .

dJ4

u has eigenfunctions 00 $1  $3 0 and 0 tiz  $4  0 0 with eigenvalues + 1 and - 1 re

spectively.
Substituting these in the Dirac equation, we obtain

(-ih$+V) [~)+mc2(_~3)=ih~(~),
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(-ihg+v) [j) +mc2 (,) =ihg
0

$2

2 4 il

0 .

$4

Each of these represents two coupled differential equations. However, the
two sets of equations become identical if we let $3 -+ 4~4,  $1 -+ $2. Thus
the one-dimensional Dirac equation can be written as two coupled first
order differential equations.

8033

(a) Write down the Dirac equation in Hamiltonian form for a free par-
ticle, and give explicit forms for the Dirac matrices.

(b) Show that the Hamiltonian H commutes with the operator o . P
where P is the momentum operator and cr is the Pauli  spin operator in the
space of four component spinors.

(c) Find plane wave solutions of the Dirac equation in the representation
in which c . P is diagonal. Here P is the eigenvalue of the momentum
operator.

(Buffalo)

Solution:

(4
A=ca.P+pmc2=ca!.(-itiV)+pmc2,

where

are the Dirac matrices.
(b) Write

a-P= (3 ;) .P= (,Yp ì;ë>  .

As

( a*P 0
c.P=a.Pl=

0 >l7.P ’
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[a.P,Hl= Kyp gop),c(uyp  yp)+mc2(;  _4)]

K a.P 0

> (

C7.P
=C

0 . ’ a.P 11

+ mc2
K

+pCyp) ;: ;lJ, =o+o=o.

(c) Let P be along the z direction. Then as (T, =

where the unspecfied  elements are all zeros, which is diagonal. Then as
shown in Problem 8032 the plane wave solutions of the Dirac equation in

this representation are (i) eiPZzlh  and (i) eiPZz/ë,  where a and y, /?

and 6 take two sets of different values. Substituting the eigenfunctions in
the Schrodinger  equation

we have

giving

cP,y + mc2a = Ea,

cP,cx  - mc2y = Ey ,

E* = f m2c4 + P2c2z 7

+=

1

0
Ek - mc2

cPz
0 I ei(P*r--E*t)lfc.

>
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and

giving

-cP,b + mc2p = ED,

-cP,/3 - mc26 = Ed,

E* = f m2c4 + P2c2I 1

8034

Consider a free real scalar field 4(zrP),  where xP = x, y, x for p = 1,2,3
and x4 = ict, satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation.

(a) Write down the Lagrangian density for the system.
(b) Using Eulerís equations of motion, verify that 4 does satisfy the

Klein-Gordon equation.
(c) Derive the Hamiltonian density for the system. Write down Hamil-

tonís equations and show that they are consistent with the equation derived
in (b)

(Buffalo)

Solution:

(a) The Lagrangian density is

(b) Using the above expression for L: in Eulerís equations of motion

aJ+)a, a(44)[ 1 a-w = 0--

W(x)
we obtain

a&$4(x)  - m26(x)  = 0,

which is just the Klein-Gordon equation.
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(c) The Hamiltonian density of the system is

Hamiltonís canonical equations

where

then give
-a,p, = m2q5,

i.e.,
apap+  - m2g5 = 0,

same as obtained in (b).

8035

It can be shown that the probability for an on-shell charged particle
with initial momentum P to emit a virtual photon with momentum q is
proportional to the covariant tensor

w,v = As,, + BPpPv  + cqpq,  + D(q,Pv + ppqyj,

where A, B, C and D are real Lorentz-invariant scalar functions of q2, q. P
and P2 = m2.

(a) Use current conservation to show that W,, has the form

w,,=w1  (g,,-y)+w2  (Pp-Ppy).(P"-q"y),

i.e., only two of A, B, C and D are independent.
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(b) Compute WI and W2 for a Dirac particle of mass m for which

wan = Td(P- d + m>-fp(P+  rn)-fî]  .

Solution:

(Buffalo)

(a) Current conservation requires qpW,, = 0, i.e.,

A% + B(q.  P)Pv + cqzq, + D(q2Pv + (q. p)q,] = 0 )

where q. P = qpP,, qv = qpgpv, etc. As Pv, qv are independent and q2 # 0,
this gives

A+Cq2+D(q.P)=0,

B(q.P)+Dq2=0.

Solving for C and D and writing A = WI, B = W2,  we have

(q * PID=-W,- , c-wí+
W2(Q. PI2

cl2 !I2 q4 .

Hence

(b) We are given

where p=  Pclya,  t = qaTa. The Dirac matrices satisfy the anticommuta-
tion relation

and so
Tr(yPíyî)  = 4gPî,
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qyyJî2  . . .rPn) = 0 for n = odd,

Tr(y~ëyV+y~)  = 4(gíLVgXU  - g@gîb  + gPUgVX).

Hence in W,, the terms involving an odd number of y vanish. Consider

TGk.bPYv)  = Tr(P,yQg,xyXP~yBg,,y6)
= ~~g,x~pg~o~(Y~YxY~Yî)

= 4pcxg,x  Ppgvo(gQXgPU  - gaPgXu + gang AD)
= 4(P,b,aP& - PPP&g,,  + Pug,ìP&)

= 4(P,P” - P2gpv + PîP,)  ,

~(BrpPrv)  = 4(&Pv - q. pg,v + gvP/J ,
Tr(m2ypx)  = m2g,,gvpTr(?-f)

= 4m2g,,g,pgQP = 4m2g,,b,Q  = 4m2gpv.

Then, as for an on-shell particle P2 M m2, we have

WP”  = 4q. R7,”  + 8P,P”  - 4(q,Py + qîP/J.

A comparison with the given expression for Wpu we find

WI =4q.P, w,=s.

Note that for an on-shell charge emitting a virtual photon, initially P2 =
m2,  and finally (P - q)2 = P2 - 2q. P + q2 = m2, and so the two expressions
for W,, are consistent.

8036

In order to account for the anomalous magnetic moments of particles,
the Dirac equation given below can be used:

(iv- ea+ K-& up,,Fp” - m)+(z)  = 0.
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Here e and m are the charge and mass of the particle, K is a dimensionless
parameter, A@(x) is the four-dimensional potential and Ffiíî  is the electro-
magnetic field tensor, i.e.

aA"
FPíî  = g _ _

” ax, ’

where yP is a Dirac matrix, 70 = 7’ = p, yi = -7i = /3cr*, i = 1,2,3.

(a) It is well known that the above equation is covariant if K = 0. We
have

$ë(xí)  = S+(x),

where xíp  = a:x” and a,yp ” = Síy~S.  Show that if K # 0, the equation
is still covariant.

(b) Write the equation in the Hamiltonian form and show that the ad-
ditional interaction does not destroy the Hermiticity of the original Hamil-
tonian.

(Buflalo)

Solution:

(a) As
S-ë7PS  = aL7”

and a; commutes with S and 7, we have

Consider

o&~Fí~@$ë(xí)  = i (7,7p - 707~)  a~a!PíS$(x)

= i (SS-l7,~~-ë7p  - sS-ë~~SS-ë~,)  aEatPîW

= S i (Svly,Sa~SulypSa~ - S-ëypSa~S-ëy,Sa,n)F~ëìII,
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Hence
S-la&pFíQP+ë(zí)  = apv Fpî$(x).

Then as q(x)  = S-ë$ë(xí)  and Vand ,A are invariant, under transformation
the Dirac equation becomes

S-’ iy- ea+ z uLp  Fí@  + m +ë(x) = 0,

i.e. the equation is covariant.

(b) As

41~ 7aAa  = PA” + TjAj = PA” + 7jgjiAi

=pAî-r.~,

the Dirac equation can be written as

Note that we have used units such that ti = c = 1.
Mutiplying both sides by fl from the left, as p2 = 1, pri = p20i = cri,

we have the equation in the Hamiltonian form:

where

with

~1, up, 03 being Pauliís  matrices and I the unit matrix. By definition

{Ui, Uj} = UiUj  + UjUi  = 216ij.
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It follows that

and so

(i,j = 1,2,3)

{oi, (Yj} = 2Ibijj  {p, CXyi} = 0,

Then

{7i, 7j) = 29ij Y

{P,7i) = 0.

P7 uijl =
[
P, i (7i7j - 7j7i)

1

= i (P7i7j - P7j7i  - 7i7jP + 7j7iP) = 0 7

since 7i7jP = -7iP7j = P7i7j, etc, and similarly,

i
(0, gOi} = - (P[P,  7il+ [P, 7il P) = 0.2

Since by definition gi and 0 are Hermitian, 7s = /3 is Hermitian and 7i =
poi is anti-Hermitian. It follows that aij is Hermitian and usi, oio are
anti-Hermitian. Then

+ff/bîP + = Uf,+ + U&o+ + U&p+  = Uij/3 - UiOfl- UOiP

= PUij + /3UiO + PUl)i  = @Sp,v  .

Hence the Hermitian conjugate of the additional interaction term is

noting that K, e, m and Fp” are real numbers. Therefore the additional
interaction is Hermitian, and it does not destroy the Hermiticity of the
original Hamiltonian.

8037

Proton and neutron may be regarded as two ìisospinî states of a single
particle, the nucleon. Denote proton by I+)  and neutron by I-) and define
the following operators:
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The operators tl = f (t++t-),  t2 = -4 (t+-t-), and t3 can be represented
by one-half times the 2 x 2 Pauli  matrices. Together they form a vector t
in isospin space.

In a simple model the Hamiltonian for a system of N nucleons all in the
same spatial state is the sum of three terms:

H=NEo+C1Cti.ti+C2Q2,
i>j

where Eo, Cl and Cís  are positive constants with Ci > C2, tj is the isospin
of the i-th nucleon, and Q is the total electric charge in units of e. The
sum is over all pairs of nucleons.

(a) Show that Ci,j ti . tj = 3 [T(T + 1) - i N], where T is the ìtotal
isospinî quantum number of the system.

In the rest of this problem it is essential to remember that neutrons and
protons are spin-l/2 particles obeying Fermi statistics.

(b) What are the energy eigenstates and eigenvalues of a P-nucleon
system? What is the total spin of each state?

(c) What are the energy eigenstates and eigenvalues of a 4-nucleon  sys-
tem?

(d) What are the energy eigenvalues of a 3-nucleon system?

Solution:

(a) As T2 = (Citi)2 has eigenvalue T(T + 1) and tf has eigenvalue
3 (+ + l), we have

(b) A system of identical spin-$  particles must have an antisymmetric
total wave function. Hence a system of two nucleons has the following
possible structures:



Configuration

(PP>

(nn)

(Pn)

(Pn)
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Isospin State

l+)l+)

I-)1-)

$2 (l+)l-) + I-)1+))

5 (l+)l-) - I-)1+))

737

Spin State

$ (b>IP) - IP)IQ))

5 WIP) - Mb))

$ WIP) - IP)b))

5 (b)lP> + IP)b)),

1414, or lP)lP)

The corresponding eigenvalues are as follows,

Configuration T S Q E

(PP) 1 ; 2 Cl +c14cz

:ì,’  l

0
1 0 1 C l  + (32

(pii) 011 cz

In the above, Icy),Ip)  pre resent single-particle states with spin + and
spin - respectively, and E is the energy above (2Ea - g Cl).

(c) On account of Paulís principle, there can at most be 2 protons and
2 neutrons, each pair of opposite spins, in a given energy state. For the or-

dered combination (pnpn)  the spin states have four forms (@?p),  (P@KY),
(@Pa), (k4). For other ordered combinations similar spin states ap-
ply. However, in this case the total wave function cannot be expressed as
a simple product of the spin wave function and the isospin wave function.
For the possible isospin values T = 2,1,0, the corresponding energy values
are

E=4Eo+4C2+;C1, 4Eo + 4C2 - ; Cl ,

4Eo + 4C2 - ; Cl.

But as the spatial wave functions of the four nucleons are the same and
there are only two spin states for a nucleon, Pauliís  principle requires the
systemís total isospin to be 0 and its energy state can only be the eigenstate
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I+)1w I+)1P1 I-)lW  I-)1&

$(1,2,3,4)  =
(+)2a2  1+)2P2  I-)2Q2 I-)2P2

.I+)3a3 I+)303  I-)3@3 I-)303

1+)4a4 I+)404  I-)4Q4 I-)404

(d) The configurations for a three-nucleon system are (ppn) or (nnp),
and the isospin can be $ or +

For (ppn):

E = 3Ee + 4Cs I!Z ; Cl ,

for (nnp):

E = 3E,, + Cís  f f Cr .

8038

A molecule in the form of an equilateral triangle can capture an extra
electron. To a good approximation, this electron can go into one of three
orthogonal states +A,  I+!IB, $C  localized near the corners of the triangle. To
a better approximation, the energy eigenstates of the electron are linear
combinations of $A, +B, $C determined by an effective Hamiltonian which
has equal expectation values for $A, $B, ?,/Ic  and equal matrix elements Vo
between each pair of $A, $B, $JC.

(a) What does the symmetry under a rotation through 2~/3  imply about
the coefficients of $A, 4n, $C in the eigenstates of the effective Hamilto-
nian? There is also symmetry under interchange of B and C; what ad-
ditional information does this give about the eigenvalues of the effective
Hamiltonian?

(b) At time t = 0 an electron is captured into the state $,A. Find the
probability that it is in $A at time t.

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) Under the rotation through 2x/3,  we have

R~CIA  = a+B, R$B =a&~, R$c=a$~.
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Then as

R2$~ = aR+B = a2&,

R3$~ = a2R$c  = a3$A ,

we have a3 = 1 and hence

a=l,eY and e-.

Suppose the eigenstate of the effective Hamiltonian is

Symmetry under the rotation through 9 means that R11, = $, i.e.

Then the orthogonality of $A, $B, $C  requires

ala = a2, a2a = aa, asa = al.

For a = 1 letting al = 1, for a = exp (i?) letting al = 1, and for a =
exp (i%) letting a2 = 1, we have the three combinations

Let the equal expectation values of H for the eigenstates $A,+B,  ?jc be
zero, then the effective Hamiltonian can be represented by the matrix

As H+(l)  = ~V$J(ë),  HT,!J(~)  = -V$.J(~),  H$c3)  = -V$J(~),  the energies
corresponding to $I(ë),  $J(~), $c3)  are 2V, -V, -V repectively.

There is symmetry in the interchange of B and C. Denote by P the
operator for the interchange of the two atoms. As P does not commute
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with R, it cannot be represented by a diagonal matrix on the basis of
$~(l), $I@),  T/J(~). However, q!~(l) is an eigenstate of P and $I(~),  r+!~(~)  are de-
generate states, though not eigenstates, of P. So P imposes no condition
on the eigenvalues of H.

(b) At t = 0, we can expand the wave function $A as

$I~@) = -!__ [#”  + $,@I + @+@)I.
d3

At a later time t we have

tiA(t) = 5 [e--i2Vt/9,(l)  +  e+iVt/h$,(2)  +  ,-i2r/3,+iVt/fig,(3)],

Hence the probability of an electron, initially in state +A, being in state
$A at time t is

I(ë$A(t)l?)A(0))/2  = i (,$i2Vt/R  + epiVt/fi + ,iz*i3,-ivtjre-i2n,3)12

8 0 3 9

The energy of a molecule is the sum of the kinetic energies of the elec-
trons and of the nuclei and of the various Coulomb energies. Suppose that
for a particular many-particle normalized wave function $(x1,  . . . , XN),  the
expectation value of the kinetic energy is T and of the potential energy is
-U(U > 0).

(a) Find a variational estimate of the ground state energy using a wave
function X3N/2~(Xxr,  . . . , hN)  where x is a parameter.

(b) Suppose $ is the true ground state wave function and that the true
ground state energy is -B(B > 0). What are the true values of T and U?

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) The mean kinetic energy T of the system is given by the sum of
terms like

~JSYx1,. ..xN)&(xl,.-  ,XN)ëh,...  ,dxN

_fídí*(Xl,.-  ,xN)$ë&l,...  ,xN)h ,... ,dxN ’
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When the trial wave function is used, the mean kinetic energy T’ is given
by the sum of terms like

&sNJ$*(Xx1,  . . . ,Xxjv)$$~(Xx~,...,XXN)dx~,... ,dXN

X3Nj-~*(X~1,...  ,~Xjv)$'(~X~,... ,Xx~)dXl,... ,dXN *

~X2S1L*(XX~,...XxN)-~~~(XXl,...,XXN)dXX~,...,dXXN

j-?,b*(~X~,...,~xN)'Z,b(~x+.,~XN)d~X~,...,d~XN  '

gf .p$*(Yl,. . . YN) $$ë(YI,.  . . , Yiv)dYl,  . . . , dYlv

=  .f$ë*(Yl,-  ,YN)dí(;l,...  >YN)dYl,...  ,dYiv ’

where yi = Xx1,  etc. Hence Tí = X2T.  Similarly, -U is given by the sum
of terms like

eiej J V (Xi, . . . XN) & $(X1,. . . , XN)dXl, . . . t dxN

j-$*(x1,.  . . , xN)$'(xl, . . . , w)dxl, . . . , dxN

and so -U’ = - XU. Thus the mean value of the energy is

E(X) = X2T - AU .

For the ground state, T = 0, giving X = $=,.  Hence the variational
estimate of the ground state energy is

(b) If $J is the true ground state wave function, then X = 1. Hence

U = 2T and E=T-u=-T.

As E = -B, we have
T=B, U=2B.

8040

In diatomic  molecules, nuclear motions are generally much slower than
are those of the electrons, leading to the use of adiabatic approximation.
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This effectively means that the electron wave functions at any time are
obtained for the instantaneous positions of the protons. A highly idealized
version of a ìsingly-ionized hydrogen moleculeî is provided by the one-
dimensional ìelectronî Hamiltonian

H = -& -$ - gb(z  - Xl))  - gb(a:  + 2s) )

where fso are the proton coordinates.

1

Y YfI+=++0 P%l y. =
-1

Fig. 8.10

(a) What are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of all bound states for
arbitrary SO? You may specify eigenvalues in terms of a transcendental
equation. Give the analytic results for the limiting cases 7 >> 1 and
w < 1.

(b) Assume that the protons (mass M > m) move adiabatically and
have a repulsive potential V(Pzc) = g/2OOzc acting between them. Calcu-
late approximately the equilibrium separation of the protons.

(c) Calculate approximately the frequency for harmonic vibrations of
the protons about the equilibrium position. Is the adiabatic approximation
justified?

(MIT)

Solution:

(a) The Schrodinger  equation can be written as

2 + P[b(rc  - zo) + 6(X + Xo)]$  = k21c,, (1)

wherep=$Z$!, kî=-v=v as E is negative for bound states.
For z # 3~0, the equation becomes 3 = k2$.  Furthermore as H is

invariant under space inversion, its eigenstates are of two types, with odd
and even parities as:
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odd parity:
s i n h k x ,  O<X<XO,

G(x) = ae-ìz
, 205x,

even parity:
coshkx, O<x<xo,

x05x,

where a, b are constants. Integrating both sides of Eq. (1) from x0 - c to
x0 + E and letting E + 0, we find

@ë(x0  + s) - @ë(x0  -

The continuity of 1c, across PO requires

$(x0 + &> = $,(x0 - &).

These two conditions give, for odd parity,

2kxo
e -2kzo = 1 _ _

Pxo ’
for even parity,

2kxoe-2kzo = -1+ -.
0x0

As shown in Fig. 8.10, k and hence the eigenvalue E are given by the
intercept of y = e-I with either

yo = 1 - Z-
Pxo

ëor yE=-l+L
Pzo ’

where z = 2kxo.  When /3x0 << 1, as

y and ys do not intercept and there is only solution for even parity. For
this the interception occurs at small z given by

or z x 2pxs(l  - /3x0), i.e. k M p(1 -/3x0).
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Hence

E = -g (1 - pzi$.

When 0x0 >> 1, the interceptions occur near z z @CO. Using this we
have for the odd and even parities respectively

and hence

E
ri2p27s ------& (1 ZF e-flzo)”  .

Note that for odd parity the energy

decreases as x0 increases, even before we consider the repulsive force be-
tween the protons. Thus the system is unstable and the state is not a bound
state. Therefore, in both the limiting cases only the even parity solutions
are valid.

(b) The total energy of the system including the protonís is

(H) = E,+Tp+Vp,

where E, is the electron energy obtained above for even parity, Tp x 0 in
adiabatic approximation, and VP = &.

The equilibrium separation ?e of the protons is given by

which gives

If ,f3ze  < 1, we have

OI

+& (WI,,  = 0 7

1oo(pC-J)2(1  + e-Bîo)  = PD.

1
(Pzo)2(2  - PZO) = - 1100

1
f e z - .

1OJzP
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If /3ze >> 1, we have

Consider

hî(Z0)  St 2 (H)I,,  = - % p3 (1 + 2e-Pzo) eePsO + & .
0 0

For @co << 1, we have

hî(zo)  ìN & 11 - 150(P~o)31  = & > 0,
0

and the equilibrium is stable. For &J >> 1 we have

hî(zo) = --?!- (&I - 2) < 0,
2003

and the equilibrium is unstable. Hence the equilibrium separation is

1
30
=s’

(c) Consider the case of stable equilibrium &e < 1. The force constant
is

K = hî(zo)  z 20&p3,

and so the vibrational frequency is

Kw= -_=
J-

4 x 200114 mg2
m Ii3

As the kinetic energy of protons is of the order

gPT,++--
lOJ3

while the electron has energy

,4,$$gb’

we have Tp < (&.I and the adiabatic approximation is valid, i.e. the protons
may be taken to be stationary.
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